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INTRODUCTION

This volume of papers presented to the Oxford Symposium on Food &
Cookeiy at St Antony's College Oxfoid under the joint chainnanship of Dr
Theodore Zeldin and Alan Davidson in June 1987 follows the pattern of

previous collections. Except for the first paper, which was distributed early to

symposiasts as a discussion document and a mi.se au point, the contents are

airan^sd in alfriiabetical oider according to their author.

As so often at these gatherings, the standard of the spoken contributions

was as high as those presented in these pages. The Symposium continues to be

true to its name.
It is a misfortune of accident and loss that Dr David Pears' text of his

address to the Symposium on the philosophy of taste cannot be included in this

volume.
Altiiough a loose association of like-minds, die practical support of the

Domestic Bursar and staff of St Antony's College is necessary to give form and

structure to what has become an annual event. The gratitude of all symposiasts

is vecocded bene.

Tom Jaine

February, 1988

COVER II.l -USTRATION: from Pere Polycarpe Ptmcelet's Chimt du Gout et de I'odorat

(1 175SJ, 1774 ed.) illustrating his analogy between musical harmonies and the harmooiesof

taste. This is refened lo in Alan Davidson's paper, Tastes, Aromas, Flavours', below.

ISBN 0 907325 39 4
©1988, as a collection. Proqiect Books Ltd. (but 01967, in the individual articles, rests with

die individual auUuus).

Editor: Tom Jaine

Published by Prospect Books Ltd., 45 Lamom Road, London SWIO OHU.
Mined by Kingfislier Mnt, Staverttn, Touws, Devon.
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TASTES, AROMAS, FLAVOURS

Alan Davidson

When sciemists deal uiih these matters, they draw a clear di'vtinction between tastes and

aromas. Tastes are what we detect with the taste buds in our mouths, mostly on the tongue.

Arofiias are what we smell. As for flavours, these aie the complex pradncts of combinations

of tastes and aiomas such as even a sinq)le dish is likdy lo present

TASTE BUI>S ANDTASTES
Our tnMe buds are elonrntcd cells which terminate in what are called gustatory tuurs. Thev are

extremely small. The greatest concentration of them forms a kind of V shqw on the upper

surface ofthe tongue, just visible as tiny nippte-lBoe piotuberances and ofTicially known as the

vallate papillae. However, such papillae occur elsewtMtre on the tongue; aiid on the soft palate,

the pharynx and the epiglottis. All of them are inside the mouth. None are to be found on the

hairs of a man's moustache, for example (although this might be a convenient anrangement.

for which a precedent is provided by the tastebuds tO be found in the barbels of a catfish,

which enable this creature to pretaste food.s before admitting them 'through the barrier of its

teedi', as Homer might have said if he had paid attention to die matter).

The taste buds are specialized, Some respond to sweetness, others to an acid taste, and so

on. At one time it was thought thai the taste buds were arranged in groups, for example those

responding to sweemess on the tip of the tongue. However, although there is some truth in

this notion, the actual arrangement is much less tidy, and may even be subject to change with

the passage of time.

How Many Tastes?

Despite dietr minute size, delicacy and specialization, our taste buds are rather 'blunt

inslrumenis'. The accepted view ;s 'hat they can only distinguish for us four tastes: SWPET.
BITTER. ACID and SALT. 1 hese terms are not mvariable. Thus the term SOUK may be used

histead ofAOD. It has, incidentally, been suggested by some authorities that fhoe may also

be an .A.LKALINE taste, while others have proposed adding .^STRINCIENT to the liSL But I

think 1 am right in saying that the only serious candidate nowadays for the honourof being a

Fifth Taste is METALLIC. On this assumption, die tastes may be laid out dius for

inspection:

SWEET BITTER ACID SALT (?)METALLIC
(sour)

And it is generally agreed Uiai our taste buds have a rather limited capacity for distinguishing

evendiese.

To illustrate this last p<iint, I draw on the expi-iieru e nt Rii !i:ircl r)Iney. When conducting a

class in the art of wine-tasting, he made some experiments. The members of the class were

given sanq>les of water to sip. tiie samples having been invested witii different tastes, as

follows:

(1) sugar added

(2) quinine added

(3) lemon juice added

(4) salt added

The additions were made in quantities known to be clearly above the threshold of perception of

the average person widi properly functioning taste buds. The students were then asked to

identify the tastes. Only half of diem scored full marks. Although this result surprised the

participanLs, it uould not have surprised anyone versed in the workings (it the i.Me buds. It is

well established that the sensitivity of the taste buds varies greatly from individual to

individual, and that a substantial number of people are 'taste-blind' for one or more of the

tastes which most of us can distinguish. In addition, there are linguistic problems. The terms

'bitter', acid' and sour' are often confusing for people who have not been trained in their use.
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DAVn)SON

Ilow Toxic Receptors Work

The taste bads, or lecepton, work by delecting the characteristic shape of the molecules of

tasty subst;inces. a< the latter drift or eddy over them in the mouth, dissolved in water. If the

shape of a molecule matches the shape of a receptor site (as a key matches a lock), the two

lock togedier, usnaOy just for a moment, and dw receptor is thereby stimulated The degree of

stimulation is variable, and so is the time taken for the stimulator to resistor. This latter

factor accounts for (he phenomenon of aftertaste', which may of course also be caused by

remnants of food remaining in dw mondL

The stveogth of a taste depends partly on the number of molecules of the tasty substance

which are present. The more there are, the greater the chances of collisions (which happen in a

fortuitous manner) and momentar\ locking between molecules and receptors. But numbers are

not all. Qtnlily matters too. For example, molecules of saccharin exert a stimulation on

'sweet' receptors which is 500 times more powerful than those of sugar can achieve. The

saccharin molecule resembles the sugar molecule in shape. Quite what gives it this greatly

enhanced power of stimvladon is not known. Bat some odier facts, of a fasdnadng character,

have come to lioht in this general area of study. Some tropical plants have been found to

contain chemicals which, although they do not themselves taste sweet, have the power ol

making anydiing ebe taste sweet Research has been done on one such substance, miraculin,

which is present in the 'miracle berry'. Svnscpalum duldftcum. Its molecule app;irently locks

itself into place on ttie side of a sweetness receptor site, distorts tlie receptor slighly and jams

a sugary' part of itself into it The effect produced by this aggressive behavtour is to override

the tastes of other substances. Another chemical, in the leaves of the plant Cynnmeim

sylvestre, has exactly the opposite effect It 'shuts off the sweetness receptors for hours, so

that sugar tastes like sand.

Incidentally, the taste buds can only detect tastes if the matter containing them is in

solutmn. That is to say, die gustatory hairs react to liquids, not to solids. The liquids may be

taken as such (for example, a glass of lemon juice) or may be fomied by the dissolution of the

substance in question (for example, if we put son»e dry salt mto our mouths).

In fact, when we talk of somediing tasting 'salty* we mean dnt saltiness is die predominant

taste. We do not often eat pure salt, or something which contains nothing but ingredients of a

salty taste. And much of what we eat, so it seems to me, has no taste in the strict sense of the

woid; i.e. it is neither sweet, bitter, acid nor salt, bat Vieatrar in its effects on our taste buds.

This may be because it does not stimulate any of them, at least not noticeably. Or it may be

because all four kinds of taste buds are affected in a balanced way, the results cancelling each

other oat A food comaining sugar, salt, mild acids and some bitter elements may taste bland

and 'neutral'.

It is interesting to look back at earlier classifications of tastes. One of the first authors to

show a scientific interest in both tastes and aromas was Pfere Polycarpe Poncelet, whose

Chime du Gout ei de I'odorai was first published in 1755 and later, in a new edition, in 1774

(the version which I have u.sed). The very title of the book demonstrates an awareness of the

distinction which 1 have made above, between fitttes and aromas; and it is noteworthy that he

does not himself fmd it necessary to expbun die diBdnctiaa» bat assumes dwt it will be

familiar to his readers.

The number of tastes discerned by Pfere Poncelet was seven, and he avers Uiat it is no

cdncidence that the number is the same as the number of musk;al notes. He provides a

diagram showing how. in his opinion, an analogy can be made between musical harmonies

and harmonies of uste. ITuee of his tastes (acide, doux, amer) correspond to diree fa die

standard list Piquant (hot, fiery, peppery) is m addition whkh would seem justifiable to

many, although I think myself tliat it belonps to a different category of sensations and should

not be counted as a taste. Fade (weak, stale) seems to be less of a taste in its own right, but

radier a qualflkatkm which could be applied to a taste such as sweet or sour; or a negative

term meaning "tastekss' or insufficiendy seasoned. AusUre is used, presumably, in die same

10
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TASTBS, AROMAS, M.AVOIJRS

son of sense as our sour', the English term astringent' being perhaps the best one to use as a

translation, since it lias been used by some authon as an alternative to 'sour' and also has a
wider meaning which corresponds to the broader sense of austere. Finally, aii^rr-dnnx. like our

sweet-and-sour', patently applies to a combination of tastes rather than to a single taste. So
Poncelet's list may be regarded after all as constituting five tastes, with a sixth term for

absence of taste (or a weak, unsatisfactory taste) and a seventh for what was dien a familiar

combination of two contrasting tastes.

Let us now consider whether Poncelet was right in including piquant as a taste. In doing so,

we should also consider the possibility thai coolness' or 'coolth' should be added to the list,

since there is at lca.st one substance, mcniliol, which creates a feeling of coolness in the

mouth—or at least in the open mouth, since a flow of air seems to be necessary tocieaie die

effect

In looking at these questions we have to recall a point which has already been noticed,

namely that the taste buds are specialized in functioo, one kind responding to sweetness,

anodier lo saltiness, and so on.

Thus a new Question emerges. Are there taste buds which respond to piquancy or pungency

(the quality responsible A ir i)>j biiminc sensation produced by hot chilli peppers, for example)

or to the coolth induced by menthol? The answer is that there are not. Hotness, in the sense of
piquancy or pungency, and cooldi, although they belong to the category of sensations which
occur in the mouth and do not depend on our sense ot smell, are dilterent from tlie standard

tastes in that they do not represent the reaction of taste buds which are, so to speak, designed

to be receptors for diem, but constitute an effect which is felt by the whole mouth. The
scientific explanation of these effect.s is that the piquant effect impinges on pain receptors, not

on taste buds. The effect is in fact pleasurable if these receptors are not overloaded; but the

reverse if dtey are assaulted by somediing oveipoweringly piquant andW. Note, however,
that they can become habituated to such nssaidts, as the «d)iliiy of Mexicans and others to

consume very hot chiH! peppers demonstrates.

Fbially, the question of the possible nie'.,;l He t,iste. Here again, i( seems clear that there us

no special set of taste buds involved. On the other hand, the evidence that it is the taste buds

which react to the taste is strong. It is usually generated by salts of iron, copper and tin; and is

frequently observed as an aftertaste. The presence of tannin makes the taste of copper more
noticeable; whereas the presence of salt, sugar, citric acid and alcohol has the contrary effect

Not surprisingly, the metallic tasie is often associated with foods stored in metallic containers,

since the uptake of metal into the food may be on a sufficient scale to generate it by diis

means.

Lessonsfor the Cook

The first point is that that when a recipe bids you taste and correct the seasoning' it usually

means that you should check what you have niade for saltiness or sweetness, so as to ensure
that the finished dish is neither t(H) salty nor too sweet. It mav , of course, mean more than

this; for example, in a dish flavoured witli tarragon it may mean that you should check that

the tarragon flavour is neither too strong nor loo weak. But generally speaking it refers to

saltiness and sweetness, in this oonnectitm it is interesting to note that the culinary

vocabulary of the Lao language (which is a relatively unsophisticated language, lacking ten.ses

and otlier sueh dev icc^ 1 includes a single word which means jttst this: 'taste and check that the

dish is neither too salty nor deficient in salt'.

What recipes do not usually say is what you should do if a dish turns out to be too salty.

(The remedy for the converse situation is obvious enough add more salt.1 The answer is

usually that you should add a little sugar or other sweetening agent, such as honey, in order to

compensate for the excess salt

A further point for the cook to note is that the strength of taste is partly dependent on the

temperature of the dish, and also on its consistency.

As for consistency, a liquid will have astronger taste than a gel or a solid, simply because,

as already noted, a taste can only be registered by the taste buds if it is furnished by a

substance which is in solution; and if the substance is already in .solution when it enters the

mouth die taste will be more immediate and stroi^er.

U
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The relationship between taste and temperature is worth exploring in greater detail, since it

has quite complicated implications for cookery.

The tastes of sweemess and bitterness cannot be detected at all in food or drink which is

either very hot or very cold. The limits of perception appear to be between 86**C (122*F) at ihe

hot end (tf the ^^cale and freezing point at the low end. Experiments have been conducted over a

narrower band of temperatures, to take into account the ciiciunstance that feelings of pain

might obliterate peiceptions of taste at the extremes. This experimental band fan ftom 17^
(63T) to 78°C (108°F). The result was to show that a sweet solution of given strength lasted

more than five times as sweet when its temperature was raised from 18*^C {65°F) to 35°C

{95*F). Thereafter, as tfie temperature went higher, it tasted less sweet (When the experiment

was pushed beyond the limit of 86'"'C (122''[- |. no taste of sweetness at all wa.s perceived. )

It is for this reason that puddings taste sweeter when hot; and that hot stewed Intit may
seem too sweet while the same dish, aUter being allowed to cool, seems just right.

Th-.: ;i'^r)ve concerns sweetness. If we divert our attention to other tastes we find a quite

ditlcrcnt pattern. The taste of bitterness seems to thrive on cool temperatures. Over the range

17^ (63T) to TVX: (108*F)k it becomes less strong n die temperature gpes up. Moreover die

decrease is not coostanL It starts slowly and becomes much mote rapid towards die top of die

scale.

These considerations provide a sdentific basis fbr being particular Cfussy', some wouM say)

iboui the temperature at which foods are served. They also throw up some puzzles. For

example, what are we to make of the fact that a high proportion of the world's population

seem to care very litde at what temperature their food is served? Is it that a lukewarm

temperature is, generally speaking, least likely lo produce unfavourable effects over the whole

range of tastes?

The stiengdi of a taste may also, paradoxical ly, be i ncreased by the.^ddition of a contrasting

taste Kiesow conducted some experiments lo demonstrate this. He fourid Uiat a taste stinuilus

which w as so weak as to be below the threshold of perception would nevertheless become

percqxible when the contra.sting taste was added. For example, a salt taste is not normally

perceived in a solution of less dian 0.04% salt. But if a sweet taste is added the average person

is then capable of perceiving a salty taste when the concentration of salt is ohly a tend) of die

threshold level, i.e. as low as 0.004%. As for sweetness, the level of perceptiofi may drop to

one fifteendi of what it usually is if a salt or bitter taste is added. It is this phenomenon which

explains why puddmgs and sweet cakes may bemade lo seem sweeter by adding k pinch of salt

I': I the ingredients. This is useful to know since many people like a Sweet tas^ but wish to

minimise Uie amount of sugar in their diet.

AROMA
So far we have been dealing with tastes in die correct and narrow sense of the word, i.e.

sensation perceived by die taste buds. Now we come lo the sensations perceived by die sense

of smell. The first thing to be said is that the number of aromas (or smells or odours—the

terminology is optional, although 1 shall use aroma consistently) is infinite. The second is

diat we normally detect die aroma of a foodstuff before we detect its taste. This apf^
particularlv [n compound dishes, which almost always have a percq>tible aroma, e.g. when the

lid I.S taken l A the soup-pot, but also applies to the great majority of single, unprocessed

ingredients. The aroma continues to impinge on our olfactory sense when the food is placed

in die mouth; indeed it may become stronger, as it has an easy passageway up from die moudi

to the olfactory nerves behhid die nose. But it is what we first sense.

One inleresliiit;. feature of food aromas, about which—as about many other inatter.s— I first

learned from The Origin ofFood Habits by HD. Renner, is that they can be quite different in

die kitchen and hi the dming room. The mson is that he Idtchen is usually full of food

smells, and that anyone working there will before long become physiologically fatigued in

registering their presence, with the result that, insofar as they persist unchanged, they become

imperceptible or barely perceptible. In the diidng room, on die odier hand, die aroma arrives

with the dish and exerts its full effect on our senses for some time.

This point illustrates the principle of saturation, which is connected with but not identical

widi die princqile of satieQr.
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Saturation is also illustrated by the experience of spending some lime in a cheese shop. The
iiroma of cheese is at first very strong. But after a w hWc our organs of smell are saturated by

it. It then becomes difficult for us to detect a cheese aroma properly even when sampling a

piece of cheese.

Satiety comes as a result of consuming a large quantity of the same dish < ir food^tuff. 'Hie

initial impact of its aroma diminishes gradually and eventually reaches vanishing point This

is a good reason for serving moderate portions of a number of different dishes or foods. It may
also, as Bender sue^e^ts. account for our tending to eat rather quickly a dish whkh we

particularly like. We are anxious to finish it before the principle of satiety begins to diminish

our pleasure. (He also suggests that the converse consideration impeb us to eat slowly

scnxiething hose aioma is displeasing. Before we are finished, we shall be much less aware of

the aioma.)

AldKMtgh we have been discossing arom» here, die same principles apply lo tastes. At fte

beginning of the chapter, I proposed the eqii;itif^n: TASTES + AROMAS = FI.AVOUR. I

shall come back to this shortly, since the cook s essential concern is with tlavours rather than

with tastes or aromas considered separately. First, however, let us consider the contrast

between tastes, whose number is finite and small (whether voti can count them as four, five or

six), and ar{)mas, which can plausibly be said to be infinite in number and which seem to defy

ciassiricai n n categories. Some people have tried. Here is a typical classification taken

fam a book cunent in the 1940s:

ETHEREAL AMBROSIAL HIRCINF.

AROMATIC ALUACEOUS REPULSIVE
FRAGRANT EMPYREUTTC NAUSEATING

What is one to make of this? it may be of some help to know that hircine, for example,

means 'goaty'. Even so, most of us would find it difficult to fit die majority of aromas into

this framework.

Not all classifications of aroma are as complex. Linnaeus had a list of seven. Hans
Henning. a Gemuui physiologist, produced a list of only six fundamental kinds of aroma,

expressed in understandable terms:

SPICY RtSlNOUS
FLOWERY FOUL
FRUITY BURNED

This is an interesting list, because the terms are descriptive rather dian analydcal. They echo

our natural tendency lo say that something smells Hke' or 'of something else: or at least the

finst four do so. But it seems to me that anyone should be able to think, in two minutes, of

half a dozen aromas at least which do not fit any of lienning's categories. And 1 have yet to

find a set of categories which seems to be of any practical help in dealing widi aromas. One
is constandy brought back to drawing a specific comparison. Smelt (the fi<hl wr.ell of violets.

That is a helpful statement. To observe that they have a flowery aroma is hopelesly vague.

Much woric is being done at present on refining dte classification of aromas, and also on
synthesizing them. But the problem of devising a system of nomenclature which can be used

by the lay person, one which does not involve long and impossible-to-memorise names of

chemicals is unsolved. In the field of natural history we are fortunate to have tiie Linnean

system of nomenclature which permits everyone, whatever language they speak, to know what

animal or plant is being discussed. It is unfortunate dtat no such convenient tool has yet been

devised for identifying aromas; and perhaps none can be devised.

FLAVOUR
At this point it will be apparent that if tastes are married to aromas, as ihey aie to produce

flavours, the whole problem of descripdon becomes even more difficulu And here I stop.
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A FEW FURTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR READING
Carr, J.G., Aroma and Flavour in Wine-Making, Mills and Boon, London, 1974,

Jaubert, Jean-Noel, Les Aromes Alimentaires, Presses Universitaires de France. 1983. (A
succinct exposition in the series of little "Que sais je?" books.)

Kare, Morley R., and Mailer, Owen (eds), The Chemical Senses and Nutrition, Academic
Press, New York and London, iot? (Conterencepapen, sonie highly technical but nuuiy

including matter of interest to the layman.)

Lake, Max, Stan lo Taste—Food, pvUished by the author, 28/51 The Crescent, Manly 2095

NSW. Australia, 1985. (There are companion volumes on Tasting Wine andTastiQg People.

Short, vigorously written works by a wine-grower.)
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THE SWEET AND SALT TASTE IN ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
COOKING

Massimo Albcrini

(Tranhiated by Anna Del Conte)

Gastronomy as an art, SftdCOokint: as a tc. hni;]ut;, need to he able to refer to a reliable scale of

values' as a definitive basts for judgement In ihis context, painting is the natural point of

reference! one mtkes use of the seven colours of the rainbow as the accepted basis for

discussing the appearance and qualities of a painriniz.

The relationship between the components of a food and the sensations it produces in the

gastronome who is eating it is given by the varioas elements which make op the taste

experience. As Alan Davidson has aptly put it in his introductory paper to this Symposium,

the basic tastes can be expressed as sweet, bitter, acid and sail. Referring to a study carried out

in 1755 by a French priMt, Father Poncelei, Davidson adds ptqiuM.fiule, atatire and mgre-
doux to the essential four. We can also add BrOlat-Savarin'^ (1) classification, even if it is a

repetition: doux, sucre, acide. acerbe.

This classification, totally reliable at first sight, contains two opposing elements. First,

tastes are very rarely 'clean' in a food that is ready to be eaten; rather, they are the re^jU of

nuances and combinations, tiie tiuu of the cook's ability. The same thing occurs in painung.

A Titian red like that of the large damask Hap of the Madonna di Ca' Pesaro it very different

from the colour of the Tahitian dresses of Gaugin. But while as far as colours are concerned we
have an agreed basis, i.e. the rainbow, in gastronomy the points of reference are uncertain and

contradictory. In the acid quarter, for inst;mce, no two iemonsor two v inegars are the same.

Another discordant element is the evolution of raw materials, which today is extremely fast

thanks to agricultural and zoological techniques, so that their taste is continually changing.

What I call 'the Giaconda argument' applies here. Apart from some damage caused by restorers

and by time, we see Mona Lisa as Leonardo painted her. But we have no terms of reference to

tell us what die tonnes and timbaUi of the chefs of diat period, from Cristoforo Messisbugo
to Rariolomco Scappi, really tasted like. Besides, we are influenced by fashion and custom,

and nowadays by the dictates of dieticians, which many consider to be iie>ond question.

Broadly speaking, we have esublished that a meal should begm with salty and rather bitter

tastes and finish with tastes that are aromatic and decidedly sweet. These rules are totally

unacceptable in Italian Renaissance cooking.

There are some basic tastes, to be found in raw materials in which they are concentrated,

that almost entirely eliminate other influences. The cook uses Uiem as the artist uses zmc
white to dilute and modify oil-based cotours. Two such positive and irreplaceable foods are salt

and sugar. Today they are nearly always used to set the limits tv. 1

1
distirKt anJ independent

fields of activity, the kitchen and the pi^tisserie. This is a modem European concept, and one
which had no significance in the golden period of Italian cuisine. This period extended from

1475, the year of the publication of Platina's Dc Honcsui Volupiati' (about which I had the

honour of speaking here last year) and the ascendancy of the French cuisine of Versailles, at

the beginning of the 18di century.

The Italian ga.stronomes of those centuries found that these two flavours, the sweet and the

salt, combined and harmonised without any diticulty. in tact Flaiina, when talking of sugar,

writes 'nodiing of what one eats is such diat it cannot be completed by tiw addition of sugai'.

(2)

Contrary to the theories of present-day dieticians, who are ready to see in salt a dangerous'

element the nutritional doctors of the Renaissance attributed many medicinal qualities to salt

It is thought that this was partly due to the fact that salt was the best known preservative and

the best defence against putrefaction of meat and fish. In Mediterranean countries, salt is

extracted mainly from the sea by evaporation and !en^lhy boiling, a prcxess very clearly

described in 1650 by a Bolognese doctor, Vincenze Tanara, in his treatise L'economia del

dtuuUno in vilUt (3). In his Tesoro delta saniO, fijst publishedm 1568, anotiter doctor, Castor
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Durante Irom Gualdo Tadino, wrote of salt: Among flavours, it is most praised, as without it

no condiment is good, and it is vay nec ess^iry for the maintenance of health' (4).

The history of sugar is more complex. The Arabs tried to produce it in Sicily by growing

sugar cane, but without success. Sugar was later brought to Europe by the Crusaders,

who—very significantly—called it sweet salt. It was so highly regarded as to be included

among the 'noble' spices imported from the East. The observant visitor tn Venice can see, in

the campieilo of San Giacomo (the small square in the Rialto niaikei) a statue of Hercules

IcneeUng, widi a flat stone on his back. This is the Hunchback of Rialto, on which the spice

dealers used to stand to announce the daily price of the spices, including that of sugar; couriers

on horseback would then relay Uiese prices iliroughout Europe. The prices were fixed according

10 die airival of the galleys which, as in Shakespeaie's The merchant of Venice^ brmigbt

precious goods to Italy

The long journeys undertaken, sometimes even on camel bade, used to damage the sugar. It

almost always had to be melted and refined in order to make it white and to get rid of

unpleasant flavours, as mentioned by Tanara (5).

Sugar, too, was considered to have excellent medicinal properties. Another 16th century

dietician, Baldassare Pisanelli, calls it 'hwiey of cane' in his Trattato della natura dci cihi, and

prescribes it for people who suffer from kidney or chest diseases. He warns, however, that

sugar, though beneficial to dte dderiy, is harmful to the young and to those who have a

choleric disposition (6). In particular, bis advice Is to eat it with oranges, lemons and

pomegranates.

All this was so widely aciejMcd. and applied fai cooking, that it is impossible to typify with

just a few examples. All the recipes in the cookery books of the Renaissance contain both salt

and sugar, from the splendid Umballo of lasagne and prawn's tails of Messisbugo to the

bbmcmangers, tfie fritters and ftastelU of Scappi, Romoli and other writers. The bask point ID

make is that, in a banquet, sweet and savoury dishes appear from the first service di

credema—ready-prepared dishes served as hors d'oeuvre—onwards. The dishes vary finm

almond biscuits, unequivocally sweet, to piQSciutto fritters "with sugar on lop' (7). A detailed

analysis would be too long and repetitive to give here. I can, instead, refer to the food of this

kind that still exists in present-day Italian cooking.

Although ludums do not accept sweet bhiebeny sauce served with game or mint sauce with

Iamb, and seem to ignore sweet and salt dishes, these dishes in (act abound in traditional

Italian cooking. The Piedmontese /r///o mislo includes sugared semolina fritters, and in the

frifto misto of Lombardy there are apples and amaretii fritters. TorteUi of pumpkin and

amaretti are gaining in popularity. The famous mostarda di Cremona is made with candied

fruit, sugar syrup and mustard. And in most restaurants, prosciutto is offered with very sweet

fruit, figs, melon and nowadays—alas—even the kiwi.

But die triumph of die two flavours is achieved in the greatest inheriunce from the

Renaissance cuisine still to be fiound in Italy, the pasticcio <e maccheroni. Very sweet pastry

envelopes the macaroni, whii h i'N dressed with a pigeon raiiu a ra^il bianco, for when the

pas^cio was created tomatoes had not yet arrived from the New World-—and a sweet custard

flavoured with rum. This latter was already known as a result of commercial dealings with

Great Britain. This exceptional and delicious triumph of the Grnndr Cucina survives in the

cMes in which the greatest courts held sway: Rome, Ferrara, Parma and especially Modena. It

you g^lte opportunity, sedc it out and order it in good time. You will savour a splendid dish

that, still today, bears witness lo the sweet-salt tasie of Renaissance Italy.
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NOTES ON TASTES & FLAVOURS IN PRy\CTICAL
COOKERY

Myitie Allen

I am a cook, of course, not a scientist. These are some observations on obtaining the best

possible tastes using the ingredients available to me. I have the choice of using what is grown
and produced in my locality or imported or manoftctared fbod, always the local food is better

in quality if nor so varied My com lusions are entirely based on my experience and connrmed
by the people who have guided and advised me and intelligently pronounced on my work,

grumbled about it or eaten it witfi idisli and asked for more, food inspectors, customers and
family members.

In general the flavour of a cooked dish depends on several conditions. They are as follows:

1. The food and climatic conditions the animal, fish or vegetable has been raised on.

ZThe strain or variety of the produce.

3. The conditions under which the tood m kept belure and after cooking.

4. The length of time between gathering or killing, cooikiiig and service.

5. Sympathetic and careful cmkinc;.

6. Artistic and psychological conditions at ubie.

7. Ingrained traditiana] prejudice.

As part of my work 1 have had experience in trying to truly re-create the flavour of the lood of

one country in another. The flavour of a familiar dish eaten in another country is almost
always different to the same dish eaten at home.

As everyone knows, if you travel south from London to Pans you will find that the food in

the restaurant.s there tastes quite different to restaur, itiis in Cngland. If you gel out of a 'plane

in Nice, die change is even more noticeable; North Africa brinigs another, bigger, change.

Culture and climate produce new flavours. If you travel nmth or west many times further

than the journey to Paris, you will get completely familiar f(»od as you are in the same
climatic and cultural area. 1 come from a republic but in terras of food 1 claim to be part of

what is known as die British Isles and share die same food tradhions in general.

In trying to create m authentic Irish flavour when running an Irish restaurant in Paris, I was
very conscious of our respective food tlavours. French milk proved to be llie biggest

difBcttlty. It was too heavily pasteurised so I never succeeded in producing an really authentic

IrishCttp-of-tea—the tea itself wa'; imported from home, f-renrh cR\ini mined anv re-creation

of Irish food it was used HI. However, i was usually able to import Irish tro/en cream which

re-established the flavuur>. i required

1 originally imported Irish wholemeal flour, cooking apples and potatoes, w hich I felt were
important for an authentic 'Irishness'. I was eventually able to re-create Irish brown bread

using French flour, but I was never able to replace the apples or potatoes with a French

product The Irish ingredients were essential for the Irish flavour. Bacon for breakfast had to be
impoited, also sausages. Suet for puddings had also to come in from htmie. Irish salted butter

was used as much as possible widi the bread and it was necessary. British or Irish lamb and

beef could be bought in Paris and tasted 'Irish'. There was almost no difference between Bntish

and Irish produce in fact I could not bring myself lo serve wild Irish salmon without offering

Hollandaise sauce. Our H(il!andaise, however, made with Irish -.'.Ireii butter, was different from

tlie Hollandaise served in French restaurants; one could reasonabl) claim liiat it was a different

sauce.

Many other factors come into the theatrical re-creation of the food of one country within

another—which is a popular idea everywhere at the moment, both in homes and restaurants.

'British' flavours are very chic in France. French people would quickly catch on to using

Bramley Seedling apples for English apple tarts, boiled Irish potatoes, Devonshire and Irish

cream, our Utde sausages and so on, a fact our exporteis have never believed and which I was
never able 10 getmy Irbh bad«n to nndentand.
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I have been generalising on 'British Isles' flavours but of course, in this geographic area we
have many difTerent 'tastes' on offer. For instance, we have a definite 'cafeteria' taste, a
British/French uste, started off by Escoffier I believe, a British traditional taste, an
tntemational>hoiel-chant taste and so on.

! would like to make one sad observation on British traditional flavours. It is this. The
flavours of our islands are based naturally on our native products—die soft fruits, hard fruits

and vegetables from oar gardens, lamb and beef, fish, dairy products and drippings. These
combine to make up the flavours of our most authentic dishes, but they depend on products

which have been decreed as being bad for health. 1 can only ask, will you die for British food
or must you in fact die for British fbod? 1 tivonder.

Perhaps it would be appropriate to mention here that the flavour and texture of butter, as

made on the farm in the early part of this century, was different to present day factory butter.

The flavour of fats, more than any odwr iagiedient, except spices and condiments, influences

the taste of food. My daughter-in-law Cirina, who runs our cookery school, guides her

students to move from margarine to Iwtier and from other oils to olive oil in onter to attain

die qiddoest, simplest and most effective improvement, in gastronanic terms, in tlie flawcwr

offbod.

In a Californian kitchen recently I was required to legate an Irish stew and had a lot of
trouble with it

To get the flavour I require, I render down lamb fat and genfly firy onions in it as well as

sealing the meat and tossing carrots in the same fat. The meal was for 400 people, so I was
assigned two Mexican chefs to help. Their instinctive approach was heat oil to a high

temperature and blacken the onions hi it Hiis gives a "Mexican' not an 'bish' flavour to an
onion. They were fascinated by the aroma of an onion cooldqg slowly in lamb fiit when I

corrected them.

Bones, lamb, ram lamb

Another detraction to the flavour of my Irish Stew was the fact that the flesh had been
removed from the bones, in spite of clear instructions to die contrary. The move towards
lenjoving bones from meat in general detracts from its flavour. Uncastrated ram lambs have a

strong, distiiKiive flavour which is not as pleasant as the sweet succulence of otiier lamb
flesh.

Seasonings

These make or break die flavour of a dish. Fine adjustment widi salt, pe|>per, sugar, herbs and
spices is requiiedl

Greenhouse produce

1 find that spinach, runner beans, tomatoes and grapes have a better flavour in our climate

when grown under glass.

Spices

Freshly dried and imported are much the best

Beef
This is the experience, the inherited wisdom of die family butcher where I buy my meat:

If possible, u.se a Shorthorn/Angus cross, next best Hereford/Angus cross, never

Firiesian or Charolais. In the latter case, the fat is too yellow. The animals must be

fisd on old pasture—full of heriis and particularty widi treooil (a bumet—a vetch) in

it. In winter, they must not be fed silage but fragrant hay with plenty of sweet

smelling meadow grass m it. They may also be fed on barley, beet and turnips in

winter, which are very good for die meat These animals are killed at 15 to 18

months old, their coats are sleek and healdiylookuig.
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I am painfully aware, as a farmer's wife, that almost everything farmers have done in our

lifetime (or improved production—which also usually means survival on the farm has

resulted in a less excellent food product. It is important tor consumers to remember thai there

must be serious loss in quali^ when producers are forced lo grow food cheaply.

Tomatoes

I look fur two kinds. One firm but red and sweet, preferably with green markings on the skin

under the calyx. The seeds also have a sii(?htly greenish tinge and the skin is crisp These fruit

are ideal for eating unpeeled. they are never found before August. As they ripen lurtlicr, tlie

skin will toughen. When really dark red, so ripe that the skin will peel oft without scalding,

the fruit has the best flavour for cooking. 1 have never found tomatoes abroad as good as our

nmhern, late summer fruit, but Ada Parasiliii from Italy, when she visited us last autumn,

said she never believed that she would taste tomatoes like ours north of Naples—so there must

be some good tomatoes In the south of Italy.

Texture

Texture is not 'taste' but contributes to pleasure in tasting certain substances. This is

noticeable in the case of eating a tomato. The flavour improves and intensifies as it ripens,

but tiic softer texture makes it less palatable, so that the best tomatoes retain their firmness to

a high degree of ripeness or redness (1 believe that this is partly achieved with long slow
ripening).

Other instances of texture affecting the pleasure of taste can be noticed in the cookin;; of

vegetables. Those lightly cooked in a great deal of water have less flavour than vegetables

conservatively cooked in very Htde water. The texture and also the colour of the former is

regarded highly by very many people who do not notice the lack of flavour intensity.

Fish poached in a lot of water is quite flavourless and has given rise, rightly, to the general

aversion to boiiled fish. If a fish or piece of fish is cooked in a saucepan which is barely big

enough to hold it, it will poach in very little wafer and have an excellent flavour. It is also

very important to keep the skin on. It is lashionable in restaurants to poach cutlets of salmon

rather than whole fish. This causes a disastrous loss of flavour. Customeis do not seem to

notice because they look attractive. The restaurateurs are very happy as diey can cook to order

and waste no fish.

Volatile oils

These are kept in by natural skin. For instance, never leave a cut tomato 'undressed', an oil

drossing keeps the flavour in. Keep on skins of all vegetables and firult up to die last minute.

PotatoseUad

Always cook potatoes in their skins and dress the freshly c(x)ked potatoes immediately. They
will then retain their flavour under refrigeration for several days.

Hygiene & marketing

Most public health regulations, mainly through their emphasis on sterilising and chilling,

cause a deterioration in die flavour of foods, but diese regulations are a great help hi marketing

because they increase shelf life This means that nn mnltcr how well preserved (he food is, KX>

much time has elapsed between the moment of picking and the moment of selling it

Maitedng caters for appearances. The growing and selection of firuil is not at all concerned

with flavour. Packaging in plastic is no real substitute for freshness. For example, a carrot

keeps it flavour very well within its natural coating of damp .soil. Once this is washed off it

deteriorates by the hour. Carrots covered in earth look bad on die supermarket shelf. Small,

sweet, wizened apples will not sell against big smoodi flavourless ones.

Maize

Indian corn imparts a special flavour to bacon, pork and pt)ultry. It was the tlavour of fresh

bacon in the first half of this century, a flavour still found in Mexican pork and chickens and

in I¥ench Chickens.
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Laige open, or 'flat' mushrooms have a much better flavour than button musbrooms.

Ortions

The best flavour comes from onions still growing, with their preen tops still on—the whole

onion can be put in dishes. Onions cured for storage have not such a good flavour.

Bacon & ham
If possible, buy from an old-fashioned unprofitable factory. Bacon curing is highly

ccmipeiitive and eveiythhg done to cheapen ihe product detracts fh^

How to know^you will like the taste of thefood in an unfamiliar restaurant

1. Go round to the back of the building to sniff the aroma that is coming oat of die extractor.

2. Avoid a chilled cafeteria counter because it has to be always kept full of a selection of

dishes up to the very last customer of the day. Left-over food will go on again next day. The

keep^ and chilling depiesses flavour.

^. Conversely look for a restaurant that is known to frequently run short of food. This may

mean that the food will be always freshly cooked and your bill will not carry the cost of food

dtat is being dirown out
4. Long ^ la carte menus can suffer from the same trnuhles as the cafeteria counter. You might

suspect a big expensive-looking menu which cannot easily be changed. The food may be

bought well in advance for fear of running out of supplies, or inferior produce may have to be

purchased at times. The food must somehow be produced to supply a beautiful menu, not die

oilier way round which would be better for flavour.

Don't use

I have some golden i\iics tor don't use'. They are as follows:

1. Tinned foods. I am occasionally forced to use Italian tinned tomatoes but they are

only a fair substitute for ripe home grown glasshouse fruit

2. Commercially dried herbs. The flavours ruin any dish they are added to. I acoqK

that there may be exceptions but I have not come across them. I use instead a fitcsh

herb, if necessary a different flavour to diat specified in a given recipe.

3. Meat fitwn any butcher except my own—tee notes above.

4. Any substitute for butter in c;ikes.

5. Fish more than 48 hours out of the sea, unfrozen.

6. Heavily pasteurised milk or cream.

7. Frozen cooked meat or fish.

1 will not go into the intricacies of microwave, boil-in-die-bag, frozen food or further into

dnoed foods apat from listing a fiew exceptions in thmed foodstuMRs, a personal choice.

Exception.'!

1. Tinned pineapple juice used with soft dark brown sugar makes the best glaze for a

baked ham.

2. Tinned Seville oranges, preeni^ are a good substitute for fresh Seville ocamges, out

of season.

3. Unned anchovies for pizzas.

GenertU rules

Gather all produce at exactly the 'right' state of maturity. Use all produce except meat as

quickly as possible after gaUiehng. Watch it cooking. Remove from heat and serve quickly, as

soon as it is 'ready . 1 ry never to put any food in a lefrigerator—you can try anyway!
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SEARCH FOR THE SOUR AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
CITRON

Josephine Bacon

Alihnuch all animals favour sweet flavours above all else, because sweetness is almnst always

a guarantee that the food is safe to eat, too much sweetness is not always pleasant on the

human palate. Sweet foods may be too sickly, cloying or Uand. It seems as though human
beings turn increasingly to SCUT flavouffS as their Utttes become more sophisticated and

developed. For instance, although heavy, sweet wines were preferred in the ancient world, tlic

modem taste is for wines that our ancesion would have deemed sour.

However, sour flavourings have had an important place in the diet even in ancient times.

This is also probably instinctual. Most sour foods are acid, and acids are also essential to tlie

human diet, for instance, in die forms of ascorbic acid and nicotinic acid. Sour plants are

likely to contain a high proportinn of ttie>.e nutrients Acids are also catalysts for certain

digestive processes and enable the body to ingest substances such a.s calcium. Ninety {xrr cent

of the world's population is allergic to fresh cow's millc; the soaring agents and acidifiers

produced by lactotxicillus bulgaricus and other bacteria used to ferment miUc make it digestible

even for these people. In countries where milk is not part of the food culture—south east

Asian counu-ies. China and Japan, for instance—acids such a.s vinegar are used to leech the

calcium from animal bones, which can then be absorbed by humans. Hence the importance of

sweet-and-sour dishes in Chinese cooking, especially those containing bones.

In cool climates, the first sour ^avoll^^ used by man were derived from sour fruits—apples

and wild berries—and from the juice exuded by crushed green wheat, known as verjuice.

Fuidier south, wild berries such as raspberries, and juniper berries were used in codcing,

especially to flavour meat, is was the sour grape. In the Middle and Near Fasi. the favourite

souring agents were the pomegranate and the sour grape. The Bible says, The fathers have

eaten sour grapes and die chOtben's teedi are set on edge', because sour grapes were by far the

strongest sour flavour known in biblical times. The cooking of Iran and central Asia

(Kazakhstan), which has remained the least changed over the centuries, still tcaiures dishes

flavoured with sour grapes.

Before the arrival of the first citrus firuils, in about 500 BC, the favourite sour flavour in the

Middle East was the pomegranate. Fresh pomegranates have a short season, and although the

arils I seeds) can be dried, the ITavour is not very powerful. Similar in flavour to the

pomegranate is the cornel, also called cornelian or dog-cheny (Cornus mas), brought to central

Asia and eventually to soudiem Europe from Manchuria by the Tartars. Po this reason, it b
known as the Tartar cherry (kissil in Russian). The tamarind arrived from India (Tamarind >

tamar huuU, the Arabic and Farsi for Indian date")

AldMHigh vinegar is so easy to produce, it is strange that vinegan are rarely used in Middle

Eastern cooking. Even though vinegar may he considered a form of alcohol, which can also

impart a sour flavour, neither vinegar nor alcohol are used in traditional Middle and Near

Eastern cooking, even by non-Moslems. On the other hand, vinegars and wines are used

extensively in central European cooking. Often the souring agent is pure citric acid—known

as sour salt—or acetic acid (.white vinegar). However, almost every cuisine in the world

features pickled foods, preserved in souring agents, salt or a mixture of Ixith. Sauerkraut,

pickled turnips and gherkins are just a few examples. Although pickling was a method of

preserving firesh meat and vegetables through the winter, the popularity of certain kinds of

pickles are times when fresh food is plentiful points to their being eaten as a pleasure rather

than a necessity. Two examples are the German. Czech and Hungarian fondness for sauerkraut

and die Jamaican love of salt fish and pickled pigs' tails.

Middle Easterners have a preference for the sour-flavoured leaves which are native to their

soil. The best-known is spinach, introduced into Europe in the late Middle Ages, but there is

also die green leaf known as meUmkhia which Is pcfMlar ftom Egypt to the Lebanon, and

dirougbout the Arab world as well as in Qrprus. In naithem Europe, sour grass or sorrel has
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been a popular flavottring, though its popularity is waning as it does not seem to have been
cultivated commercially. The West Indian equivalent of these mildly sour leaves is callalloo.

The Cypriois and some Middle Eastemeis share another sour flavour with the Magyars and

other nomadic tribes. Thh is a fbrm of soared pasta blown as trahanas in Greek and tarhonya

in Hungarian. It has similar names elsewhere all derived from the Turkish name. It was
introduced into the Ottoman Empire by the pre-Ottoman nomadic Turlcish conquerors, the

Sefjuks. It is made by mixing flour with water and sometimes sesame seeds and tiny pieces of
vegetables, and letting the resulting dough ferment slightly as it dries in the sun. The
resulting pieces are sometimes chopped or broken into even smaller pieces. This unleavened

pasta is added to soups and stews, thickening the liquid as it melts and giving it a pleasantly

soar taste.

In Russia and Poland, rye bread is used as a souring agent for liquids. A slice of rye bread is

laid on mp of a erode of liquid, so that die yeasts in flie rye ferment die liqiiid. A special kind

of beetroot soup called risscl or msscl is produced in this way. as is the refreshing summer
drink called hms, a kind of near-beer whose flavour is far closer to sour than the bitterness of

true beer. The Poles ose a very liquid sourdough made with rye floor as the basis for a

refreshingly sour soup called Z«r.

All these souring agents are ancient and traditional, but two thousand five hundred years

ago, a strongly flavoured sour fruit came to the Meditemmean—one which was not merely an

unripe ver^iion of another fruit, and it revolutionised the way foods were flavoured with a sour

taste. This fruit was the citron. Citrons probably first grew in Hamamat or neighbouring

mountainous, well-watered parts of the Arabian peninsular. They were brought to Persia,

where the Romans first encountered them in abottt 500 BC. This is why the citnm is known
as the Median apple {Citrus medica).

The ciHon is a fruit whose sourness verges on the bitter, and for this reason it is believed to

be the ancestor of the grapefruit (grapefruit did not exist until the late nineteenth century,

when they were observed growing in Jamaica; they are a spontaneous cross between two ciuus

fruits, probably the citron and die pomelo).

The citron in its wild state is a very large and spectacularly beautiful tree usually looking

something like a large lemon. The beauty of dlis fruit was such that many legends were
woven around its supposedly magical powers. The best known of these is the story of the

Golden Apples of Hesperides, for the Golden Apples were, in fact, citrons. They may well

have been known to the Greeks before they became known to the Romans, Uirough the

contact of the fontier wnh theMedes and Persians.

Citrons vary in shape to a greater extent than almost any other citrus fruiL Some are almost

indistinguishable on the ou^ide from a lemon. Others have heavy nodules all over them,

some are deeply furrowed, almost like a ni;:hy hall All these forms have been reproduced in

silver in etrog boxes. Eirog is the Hebrew word lor citron. The fruit is used as a symbol of the

first firuits of autumn for the Jewish harvest festival of Tabernacles. Fruits used for ritual

purposes must be absolutely pertVt i :ind free fiom blemishes, and preferably still bear a
nipple' (pitma), actually the wiiliered stcimen.

The etrog is reoogoised by horticulturalists as a distinct variety of the the citron, especially

as^unlike almost every other ftiiit—it has been bred to a reduced size. This is because it is

not used primarily as a food (though it is made into a preserve after the festival, to be eaten in

midwinter), but as a ritual object, which had to be transported long distances from the

traditional growing regions, Corfu and Palestine, to Jewish communities in far flung comers

of Eastern Europe. The itinerant merchants who brought the fruits widi diem often brought

other citrus fruits as well to sell on the way, and this is one way in which citrus fruits first

made their appeanince so far from their traditional areas of cultivation. It is also the reason for

Jewish family names like Citroen and Pomerantz.

The only other variety of citron still cultivated widely is the diamante citron, grown

primarily in Corsica and Italy for the perfumery industry, and to make the liqueur called

C^adne. The thirst-quenching properties of the citron are well-known. In the 18th century,

the sellers of citionade. c:iiied cedratiers. plied their trade in France and Italy. In soudiem Italy,

die colloquial name for lemonade is still cedrato.
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Under the skin, the citron looks much le&s like a lemon. It has a very thick pith, which is

used to make the finest candied peel available. Again, the diamante variety is used for the

purpose. The flesh is sparse and not very juicy, but more pungent than that of the lemon.

The most extraordinary citron variety has the Latin name of Citrus medico var.

sarcoadaetyUs. In this fruit, the yellow segments are not divided internally but externally, so

that the fruit looks like a bunch f)f fingers on a h;uid. This variety used to be widely cultivated

in China, Japan and Indo-China, where it is known as the Hand of Buddha. However, i have

shown it to Giifwse and Japanese people none ofwhom recognised it It was cultivated for its

fragrance and its insect-repellent properties, and must have been extremely popular since there

are netsuke in the British Museum in the shape of the Hand of Buddha (Fo Shou kan in

Chfaiese, Bushukm hi Japanese).

Citrons are today the rarest of citrus Ifniit, since the trees arc not very hardy, beine so

susceptible to frost that they are used as frost markers in the citrus groves of California. Ilie

etrog citrons fbr the Festival ofTabernacles fetch prices as high as $70.00 each!

The main reason why citrons are not widely grown commercially is because they have been

superseded by juicier types of citrus fruit, which arc less susceptible to frost, such as the

lemon.

However, the lemon is almost cerUiinly a cross or hybrid of the citron. According to the

greatest botanical authority on citrus fruit in his day, Dr Walter Reuther, the origin of the

lemon is a mystery ... It was actively Spread in the Mediterranean region by the Arabs about

1 0()0 to 1 200 AD. Like the sour orange, it became widely and favorably known as a medicinal

agent'. (1)

However, the author of the only history of citrus fruit, Shmuel Tolko\vsky (2). strongly

disagrees, and asserts that lemons, and even oranges, wefe brought westwards by the Romans
when they began trading with India. The fact that they seem to have been unknown in Europe

between the fall of the Roman Empire and—in the case of sweet oranges—die Renaissance,

was due to a series of haid winters which killed all the citrus in Italy and die decline of Rtrnie

and it& wealthy inhAtumts. Certainly, the Moors introduced the sour orange into Europe via

Spain (hence its name, the Seville orange), where they planted magnificenr orchards of the

fruit, which still survive today. These are not tiie original trees, though some citrus trees can

be very kmg-tiwed.

Ever since their introduction into the west, citrus fruits have been highly prized. .\\ first

they were costly delicacies at the tables of the rich, who also strove to grow them as i>bjccts

of beauty. Lord Burghley, Queen Elizabeth I's Lord Chamberlain, ordered orange and lemon

trees from Paris in 1562. Queen Henrietta Maria, daughter of Henri IV of France and Marie de

Medici, laid out a magnificent orange garden at Wimbledon. By the late 17th century, .sweet

oranges, called China oranges in England until recently, were being cultivated with varying

degrees of success. There is not a stately home in all Europe worthy of die name diat has not

at one time or another had special buildings devoted to the growing of citrus fruits (and later,

other tropical firuitS, SUCh as pineapples). In fact, Fngland was the first country vvhere the

mandarin was grown. It was imported from China in 1803 and was brought from England to

the Mediterranean.

It was soon discovered that where the climate was favourable, citrus trees spread of their

own accord. In .southern Africa and South America, die seeds were spread from cultivated areas

to the wild by birds who were very fond of the fruit. Today, there are whole forests of wild

citrus in Brazil, the Florida Keys and Zimbabwe The only citrus 'native' to the New World are

the grapefruit (see aboscj and the ugh fruit, botli ol which arc sfxinianeous crosses which lirst

appeared in Jamaica.

Citrus trees grow almost without tending in a wide variety of soils. All they need is plenty

of water as they ripen, and they have the added advantage of ripening in winter, when other

fiuitS are not available. The only limitations on successful citrus-growing are frost and riK)t

rot Both problems are combatted by grafting less hardy but very fruitful varieties onto

disease- and frost-resistant nwistock, such as that of a closely-related species, the trifoliate

orange iPnncirus irifoliaia). which grows wild in the Himalayas. Thus, citrus fruits have

gradually become widely available, to the great delight of the average seeker alter sour and

refieshfaig flavouis.
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There is a good case for stating that in some ways citrus fruits have changed history. What
was Nell Owynne doing when she met Chailes II? Selling oranges (among other things). And
in the US, many a dweller on the Great Plains shivering in the deep snow s <if" a Mid-Western

winter was tempted to try his luck in CaUfomia when he saw the vividly coloured labels on
die crates of oranges shipped hack east fmm Lemon Heights, Garden Grove and Orange,
California.

Nowadays, there is no comer of the world to which citrus fruits have not permeated. You
could hanffly claim today, as Sydn^ Smith once did, fAy heing in Yoricshire was so^ outof
the way, that it was actually twelve miles fkom a lemon*. (3)
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3. As quoted in The Om^leat Lemon: A Cooldbook by Cfaitt Casson and Susan Lee.
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TASTES IN AND TASTES OF PAPRIKA

Esther Balogh

This paper, like the wreath of dried cherry paprikas which a Hungarian housewife has in her

kitchen, hangs on interwoven threads: the chemistry and taste of t)ie Capsicum frvits, their

uses and the variations in their taste; and mv ceneral thoughts about aesthetics and taste.

I live and work in Nigeria, and the p.ip^ r is closely derived from one which I presented to the

Seminar on Nigerian l-ood Culture held under the auspices of the Institute ol African Studies

at the University of Ibadan 26-8 November, 1986. My purpose was to oiler to a largely

Nigerian audience—by discussing paprikas in a global context—an idea of how their use in

Nigeria, where they are already popular, could be expanded. Treating the same material from

(he vantage point of Oxford, I believe that it offers insights into the diffusion of a taste for

paprikas in a region w here they are stHI m v)me ways underutilised. Coming, as I do, from

Hungaiy, where utiJisation has long been intense, 1 have taken a special interest in both the

details md broader aspects ofthe subject.

Szent-GyiiTgyi, a famous Nobel prize-winning bicx'hemist, recounted in the following way

his discoveiy of vitamin C in Hungarian paprika: 'One night we had fresh paprika (red pepper)

for supper. I did not fieel like eating it and thoaght of a way out. Suddenly it occurred to me
that this was practically the only plant I had never tested. 1 took it to the labciraii ir\ and about

midnight 1 knew that it was a treasure chest of vitamin C, containing 2 mg per gram. A lew

weeks later I had kilograms of crystalline vitaminC . .

.

' (Szent-GyOrgyi 1%3).
A story, nicely told, only it can't be true in the literal sense, because while the

Hungarians eat a lot of paprikas in different forms, some even raw with sandwiches, or as

salads, they do not eat it in this form, as a main dish for supper. The Hungarian green

paprikas keep well for days or even weeks, so Szent-fiydrf yi could have kept them for the

next breakfast, or his wife could have cooked them on any of the following days. Sdentisis

like to picture their discoveries as sudden in^^trations and undeiplay the long struggle and
frequent failures leading to them.

In the last decade, there has been a tremendous increase of interest in the history ofcooking

(culinary science, technology and art) which is documented in a series ol books (e.g. Amet
1975: Cosman 1976; Davidson 1981, 1983; Jaine 1986. 1987; Kuper 1977; Sokolov 1981;

Strang 1986) and new journals have been established. More or less regular symposia have

started to take place in Britain, the USA, Sp;iin, Turkey and Australia A symposium on

'Nigerian Food Culture' held at the University of Ibadan in November 19S6 nuiy be viewed as

part of this trend.

Before we can deal with the story of paprika, we have to go through the nuisance of

nomenclature. 1 suggest that the generic name paprika' .should be u.ved to cover all of the

edible spedes of the Capsicum (Solanaceae) genus, and all of die products (preserves) made
frr>m them. Paprika is a Hungarian word adapted in different European language^, among them

English and especially American English; but, peculiarly in English, it is only used to name
the fed colouriiig maieria] made firom the ftults of certain kitidi of Hungarian and Spanish

paprikas.

Why should we not continue to call these plants 'red pepper"? First of all, not every one of

them, and not all forms in use, are red. Secondly, they are not peppers! The word pepper'

came from a Sanskrit root to the Latin language and from there to most of the European

languages. Originally it meant 'long pepper' (Piper longum. L. Piperaceae) the favourite

pepper of anti(]uilY (Hyman 1980). During the Middle ,^ges this was gradually replaced by

black pepper' iPiper nigrum L.) so that it is now very rare in the international trade. By the

way, 1)lack' and Vhite' peppen are made firom different ripenmg stages of the same species, as

is the increasingly popular 'green' pepper. White, black and green here do not mean a species

but characterise a product. Both of these real' peppers. Piper longum and Piper ni^-rum, and

the preparations made from them have a distinct taste (flavour) which has a 'hot' component,

but is odierwise not similar to the Capsicums. (This is also true for the native West African
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pepper species. Piper guinense Scbom et Thonn, from which analogous black, white and

green products, again with disiinctly different tastes, could be made.)

This is not yet the end ot the complex problem of nomenclature. Not only were several

Species of Piper and Capsicum called 'pepper', but several other hot spices made from
COnipIetely different plants. To menrion <mly a few:

Schinus molle L. (Peruvian or red peppercorn, Anacardiaceae) (Hicks 1982)

Zmamrfhan fOperitusDC (Szechuan or anise pepper, Rutaceae)

Afromamum melegucte CRoss) K. Schuin (Aligator or Cniinean pepper, Zingibenceae)

Pimenia c^cinalis Lindh (Jamaican pepper, allspice, Myrtaceae)

The pimento (or pimeotoii) in modem Latio laogmges refers to both green paprilcas and
ailspice. Culinary writers in the 19S0s tried to popularise this word as die English name of
green paprikas.

The scientific naming of plants follows the binominal nomenclature introduced by Linneus

in his Species Planiarum (17.53). Before his time, in the 'golden age of herbals' in the 15lh-

18th centuries, when the paprika and the other American cultivated plants were introduced to

the Old World, there was no accepted rule of botanical naming. Many plants mentioned in

classical and medieval literature cannot be safely identified. You can get a taste of the variety

of names used, for example for Capsicums, in Sturtevant's compilation (Nedrick 1919). (In

spile of this difficulty, we can say that dwe is no written evidence Aat before Columbtts'

travels of 1492-93 the Capsicums were known in Europe.)

Of course there are no accepted rules for naming a vegetable or spice in the vernacular, but

botanically inclined authors try to use the same general term for all species belonging to a

genus, and qualify it with an adjective when it refers to a definite species. This is what I tiy to

do vtrben t propose that all Capsicums should be called paprika.

How many Capsicums do we have? —-at least four domesticated and up to 20 wild species.

As far as 1 know, there is no modem mooognphy of the Capsicum genus, and therefore

differences among botanists are not yet ironed out. I accept, with some simplifications, die

position taken by Hciser in a series of papers (Heiser and Smith 1953. Lippert et al. 1966,

Heiser in Sinunonds 1976, Andrews 1985). According to this, there are four domesticated

paprika species which should be named:
Capsicum anmtum L.

Capsicumfruiescens L. (including C. chinense Jacq.)

Capsicum pubescens R & P
Capsicum pendulum Wilid (?syn. with C. baccatum L.)

(AC. baccaium was already named by Linneus, but that was probably a form of C. annuum,

SO it is not a valid name. Some taxonomists call the wild form C. baccaium var baccatum and

the domesticated one C. baccatum var pendulum, but this does not make much sense.)

C. pubescens (or 'rocoio') is a highland species widely grown in the Andes but little

elsewhere; C. pendulum is largely conflned to Bolivia and the surrounding lands. I never saw
them in cultivation in Europe (even in botanical gardens) or in West Africa. The other two

species are cultivated worldwide in innumerable local types selected by farmers and in

horticultural varieties produced more recently by professional plant breeders. As these are

cultivated varieties the official Latin botanical nomenclature is not applicable. Instead of
attempting Ladn names, it is better to give die local name, a detailed description and an
illustration. We also may indicate the species {annuum or frutcsccns) to which these sorts

probably belong. Contrary to the popular view. Capsicum species are not easily hybridised

and die hybrids areliequendy sterile (Lippertet«L 19ti6).

Before I go further I want to give the k^ fbr tlie determination of the fbur aocqtted

cultivated species (Heiser and Smith 1953).

1. Corolla lobes are puiple; seed black; IMwasiugose; stem and leaves are radwr densely

pubescent

C.pid>escau

2. Corolla lobes white or greenish white, rarely puiide; seeds light in colour; leaves smooth;

plants glabrous or pubescent.

2.1. Corolla white with yellow or tan markings on throat; anthers yellow.

C.pen^dum
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2.2. Corolla widiout yellow maifcings on throat, anihen 1^ blue to pw|de.

2.2.1. Corolla greenish white (or yellowUb white); pediodssoUtaiy or more ftequentiy paired

or several at a node.

C.fivtesceiis

2.2.2 Corolla clear white or ^Sngy white, rarely puiple; pedicels solitary, raiely twn at a node.

C. annuum
Please note diat the size, form and colour of (the ripe) fruit is not a species charactoistic.

Nor is the hotness genetically correlated with the size of the fruit. I assure you th.it in

Hungary you find fiercely hotC. annuum with large fruits. Many of the so-called chili (also

written chilli, chilly or chile) paprikas clearly belong to C annuum. The Aztecs, speaking the

NahoatI language, gave different names to the local varieties they cultivated. Some of these

contained the syllables 'chilli', e.g. in chitlachilli, tempilchilli, chichiochilli, etc. Some or

even most of these however belonged to C. annuum, while a few could have been C.
frutescenx. There IS 00 histoiical justificatioa for reserving the name 'chilli' for eiUier one of

llie two .species.

The fruits of paprikas are not well preserved archaeologically. Nevertheless excavations in

the very dry Tehuacan Valley (240 km north east of Mexico City) show that some kind of

Capsicums were already cultivated (or collected) in the El Riego phase, about 6500-4500 BC
(with amaranth and .squash, Jennings 1978). So paprika is possibly one of the most ani icnt

cultivated plants! There are contemporary (or a liule earlier) finds from the Peruvian Guitanero

Cave. We know that while the Mexican and Peruvian civilisations were rather isolated some
'exchange' of cultivated plantN occurred among them through the millennia; for example,

maize, chilli, squash, beans, sweet potato, groundnut, avocado and cassava were common to

both, while some of these are clearly Southern, others are of Central-Noithem American

origin. C annuum was probably domesticated in Mexico, but C.frutcsccns mij'.ht have 00me
ftom the Amazon basin. (The Incas had no C. annuum at the lime of the conquest).

Concerning the paprikas we encoanterm the Western Nigerian maifcets, taawawe and sotrAo

are clearly C . frutescens. and tainsi is the best C annuum Apainst Fpenhui/en's opinion

(tpenhuizen 1974) I con.sidcr atanuio a C. frutescens. WiUiin tJicsc broad kK'al varieties there

are finer differences, for example I found that atawawemdiOarathhxve distinct (inherited) size

classes. Generally speaking, different sorts of C. frutescens are more widespread in Africa than

those of C. annuum. Selection however increased their fruit size, and affected its form; but so

far 1 have never seen one as fleshy as some of the C. annuum fruiLs used as vegetables. AU of

these (even the uuasi which is aC annmun) are to my taste too hot to be used as a vegetable

or In a salad, and cant be given in a quantity required for colouring. Some of them dry badly

(becoming mouldv, or getting a bacterial soft-rot). I doubt that any of them cmiid be milled to

a fine, free flowing powder, with shelf-life extending to 6 months, properties which

characterise the Hungarian ground paprikas. Plant breeders have a k)t to do to adapt these local

varieties to modern preservation technology.

It is a platitude to say that most paprika is eaten for its hotness, caused by a single

substance: capsaicin (g-niediyl-N'Vanillyl-6-noneamide) which is an amide of vanillylamine

and isodecylanic acid. (Its structcru w as dLtermined by Nelson in 1919.) It is much less known

that by 1961 Japanese researchers had resolved capsaicin into the two closely related

components confirmed by Bennet and Kirby (1968). Their commercial oleoresin sample

contained at least five components (capsaicin, dihydrocapsaicin, nordihydrocapsaicin,

homocapsaicin and homohydrocapsaicin) all isomers of die organic acid side chain. Further

isomers, for example in the vanillylamine ring, are still possible. As far as I know the

taxonomic distribution of the capsaicin isomers and their taste (i.e. relative hotnes.s) has not

yet been studied. Investigation of synthetic analogues showed that die chain lengdi of die acid

portion of the molecule has a dtamaiic effect on the pungency (discussed in Huffman et al.

1968). Pungency also requires the presence of the phenolic hydroxyl group, and a second

hydroxyl hi the meta posidon increiaes it further. The capsaicin is not an alkaloid in the strict

sense, as the nitrogen is not a hetenx yclic ring. Among the physiologically active substances

it is closer to some neurotransmitters, or hormone-like amines (e.g. serotonin, histamin,

catecholamines). Periuqw this similarity explains why capsaicin, applied on the skin in an

extreme dose, can cause an inflammation-like local effect: further diat, if ingested, it
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stimulates the secretion of die glands associated widi digestion, evokes laciymation and sparics

off a feeling of a 'hot wave' (change in blood pressure, in circulation).

Capsaicin is considered as a 'digestive' but those inclined to ttloeis should avoid it. In

European lieital medicine it was recommended against intestinal disorders (actually infectious

diseases), but this use is now obsolete, and definitely not recommended. It can still be used

externally to alleviate rheumatic pains. As far as I know there is no market for pure capsaicin,

and I doubt diatafiiither increase in capsaicin contentcan !» an aim ofplant breeders. Several

existing varieties have more than 1% capsaicin.

In the recent history of paprika breeding, just the opposite tendency is apparent; efforts are

directed Kiwards reducii^ the botness to pleasant levels. According to geneticists (Lippeit et al.

1966) the hotness-sweetness is monofactorially inherited. This of course does not mean that

only one gene (one razyme) is involved in the biosynthesis of such a complex molecule as

capsaicin, but only tliat its biosyndietic pathway can be disrupted by a single mutation. As a

consequence, the sweet paprikas are probably not identical genetically; but as far as i know
details of the capsaicin biosynthesis have not yet been studied.

There can't be (as frequently claimed) any genetic correlation between the size of the berry

and its botness. In practice small fruited semi-wild varieties are usually very hot, but the large-

berried horticultural varieties may be hot or mild. The breeder's aim is to establish the same

variety (size, form, colour of ftuit, agricultural characteristics) with different grades of homess.

As we shall see in the case of manufactured products, the hotness can be manipttlated, within

certain limits, by technological means.

Ndsoo (1919) determined the sffuclure of capsaicin, 8-nielhyl-N-vanillyl-6-noneaniide

Zecfameister aid Oralntfty (1927) isolated capsanihb but onlyEolith^

HO— C — C = 0
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\ /

H—

C

/

HO— C-H
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Szent-Gyorgy t (1928-1932) ideolified vitandnC wilh LFaseoriiic add: Haworfh (1933) detenidned die stradue fiom
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C^jsaicin can be deteimhied diemicany, bat few plant breeders orcomoinen would lesort to a

laboratory (est when a sensitive organoleptic analysis ts possible. The hotness is expressed in

physiological scales as in the following:

10 Volcanic S Picant

9 Incendiary 4 Warm
8 Fiery 3 Meditttn

7 Bumii« 2 Mild

6 Hot 1 DeUcaie

0 Neutral

Iiemind you that the relationship between a physical stimulus and O.is subjective sensation is

never linear, but closer to a logarithmic (Fechner 1850) or a kind of power law (Stevens

1957), that is when you feel something twice as strong, that could mean 10 times more is

present (or something between twice and ten times). But before you try to grade your paprikas

of volcanic hotness (and put yourself out of business for hours) let me explain the cautious

prooedure originally developed by Scoville in 1912. The anit is the just perceptible hotness,

about 1 pari capsaicin in 1 million parts of solvent.

Prepare an alcoholic extract by shaking 0. Ig of the dry sample with 50 ml 9S% ethanol

and allowing to macerate for 24 hr fitter the extract and adjust to SO ml with 95%
ethaniil.

'Prepare a test solution by diluting 0.15 ml of \h& above solution with 140 ml of a 5%
solution sucrose in water. If S ml of this test solution, swaDowed all at once, produces a

distinct sense of punj:encv in the throat of at least 3 of 5 assessors, then the sample is

equivalent to 240,000 Scoville units. The test may be repeated alter at least 30 minutes

with other dilutions.' (after Headi 1978)
The Scoville test can now be 'cafibrated' with pore, crystalline capsaicin; 1% capsaicin is

defined as 157,000 Scoville units.

The second most impwtant chemical parameter for the paprika breeder is the colouring

matter. The red pigment of the paprika belongs to the wide^^preud and n,ipulous proup of

caiOten<rfds; more than 400 have been described. They occur in any green leaf (usually masked

by chlorophylls), in many fruits and in some roots and flowers. Their main absorption bands
are in the ultraviolet, but all absorb light in a characteristic way in the yellow, orange or

rarely in the red regions of the visible spectrum. Chemically they are letraterpenoids;

biochemically (from the point of view of the biosynthctic pathways — isoprenoids; and on

the basis of their solubility (fats, organic solvents) they are unsaponifable lipids. Many of

them are prepared in pure crystalline form but you rarely seem them on the shelves of the

laboratory, because they easily oxidise, or become decomposed by light. In ihe fully ripe

paprika (grown for its colouring property) the total carotenoid content can reach 0.4-0.8%. The
main component is cqpsanthin (about 35% of the total caroienoids), discoveied hi paprika by
Zechmeister and Cholnoky in 1927, Beside capsanthin there are more than a dozen other

catolenoids as beta-carotene, violaxanthm, capsonibin, cryptoxanthm, etc. (Curl 1962). The
composition is expected to be variable accoiding to sort, ripening stage and storage conditions.

According to Kormos f1954) at least three fcne pairs determine the carotenoid content in C.

annuum. Carotenoidi are measured spectrophotomctncally (colorirnetrically) alter a simple

column chromatographic separation (see Ocan 1969).

The capsanthin and the other carotenoids are tasteless, so to fmd the flavour for which the

'sweet' paprikas are grown, we shall to look for another group of compounds. Sure, some sort

of sweet paprikas (fresh or dried, ground) contain enough (simple) sugar to actually taste

sweet, and some others might have a slight bitter after-taste, but to call them sweet or bitter

would not do justice to their delicate flavour. In the last decades great progress has been made
in the analysis of volatile flavour components in hundreds of different fDf'd items (see Straten

aodMaaise 1983). This progre&s was made possible by the development of a combination of

gas chromatographic and mass-spectrometric techniques. We have learnt diat each of our

favourite foods (drinks, perfumes, etc.) contains dozens (hundreds) of volatile components

responsible for the characteristic taste of things. Physiologists (psychologists, flavour

technoloeisis, etc.) ate busy trying to figure out which c/f dwse are responsible for die flavour

in question.
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The iwprflca is no exception, and the dozen papers written since the pioneer work of Buttery

etal. (1969) identified about 100 compounds (summarised in Straten and Maarse 1983).

Evidently I can't list these compounds (hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids,

bases, esters, ethers, fiinms and phenols) in this paper. Buttery (1969) held die view diat the
main components of green paprika (an unidentified 'bell pepper') must come from 2-methoxy-

3-isobutylpyrazine. Huffman et al. (1978) extended this observation to the famous Jalapeno
sort. Teranishi et al. (1980) separated die volatiles firom a Capsicum frutescens (allegedly

'African type') but have not yet reported their sensor)' evaluation. This would be good to have,

because an earlier report on the aroma of Tabasco was not correlated with any of the volatile

components Qwrtiaps becanse it is produced in the fermentadon process—see below).

Individual sorts of paprikas, their different ripening stages, and rhc pnxlucts made from them
have not yet been compared, so much further work remains for the food scientists.

The fruits of paprikas we perishable materials and, likeoAer berries, do not dry well. Some
varieties, with care, can be dried to obtain 'mummified' firuiiS, which are satisfactory if you
look only for hotness. The dried fruits can be crumbled, sleqMd in water or added directly to a
soup, sauce or stew. This ancient meUxxl, which was certainly pracdsed by the Aztecs, is still

used today in Mexico, Spain and Hungary. The famous Hungarian 'halaszle' CFisherman's

soup) requires, besides the usual ground paprika, one or two dried cherry paprika (belonging to

C. annuum). [1 did not include diis soup in the collection of recipes given in the appendix

because I believe that its extraordinary quality depends more on the selection of fish (3-5

kinds, with some of their offal) than on the choice of paprika, and it would therefore be

difTicult to make it outside Central Europe.]

Some paprikas are preserved with salt, e.g. the Indonesian 'samhal uick'. The same principle

is also used in Hungary both in the kitchen and in industry. The Hungarian product in contrast

to the Indonesian is not hot (or very mild) and made from the so-called 'paradicsompaprtka'

(tomato paprika, a form of C. annuum widi hig, flat, extremely fleshy, deep red fruits). The
ftuit is minced, Uien 200g salt is given for each kilo of paprika; all this is mixed and packed
into small, clean jars closed with cellophane sheets. No pasteurisation is necessary as the salt

is sufficient for its preservation. The product, called phtamin', is very healthy because of its

high vitanun C and provitamm A content It can be spread on bread for children, bat is mainly

used for food colouring.

Stobart (1970) informs us that in India, in the colonial days, 'chilli essence' was made from
hot paprikas with alcohc^ Small diilies were often macerated hi sheny and the liquid was used

for spicing soup at the table. Often recipes recommended infusing chilli in fine brandy. For a

modem variant Stobart recommends vodka. (The essence is so hot that the alcohol or the

source of alcohol can be neglected.) 1 do not know if diese essences are still made in India, or
whether they are sti 1 1 ex ported to Britain. If there were a maikei, there would be no diffica]^

to produce them in Nigeria.

Finally, we find in the literahire a great number of recipes for chilli vinegars. Almost all of

the European (North American) culinary traditions use different flavoured vinegars. This

practice probably goes back to Roman times. When the hot paprikas became available in the

t6di cenmiy the existing culinary technology was transferred to them. From among the

numerous existing lec^ies I have seen, letme quote the charming description from the famous
{\90\) Picaytute Creole Cookbook (Dover. New Yodc, 1971). "Every Creole housewife keeps

on hand a bottle of pepper vinegar. It is made by filling a pint bi t'.le about half full of small

cherry pepper or chilli pepper, red and green, and then filling up with the best French vinegar

or cider. Botde well, and in about a week it will be ready for use ... The older it grows the

better it is ... the bottle may be filled again and again ... It is very strong and a few drops in

one's soup or salad will be found quite sufficient' This also could be done in Nigeria, if good
vinegar was made here.

The peppered vinegar brings us to the very famous product: Tabasco sauce. This sauce, or

rather this (ermenied essence, manufactured by the Mcllhany Co. (Avery Island, Louisiana,

USA) was very popular in Nigeria before die import fBStriCtkms, and I used it myself

extensively. Tabasco is a registered trade name, and the mmpany is very secretive about the

process. In the extensive literature on fermented foods we find only a few lines on Tabasco:

The tabasco pepper [a fonn of C. fitaescens] is native to die humid soils of die state of
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Tabasco bordering the Gulfof Mexico and Guatemala. The fiery red peppers are ground into a

mash and steeped in their own juice in large oak barrels. The barrels are clo.sed with perforated

wooden covers and a thick layer of slats is spread on top which allows fermentation gases to

escape without pi rnn-'ing air to enter. After a prolonged aging, vinegar is added to the mash

and later the ma&h is filtered and bottled. Obviously a fermentation occurs, but whether it is

niixed or pure culture fennentation by the enzymes of the fruit has not been clarified.'

{Pederson 1979)

On the basis of these few lines of information I (with my B^. student Oswuna) undertoolc

the microbial study of the Tabasco process in 1981 (see Oswuna and Balogh 1982). The
starting nKiterijI v\a.s the Sutr.bo paprika (a C. fruii u m:]. The fermentation of the paprika

pulp (with different quantities of added salt) was allowed to progress for 13 weelu, followed by

6 weeks of aging in vinegar. We described the microorganisms which appeared in the different

stages of the fermentation, but 1 dn not wish to bore you here with the details, Enough to say

that no harmful species was observed, and the final product was practically sterile. Our product

was oon^jarable to the Tabasco sauce not just in salinity, acidity and solid content, but its

flavour was at least equal to it, and its colour was better, Unfortunately no industrialist with

adequate capital came forward to manufacture it. The name Tabasco is of course protected, but

we could «dl it Sombo essence. As preservation by virtegar is a common practice, and salt is

also widely used for preservation c^f minced paprikas I do not think that anybody may claim an

exclusive right to a Tabasco-type process, jusi a.s nobody can patent bread-making or most

food products. The food industry generally protects not the processes but only the quality

associated with familiar names.

Finally, we reached the most important pnxluct made from paprika,s, giound papnka. ITiis is

both a spice (hotness and flavour) and a colouring. (The cayenne, a particular type of ground
chilli, provides only hotness.)

Let me explain first the outline of the process as it is made in Hungary. The farmers get

the seed from the paprika mills, do tlie initial processing and sell their pnxluct (on the ba.sis of

a contract) to die mills for further processing, blending and packing. The farn^cr threads Uie

ripe firuits on string and hangs them on the porch or on the wall of his cottage (alternatively

he might have simple Sheds built for the purpose). The fruits in the sunny dry autumn sveather

become dry in 3^ weeks. The farmers themselves may start the processing by removing the

stidks ind slanting Ae seeds and the internal ribs (vaiiB, placenta) from the dried wall of die

fruit. At this stage the mill takes over and completely dries the paprika in temperature

regulated ovens (below SO^C). The fruit-wall, the veins and seeds (washed once or more) are

handled separately and blended for the milling according to the product which the factory wants

to produce (depending on the demand). Modern paprika milling was invented in Hun}:ap,' by

the Palfy brothers in 1874. Since 1922 the quality of all ground paprika products has been

under state supervision; the responsible bureau is NOMI (Novenytermesztesi es Minosito

bitezet). There arc seven traditional grades (Ketter 1985):

(a) Special: kulonleges. Bright red, the finest milled, with die best shelf-life. Contains

40 kg washed seed fat each 100 kg prime quality fruit wall Its hotness is only barely

perceptible.

(b) Heatless: csipossegmentts. Light red, made from specially selected fruits, abst^iely
devoid of hotness, dierefoie the separatum of seeds and veins is not necessary. Not as

finely ground as (a).

(c) Delicatcfls: eumege. Bright, light red, slightly hot (capsaicin less dtan 10 mg/100 g).

45 kg washed seed is milled with 100 kg dried fruit walls.

(d) Ennobled sweet: idesnemes. Darker red, characieristicaliy hot (capsaicin between 10

and 20 mg/100 g). 75 kg seed is milled widi 100 kg fruil wall to medium fineness.

(e) S«niisvveet: fil tdes. From good quality but not specially selected fruits. Not aS pure
as the previous ones. Capsaicin is 20 40 mg/ l(X) g. rincness of millin-- as (d).

(f) Rose: rdzsa. Pinkish red., contains some fractions (seeds, veins) separated trom (a) - (d).

Capsaicin content is above 40 mg/100 g.

(g) Strung: eros. The used fruits are not prime quality. Contains much milling fractions

sepamed frtnn other grades. Cdoar is variable from biownish red toyeUovvish green.
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Very hoi, with no limit set on capsaicin content. Rather crudely milled. (More or

less companble with the 'cayenne' grade in the international trade

All of the paprikas are packed in moisture and oil resistant paper bags, which exclude light.

All packages must be dated. The grade is indicated on the bag, but not always in English. The

bags are closed with the lead seal of NOMI, which can't be removed witlmit obviously

injuring the packing. The better grades are guaianieed for 6 months* the cheaper ones for 8

months.

I went into this long discussion of grades to show that Hungarian ground paprika is not

necessarily without hotness, though consumers in Western Europe and the USA prefer the

very mild ones. In Hungary grades (d) and (g) are the most popular. (The annua! per capita

consumption IS 0.3 kg, not counting the 10 kg green pa{^ika consumed as vegetables.)

Breeding is concentrated on high carotenoid content and produces the same sort in sweet and

hot variants (remember the difference is only one gene). Theintemiedlate grades aieprodaced

by blending and milling. The drying is the critical step determining the quality (how fine the

paprika can be milled, without becoming loo sticky, bow long its shelif-Iife). Faults in the

drying would appear as caramelised orbhter side tastes.

The Hungarian housewife always keeps different grades of ground paprika in smck (plus a

wreadi of whole, dried cherry paprikas) and chooses according to the kind of dish she wants to

prepare. On die table there U always ground paprika (not real pepper) beside die sal^ so yon

can add extra hotoess 10 die didi if you like. Tidsis an aocefMed social practice andcaosM
offence.

I hinted earlier diat 1 woeld talk about dw use ofpaprika in die diffiennt cnlJoaiy s^les and

how these styles evolved. As my selection of the WOld 'Style' iadicales, I dunk abOUt this as

an art topic, and its theory should be in aesthetics.

I hope that yott are not opset by the mere idea of applying the terminology of aesdietics to

such a vulgar thing as f(X>d and its consumption. I admit that these things have not yet reached

the peaks attained by, say, German music in the 17th-18th centuries, or the Russian classical

baDet, and that they have remained more or less folk art of the decorative (ap|ilied) type. It is

also true that food is perishable fihouch a good wine lasts a hundred years). However, this

objection is not acceptable. What is more ephemeral than a musical note, or the moves of a

dancer? Cooking has a notation (the recipe) which is preserved. The reading of diis notation

calls for serious learning. The cook is a performing artist who widi the recipe recreates the art

object. This development is relatively new. Apicius' Arte Coqmnaria and die few Chrisdan

and Arabic manuscripts of the late .Middle Ages are only lists of ingredients with scanty

instructions. They are not easier to play' than medieval music. Even modem recipes leave

many points open, especially in spicing. A capable cook is constantly improvising as a jazz

or gypsy musician does, and must have an instinctive' feeling how far the tradition can be

stretched. There is no accepted psychological theory (tf creativity (see Vernon 1970) but many

educators doubt that creativity can be taught (art appreciation, yes). Anybody can be a

mediocre musician with arduous efforts, but the creative musician is rare.

In spite of recent interest in the cultural history of cooking, not much has yet been written

about inventiveness in cooking. In contrast, die history of sdendfk: (technological)

inventions is extensively analysed as a field of philosophy (history, sociology) of .science.

Anthropological theory has been applied particularly to the origin of raw materials, cooking

utensils and methods (Boszormenyi 1982). There is some scattered litetatttfe on table

decoration and manners of serving and consuming food.

The main debate is usually about the way a 'trait' (unit of description) spreads. Was it a new

invention, or did it reach a panicular place, at a particular time, hy diffusion? Few reali.se,

however, diat while individual traits can be analysed in these terms, the two explanations are

not alternatives, excluding each other in the sense that only one can be true. Change in

culinary styles alwavs mean-, a mivture of diffusion and new invention (re-invention). I do not

see much point in contrasting these two theories, and I do not see how any further evidence

could dindnateeidierofdiem; in odier words dxy an not 'good* sciendfic dieories.

Instead l should like to advocate another way of looking at the amazing variability of dishes.

Styles and manners. What limits their variability? Is it true tiiat 'everything goes'? In this

ooMext I sbodd like to discrimfoate two groups offacltn wbksh delineate die
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(the assembly offoods wMeh cm be cooked and enjoyed* (a) die hnman taste and (b) stiiictural

and other properties of the available raw materials).

There is human nature (even if in this century it wa:> a fashion to deny this), but it might be

very difficult Id define it, partly because we cant be objective observers ofourhuman nature;

we (luckily) can't get out of it. Fvoiutionary considerations may open a small window. Our
ancestors the apes, and even before that the monJceys, were dominantJy leaf and fruit eaters (see

in more detail Boszormenyi 1982). For example the chimpanzee eats more or less the same
species (or genera) of wild plants which humans gather in the same ecological zone. The
gorilla is completely vegetarian, favouring some aromatic herbs which we also like.

Becoming human can't be separated firom becoming the hunter. But any of us feel some
revulsion from some Sorts of meals (] am not talking about religious prohibitionism) and in

all ages there have been genume vegetarians. I'fhe psychology and possibly physiology of this

has not yet been studied.] The rest of us mix herbs and spices with meat to rL-tntroduce tastes

favoured by our primate ancestors. We have an evohitionarily formed palette of tastes

(probably genetically very conservative) waiting for encounters w ith fitting new fcwd items.

This could be the reason why when a spice became known outside iis original ecological

range, it became accepted so fast. How otherwise can we understand that the paprikas of the

New World became so widespread in the Old World within a hundred years? Our taste palette

was waiting for a hot' taste.

It is more difficult to explain what 1 mean by the second £roup of factors forming the

'culinary space' — those factors which come from the structure (form, etc) of the raw
materials, svhich determine what can be done with them. - This fnctor of course depends on the

general level of technology; an example could be the recent introduction of microwaves into

the kitchen. Technology constantly opens up new ways of dealing widt the raw materials.)

Let me mention one or two examples. Most of us would feel revulsion at drinking oil. If

oil is simply put together with water, it separates and swims on the top, which is not always

accepted (even if It is spiced and colowed). The solution is to emulsify the oil, as hi die

mayonnaise, with the phospholipids of the egc. or with a little smip (generated with potash]

as in tJie Ijo pa)m-oil soup (limitimi \9'^0] .Similar thickening ellects can be obtained with

daily cream, egusi or coconut cream

,

An important structural feature of the paprika is that it is empty inside, and this ptt;destines

it to be fflled with something, to be used as an edible container. China, India, the Mcdiu^rrcan,

Central Europe have all got their stuffed paprikas. How did these evolve, by separate invention

or by diffusion? Maybe both explanations could be supported with an historical analysis, but

die point I want to make Is not this— but diat Its structure made diis possible.

But why in different culinary styles do the 'artists in the kitchen' like to fill stuffing into

everything (doughs, leaves, intestines, carved out vegetables, fruits)? A Freudian explanation

Is increasingly regarded as pseudo-science, f suggest instead the hypothesis diat at a more
sophisticated culinary level we like a sequence of tastes, a taslS cluinging with each bite, or

even (in milliseconds) within a single bite. Compare the monotonous beating of a drum with

the melodies of a xylophone or of a string instrument. Cooking went from pure but

monotonous to the complex harmonies of taste (Brillat Savarin 1825). Stuffed paprikas are

one of tlie accepted forms (analogous to a musical piece) to provide for the taste sequences.

(Beside this, stuffing also makes it possible to bring together components which otherwise

would separate, distniegraiB in cooking— diat is another structural feature).

Of course dieiie is mmendoos variability— the paprikas are cut longtitudinally in Chinese

or Arabic C(XiIdng Of Crosswise in tlie Medilerrunean and Central European styles. They can be

stuffed with minced meat, hard-boiled eggs, nee, breadcrumbs, etc., and a mixture of these.

Sure, these are cultural differences and it can be debated which is better (as, in Swift's

immort.il satire, breaking an egg at the smaller or bigger end). However, at a deeper level there

is shared identity defmed both by our human nature and the nature of things (as the paprikas).

Attempts to direct research in science and technology have Aequently led to die production

of mediocre stuff. A bureaucratic body can't and should not determine which is a good art

style, and which others should he condemned. Nothing could be further lioin me than to

propose recommendations. Nevertheless an art critic should express and try to analyse his

prefetmces. 1 have pointed out that in spite of the extensive use of very hot paprikas in
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Nigerian cooking the paprika is nndemdlised as colouring material and as a vegetable. A series

of scientific discoveries, progress in plant breeding and technological innovations have

provided new opportunities for the use of the paprika in the art of the kitchen. In the

coUectkm of redpes I tried to show a few of diem in die hope diat diqr will stimulate more

conqto fomis ofcalmay art inNig^
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APPENDIX

RECIPES USING GREEN PAPRIKA AS A VEGETABLE CHI GROUND
(RED) PAPRIKA AS SPICE OR COLOURING

1 have formed a large collection ofsuch ndpes. largely based on my travels in 60 countries,

to permit a comparison of different culinar\' traditions in this respect. For the purpose of the

Oxford Symposium I reproduce a small selecUon of such recipes from my own, Hungarian,

Cttlinary tradihion.

Paprilds R<intotta

(Scrambled eggs widi green paprika)

For each person:

2 eggs 1 tablespoon lard

1 green (yellow,red) paprika 1 pinch ground paprika

lManioo,dia|)|>ed saltlotaife

Oean (remove stalk and seeds) the paprika. Fry (but not bum) the onion in the lard, add the

crosswise sliced paprika and sa\n6. Slightly beat the eggs and scramble with the onion/paprilEa

mixture. Sprinkle with ground paprika and serve immediately.

Korozott LipuSi

KOvOizi&tt Li pt6i is a sandwich spread. It has flMiv variants in Hungary, Czechosolvakia,

Austria, Germany and the United States.

Beat die butter to a fluffy cream with the cottage cheese and the cieam. Measure the

flavourinf.s according to taste and mix them in well. Pile on a plate, smooth over the surface

with a knile and, with a spoon, press a pattern into the surface. ( Alternatively you may fill the

mixture into green paprikas from which the stalk, seeds and veins have been removed in the

usual way Refrigerate, serve with brown (rye) bread or with fresh bread roUs.

You may mclude more green paprikas and radish in the dish.

NOTE. If cottage cheese ftom ewe's milk is not available you may use cottage cheese fitom

oow^ milk, but mfMs case you must use soar cream instead ofaeam. Yoocanfindthe
recipe for the home preparation of///;.'-'/ mro in Cheeses qfAeworld,DoveT,lfvi/YoAt

1972 (originally compiled by the US Dept. of Agriculture).

I20g liptdi .'uro (cottage cheese

made from ewd's miBc)

1 tablespoon fineshcieam

60g butler

1/4 tablesptxin caraway seed,s

1 tablespoon spring onion, finely chopped

1 leaqKxm giowMlpaprika, or more
salt 10 taste
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TASTES IN AND TACTES OF THE PAPRIKA

Paprikas Ab&lt Szalotma

1 • 1 .5 kg raw bacon (skin, t al and some meat) from ihe throat and lower jowls ot the pig

salt to cast

2 cloves of garlic

about 50g Hungarian sweet, ground paprika

aiittlepGiiftt

Clean the chosen piece of raw bacon and trim to approximately square form. Check that all the

hair is removed (by hot water and a sharp knife). Salt the piece and rub it with garlic, or,

better, spike slices of garlic in to the bacon. Leave to stand for a few hours in the refrigerator.

Cook the bacon slowly in an adequate quantity of salty water until it is tender to the fork.

Cool on a ruck. Mix the ground paprika with a little melted pork fat to a paste. You will need

about 8 tablespoons per kilo of bacon. With an egg brush and a knife cover the bacon evenly,

up to 2-3iiiin diick. (As tfie bacon lies on its skin side, this remain more or less uncovered.)

Pllt it into a refrigerator and leave to mature for at lea.st one day.

It is best with fresh, home made (Hungarian) bread. Cut it at Hrst into thin (3mm) slices,

tlien to smaller bites. (The skin is edible, but you dont have to eat it, if you prefer not) Bread

and different kind.s of bacon are the Hungarian form of sand'.vi. h. You canseive them with

(slightly hot) green paprika, spring onion, radish and different pickles.

Lecs6

2.5 lb green paprikas (preferably 7 oz onions

yellow Hungarian sort) 3 oz smoked bacon

Ub tomatoes dash ofground paprika

3oz]avd saltlotasie

Skin and quarter the tomatoes. Core the green paprikas and cut them in 5 or 6 slices

lengthwise. Dice rhe h;icon, hrown it in fat and add the finely chopped onions When the

onions are golden brown, add ground paprika and tlie tomatoes and, lU minutes i.iier, she j^reen

paprikas. Stir and simmer over a gentle heat until cooked bat not mushy. Five mmuies beiore

the end ofcooking you may add a few pairs of frankfurter sausages. Or alternatively, at the end

of cooking, you may stir in 2-3 beaten eggs and keep stirring until the eggs are set.

Guly^leves

Gulyas-soup is a full meal in iLself and usually followed only by a simple savoury pasta (e.g.

with cottage cheese) and fruits of the season.

1 lb 5 07. brisket or forequarter of

beef (or some lean pc^)
1 lb S oc good potatoes

7 oz onion

1 medium tomato

! desserlspcmn of sweet, ground paprika

1 whole dried chili paprika (optional)

1 teaspoon black pepper

salt to taste

Cut the meat in cubes. Slice the onions and fry them gently in a little lard till ju.st coloured.

Add the meat and ground paprika. Cook with constant stirring for a few minutes, then add

about 2 litres of water, the [)cp[XTcorns and the chili (in Hungary called 'cherry paprika'). Cook
till the meat is half tender then add the tomato (and any other vegetables—see note). Cook
until die meat is tender but not overcooked.

Meanwhile prepare the dough for the traditional (but optional) small dumplings ('csipctke').

Take 15g good wheat flour, a pinch of salt and a small beaten egg and mix and knead to a firm

dough. CIrap off (or pinch) small pieces direcdy into die boiling soup. Add the csipetke 10

minutes be^ie the gulyas-soup is ready.
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NOTE. Gul>ai;-soup is the most famous Hungarian dish and it has many variants. For the

recipe given above I followed the rather conservative description given by Gundel,

Hungarian CookeryBook, Cocvina. But^pest (19S6), 1980. 1 myself usually cooka moie
modem variant, which besides tfie tomalo oontains the foUowing vegetables:

4 large carrots cut into 4 lengthwise

2 parsnips cut the same way
1 small oeleriae cut iniodka
1 or2 gieeo popika, stallied, sfioed lengtfiwise.

T{)lt©tt Paprika

(Stuffed paprika)

12 medium sized green paprikas 1 oz onion

lib S oz poik (best part of neck), minoed 1 clove garlic (optional)

21/2ozric^paiboiiled legg
tonuMD sauce (see icdpe) salt, pefsper to taste

Cut die green pap^km round die stalks widi a sharp poinled knife, and remove die seeds and
the stalk (with a ring of the paprik;i fruit). Scrape out the inside veins or ribs.

Mince the pork and mix it with the onions and garlic (it used) which have been finely

dwfped and Med hi a tilde fk. Add dw egg, die parboiled rice, pepper and salt Sdr die

mixtllfe well and fill the paprikas with it. Put back the ring on the top to form a lid. Place the

Staffed paprikas in a saucepan (they can rest on their side, not necessarily with the lids

upwards), cover widi tomalo sauoe and let diem simmer for about an hour, 90 mhrates at

most, over a low heat.

For the tomato sauce make a delicately browned roux of 2 02 lard and a tablespoon of flour.

Add2 pints of diickened tomalojuice, stiiringaD die time, and season widi salt and a
teaspoon of sugar. (It is most convenient to start from canned tomatoe purfe, but you can boil

thejuice from fresh, peeled and deseeded tomatoes, or from your own tomato juice preserve.)

Serve die Stuffed pqsrikas fai a deq> diA widi die tomato sauce pouredo^

Skdet

This recipe is my modified version of that given by Magyar, h., I he Gourmet's Cookbook,

Corvina, Budapest (1932), 1983.

1 1/2 pints beans or broad beans fine ground paprika, to taste

1 onion, chopped salt 10 tasiu (becareifttl if usii|g smoked meat)

a<isorted meats, smoked meats, sausages

goose and'or pork ftt

Soak the base overnight in water, drain belbre use. You are advised to soak sooie of the

smoked meats at least fbr a few hours to remove excess saft.

Fry the chopped onions in goose fat, and then add the 'ground paprika and transfer to a big

casserole pot (preferably with a lid). Stir in the beans, the assorted meats and enough water to

cover. Cover the Ikl with wet cloth (aluminium foil). Put in a very slow oven for at least 5

hours (can be ovemighO. The dish improves ifeaten on the foUowing ds^r after being lebeaied

t\)i an liour.

NOTE. This is originally a Hungarian Jewish dish in which the meat was smoked goose
breast and legs possibly with some beef. The Christian Hungarians ofcourse haveno dietary

restriction and use besides or instead of the expensive smoked goose chunks of ham, smoked

pork ribs and sausages. There should be at least three different kinds of meat
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Porkolt

lb meat (can be beef, veal. pc^k. mutton, but never mixed)

hrd ( the amount varies according to whether the meat is fat or lean)

6 onions, sliced

2-3 tomatoes (or equivaknt in purte)

1 green paprika

1 few teaspoons ground paprika (medtum hot)

1 few tablespoons sour cream

sab end pq)per to taste

caraway seeds (optumal)

Fry the onions until golden brown in hot lard, add the groond paprilca (which serves as both

spice and colouring) and the meat cut into cube-, of ahi ui 2cm. Salt it to taste and stew

slowly. (If necessary, add a little water, or, better, the respective kind of stock, but never too

mnch.)When the meat is half done, add the tomatoes and die sliced green paprikas, and let it

stew till the meat is tender.

As a rule the different Hungarian forms of pasta (galuska, lartionya) are served with the

pQricOlt, but instead yoo may use Italian pasta (e.^. spashetti, macaroni) or phiin rice, or

cubed, boiled potatoes. Salads of diffisrent kinds are sevved with it (e.g. lettuce, cuconiber,

etc.).

NOTE. It is very important that the 'sauce' of the stew should be thick; therefore chewy

(skinny, bony) pieces of meat, heart, kidneys etc., are added to the prime meat to provide

natural gelatine. These are removed before the pOifcOU is served. For the same purpose, to

thicken the stew, a few tablespoons of sour cream can be added just before the porkolt is ready.

(Take out some of the liquid from under the stew, mix with the required quantity of sour cream

and return to the pOrkOlt kept oa a low heat.)

Uborka 6s Paprika Salvia

(Cucumber and pqxika saiad)

3-4 large, unripe cucumbeis, peeled vinegar to taste

and sliced 1 teaspoon sugar (optional)

1 or 2 medium green paprikas (or black pepper, ground

yellow or red ones) a pinch of sweet, ground paprika

1 or 2 small. Arm tomatoes

Peel the cucumber and taste at both ends to make sure it is not bitter. .Slice and salt it lightly

and set it aside for half an hour. Then gently squeeze out the juice. Alternatively, you may
pour on a little boiling water and, after a few minutes ofstanding, squeeze it out In this case,

you can prcx'eed without further waiting.

Meanwhile remove tiie stalk from and deseed the paprika(s). Slice both paprikas and

tomatoes. Put the cucumber on the middle of a salad bowl and arrange the paprika and or

tomato slices around it in a concentric or other pattern. Pour on the vinegar dressing (diluted

according to taste, a little sugar may be added). Sfdnkle with ground black pepper and with

some ground paprika. Put into die refrigerator and leave for 1-3 hours to mature the taste.

NOTE. Alternatively, after die hot water treatment, yoo cui nix the cocambeir slices widi

sour cream llavoured v. :ih L:arlic. Top with freshlygnxmdblackpqiperands|irinklewidia

little ground paprika. Refrigerate before serving.
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Kfiposziaval Toltotl Ecete^ Papnka
(Green paprOcas stuffed whh cabbage)

6 large sweet green or yellow paprikas,

very fresh and finn

1/2 medium cabbage, finely sliced

1 teaspoon coriander seeds

1 leaqxxm black pepper

1 tablespoon pickling spice mixture

afbw bay leaves, whole or cnunbied

4 oz granulated nigv
2ozsallt

1 pint while vinegar

Cut the top (stalk side) of each paprika. Deseed and devein. Salt the shredded cabbage. Boil the

spices, salt and sugar in about 1 |rim water for about IS mintttes.Sqiieeiecwt die cabbage and

stuff into the hollowed p:iiirik:ts.

Place the paprikas into sterilised wide-mouthed bottles with the spices and boiling vinegar.

Seal. Sterilise for ten minutes, timing from when the water is boiling in the pot into which

thejars aie sank, hunt the bottles* after secuiiqg the lids, in a covered, wrapped pot to oooL
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TASTE—ITS EVOLUTION AND ITS DETERIORATION

Suzy 13 criminal

These are a few notes and observadoas. questions and points for discussion. 1 am particularly

interested in the way taste changes: how h develops and how it deieriorales.

First, I must define what I mean by TASTH. Although I only refer here d: (.i>te as applied

to food. I take it at its widest and most complex sense. I would start with Alan Davidson's

scientific definition, adding aromas but also Polycarpe Poncelet's classification to include

sensations. Then blending: perception and taste (meaning here preference). These all being

Strongly flavoured with personal and psychological condiments which would lead to

ENJOYMENT. Ihtis. my equation would be:

(Taste + Aromas) - Flavour -i- Sensations -f Perception -i- Preference « TASTE and

ENJOYMENT.
The complexity of this approadi is obvious. If we first look at Alan Davidson's concluding

sentence in his first paragraph: 'As for flavours, these are the complex products of

combinaiions of tastes and aromas such as even a simple dish (my italics) is likely to present'.

I would start wid) a single raw pioduct; take a fhiit for instuice where you have a combination

of tastes which you can perceive (sweet and acid) plus its aroma. These can also taste

differently according to where and when the fruit was consumed (straight from the tree, warm
from the sun, etc....).

Having defined TASTE in this way. it becomes clear that it is subjcvt to continuous and

permanent change and that it can both evolve and deteriorate. It evolves from inlaiic v on, u

varies and develops. The more exposed one is to different tastes and flavours, the richer the

enjoyment. One's preferences which are manifest very early alter with age and experience but

also w ith circumstances and moods. One particular experience which has a strong influence on

llie evolution of tasre is the involvement in the production of fcKKi, i.c ccikii-.g. One can

make a parallel with art (although 1 am always reluctant to do so without pointing to the basic

difference since food is a universal and vital need) in that the enjoyment and appreciation of a
perforrner is quite distinct from that of amateur (in the sense of lover oO whether of music OT

art Tlie performer who is also a creator has yet more and different criteria for judgement.

As 1 stated earHer on, taste develops widi exposare to a variety of foods. One only has to

look at the change that has occurred in Britain and the U.SA in the last 20 years or so to see

how much taste gets developed. But at the same nine one must not forget how taste gets

debased with industrialisation and uniformity. I am not going to expand on that obvious

statement except to say how amazed I am at the speed of tlie deterioration one can observe in

the taste of a country like France. I am not only talking about the trashy end of the food

industry as I feel the danger also comes from the classy range. Because i!ie tix-mory of 'good

food' is still strong, the sophisticated, Haute-Cuisine wing of tlie industry is expanding at a

very rapid pace. To me it will eventually be just as impoverishing as the odier.

1 paradoxically believe that as taste gets more and nvnc s<iphisticated and rarified. it starts to

decline even with people who would not dream of eating pre-cooked food but who. nonetheless

otUy like liaute^uisine' and will only eat in restaurants of diat standard. They will end up

having a less developed taste than those who can appreciate all kinds of fo<xl, whether simple

or complicated, rustic or luxurious. Ilie deterioration becomes mi re irnniment as more and

more famous chefi go into idustrialised cooking However good a tm us chefs product is

(whether frozen or sous-vide or whatever the latest technology ha.s to offer) it will have the

defect of always tasting the sanie. An important element wil be lost: the enjoyment brought

by diveisi^ which makes a dish even cooked by the same cook— and recognised as

that—never the same twke. It is the same difference between a perfect recording with the latest

most sophisticated techology and a live music performance. A pianist agreed with this

comparison. To him, however biMiuiMil the sound of a perfect' recording, people who are only

exposed to that, very quickly find it impossible to appreciate a live performance with its

impeifections but abo with aO the added qualities of a perfonnance in fiont ofan audience.
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Technology on the one hand is a fantastic vehicle for providing exciting experiences to

larger and larger numbers of people who would not even have dreamt of their existence; on the

odwr, pushed to exoemes, it can have a reverse effect

AN ANNRXF. CONTAINING QUBSTIONS
1 . Are there any objective standards, albeit within a defined society or group, which allow one

to state that something has an 'acquired' taste? This I presume means that most people will

initially dislike it and will alter their appreciation as the taste becomes more and more

familiar. Other foods seem, on the other hand to be generally enjoyed even by people who try

it for die ftst time.

2. How do personal tastes manifest themselves very suongly within tlie same family,

presumably being exposed to the same kind of food? A personal note here—I enjoyed my
mother's cooking ver\' much, however I did not share her taste for sweet things (the only

sweet food 1 ever ate until my 20s was fresh fruit). My salt threshold was also much lower

than hers. I baled \vet, soiggy' (what you would rati in England norseiy) food, and yet she

loved it.

3. Another personal puzzle I cannot resolve. I like eggs (however cooked) both with or

without salt, as well as sweetened or unsweetened tea. I, of course, perceive the differences but

I wovMdelibentfely choose to hsveAeiii one way or the other, acconling to (1 do not know)

what criteria.

4. 1 have oftened wondered whether the taste for garish colours (I notice here that I did not

mention the importance of eye appeal as an element to be added to what constitules taste in

food) in food in certain countries is directly linked with printing and colour technology. For

instance, when we are told that cooked peas have to be bright green to be more appealing by

'looking good' this only can apply to people who have been brought Up tO tbinlc that bright

green peas look good. Others will fuid them quite off-putting.

b tte same way, a Iteantifid' photogcqsh ofa Slew wbeie each vegetable is veiy distinct and

appears raw, is not appealing or beautifid to people wbo know and appieciaie the difSnence in

taste.
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THE TASTE OF COFFEE, THE TASTE FOR COFFEE, AND
THE ATTEMPT TO DISCUSS EITHER

l im Castle

Not as a bonafide scientific ^ort, but as a way of colUcting some ideas. 38people who said

they regularly drink coffee which is 'at least very good^were asked to describe what they liked

about coffeeand wAa<flavours they associate mth it.

In considering the taste ofcoffee two questions come immediately to mind: 1) because there

is no integral 'coffee flavour', u h;ii are the components in COfTee that give rise to iLs taste, and

2) what are the aesthetically desirable traits that coffee has to offer? These two questions give

rise to a more veactng proMem: wtdwut a consistent langvi^e of tasie, and some discussion in

that langiMge of similar problems, it is difficult to address diese first two questions at all.

THE TASTE OF COFFEE
Coffee does not have a ta^^te, or a flavour, any more than a wine does. Theru" is no single

compound or molecule thai can be singled out as the culprit that gives coffee its flavour. A
mixture of petroleam distillates and simple alcohols, warmed and poured into an opaque mug
was identified by several people as having the aroma of coffee in one study ( 1 ). Indeed, there

are many simple hydrocarbons that result from the roasting of coffee which could account for

this result. But diere is a lot more to the flavour chemistry of coffee than simple

hydrocarbons...

The flavour of coffee comes from many different sources within the bean. First, there is the

woody fibrous structure of the bean which, as it is roasted, will oxidise into bitter

carbonaceous compounds. Next, there are the methyl.xantliines, of which caffeine is the best

known; tJiese also contribute bitterness. Aromatic oils add. obviously, to the aroma of coffee

and to its flavour, i.e. the experience of the aromatics as the coffee is being drunk. Mineral

salts, organic acids also contribute flavour—mineral salts giving the effect of the oiganic acids

different tone and depth.

Coffees Havour is not limited to tlie compounds present, however, but also to what degree

they've reacted since the coffee was brewed. Many coffees, particularly those high in acid,

actively change in chemical make-up in die first few minutes afker diey are brnved. Most
coffee sold to restaurant.s is specifically blended to remain consistent even after sitting on die

burner for an hour or more.

Over the years, a langM^e has been developed to describe die various sensations enooumeied

while drinking coffee. Words it includes are earthy, rubbery, grassy, winey and acidy. The

experiences that these words describe are probably not what tlie uninitiated coffee taster would

expect For instance, according to one wall chart published by I & M Smith Ltd (pronunent in

coffee tastin" rooms arosind the world), 'acidy' is described as *A sharp and pleasing

characleIl ^llL iuiuculaily strong with certain origins.'

The niiar.ci s developed in ilie professional lexicon, however, are not shared by those coffee

drinkers who, while they may love coffee, are not involved widi it professionally. When
several coffee drinkers who drink coffee every day and who believe they are drinking coffee

which is at least 'very good' were asked to identify five flavours which lhe> asscxiate with

coffee, more than four out of five could not name any. Etespite this, however, most said that

they drink coffin fbr die 'flavour*. When asked what constitutes a good flavoured coffee most

of the people surveyed referred to characteristics which w<mi1H he classified as having to do

with mouthfeel, that is a coffee's body, its tactile feel in the mouth. Primary among their

descriptions they refierred to 'richness' which, aldiough this term is held in low regard by many
profes'^ional coffee tasters, usually means f'ull-hodied. To non-professionals it also seems to

mean a coffee having an abundance of aioma and flavour, although both remained indefinahie.

In addition to the presence of compounds in coffee that give it taste and flavoui ire

also components (often the aromatic oils themselves, among other things) that give coffee its
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body, or moadifieel. The viscosity of coffee is what most people surveyed found eppealing

about coffee. The deforce to which it po.ssi?ssed dlis atttilnitB seemed to be die primary

determinant in judging a particular coffee aestheticalfy.

THE TASTE FOR COFFEE
More mysterious than the exploration of what we perceive as the flavour of coffee is the

question of why many people find coffee so likable. Certainly the aroma of warm
hydrocarbons is not appealing. Nor is the idea of quaffing several different types of

methylxanthines in solution along with two eggs and a side of toast. Coffee is drunk in many
ftntns also, each producing its own flavour result; wide ranges of quality are consumed,

seemingly all with some pleasure. Can we account for coffee's popularity solely on the basis

of its mildly addicting caffeine content? If that were true, people would probably find No-Doz

more convenient.

I do not believe that people pay no attention to what they taste. Rather, the problem resides

in language—the ability, more importantly the need, to communicate in words what a coffee

tastes Hke. Many people liitt beef, for example, but the tadc of trying to describe wh
and what is not. especially with regard to flavour and taste, would be even harder, I'd wager,

than it is for coffee. (There is, by the way, a certain beefy" flavour to coffee which has been

used 10 advantage in "Red Eye Gravy', a traditional Anierican recipe which was probabi> i w ;

used in England and France. Additionally, in dark-roasted coffee dieie aie amino acid related

compounds which are also found in grilled and barbecued tish.)

Amongst ceitain citizens of the industrialised nations there is currently a much-heralded

culinary renaissance. Many people interpret this as evidence of a decadent insensitivity to

increasingly uneven distribution of incomes throughout the world. Perhaps with some

justification, yuppie gastronomes are called upon to rationalise comparative lettuce tastings in

terms of 'the many that go without' any sort of leaf at all. Yet, the current diversity fetishes

could exert a positive influence if it were possible to determine what was being sought after.

Were it merely diversity then any greenery would do; so the search really isn't for diversity but

quality—a term based on certain aesthetic parameters which, as I've tried to point out in the

case ofcoffee, are ineffable even to the one tasting.

Can't everyone relate to the image from I'hc Miracle Worker of Helen Keller standing at the

water pump with the shape of the letter W being pressed into her palm when trying to

describe what it Is about a certain beloved food? Helen Keller's problem was not hi

eiqierlencing water—her tactile impressions of that liquids were probably more profound than

any sighted and hearing person reading this—her problem lay in apprehending conunonly

understood symbols wMch could identify water and its characleristics to odieis and herself.

Lancuage is not just a tool for communicating to others but affords all of us a way of

storing and comparing information from different events. We do not simply store up our life

experiences in a jumble of inchoate unpressions; rather, we flag diem with words which

reform into complete memories as we need them. Remembering someone as 'funny' or

'difficult' can bring back a whole picture —recalling the difficult' as 'overbearing' diaws the

metnoiy further.

How many times have I heard people say, Tm no gourmet, but I know what I like'. If this

is pursued, however, each person saying this has a very specific idea of what it is they like or

do not like about a particular food or drink. The problem is in articulating the experience.

First die experience must be put into words diat nuke sense to die person experiencing the

food or drink, second, diose words must be made to aceurttely describe the same experience to

the listener.

Without words which tap on identical experiences (percepiion.s) shared by us I can no more

describe to you what Ijod^tobe a goodooffiw dun someone could describe tome the beau^

in certain passages of music—a subject about which I'm totally ignonnt. AikI Tm talking

about a better understanding of good than nice.

As a green coffee broker I find diat it is difRcult to find a coffee that a particular customer

will like until we both speak the same language—I would go so far as to say that it is the

biggest problem in my business. Once those terms which we share common definitions for

are found, the job becomes modi easier. Bat until I know what Customer A means when he
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says, 7 need an acidic, clean blender, soft of sweet", I won't be able to send the right sample.

Likesvise. 'aIjcti visiting farms, the more specific idea I have of wiiat my customers need, the

more infonnauon I can give the farmer. Based on that infomutiion a farmer can do many
things in the growing and processing of his coffiee» aher its flavour.

Even more things go unattended that could be done for want of coffee drinkers being able to

verbalise their preferences. For instance. The Coffee Cuppers' Handbook by Ted R. Lingle

addresses the interaction between mineral salts, organic acids and sweet-tasiing caibohydraies

{as caramelised sugars) and amino acid roasting bye-products. The presence of mineral salts can

increase the sweetness of sugars and reduce the sourness of acids. On the Other hand, each of

die mfaieral salts also has a characteristic flavour of its own. By adjusting the soil chemistry

and processing techniques at a coffee farm (he amounts of these various compounds in the

final product (i.e. the brewed coffee) can be carefully cunuolled. But the market, that is, the

consumer, has no tools to express what is appealing and what isn't Further, Ae 9ggfessive

marketing and advertising of large commercial firms only confuse the issue by insisting that

relatively mediocre (at best) coffee is rich, full b(xiied and robust

In The Closing of the American Mind by Allan Bloom the author argues that Americans in

general have been poorly educated because they have not been exposed to 'the classics", the

writings of the great philosophers and novelists of the past two thousand years or so. He
fiinher points out that without the background of this litentture young Americans are poorly

eqttiiq;>ed to make life decisions with wisdom and perspective. On a scale somewhat less grand

I would like to suggest that without a literature of taste in food and drink we are at a loss to

make judgements of truly significant proportion in that area. More to the point, we lack a

laoguitge. Ht^uUy, this symposium will be a step in creating both the language and the

Hieialiat.
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LITTLE KNOWN ASPECTS OF NORTH EAST CAUCASIAN
MOUNTAIN RAM AND OTHER DISHES

Robert Chenciner& Dr Emile Salmanov

[NOTE: The reference numbers are fo a list of slides that were shown in the course of this

address. It has been included to show the range of subjects witnessed and recorded by the

aahon.}

T visited the Soviet Republics of Dagestan and Chechen-Ingush in the north luist Caucasus

during August 1986 with Dr Emile Salmanov, my Soviet collaborator ( I ).

These places are nocmaUy closed to non Soviets and it is even unusual for Sovieis to visit

the normally reclusive mountain villages (2). The object of the trip was to study a unique

group of textiles, so we were favoured guests and our interest in the diverse cultures of the

region was appreciated by the locals (3). In an area roughly the size of Scotland, over 50
languages arc still spoken. Our visit provided a mutually welcome excuse to enjoy traditional

feasts (4), Our hosts were local manufactory directors and other officials, as we were

accompanied by the Vice Ministers for Local Industry or Culture. On a gastrographic note, we
valiandy wrote recoids ttmnediMely after these feasts, took photographs and ateo made a video

film.

The Ram is the symbol of Dagestan, signifying independence and virility (5,6). We chose

three epical nun dishes which show their traditional way of both cross- and contrast-

flavouring among the large variety of dishes which are served together as described later (7).

This ceremonial presentation of food is a significant for ritual hospitality which is an essential

part ofCiucasiui mounts life. It is clear, then, diat nuns are never castrated.

In the past all mountain people were hunters, eating game (8,9). They later became

herdsmen, first keeping cattle, then sheep (10). Mountain cows are small and only give milk

once a day. so sheep yoghurt and cheeses are eaten. Both the two main t)-pc4> of sheep are eaten

(11): plains sheep with fat tails and a mountain sheep vnthout (12). As Thomas Love Peacock

wrote (1823),

The mountain sheep are sweeter, but the valley sheep arc fatter.

We therefore deem it meeter to carry off the latter. (13,14)

The classic meal fisatures Kfdngedi, diamond shaped pasta made of flour and water, up to

10cm square, jokingly punned with Khinjal, the famous kK;il mountaineer's dagger. The
mixture is rolled on a 15cm high table on the floor using a thin rolling pin then folded and

left, re^roUed and cut with a wavy wheel. The flour is soociped out of a cvved wooden cyHnder

20cm high. The KhingaU are boiled in ram broth, drained and served in melted butter as in

Koubachi village or butter and cream cheese sauce as in GotstI village, with pure garlic juice

and pure walnut juice separately crushed in a carved wooden mortar using the rolling as

pestle. Each person has their own dish of Khingati. This is eaten with lukc-w arm boiled ram

chunks, on the bone, up to three-inch cubes. Also each diner is given a deep bowl of orange

coloured broth, made of the ram with added vegetables, potatoes and tomato paste. There was
also a herb and shallot salad. Afterwards large cups cf tea were accompanied by spoonfulls of

locally grown apricot sugar syrup preserve, spiced with orange peel from Morocco, which

came via Georgia. It is customary to finish with local brandy.

The ancient existence of these dishes is conflrmed in a text identified by Mr Charles Peny.

Chapter 81 of a lOdi century Arable Book ofDishes {Kitab al-TtMkh Mva-ldah al-'Aghdhiyah

al Ma'kulai) describes noodles (Lakhsho!). made like Khingati, and flavouring iSihai^hci!),

including garlic and walnut, and boiled meat, probably onager, and broth. The text mentions

how much the Sassanian King Khnsraw (mld-tSlh century) liked diis. Charles Perry thinks that

this section came from an earlier Persian source judging from the Arabic. I would also add that

King iChusraw built a palace and the great walls at Derbend, near the mountain villages where
similar dMies are eaien today.

Each hou.se (15) still keeps a decorated wooden flour jar and spoon box (16) w hich once kept

the spoons off the ground (17,18). The old oven was at ground level (19) and food is still
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cooked over specially made open air hearths near the house (2(9. The lOmm thick bfead WIS
not baked but griddled with butter on a flat, iron plate.

In Gutni in Tabassann we began with tea, then Khingal with a garlic yoghurt sauce, then

Dundar or Chudu, a greasy ISmrn thick moussaka type soft pancake with miriLed moat,

perhaps ram, filling, a magnificent local baked turkey, with a rice and walnut stuffing. And
tomato, shallot and sunflower oil salad; baited lamb, ram stew, wltiie melon, Tendir, or hearth

flat bread. Then pears, peaches, white grapes and water melon (21).

In nearby ICbucbni, supper also included what is called Nurhh in Tabassaran, PerurU in

Azeri, orBulgur (TiiridshK22): boiled cradced wheat, the most simple pilaw, made with com
cultivated in the east from neolithic times, called Dary in Azeri and Turlcish. It is a very hardy

plant suited to stony mountain terraces. The com is oven dried and then flailed with a levered 3

metre long stone crasher, called Ding.

In this region we drank a dry full bodied ros<5 wine with a sweet blossom scent, called Indjar.

deceptively of 10" strength (23). The wine was made from a mixture of Muscadet (100

hectares), Cabernet (20 h), Sapenivi (100 h) and Rhatsele (350 h) grapes. It is probable diat

the flavour of the wine has been changed by local conditions since replanting in 1957. The
wine used to be kept in oak barrels, but now steel tanks are preferred. The wine may be a

descendant of a noUe iiiine e]q>orted fimm iMs legion fi^
Minor and Persia. Earthenware wine jars are sealed with ram's fat and butter glazes (24). The

bulled ram meat was served OOld, as part of breakfast the following morning. There was ahso

Indjar wine, coffee, baked ram stew, ricoita-like consistency sheep cheese, tomato quarters

with the stalks cut out, grapes and rich sweet blackberry preserve, spooned on to small side

dishes and eaten neat. Also halva which they said was made from be<ir fat.

We saw a dried ram carcass in our host's spare room in Koubachi (25). This is norni.iiiy part

of the winter diet, but we ate one boiled as part of lunch in Kolkhadov on the Chanu Argun

river in south Chechen (26). It was tasteless, unlike the boiled chicken, chepeUiykh or

moussaka minced meat pie, linden blossom honey, apricot and small cherry sweet preserves,

round flat yellow wheat bread, heavy maize bread cakes, very heavy maize Khingali with

butter and garlic Juice, sheep cheese with 3mm holes and delicious cream cheese. There was no

water with the meal, lots of tea and preserves after. Soviet influence appeared fai the limp

mass-produced aitificial sweet cream wafers.

As well as odier dishes described tbwe there were three types of warm ram sausage for

supper in Untsukul, a mountain village in the .-Xvar region in D.igesian, wlicre we ate on the

baJk:ony in the dark. Two were encased in ram intestine, the large one two inches, and the

small half an inch in diameter. They were made ofdifferent ram ofM sirioed with heibs. The
larger was tastiest. The third type of sausage was ram intestine surrounded by orange bobbly

ram gullet, tied together with string loops. This could not be cut with a normal knife or

chewed. The sausages rentafciing after swppetwere rBoffered at breaidastnext day. Local pagan

priests used to prophesy by examining offal and other interna! organs of the sacrifice. The

ram's head is still considered the most honourable part of the animal, which was therefore

reserved for priests and tribal chieft (28), as wdl as appearing as a decorative dement in a

dominant position.

We were often reminded that these meals were nut real feasts since we were nut eating the

heads (29). Another difference between everday meals and a feast seems to be the anoint of
meat served. The market in Koubachi had plentiful fruit and v^eubles. in tummar people

consume more fruit and vegetables, milk, yoghurts and cheeices (30-3). Only when ftey have
guests is a sheep slauehtered or dried meat boiled, whi. li is .i real sacrifice. The presence Of

dried, fatty sheep or ram means that broth is always available and most homes now have a
rcrrigerator.

What is the gastrological significance of these meals and what parallels do dietr taste

hegemony have with our own?
Their customs of serving and eating reflect ritual (34). When we entered the dining room die

large table was usually laid. We sat on chairs and divans in the best room, the guests' room,

called Gonagh. It was decorated with the treasures of the hou.se, plates, blankets, carpets, linen

and cushions all around the hearth (35-7). Some of the best carved aigilite Stone hearths are

still made or survive in Koubachi. It is traditional to eat with your own dagger, bread and
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fingers, but we used cutler\' (3?). The kitchen was on the ground floor and the wife or other

women carried the food upstairs to the dining room door. The host then tcwk it to the table

(39). A common custom is for all the food to be quickly set out on the table, so that the men
are not disturbed while eating. The host often picked out and cut food for his principal guest.

Only our host and his male friends ate witJi us, but women in the guest's party were included.

Many people sat with us at the table, symbolising a pre-revolutkm custom of mutual

ccxiperation, called Bclkhi in Chechen. Ii is p<ilife for the guest to have two rristcs to express

approval and to leave v\mc to empha.si,se tJie generosity of the host For example I ate one and

a half out of six larv A : u/.' Although aU the dishes arrived at about the same time, in

spite of our being tliree days late, there was an approximate order of eating: TmiKhingal
and/or Chepeldhyk, then meat and salad, then broth and finally sweet.s and tea.

It seems that many European taste values share an underlying assumption of a food trade

economy where there are imports and hence choice (40-1). But because of communication

problems, these mountaineers have virtually none and seem to use all of the locally available

foods. Recalling their historic hard life and poverty, where brigandry was often their only

livelihood, dieir feasts probably indicate a brave and precarious state of plen^ rather than a

carefully calculated culinary balance (42). Taste is almost trrelevam where only die status of

the meal count.v

In the remote mountain regions of the Caucasus, ancient pagan traditions survived into the

19th century (43-4). In Dagestan and Chechen-Ingush Christianhy arrived late from (jeorgia m
the 12th centurv' (45-7). .Sunni I^lam only took hold in the mountains during the I7th

century. There are also a few mountain Jews, thought to have originated from Babylon. Byhan
aid others consider diat all these recognised religions were permuted with die older pc^anism.

For example, in mountainous districts in south Chechen, there was ram and cow sacrifice to

Dela, the Sun god, Sela, the Thunder god and Tusholi, the Fertility god, during the 19th

cenlury. A rare photograph (48) of a Chevsour (a small mountain tribe bi nearby north-east

Georgia) funeral early this century shows initiates about to sacrifice rams. It is a general

custom to give the first offerings of a sacrifice to the relevant god and eat the rest at a

subsequent feast (49). In Koubacht the flat stones on top of moslem tombstones are thought

to be "plates' for offerings and grim Zoroastrian funerary customs in Koubachi are described by

Bleichsteiner. In ancient sacrifice, offerings of broiled or boiled meat were cooked without

spices to give the gods pure flesh incorporating the undiluted flftSh of the animal. For

mountain people, vegetables are used instead of spices.

As I mentioned before, the ram's horns symbolising the head are considered the most noble

part of the animal. (.'50). Rams horns appear frequently as decoration, in the grand carved wood
central capital (SI), 3 metres across in 16th and 17th century mountain houses (S2), as rafter

finials and column capitals on 19th century mountafa) mosques (53-4).

Further south and west in Azerbaijan and eastern Turkey there was a ram c ult, and many

Stone rams survive (55-6). Sisoyev reported in the 1920s that infertile women, to achieve a

cure, passed dwough the gap between their front and rear legs or lay next to them. Curiously,

a similar custom survived to the 18th century in Chipping Norton. Oxfordshire, where ancient

standing stones were similarly u.sed. Rams were one of the aiiiinuis m whose form a pagan

god appeared (57). Conversely in .secret mountain hunting societies in Koubachi, and further

north west, human participants wore felt helmets with horns. They were called asegetfa,

roughly meaning old goat. They were photographed and published by DrStodenelskaya(S8^).

We also found a mid- 1 9th century Avar flat woven rug in Buinakst mosque m north Dagestan

where a horseman is wearing a floppy-homed helmeL

It would seem that taste or flavour play a secondary role in this central part of the ritual

feast where the sheep or ram is a survival of an ancient sacrifice, and in modem terms

leaffiims the virility, well being and survival of the host, his family and his village. At the

same time it emphasises tfieb wealdi by their ability to put on a tra^tfonal feast. Last

century, it was frequently reported that families would materially ruin them.selves putting on

up to three week long feasts in honour of the late head of the family. Typical pictures of a

Chevsour funeral have been published by Niondtt (60).

In contrast, the accompanying foods .show a sensibility for mixing local flavours. Sweet,

sour, acid and salt, hot and cold, fresh and cooked foods are all eaten at the same time.
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Sequential flavouring occurs when IhtKhingedi, cooked in ibe broth ami the drainedram meat
are enriched by the tan juices, fresh fitnit, rich preserves and Mtter utads. All the dishes we
served at the same time unlike in European cooking (61). This is probably more lo show a

groi^Qing table than for reasons of taste. In the same way, before dinner in Untsukul, our host

find a aiholgui to the air to show the neighboms that an honotned guest had anived, who
broogllt hOMMir and pride to the host and his family Our hosts clearly et^oyed the act of

hospttali^ and eadng their own traditional food. When 1 suggested that it might be interesting

to add egg 10 the Khingali pasta, they smiled lesignedly and laughed (62). This is bow they

httve always made their food and, like dieir mountains, it is an tnalieiiable pact of dieir

identf^.

LIST OF SLIDES
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THE SKEPTICAL IMBIBER

Jules Davidoff

Do wines actually tasie differently to wine experts? Or do wine experts differ from ordinary

mortals only by possession of an arcane wine language? These are some of the difficult

questiOOS we set out to answer. We did this from a completely unbiased viewpoint. We did not

allow any preconceived ideas or prejudices to interfere with our investigations but neither were

we pnpared to take anything on trust. However much William Blake believed that 'If the son

and moon should doubt. They'd immediately go out', behavioural scientists require evidence.

We follow Diderot's maxim that 'Skepticism is the first step towards truth'. For the student of

perception, stories of experts who can tell if com is grown in Iowa or Tennessee, or whether a

wine has come from the top or bottom of the slope, will be believed only if the experts ate

put to the test.

Oidinaiy mortals have, on a few occasion, been put to the test and have always been found

wanting. Previous studies found that the occasional drinker cannot reliably leU the diffemice

between a Loire wine and a Uebfraumilch. Such nonexperts tend to find a wine different if It

is put in two glasses and one tasted after the other. Even if given a short course on wine

tasting or having their mistakes corrected, there is little improvement. The best that

nonexperts could manage was to tell a Otillbmian Riesling from a Bordeaux Pinot

Chardonnay three times out of four. .'Xs sheer guessing would get it right two times nut of

four, that is not spectacular. The effect of a session's practice and training was to improve

poformanoe by about 8%. Given these findings, a certain scepdclsra seems warranted It

appears that nonexperts do not know what to look for in a wine .and cannot understand what

the experts tell them. But what of the experts themselves?

OUR AIMS
a) Our first aim was to design a test that would make equal sense to both experts and

nonexperts. To do this we had to make some changes to the procedures used by previous

researchers. A simple judgement of same vs different is too crude to tax an expert and in any

case means that you have to blindfold your ta<;ters otherwise all you have to do is look at the

wine colour. Widi our test we would want to diredfy oompaie die expert's skill with dim of

die nonexpert in as natural a setting as possible.

b) We want to investigate the ability to distinguish red wines and white wines. Having been

told that experts ccmsider different factors for each we decided not to mix the two in any test

This, we are suie, was sensible, even though we were tempted to test out the opinion of an

informant ki die wine trade that average punters, with their eyes shut, could not tell the

diffierence between red and white if .served at the same temperature.

c) If diffierences were found between experts and nooexperis, we would, hke earlier researchers,

see If a short trahring based on diese diflierences was dftctive.

d) Further to differences being found we would want to see what happens if the experts are

given a more difficult task. We chose a task where experts would be asked to distinguish

between difTemit vintages two wines. We would not attempt to tease nonexperts in this

fashion.

WHO THE TASTERS "WERE
For the white wines the nonexperts were 10 Oxford undergraduates replicating a very similar

study we did at the LSE. As nonexperts for red wines we used 8 different students from the

LSE. Vor the experts we went to the top. asking Masters of Wine (MWs) to help us. At the

time of testing, there were only 108 MWs in the UK The failure rate in the MW examination

is extremely high. Very generously, 14 MWs gave u.s their time. Five were tested on the

white wine task, four on die red wine and the remaining five on die moie difficult task wid)

led wines.
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THE SKEPTICAL IMBIBER

WHAT THE TASTERS DID

WHITE WINES RED WINES

1.

2.

3.

4/5

6.

7.

8.

GRAVES 1977

CHABLIS 1977

SPANISH DRY
LIEBFRAUMILCH 1977

GEWURTZTHAMINER 1977

SPANISH SWEET
CANEI

6. VINO ROSSOSALUO
7. MINERVOIS
8. RIOJA 1970

1. VALP0LICELLA
2. COTE DE RHONE
3. TOUR DE BY 1977

4. MACON ROUGE
5. C.LAFITTE 1978

For each task we used eight wines. Each wine was put in a separate glass and served at the

appropriate temperatiue. The tasters took up a pair of wines and gave their opinions as 10 the

difference between the wines. They did this on a scale fmm 1 to 10 for every possible pair of

wines. How they arrived at their ratings was entirely up to tliem.

The nonexperts who tasted the white wines were given a shott course on wine tasting. For
their task wc also made, unbeknown to the tasters, two of the wilMS the same. We did this to

verily our mctJiodology rather than to trick the tasters.

For all the tasks the testing was carried out in such a way that there was no possibility of

cheating. I hc wines were served out of sight of the tasters md put in glasses labelled only by
numbers. The numbers were different for each taster.

THE POTENTIAL OF THE TEST
By analysing the ratings we can form an estimate of the complexity of the judgement that was

made. The computer does this by asking which of the ratings are similar. It is thereby able to

form clusters of responses which go together. It tries to form the smallest number of clusters

without leaving tm many responses unaccounted for. If tfie compater says that the data clasttr

into four groups then v, e infer that four principles are beiiinc used by iht^ tasters. If only two

clusters arc found, then there are only two prinic|des being used. The more clusters found, the

more complex the judgement. In theory, the technique can determine an infinite number of

clusters, but in practice they will not be reliable unless a large number of responses are

recorded. However, it is just not possible to get hundreds of responses from each taster. For

nonexperts that would lead to one obvious source of confusion! The experts did use spitoons

but their time is valuable. We felt that we had only enou^zh responses to be sure of three

clusters. If the powers of the experts were anything like ihey ought to be, wc are going to

severely underrate their skill. We will have to accept that.

Our technique tells us the number of principles that are brought to bear, it does not tell us

what they are. To try and Hnd that out, we asked everybody to do one more thing. Each of the

wines they tasted was rated by them nn ten sc ales (e.g. Sweet tOdry» immature 10 mature)

which vnne experts told us were relevant to the wines.
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WHAT HAPPENED

DAVIDOFF

White wines

BROAD RANGEOFWHITE WINES

EXPERT NONEXPB^r

.35% UNEXPLAINED

.19% QUALITY

meouQUET

27%8WEETNE88

.42% UNEXPLAINED

4% OTHER TASTE
FACTORS

44% SWEETNESS

The experts were vindicated. They used much more complex judgements than the noaexpttls.

The three principles that we uncovered for the experts were, in order of importance

1) sweetness

2) bouquet

3) quality.

In our earlier study we also suggested a fourdi. vis. afteitaste. We ve, no donH not giving a

full summaiy of the experts' abilities.

The nonexperts, like tfie experts, gave very consistent responses, but tinlike the experts

tlieirjudgem!?nts were basL-d on simple principles. Their judgement of white wines was almost

eotiiely based on how sweet or dry they were. There were other taste factors used but ihey did

not fftfy a great part in ihdr decisloii nwUng. The shon couise in

effect as the lesohs were vety similar to those obtained without training.
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TH£ SKEPTICAL IMBIBER

Red wines

BROAD RANGE OF RED WINES

EXPERT NONEXPERT

.24% UNEXPLAINED

.16% MATURITY

21% AFTERTASTE

.39% HEAVINESS

84% UNEXPLAINED

16% HEAVINESS

A very similar picture emerged. We could not fully appraise the complexity of the MWs'
judiiemcnr.s A( Il-^si tfircc principles were unearthed. They were:

1) a palate judgement which was concerned with the 'heaviness' ol the wine

2) ajudgement based on the tannin and aftertaste

3) a palate judgement related to maturity and colour.

The novices again only used one principle in making their judgements. It was closely

similar to the first of the MWs'. However, the nonexperts found an assessment of the

differences between red wines much more difficult than for the white.s. The MWs were highly

consistent in (heir responses, the nonexperts were not. The principle that the nonexpert used

only provided the same explanaioiy power as the third found for the experts.

THE DIFFICULTREDWINETASK
Analysis of their results showed that MWs were able to apply specific principles the

speciific job. They did not use the same prinicples as for the easy task with red wines. No
doubt they considered the principles that were important for disttnguishing a group ofdiqiaraie
wines were not particularly relevant to the task. They, therefore, decided to apply othen; and

were able to do so. As far as we could ascertain, only two principles were used. The first was

the age of the wine and the second was which of the two wijie ^ypes was being tasted. Each of

these principles, no doubt, arises from a combination of some of die general factors which
were used in the easy red wine task.
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DAVIDOFF

CONCLUDING NOTES
1. Preference must to some extent be based on tasting skill. Our nonexperts were rewarded

with a bottle of the white wine tfieynnit liked Many weiedisqipoiiiied to find diathtoi^
out to be Liebfraumilch.

2. Most importantly, experts have much mofe complex taste judgements. We probably only

touched the surface of their skill. Investigations into the acquisition of wine tasting abilities

will have to go to experts for advice. Indeed, we had lo do that in our attempt to give names to

the principles they used. Theoretically, dieie was no need and diat is important because the

quality of the advice can be verified.

3. There is hope for the nonexpert Their wine tasting ability is very limited compared to the

expert but it is part of the experts' fepenoire. (NB Tlie tasting vm carried out in 1980. It Is

possible, 1 suppose, (hat the undergraduate palate has matured since that time.)

4. The hope should not be exaggerated. There is no prospect of an overnight metamorphosis

into a wine expert
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THE TASTE OF NAPLES IN THE 18TH CENTURY

Anna del Conte

The flavour of Italian cooking, thtt synthesis of tastes, aromas and atmosphere that everyone

associates with Italy, can be traced back to Naples in the second half of the 18th century.

Freshness, simplicity, a certain eartfiifiess, the use of tomatoes and their union with pasta,

these and other characteristics can all be shown to have had their origin in a number of
influences that came together in Naples at that time.

On the throne of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, with great palaces at Naples, Caserta and

Portici, was the Bourbon king Ferdinand 1. Bourbon he may have been by lineage, but in his

everyday life he was a thoroughgoing Ne:ip<i1i':in He spoke the Neapolitan dialect, his

knowledge of true Italian being very limited, and he iikcd nothing more than to go hunting or

fishing with the local lads. He behaved as they did. eating macaroni with hi^ hands (even in

the royal box at the San Carlo) and selling his catch of fish on the mole at Mergellina

alongside the local fishermen. He gave the proceeds to the poor.

The king was not alone in bridging the gap between the high life and the low litc. Naples

was a centre for literati, musicians, philosophers and archaeologists, who gathered to sec the

new opjra by Metastasio or Paisiello. to study the recent excavations in Pompei or to enjoy

pleasant conversations in the many salons of the Neapolitan nobility. These people, too,

joined in the life of the streets through the many festivities that took place in the open air, and
they ate the food to be had tfiere.

Thus it was that the simple, everyday ('(mkI of the Neapolitan pei sple, food (iften eaten in the

Streets, was brought to the tables of tiie wealthy, of the nobility and of the royal court This is

not to say diat th^ lacked for grand and elaborate bancjuets when the occasion called for such,

but what is remarkable is that recipes for pasta and pizza, recipes u.sing such p<K>r man's food

as offal, anchovies and wild herbs and salads received the attention of the great chefs of the

day.

The chief characteristics of this food were—as they still are— it.s simplicity, its lack of fuss

and complication; its ingenuousness, one might say. The hand of the cook was light, and the

fresh local ingredients were manipulated as little as possible, so that their taste came through

loud and clear in the fmal dish. Sometimes, as in the ragu napoleuuio, it was only the duration

ofdte slow cooking that brought about the desired result. wMIe when cooking seafood, fish or

tomatoes, the taste wa.s preserved by very brief cooking.

One of the great protagonists of this cuisine was, of course, the tomato. The first tomatoes

had arrived from the New Worid hi the 16th century, since when sweeter strains had been
developed. By the 18ih century tomatoes were firmly established and very popular in Southern

Italy. Certainly they featured large in the taste of Naples, and it was at tliis time, and in this

place, dial a heavenly mairiage—the union ofpomodoro and pasta—look phice, since when no
man has put the two asunder.

It is very germane to my theme that the first recipe for salsa di pomodoro appeared in a

book published in Naples in 1773, and that the book in question, // Cuoco Galante by
Vincenzo Corrado, was followed 17 years later by another important cookery book by another

Neapolitan, Francesco Leonardi's L'Apicio Moderno. During the previous hundred years no

cookery book of any substance had been written, but now, in Naples, Corraiio and I.eonardi

arrived on die scene to set down and codify, as it were, for later generations the recipes diat

constituted the taste of Naples.

Corrado, who was the chef of Michele Imperiali, Prince Of Francavilla and the greatest

gourmet of his time, included 12 recipes forpomodori in // Cuoco Galante. Another departure

was the fact that he devoted a whole chapter to whtt he called // Cibo PUagorieo. Pythagorean

f(Kxl, in other words, vegetalilc, flis style of ccwking them is indeed very modern: they are

not swamped with sweet spices, verjuice and sultanas and wrapped in pastry, in the manner of

his predecessors; instead the flavours are lightiy emphasised by a few simple additions. I

particulariy like his FagiotetA al CoU di WteUo, in which die parboiled French beans, cut
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into thin strips, are saut^—pa»aft is the actual woidi which describes tlic gentleness of the

frying much better—in butter, herbs, spices and Chopped/mMicntflo.Tlieyaie then finished 10

a coulis of veal and served on fined croutons.

Leonanfi, at (fie peak ofMs career, was chef and steward to Catherine die Great His Apkio
Moderno is in six volumes and is a veritable gastronomic encyclopaedia; none like it has been

written since (modesty forhids to mentioa another Encyclopaedia of Italian Gastronomy, to be
published dris Autamn!). Like Corrado, Leonard! has a recipe for saba «b' pofaodoro, and it is

as pleasing to our taste as if it were written yesterdiiy. The tomatoes, lightly squ^zed to get

rid of the excess acid water and seeds, are gently cookLed for an hour wiUi onion, parsley, basil,

garlic and celeiy, and the sance is dien pinied. Fish is prominent in Leonaidi's book, as indeed

it is in // Cuoco Galante; fish that, as today, is simply boiled, grilled Or baked, and
accompanied by sauces based on herbs, oil and lemon juice.

To give a bener idea of their style and approach, 1 have appended to diis paper my
translation of a recipe for a baked pasta dish by Corrado, and a recipe for prawns hy Leomardi.

To sum up, therefore, it can be seen that just as the simple folk of 18U) century Naples

nibbed shoulders widi tfieir king, so their (bod ftmnd lis way not only on to die ci^'s grand

tables, but also into the recipes of those two wiilecswho laid the fooii^tioas of Italiuicokiiig

as it remains to this day.

VINCENZO CORRADO: TIMBALLO Dl MACCHERONl ALLA
PAMPADUR Lsicj

By the 18th century it was fashionable for Italian cooks to use French WOlxte and expressions,

and to name dishes after famous French people. In this dish pasta is cooked in stock, not in

waier as k was in previous centuries. The excluskm ofsweet spices (except die cinnamon) md
of sugar makes this limhatlo the precursor of all baked pasta dishes.

'Cook the macaroni in beef stock; when cooked dress it with the juices of roast poik,

chopped roast capon breasts, diopped prosciutto, pepper and grated cheese. Arrange

them in this way in a dish and cover them with a mixture made with egg yolks,

Parmesan, butter and cream flavoured with cinnamon, and when the top is set in tlie

oven, serve the dish.'

FRANCESCO LEONARDl.GAMBAR/ ALL'ITALIANA

This recipe from L'Apicio Moderno describes what is stiQone of the traditional ways to cook

prawns. Only one ingredient is not typically Italian: the tarragon, which Leonardi must have

encountered during his time abroad.

'Remove the claws and beard from some live prawns, put them in a pan with a little

oil, 1 or 2 glasses of white whie, the juice of one or half a lemon, parsley, onion,

shallot , a touch of gailic, a little tarragon and basil, all chopped together, salt and

ground pepper. Cook over a lively heat until reduced. Arrange the prawns on a dish.

Spoon tte sauce over them and tlien serve.'
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AN AUTHENTIC TASTE OF THE PAST

Christopher Driver

What follows is merely an overture iamme-gueul*}: the topic requires a polymath and

stamina, both deficient T merely draw attention to an aesthetic vacuum: the taste questions

which are beginning to arise frotri lii^iDricar performances of food c(Kikeci at or for public

occasions. Can we usefully borrow categories and lines of thought or practice from the

profusion of musical argument between scholan and performers about 'historical'

interpretations of compositions in the barcxjue period? (The rage for authenticity has lately

reached as far as Beethoven. New and relevant ambiguities are opening up; one lodes forward

to an authentically bad performance of the violin concerto or the late quartets. . .).

The appreci.'ition of music and food often goes in [irirallel. I.ct iis merely imagine a

conversation between the violinist Brillat-Savarin and the serious eater Rossini, or note those

numerous British music critics who have gone on from their concerts to find other words

about their suppers in reports to Th-j Good Food Guide: gluttons indeed fof punishmenL But

in the present limited context, remark two points in common:

1. Food shares widi music an enduring repeftoire subject to faiterpretations which alter

over the years. Take, for instance, the perennially popular Brandenburg concertos (how

many performers?); or the perennial menu listings of steak pie or parsley sauce (flour or

not?).

2. The actual stnind'iaste of a performance on previous <x"casions is maddeningly

evanescent and mcommunicabie. Even a single individual may have trouble with his or

herniemory after years, months, days—though performances ofStriking excellence

mysterious!' tend to linger. You can almost feel Uiatdish; that tone, diat rhydimic poise

is recalled years alter.

Recorded sound has changed matters—possibly to the detriment of the human menwry.

Recording is only about a century old. Deep-freezes—the possibility of eating the deceased

aunt's casserole, as in Posy Simmonds's cartoon—are a development of recent decades. The
technology may be accounted primitive. Should the Oxford Symposium be pressing for the

creation of a true musie gasironomigue, the cryogenics of food, developed to [reserve at

optimum temperature disha exemplifying the personal style ofMosimann and Gu6ranl? After

all, some people spend large sums at auction on 'historical' h uiles of wine well past

drinkability. Nicholas Kurti, the physicist, advises me that dishes kept at minus 200^C should

be safe for at least SO years...

Until the rise of the gramophone, and indeed for several decades thereafter, musicians

scarcely bothered about historical' performance. Indeed, composers long dead considered

themselves fortunate to be performed at all, if the Irishism be permitted. Bach needed

Mendelssohn, Schubert Schumann, for revivals of some of their finest work Well into the

20th century, baroque music was performed, if at all, in the styles and techniques evolved for

the music of Brahms and Wagner and their schools: lush string sound, chromatic brass

instruments, mellow woodwind; slurred phrases rather than precise articulation. Large halls

and large audiences demanded larger bands pnxlucing louder sound from reinforced instruments.

Remember the Bach transcriptions by Siokowski and Henry Wtxxl? The other day, at a radio

concert from Aldeburgh, I could hardly believe my ears: a 1930s grand piano performance of

Bach's D minor keyboard cooceno with a wisp oforchestral accompaniment somewhere in the

hack^HMmd The player tomed out 10 be a continental composer of a certain age—no
performer would dare.

The taste of audiences—led or followed by performers—began to alter when it became
possible to stay at home in Surbiton and listen to the actual sounds heard in the 1 8th century

by Frederick the Great. But stay, were they really the same sounds? Between the BBC studio

and the Surbiton salon, between the contemporary notation and the musicologist's

interpretation, gaps reopened. Musicians are still paring over instrumental manuals written by

Johann Quantz the flautist and Leopold Mozart the violinist and others. They have

ctmunisstooed facsimiles of 18di century fiddles, bows and valveless brass instruments to
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Lissemble an 'authentic' oahestra; and still they are arguing about tempi, ornanicnK and the

rest, often at the expense of an actual musical experience. The style of a culture remains

ehisive, and academic acctvacy does tiotennife a musical meal.

In recent years, food historians and qiecialisl entertainers have taken much trouble over

recreating dishes from four centuries of English cooking and eating. As with Roger

Nonington, condnclorofTbe Beedioven Experience', Peter Brears ofLeeds Oty Museum has

set new marks to aim at in historical food, both in print and at the stove - and he would be the

first to remind us that the very word 'stove' is an anachronism for pre-industhal cooking, most

of it on open fires. As would-be medieval banqnet-maken, trying ttieir luck in a modeni
commercial miu-ket. how many would pay the labour for pestfe-aod-moftating to achieve the

correct textures, if the electric mixer were at hand?
*«*«*

Would-be historial cooks have plentv of "notation' (recipe books abound from the 14th

century: see the recent learned edition of the Forme of Cury). But cooks do not possess

technical treatises (at least in English) to match the knid of detailed piooess instroction

supplied bv Quantz or (Leopold) Mozart. So much Is assunied in a redpe; so much was
transmitted verbally within the family or the guild.

Perhaps we ate now teaching die point, alter much historical research, where we could

reconstruct with fair accuracy a genuinely elementary cookbook, a Mrs Bceton before her time,

for the households of the diarists Samuel Pepys or Thomas Turner (17th and 18th century),

oonqsleiewidi a description ofdie appropriate batterie de cuisine. In recem years, too. we have

also learnt much about how to edit and publish books about the cuisine of wholly alien

cultures for the amateur's imitation in a Surbiton kitchen; this too should be a help.

Perhiqis soon, too, we dull be able to buy seeds from a 'bank' of near-extinct Anglo Saxon

vegetabltt, and to ovder iq> caicaies of anifliab nised by inembets of the Rare Br

Trust.

But a truly 'period' meal will still depend upon a multitude of details yet to be assembled at

the same place and time-^and the taste, lilce the sQrIed the musical baroque pasticheurs, will

remain elusive.

Why should we bother? That takes us into more philosophical r^ions, and all die

confusing uses of the word 'taste' come into play. Can we recapture someone's taste; can we
feel someone's pain'.' Can we taste a 17th century meal without bad teeth and a pervasive scent

of ordure from withai or without?

Again, contemporary musicians complain about pover^ in the 20th century imaginatioin,

expressed in a backward- looking taste, seeking as never before to recreate the past at die

expense of the present Is there a ga.stronomic counterpart to this retrospective movement of

tuttl The cooidng of peasant cultures—that is, the rural past—has dominated British and

American food comctousness fyr the past quarter-century. Even die exponents of so-called

nouvelle cuisine usually shun the sh(xk of the really new; they take in each others washing

and fly raspberry sauce as a flag, but they seldom list the modem classics of Marinetti's

Cudna Futtaista (1932) or treat ttieir customers as guhiea pigs by cooking new strains

of—for instance—guinea pig.

But as 1 wrote at the outset, this was only the overture. If it is a consolation, lemember

how many overtures have survived dieir operas. Hist stqiB fiisL
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LOCUS OF SOCIAL CONTROL AND FOOD PREFERENCES

Johanna M.P. Edema

INIRODUCTION
In her cookery book, which was first published in 1891. 0.A. Corver, headmistress of the

temporary Amsterdam Ccwking School, recommended the use of dried legumes because of

tlieir abundance of protein and saiu and for their starch content (1). She was, however, of the

opinion that a safRcient amount of fat and some extra starch should be added for proper

nourishment. Later research pro\ ed that lepumes are equally important aS a SOUICe of B'

vitamins, iron and fibre and this knowledge was also disseminated (2).

Nevertheless, in the Nedieriands consumption of dried legumes has decreased since 1900.

Even in the north eastern region of the country, where legumes used to be a very common
item on the bill of fare. We decided that this was a good reason to conduct a field study in

Older 10 tiy and discover the causes uiidetiying that decrease in this area.

DESIGN OF RESEARCH
In his article "MOglicMwiten edmohistorischer Nahningsforschung', OOnther Wiegelmann
pointed out that in ethno-historical research fo(xls should be considered non-material culture

goods, because of their short span of life, u^hich implies that the quality of our knowledge of

historical food habits depends on the quality, and respectively the shortcomings, of human
memor>'. As a consequence a researcher of former food habits will encounter such phenomena
as forgetung, failing to understand and distortion of reality amongst his respondents (3).

Because our chiefcanoero was die manner in which legumes were served at dinner we, too,

had to conceive oflefomes as non-material culture goods.
With this In mind we decided to use die open, tape-recorded interview. In order to boost the

memories of our respondents we brought with us a basket of different varieties of seed

legumes and a list of topics to be raised during the interview.

Our research was ouried out in Noordbroek, a community we were familiar with and a

location for an earlier research project(4). Thus, wc were able to choose as our respondents a

clo&e-knit network of thirty one individuals who were blood-relatives, in-laws, friends of long

standing, of fivmers' stock or agricultural MMMum. TWenty one persons were part of this

network's nucleus of farmers' families, whereas the position of the other nine was at its fringe.

However, each person had either been bom in this community and had been livmg here for at

least twenty years or had moved uito this area iqKm his^r marriage twenty or more years

ago.

With their ages varymg between 30 and 93 years, our respondents' collective recollection of

food habits in Noonlbroek covered, in fact, die entire period between 1900 and 1986.

FOOD LEGUMES AND THE BILL OF FARE OF 1920
Analysis of the collected data showed beyond doubt that legumes related food habits were

formerly closely linked with the composition of the households during dinner-time (Table 1 ).

Well after World War I a farmer's wife would serve four tables during harvest time: one table

for the family in the living room, one in the kitchen for the indwir servants, one table in the

chum-hall for half the casual labour and the fourth in the field for the rest. The food was the

same for everyone, because as one of our respondents put it. "When you had to cook for so

many people, you could not manage otherwise' (5).

In order to save time and energy required for (xeparation of such huge quantities of food the

Noordbrodc housewife used to stick to a never-changing bill of five, whether weekly, or
annually (Table 2). She, rooieover, served legumes three to five times a wedc, partly for the

same reason.
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The repertory for the stiindard bill of fare in the first quarter of the 20th century contained

thirteen different meals with legumes in the main course. Three of those could well be
classified as *basic'. six as 'a variation on a Insic ou^ and fbur as 'extras'.

The rationale for the preponderance on die weekly bill of fafe of meals widi legumes and
poik appeared to be threefold:

—Tea had to feed so many people with laiie appetites'

—the working class family was not yet familiar with leaf vegetables and other fine

v^etabies (6); these kinds of v^etables were therefore not very popular with them
—Tou had to feed your personnel well; otherwise they would odl you Tanner of Hunger

and Thirst" behind your back'.

In other words, it was especially the social control by the personnel which caused the

fitequency ofl^mes, pwticalarly widi poik, on die menu. The very same social control was
also the reason why each interviewed housewife cooked every day and still docs.

In between 1920 and 195U the custom of serving dinner to the personnel gradually

disappeared. The domestic servant became a daily and die laboorer biooght his own msal in his

so-called little blue pail fa small blue enamelled pail with lid). Since that time the fanner's

wife's only care was to heat these pails with their contents for the midday meal. Sometimes
she did not even have to do this, because the wife or child of the labourer would drop off the
pail at the farm before meal times, with the food already hot.

From this moment on the farmer's wife and all the labourers were theoretically in a position

to exert social control on the meals cooked by labourer's wives. But it is by no means certain

whether a farmer's wife would pn any further than one female respondent who m^ted, 'You

would occasionally look into these blue pails and sometimes you would be astounded that

these meals were supposed to be sufiHcient for hardworking men'. Social control by one's

fellow labourers was probably more noticeable, because they could see the contenLs of each

other's pail quite clearly at dinner time. The number of labourers taking part in the

interviews, however, was too small to provide us with any leliable information on this

matter.

Whereas the above-mentioned social control took place during meal times, another form

seemed to have occurred in the vegetable garden, as one of our respondents told us, 'My
husband thougiit that anyone luviqg a garden should grown runner beans and onions. But he
did not even like onions himself so would not even let me add onions to the pea soup. As for

mc, salted runner beans did not agree with inc, but I used them for hotch-potch; the days 1

served this food, I ate very little! Later one would can runner beans and serve them as a
v^table togedier widi potatoes. Prepared in dils manner diey agreed widi me, so I ate diom.

Later, after my husband s death my gardener used to plant broad beans in my garden. I never

liked to eat them, but now 1 had to.'

Recollection by two other respondents point U> a relationship between social control and
social class. The father of a respondent used to have stomach trouble, 'So we rarely had yellow

peas and brown beans'. Apparently this farmer's family could afford to deviate from the

standad weekly bin of fare.

A labourer's family where the father also had stomach trouble came up with another

sohition, The skins of white hard-shelled beans are more tender than those of straw yellow

ones and thevtfbre my mother grew white beans, which nty fitther ale without problems'.

FOOD PREFERENCES TILL C. 1 930
When die standard weekly bill of fare was a general custom there was litde room for food

preference. Usually each household held to its own selection of trimmings, such as pickles,

molasses, vinegar, mustard and sugar. Our respondents could not remember whether as

children they were ever asked whether they liked a food or not, they just had to eat it. Small

wonder that, as a young housewife, one respondent was shocked when after a meal of yellow

peas, the foreman rose from the table and said. This is the food I dislike most*, because, she

said, 'You had been taught lo keep SQCh thoughts to yourself.

On the other hand, several respondents remembered clearly personal food preferences of

either (heir fiufaer or modier. This is obvious, for in diis case oidy, a cettain fbod habit would
not be imposed as a matter of course, which automatically hq>pens widi dood preferences
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shared by the father and mother. Parental preferences were mostly related to the triminings of

the main course or the preparation of left-overs. We were told, for instance, that 'father used to

pour milk over yellow peas/brown beans', or that 'he used vinegar on his waxp<xls'. And also

that mother wolUd use molasse.s/brown sugar on yellow peas' and tlia; he would use any left-

overs of yellow peas from the midday meal in her evening buttermilk porridge, because she

loved that'. Sometimes fatiier's preference was reflected in mother's recipes, 'Father did not like

leeks or onions in the pea soup; so 1 never lasted soup with such vegetables before my
marriage'. Sometimes the food preference of tiie mother in particular was instrumental in a

particular food habit This was fbr instance the case when she would grow a special variety of

dry-shelled bean because 'they are more tender and tastier as well', or when she would stick to

growing stringed double white beans longer than other farmers' wives, because these are larger

and more tender and turn yellow a bit earlier than the stringless double white beans', tliis

respondent did so in spite of the fact that her children, who were also interviewed, remembered

with disgust the many strings in the waxpods meals, especially in the waxpods hotch-potch.

ALLOWANCES FOR FOOD PREFERENCES
Real allowances for food preferences in the actual bill of fare were made only after the

personnel had stopped sharing meals widi the farmer's family. Looking back on this

development a respondent expressed this with the remark, 'This was the turning point. YOUT
own taste and what did or did not agree with you began to lake a mudi more important place'.

However, probably one innovation took platx before diat taming point was reached. One of
our oldest respondents told us, 'In former days peas and pork were the only ingredients of the

soup; as a little child you did not like this. Later on other ingredients, such as carrots and

v^etables, were added io the soup, changing hs taste'. With these additional ingredients die

taste of the soup could be adjusted to the famil/s preference. However, our respondents

remembered that only their parents' taste seemed 10 matter, in view of such remarks as, 'We

did not have . . . [onions, leeks, celery, etc] ... in our pea soup, because my fathei/mother did

not like these.'

As time weni on pork lost its central place in the recipe of pea soup and black rye bread was

no longer u.sed as a trimming. These changes made for a variety of recipes, which makes it

difficult to determine whether the preference of ooe ofour respondents actually changed when
he said, "Pea soup used to be die food T disliked the most and now it is my favourite dish*.

Maybe he just compared two different soups w hich had oidy one thing in common, the name
'pea soup', because his wife's recipe was quite different from the one his modier used. Not
only die recipe for pea soup changed for that matter, but also the fact diat it was no longer

served at one and only one particular day of the week. There were. even, two more new

devdopments. The first being die custom of ending an excursion or a special meeting with a

med of pea soap at a restaurant, 'where you can get delicious pea soup widi all die

trimminj^s: two kinds of pork, sausage, rye bread and mustard'. The second innovation was the

fact that associations dj.scovered a profitable way of making money by selling home-made pea

soup to the villagers once every winter. So they made a tradition out of this knowledge.

Meanwhile, the frustrated food preferences of their youth caused several of our respondents

to drop, as soon as possible, the waxpod beans, the yellow beans and/'or the brown beans from

the foodreperti : ri leirown households. Others did so because, 'We were told 10 use less

fat, but diese kinds of meal do not taste well without bacon or pork'.

People who were really fond of legume dishes sought for odier solutions, such as eating

them less frequently, substituting pork with butter sauce, tomato sauce, meat or sausages, or

adding an extra side-dish, such as onions and mushroms or green peppers, but still the best

way to serve legume dishes is widi bacon or pork'. This brought a friend of one of our
respondents to promote waxpod beans and pork for his special birthday meal and relations of

someone else to celebrate New Year's Day with this very same meal.

Evidently the threefold campaign by the Nutrition Education Bureau agdnst the exc^ive
use of salt, fats and hotch-potch w as translated in Noordbroek into 'no salted vegetables, no

pork, no hotch-potch and no dried legumes'. The inclu.sion of legumes in this list is not as

surprising as it seems, for two reasons. First, because of the fact that these legumes were a

standard ingredient in pork dishes. And secondly, because legumes were considered to be
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equivalent to potatoes together with vegetables and that only mam courses prepared wiih

potatoes and a legume separately were considered an altemaiivc to hotch-potch.

Consequently it became customary to use fresh or canned and later frozen vegetables and to

use them in the so-called Dutch standiird menu' consisting of potatoes—meat—vegetables and

a deisenf. This finding testifies at the same dme that the triionphal maidi of die potato leaUy

was a slow one in this part of the world.

On the other hand, the Nutrition Education Bureau was not successful with its introduction

ofnew legume recipes. Even amongst our respondents who had been intfodoced to the 'chili

con came' dish as part of a 'Slimming Together' course, there was only one woman who had

added this recip<; to her reporiory. In order to understand this fact, we may have to go back to

research findings of Da Costa and Duister that their respondeoMKMSewives did not really know

what to do with miscellaneous legume recipes. These women were left with the question,

'How do you make this into a complete meal?' (7) Perhaps it was the same for the housewives

in Nooidbfodc.

CONCLUSION
If, by means of die above-mentioned data, we try 10 formulate an answer to our question,

'What was the cause for the decrease in legume consumption in Noordbroek during diis

century?', we arrive at more dian one, namely:

—Social control by outsiders on food habits of the individual fmaefs family was removed

vAum personnel no longer had their meals at the farm.—
"Hje above-mentioned development made room for the individual food preferences of,

espedally, Hbt fanner and his wife.

— Because children were kept from indulging in their specific food preferences by their

parents, they would give in to them as soon as they had the opportunity, which was as soon

as they got married.

—Direct aodud control by personnel was replaced by a more indirect social control by the

Nutrition Education Btuean.

And last, but not least:

—Nutritiona! messages with a negative purport came across to people, while positive

information, such as new recipe';, did not It is impossible to give an answer to the question

why positive information was not digested, it is nevertheless a quesdon which deserves some

serious invesd^tioa along the lines Ont re^ws may have to fit Into whole menus, the taste

ofwhich etpiab thow of housewives' fanuliar vqieriories of meals.
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TABLES

Table 1: Composiloa of Ibwseholds during Dinner Time

IOC. 1920 C.1920-C.1955 after t.l955

Nuclear fiunfly 2.6 2-5 2-5

Personnel (permanent) 3-4 0- 1

Penonnel (haivest-iune} 6-10 2-10

Kin or friends (harvest-tinie) 2-3

TOTAL tl-20 4-16 4-8

Table 7i Standard Weekly BUI of Fare (c. 1920)

OAT ENTREE nAIN CQUR9 1 aSSERT
j

SUNOW

\}

KD CABBAGE

POIATOfS STf WTD W *0S

CAS&OTS fIC a
MONDAY

6 YELLOW PfAS

vor STRAWYElLOW o' RUNNER BEANS

( WHITE BEANS

TUESOAV

eb POUIOES . C*BBi>C>E/KAlt

/ »or • WAXPOOS

<0 (Or WAXPOOS (^AIN

b. mtMet 1 VE6CTABLE

«ar MBA 8EAHS A rBlAtO -(sp-

THURSOAV
f B POTATOCS . PANSNIPS 1 TUHNIPS

«ar STBAwnuOW SCANS

FftltMY / B POTATOfS * SmCBPCS BIMHta aeANS

SATUftOIV
^^^^

fb oavPCAS

f-4 «w STRJM mtDW iitAVsW WMR V tUNHCa iEAM

lEGEND

0^ SOUP

HOTCHPOtCH

cs:=> nCAT

HAH

PORK

rmO DICED BACON
or SUET. THE m
Wirw PORK

BUTICa IRCMXKOI

PMNMNB

PORRIOGC

PANCAKES
WITH noiASSES

NOTE: Accoiding to a laboorei^ wifie, fai her parental hcMne vegetables were never served

rfipeiher with potatcx-s: thi-; was hefore lier niarriape in 1946. At best her mother WOUld

serve stewed onions or shallots which replaced vegetables as well as gravy.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TASTING*

Scott Ewing

What would it be to taste with someone else's palate for a whole day? I wonder if it would

taste in 'black and white' (presuming, of course, that my 'buds' taste in glorious technicolour i''

Would it be more, or less sensitive to sweet or salt>- flavours than 1 am? But then, I thought,

my palate already changes every day, sometimes from one moment to the next.

Fach time we tuck into a favourite dish, it tastes differently, depending on how peckish we

are or what we've just tasted. The best f rench onion soup in the world may not taste so nice

after chewing a chocolate. Mood, too, affects our tastebuds. When we're hungry mdhiqiliy,

every bite is c>:ciiinu On a blue day, the same foods can taste bland. And have you ever

noticed that when people are very tired, or run-down, they often choose a spicy dish,

something to ginger them up?

The implications of the fickle palate are important to every cook. Whether by recipe or rote,

we all cook to formulas, tasting them frequently when trying or developing new ones. Once

added to our 'taste memories', the recipes tend to become standby s, benchmarks we prepare

quickly, without tasting, and serve, our minds on other things. But memories can play tricks

on us. What was delightful last weekend or bank holiday can still silence today's hongry

brood, but taste indifferent. And the reasons are various. For one thing, few of us are always

precise in measuring; for another, the ingredients themselves may not be standard and even a

slight change can have just enough effect to upset die balance of a dish, sometimes badly.

While cooking. I try to balance or enhance the natural flavours of what I'm preparing.

Usually the finer die iiigredients, the more distinctive are their individual flavours and Uiis has

to be taken hito account when preparing them. It would be a pity not to show them off to

their best advantage. But regardless of how distinctive their flavours, we should taste

repeatedly while cookingjust to make sure diat one of them doesn't oveipower another. And

in tasting, fresh ideas can occur—perhaps a new angle on seasoning ibat will complenient

accompanying dishes or drinks, or nicely contrast with the preceding coarse or one which

follows.

When coadihig chums on cookery. I tell them how important it is to become physically

involved with the ingredients We have to be aware of their colour and smell, their taste raw

and not be afraid of feeling liieir texture. Once acquainted, it's easier to notice changes which

occur while diey are cooking or otherwise prepared for serving. But tasting repeatedly as w e

are cooking, different nuances become apparent. How the flavours concentrate, meld and

develop is all part of the fascination of cookery. We never stop learning.

Mayonnaise is my favourite example. Once the technique of mixing is mastered, the sauce's

success depends on a balance of flavours. The simple ingredients should be of the finest

quality and at room temperature. The seasonings—tarragon vinegar, lemon juice, salt, white

pepper and perhaps a touch more French mustard—need to be added a little at a time, whisking

in and tasting after each addition. Should one have been a trifle heavy-handed, compensation

has to follow. One. some or all of die seasonings may have to be added, whisking and tasting

after each addition. Rut v.hat a saaoe! Ifs heavenly served OA it8 0wn,orpetfiKtas abase for

others like remoulade or tartare.

Remember diat all foods change their flavour as diey cook, but some change dieir character

altogthcr. Heady, pungent fresh basil, for instance, changes to bitterness when overcooked, and

coriander leaves tend to taste soapy if cooked too long. Once, when entertaining and too

anxious for its elusive flavour to develop, I added more saf&on to a creation. My guests

ifiSCOvered tfia* ilie spice's delicate honeyed, romantic taste can become overpowering and rather

sour, and l learned the hard way that patience and prudent sampling of the dish before serving

would have saved me much embarassmenL

Similarly, when sinmiering a soup or stew, it's especially important a> taste it regularly.

After twenty minutes, what was balanced can become bland. Its "rightness* gone. The same

applies when reheating dishes cooked ahead or to leftover. Sometimes they're even better the

next day, but chilling or freezing some dishes can highlight all sorts of unexpected accents.
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The right punch of gvlic in a mess of beans, for instance, can overwhelm even the strong

after a few davs

When ready to serve alter all these repeated tasting and seasoning adjustments—the dish

should be simply divine. Or so you think. According to someone else, (he flavour is ghastly.

Still, our o^^n tastebuds are the final arbiter. Thank heaven we don't have to endure anyone

else's palate, even for a moment!

*A version of this paper has appeared in Taste migazine.
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ATASTEOFDIDEROT

Beatrice Fink

Diderot (1713-178D, who is probably best known as the 18th century philosophc who
fathered, and for that matter mothered the first modem encyclopaedia (he was its general

editor), an encyclopaedia Aat had set itselfdie amMtious goal of'changing die oidinaiy way of
thinking' by enlightening mankind and pointing to the intcrconnectedness of the world of

matter, was aphilosophe in the truest 18th century sense of the term, that is to say, he was an

eclectic [1]. He made his mark, bodi during his lifetime and dieteafker. as dieoietician and
innovative critic of art, music, and theatre, as a novelist and playwright, and as political and

social thinker, not to mention his philosophical writings siriciu sensu, often in dialogue, in

which scientific ideas played a central role. Among his better known titles are Ramemt's
Nephew, d"Alcmher('s Dream, and The Nun.

What does all ul this have to do with food, or for that matter taste? Diderot was no French

Beau Nash, no pace-setter in fashionable taste, fbod or odierwfee. Quite to die contrary. It

never, for instance, would have occurred to him to wear a powdered wig. Futhermore, he did

not, save for a few insignificant lines, have a hand in the Encyclopedic'^ substantial article on

go&l—taste—covering the literary and philosophical dimensions of the word. That article

stems from the combined pens of d'Alembcrt, Montesquieu and Voltaire Nor was he in spired

to author a work on taste such as Voltaire's Temple du gout, however douhttul the lastc

displayed in this medley of prose, octosyllabic and decasyllabic verse. Again, it is not Diderot,

but one of the most prolific contributors to die Encyclopidie, the ever-devoted Chevalier de
Jaucourt, who drafted the other article 00 taste, the one dealing widi its physiological aspects.

Under the rubric of taste per se the only text Dideiot can properly cUum is the four-lme entry,

gouter—the verbal form ofgout.

All of this notwithstanding, he was indisputably 1 8th century France's moving force in die

area of aesthetics, broadly defined as that portion of philosophy dealing not only with the

concept of beauty but also, by extension, with that which concerns good taste. As Stephen

Mennell and Barabara Wheaton, among others, have bronght out, die emergence of haute

cuisine in late 17th century and in 18th century France, that is to say during Diderot's time,

meant diat cookery and table rituals were diought and spoken of in the language of aesthetics,

and deemed capable ofquidiiytaig as an art form [2]. Again, one finds no aesdwdcs of (bod as

such in Diderot's wTitings. but his fundamental idea that what constitutes art and beauty

cannot be codified into rigid eternity but is amenable to variation and evolution, certainly ties

in widi a culinary and prandial aesthetic, as well as with boa gout.

It would be time-consuming and somewhat fastidious to list and comment on Diderot's

aesthetic works in the context of this presentation, but I would like to point out one
important feature. Insofar as Diderot's is a sensualist philosophy, his aesthetics, albeit

coloured by moral considerations, invariably revert to, derive from, or otherwise address one or

several of the senses. In his Salons—his art criticism—for instance, a commentary on a

painting depicting food turns into an eating experience. In his Letter on the Dec^ and the

Mute, in which he explores the substitutive and compensatory properties of the various

senses, he refers rather enigmatically to the gustatory sense as benig the most superstitious

and least constant of the Rroup [31. The point 1 am trying to make is quite obviously tliat both

fundamental meanings of usie—the aesthetic and the physiological, the artistic and die

scientific diat of ton go6t and so<h^-aK linked ki DMeroi's mfaid and (ext. A disthiguishing

feature of 18th century French culinary discourse, a.s expressed, inter alia, in COOkbOOk
prefaces, happens to be the blendit^ ofcookery as art and cookery as science [4].

Dideiofs EncychpSdie article gouter reads as follows (banslation mine):

To taste, active verb To test a particular object by means of one's taste. The verb to tasle

is used literally and liguratively. in a physical and a moral sense, as is the substantive,

taste. See article tasle «hove[5].

With a remarkable economy of words, Diderot summarizes what may be termed his

philosophy of taste. Its base is decidedly experimental. The French text's counterpart of to
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test—/aire essai—brings out even more strongly the empirical parameter of Dideiofs stance.

Also, it should not be forgotten that he wrote at a time when Cartesian models, that is to say,

rationalist ones, were still very much en vigueur. The second sentence, the one in which the

binary semantics of go&ter. literaVfignrative, physical/moral, are emphasised, merely states in

discourse form what is recounted or presented in narraiional form in the aesthetic writings, and

some fictional ones as well. While the literal and the physical take precedence over the

figurative and the moral in the sentence stnictuie ('morai' should be understood in a social

rather than a religious sense, or as referring to some thin;', abstract rather than lanpible). both

arc pan and parcel of ^oiii. Note that 'and', not 'or' is used as the CDnjunciion. The cross

reference to the article gout is equally ambivalent since there are indeed, as mentioned earlier,

two such entries in the Encyclopedie. Its effect is thus to reinforce the binary character

attributed to the substantive 'taste' at the end of the previous sentence. A related non-signed

article 'savourer'—to savour— is listed by the eminent Em ycolpddie authority Jacques PRHlSt

as possibly attributable to Diderot. It reads as follows (translation mine);

To Savour, to taste with great pleasure within the organs of this sensation. I savour the

sweetness of this dish. It is used figuratively: this roan is happily bom, pain affecls him
little, he savours pleasure [6].

Culinary preparations are savoured as is pleasure. In this particular literal/figurative coupling,

the two objects of enjoyable taste are culinary preparations and pleasuie as such. In a fashion,

the pleasures of eating are essentiaiised into pleasure as such.

On the 'physical' end, we owe Diderot die entry on aliments and most probably, again

according to Jacques Proust, the one on seasomru; (ii':Mi!Mit'.m'mcni). The former is geared

towards dietetics (Diderot also authored dieie), in essence making a tasty dish into one that is

healdiy—a happy combination of^r and bon go6t. The empirical approach maintains, since

the appropriateness of f(x>ds is based on the physical makeup or temperament of ihc individual

in accordance with the consecrated dictates of the Hippocratic tradition. The article on
seasonteg begins as follows: 'A blend of several ingredlenis tendering a dish exquisite. The
cook's art amounts essentially to that of seasoning dishes, '[71 This statement, in essence

reducing culinary preparation to its principal tunciion, llial ot producing the right taste, is

followed by a historical digression not unusual in Encyclopidie articles. As in the entry

cuisine (by the ever-productive Chevalier de Jaucoun) and in certain polemical texts of the

times, a moral parameter of secular degeneration is tacked on to seasoning; overly refined

dishes, m^ide to coincide with those th.it arc too fussy in their seasonings, point to corruption

and an insalubrious lifestyle [8]. As in the entry alimenis, the health criterion is paramount
Taste, once agahi but in a different way. is a delicate balance of the gustatory (it makes foods

exquisite) and something beyond, vvhii h might be termed quality of life and is measured on a

sobriety/voluptuousness scale. The article delicieux, again by Diderot, follows the set pattern.

Delicious' is defined as 'die extreme pleasure of tie gustatory sensation' (te f^aisir extrime de

la sensation dugout ). There follows a proliferation of examples of its generalised use {'on a

generalise son acception')\9\. Thus we find listed in sequence a delicious sojourn, delicious

smells, and a digression on delicious relaxation, a nirvana-like state. Combining the gustatory

and the olfactory is nothing new, although the manner in which Diderot pnKeeds echoes a

Piousiian correspondence of the senses. However, expanding a taste-denved sensation,

delicious, into a purely mental one is somewhat more unusual. Delicious, of course, also

imparts enjoyment. In Diderot^s frame of reference, there is a taste to bliss as well as a taste

for bliss.

One last illustration , if I may, of the combining of the literal and the figurative, or rather,

of the expansion of the literal into the realm of the figurative. Diderot chose to join

fdadappitit (hunger and appetite) into a single entry f 101. Such a coupled title is exceptional

in the lorpus of the Encycloptuiit\ Why did Diderot chtxise to do this? As he observes from

the start, both signify a sensation inducing man to eat ( t'un et I'autre disignent une sensation

qid nous parte d manger^. But he is dien able to contrast hunger, a designatorofphysical need

(Diderot also incidentally wrote the article besoin—'need'), with appetite, a sensation both

physical and operational on the level of imagination as the mental projection of pleasure to be

derived ftom food and its taste. One might say that Diderot characterises appetite as virtual or

latent taste. 'Moral' taste appears yet again in diat appedbb may also be taken for the soul's
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inclination towards an object represented as a good, although all to often it turns out to be an

evil (lapentedefSmevmunobjei quelle s'est reprisenti comme un bien, quoiqu'il n'arrtm

que trop souvenl que ce soil un grand mal '). Cave appetitwn! Did Diderot also draft the entry

'desire'? No, but he is responsible for jouissance, a term untranslateablu into English and far

more complex than 'enjoyment'.

The hunger/appetite problematic is fictionally transposed into Rameau's Nephew, in which

the workings of society, displayed as a 'menagerie' of fawning, appetitive courtiers, and the

existential philosophy of the roguish anti-benH the nephew, rcvuh e around hunger. Quoting

Persius, the nephew exclaims: 'Ingenii largitor venter' [ 1 1 ]. At the end of this work, variously

labelled a novel or philosophic dialogue, the two protagonist^s, Moi and Lui (I and He),

respectively representing the sage and the hedonistic, albeit sympaihique and talented rogo^
express their mumal philosophies in terms of food. The sage, in the tradition of Diogenes,

opts for sobriety, that is to say for nature's unadorned bounty, as the surest guarantor of

freedom. The bon vivani rogue seeks to satisfy his palate with the best dishes contemporary

cooks and confectioners have to offer, even if this implies having to sing for his supper or, as

he pats it, dancing the degrading panttMnime. Once again, taste functions on a gustatory as

well as figurative level. Expressions of, and tastes for food and wine reappear in other fictional

contexts, most frequently in fictional or in allegorical form, most importantly in Jacquesihe

Fatalist, a work bearing some resemblance to Laurence Siemens Tristram Shandy. A good deal

of the action, that is to say of the siory telling, rakes place in an inn. There are several

important digressive meal scenes that encode some of Diderot's most searching ideas. Jacques,

the picaresque hero, tastes life through his alter ego, wine. In Rabetaiinan ftehion, his wfiie

gourd, ever within reach, is endowed with divinatory powers. It is • 'pythie portative', a

portable Pythian oracle. The taste of wine, surely of a robust red variety, becomes the key to

truth—In vino Veritas. Elsewhere, and not surprisingly, sexual desire is expressed in gustatofy

terms. In The Indiscreet Jewels, one of Diderot's e;irliest, and certainly his most licentious

work, women appear as consumables, and means of their conquest take on the form of 'joyous

recipes' orighiafing in Florence, Venice and Rome (one wonders which 18di century lUiUan

cookbook they are drawn from... Diderot does not spe!! out his recipes...).

While the figurative component of taste—as allegory, metaphor, or code of behaviour—^is

central to the hemieneuties of Diderodan icriture, it remains indissolubly linked with its

literal or hysical origin, the gustatory sensation. Without going into the vast literature of

philosophical sensationalism, of treatises such as Condillac s Traiie den Sensations testifying

to the needs of an age in search uf explanations other than idealistic, aprfciristic or religious,

and without stating what we already know, namely that the 18th century was a seminal one

for the life sciences, 1 would like to mention that Jaucourt s Encyclopedic presentation of the

physiological aspects of taste in the aforementioned article goiii testifies to the advanced stale

of the art in this area at the time [12]. While Diderot did not actually draft this text, he does

cross reference it in his own piece on gouier and must of necessity have been familiar widi it

in his capacity of general editor of the Encyclop^die. In addition to the requisite description of

the gustatory phenomenon, Jaucourt emphasises the leading role of taste with respect to the

otfier senses. Taste is. he states, 'tfie most essential' after the tactile sense, while in actual fact

being a more refined and subtler form of this latter sense. He also leaves room for the

imaginary, 'which exercises here as elsewhere its sovereign authority'. It would be instructive

to give a fiill reading of Janoourt^ companion piece, die aiticle 5iav««r—flavour-^ whid)
flavouf; are classified on the basis of 'fixed and volatile .salts', with a heavy emphasis on the

psychological factors involved
[ 13|. But this would take us too far afield from Diderot, who

was knowledgeable enough in the field of physiology in his own right to compile a book on
the subject entitled Elements of Physiology. He deals with sensory perception in the third part

of this text, in actuality a series of fragments compiled and published posthumously. In part

three, entitled 'Phenomena of die Brain', he has this to say of the gustatory: Taste is the last

of the organs to die out: it is therefore not suiprising diat the elderly enjoy eating' (translation

mine) [14].

What stands out most in all of the above is the close tie-in between tasting and the pleasure

principle on the one hand, and the omnipresence of a non-physical (figurative, mental, moral)

dimension in the gustatory experience as seen by Diderat on die odier. For thote who an
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familiar with Diderot tlie man this comes as no surprise. He alone among the four leading

French philosaphes. the others being Moritesquieu, Voltaire and Rousseau, is known for his

wholehearted enjoyment of robust meals and his discriminating palate. Montesquieu the

magistrate does not ever broach the subject of food. Voltaire, while referrfaig occasfonally to

food in his voluminous corrcsp<indcnce. never really clw^l!'. tm the suhjct t. The vent' leanness

of his frame is indicative of his behaviour at uble. Rousi>eau writes of enjoying foods that in

fact tie in widi and reinforce certain fixations: dairy foods connect with die mother image,

sweet-s with residual infantile personality characteristics. While there dws exist a ' s\stfme dc

la cuisine' in Roosseau (the subject of an article in Poeiique by my friend and colleague Jean-

Claude Bonnet), tftat is tt> say a synAolic field with alimentary parameters, there is none of

the down-to-earth conviviality that is so di'itinguishing a feature of Diderot's personality.

Diderot's enthusiasms—he is said to have tapped Catherine the Great so violently on the

thighs during tfieir discussions in St Petersburg diat she was covered widi bruises and after

iiwhile no loncer dared risk sitting next to him extended to eating, which he did

voluminously in spite of his spates of indigestion, and wiiii intense enjoyment at all times. In

fact, he had a gourmand*^ deaih, that is to say at table widi eadng tttemils bi hand Aocoiding

10 the account given in the Memoires of his daughter Angelique de Vandeul, Diderot sat down
for his noonday meal on July 30, 1784, After having partaken of some soup, boiled mutton,

and chicory, he reached out for an apricot Upon his wife's trying to prevent him from eating

it, he remarked, 'What the Devil harm can come of it?' He swallowed it. leaned his arm on the

table to eat some cherries en compote, and collapsed. Those were his last recorded words (15].

Raiely is a death scene so full of life. Didero^s desire to enjoy food to die very last is

symptomatic of his philosophical stance, of his ever present desire to taste of life's many
savours and flavours, with the sensate ones ranking very high. His correspondence, which

contains some of his most appealing prose, and provides the best first band information on his

life, is richly documented with accounts of meals. Given his gregarious nature and numerous
acquaintance, he often dined out. One friend in particular, the Baron d'HoIbach, was renowned
for the ornate dinner parties he gave in his Pnris residence of ilie me Rii>.ilc iuul most

especially at his country estate, Le Grandval. Diderot's correspondence reveals to what extent

be abandoned himself to the delights of food and wme. but at the same time points to an

indispensable ingredient of his prant!i;il pleasure: the linking of eating with table talk, of the

mouth as locus of taste and enutter of words 116J. He was Uius a 'symposiast' in the original,

diat is to say Platonic sense of the term. When he writes to his love and inspiration Sophie

Volland that 'the eood meal is one shared with loved ones' (letter dated 23.8.70) or declares we
w ill have some soup and boiled foods, drink beer [quite a concession on the part of an avowed
wine lover], and we will be content' (letter dated 23.1 1.70). he is mixing taste with sendment
Certain turns of phrase blend eating companions with the food that is to be consumed.
Witness the following amusing lines from a letter to an abbot (Le Monnier, translator of

Persius): 'It goes without saying: Thursday, you, .Sedaine, the gigot, and I! You see how
honest I am; I've placed you and friend Sedaine ahead of the gigot, and myself after. This is

because I will have a healthy appetite and the gigot will be an important personage' (letter

written in December 1770).

While sentiment, playfulness and conviviality all flavour Diderot's gustatory criteria, the

gourmand in action (certainly more gourmand dian gastronome) provides the most recurring

theme in his correspondence. Every day', writes Diderot to Sophie from d'Holbach's country

esute, they bring us the most furious and perfidious eels from Champigny; and then little

Astrakan mdons; and then sour kraut, and then pheasants with cabbage: and then partri<^es A
la crapaudine\ and then patis, and then pies; and then a dozen stomachs one wcviH need, and

then one stomach to be filled as if it were twelve' (letter dated 24.9.67). Elsewhere he raves

about Madame d'Epinay's ices, 'ah, my friends, what ices' and her Malaga wines. Above aD,

coming from a region straddling Burgundy and Champagnes (Langres), he has a pronounced

taste for wine. Champagne, he writes, is an excellent cure for illness. The supreme cure

apparently goes as follows: '1 haven't had a drop of water....Ten bottles of red Champagne^
three of die white bubbly kind, one botUe from die Canaries, two or diree types of liqueurs,

and cofiiee: not die least bit of insomnia nor die slightest headache' Oetter dated 26,10.68).

Tying in widi what Max Lake has to say about wine, specifically Qiampagne. we find die
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following in a letter dated 17 October 1762: "We had troughc six IxMtles of wine, {nclading

two of champagne. They [a fanning couple] added two of theirs. At the end of the meal all of

us were quite heated up. The good farmer was being gallant with his wife and was
propositioning her...'.

Whether for reasons of personal palatal predilection or. a.s i.s more likely, in order to ensure

that enlightenment was spread in the realm of cookery as well as in more august areas, Diderot

drafted the EneyelepiMe entries for a good many ftodstufft (he is also, by the way, die author

of the extensive article agriculture), among them cocoa, coffee, chocolate, apricots, asparagus,

artichokes, biscuit, cheese, oyster and caviar skari', a sort of caviar hash. He is also author of
die "beer* and 'cider* emries. Equally worthy of mendon is dieir capacity of related items are

such [irticles as baker, to cream, to peel, and to swallow. Many, although not all, of the

foodstuff entries include recipes. These are meant for the average rather than for the

gastronome's palaie, as exemplified by the recipe fbr boafd Ut modg (under "beef). Some
entries, such as apricot, asparagus, artichoke, or biscuit, include several recipes, although the

French expression 'mode de preparation' might be more accurate. These recipes are rarely

original, and in only one case somewhat complex, this being a 'preparation ofclracoiaie in the

manner of the French isles of the Americas'. I have twice organised and supervised Diderot

meals—those consisting of dishes based on recipes Diderot contributed to the Encyclopedie .

The apricot compote with biscuit (in this case a type of cake) is very tasty, but the spicy

chocolate drink definitely takes die cake, so tt) speak. Here is the recipe for this delectable

nectar (translation mine):

Fnpanaim <rfChocolate in the Mannerofthe French Isles (^America

Lighdy grate cocoa loaves with a knife, or rather a flat grater, as soon as diey are dry

enough not to make die grater sticky: when a sufficient quantity is grated [for example

four heaping tablespoonfiils—a weight of about one ounce] add two or diree pinches of
powdereid and sifted cinnamon, and around two tablespoons of granulated sugar.

Put Uus mixture in a chocalatiire ia§edier with one egg» diat is to say bodi die yolk and
the whftet btend dioroug^y widi a swizde sddc and! die ndxture reaches die consistency

of liquid honey; pour in the boiling liquid [water or milk, acooffdtqgtoone^ fancy] wtdle

continuing to blend eneigeucally with die swizzle suck.

Fmally, put the chocalatiire on the file or in a double-hoikr and remove as soon as die

chocolate rises, while continuing to iv^tate With die swizzle sticL Pour in sts^ges, and
well frodied, into the cups.

Add a qioinifbl ofonqge bkssom water and a drop or twK) ofessence (tfanriie^^
Older to heighten die flavour (opdooal). [17]

Tasthig wlnt EXdoot had a taste lor is an experience twice undergone. And when, nKueover,

it involves chocolate that veiy special fo<xl among foods, it is doubly exciting. It may be true

that in the 17th and I8th centuries chocolate was thought of as having aphrodisiac properties.

Some even thought of it, along witli coffee, as promoting venereal diseases. Diderot, on the

other hand, Uiought merely of its enjoyment. His recipe produces a hot chocolate that is at

once delicious

—

dilicieux—and tinted with exotic overtones in its

seasoning

—

assidsonnanent. Aocording to Diderot's definition of these two terms, this is an

aesdietic (one is tempted to soy poetic) drink as \v en ns a savoury one. While diinking in

terms of a figurative, imaginative chocolate may posL problems Ibr some of us, in Diderot's

frame of reference the level of unmitigated gustatory perception is invariably transcended in

some fashion. Those whom 1 have failed to convince should test and taste his chocolai des

ites.
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REFLECTIONS IN 18TH CENTURY TASTE

Sarah Gillies

Tasie, in two sense<;. made an extraordinarily strong impact on the 18th century, receiving

more attention than it has at any otJier moment in history. Before beginning the main body of

this paper I will start by making a few introductory remarks about the meanings of the word
taste and their relevance for the 18th century. The greater part of this paper is an examination

of the changing notions of what was considered to be tasteful, aesthetically speaking, during

the century, and a look athow Ifieae notions affected the eating habits of the day.

Essentially, this paper is a play on the word taste: taste as the ability to be aesthetically

discriminating and taste as a sensory perception. Bringing these two meanings of the word
together in the context of the 18th century seems particularly relevant for two reasons.

Firstly the word taste, in its aesthetic sense, underwent a change in meaning at the end of

the 17tfi century. When Milton used it in the phrase. "With Sion's songs, to all true tastes

excelling,.'\M'.otc poii is [u aised aright' (Paradise Regained, iv, 347), he was not referring to

taste as a mental perception of quality' or as a 'discrinunative faculty' rather, as 'the sense of

what is appropriitte, hannonions or heaulifiir (OED). In the 18th century tfiis usage applied

particularly to the ability to discern and appreciate the beautiful in nature and art. With its

newly defined meaning, taste became a concern not only for the philosophers of the day, but

tor an coltared classes. At lliis time, mote tiian at any other, there was among such peopte a

more or less general ronscnsus as to what constituted good ta.ste (note 1).

1'he second reason for a study of taste in the 18th century stems from the other meaning of

the word which has relevance here, that of • sotsory perception. Food and eathig were

becoming an increa-^ing fonts of allention in the 18th century, making taste a key issue on a

second account I'he period wtmessed substantial changes in cookery and in ways of dining and

prodttced a literature on these subjects dramatically more diverse and detailed than at any

previous time.

Given the importance of changes in taste as an aesthetic issue in the 18th century, it is

amusing to see if any of these changes are reflected in the literattue on eatb^ and cotdoery.

However, I have not loked at this literature in isolation but have taken architecture as an

expression of aesthetic taste with which to compare cookery. The first reason for this is that

the 18th century was a period unequalled in the amount of time and money poured into

building and landscaping. The principles of architecture were the concern of more thanjust the

professionals; many amateurs also became involved. Secondly, architecture can be saU to

overlap with eating because it dctermine.s the space in which a meal is eaten. In fSttt the dining

room was an important architectural development of the period.

The 18th century lies between the high points of classicism and romantidsm, two cultoial

movements whicli differ primarily in the order in whic h they place nature and man. This

century marks the transition between the two movements and wimesses tlie challenging of

classicism's conception of beauty by such Romaotic fAenomeoa as orientalism, Godiictsm,

and a passion for natural landscape. These three aesthetic RKyvoments led to the triumph of

untouched nature, as the romantics viewed it, over nature tamed and transformed by the hand of

man, as seen by the classicists. I will begin with a look at classical architecture and its

opponents and the effect each had on eaiinf habits, and will follow it by similar analyses Of

the three phenomena, listed above, whicli dcmonsuaie the increasing power of nature.

CLASSICI.SM

Classicism manifested itself in 18th century England in the form of the Palladian revival. This

took place largely under the guidance of one of Palladio's greatest apostles, Richard Boyle,

third Earl of Burlington. Burlington was <me of an aristocratic band of amateurs who had

studied architecture on the grand toor and retained hot-foot lo Eiigland ready to stait building.
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Besides his achievements as an architect, Burlington was the protector of men like Berkeley.

Handel and William Kent, and made possible the sumptuous editions of inportant works

which increased the authority of classicism during his time. These included the four books of

PaOadio's Arehiteeture md TheWhs ofthe Andeias by Robert CasleU. The latter describes

in detail the two famous villas of Pliny and would have appealed to a generation that was so

involved in building great country bouses.

The interest in the ancients became apparent in culinary literature in 170S when Martin

Lister published Apirius. Apicius uas the compiler of the only cookerv' book which his come
down to us recording Greek and Roman cuisme. It was written between the first and third

centuries AD. Lister's edited version of Apicius's work appeared in two small editions and
would have been of more iniercM to scholars and antiquarians than to i im ks. There appears tO

be no sign of anyone trying out Creek and Roman dishes in Uie ISlh century.

A more popular manifenation of the taste for the antique in the culinary sphere was seen in

decorations on dining tables in the form of china figures represcntin;' the god*, ol'the ancients.

As the century progressed and exoticism and the power of nature began to dominate taste, die

subject ofthese changed to the four oontnients, the seasons or the elements.

Along similar lines are the des'^erts given at two lx)ndon banquets noted by B. Sprague

Allen (183). The first was at a stale dinner given by the French ambassador, the Due de

Mirepoix. The dessert represented the story of Perseus and Andromeda, the sea being of 'silver

tissue paper covered svith barley sugar' Another mythological parade appeared at the

coronation banquet of George 111 in Westmmster Hall. The decoration of the royal table

consisted ofMount Parnassus covered with muses, the Arts and other symbolic figures (note

2).

The table plans printed in contemporary cookery books arc notable for having been affected

by classicism's notions of balance and symmetry. As one author has remarked, these closely

resembled designs for baroque gardens (Beldon, 1 157). If one goes so far as to search 18ih

century recipes for die influence of classical architecture, steeple cream is certainty the most

literal manifestation It is a popular recipe among the compilers of essentially Fn-jlish dishes,

appearing in many collections, including works by Nott (A16), Glasse (p 143) and Raffald (p
251). Perthaps we have Wren lo diank for the recipe's inspiration, since it was he who made
the steeple a feature of the London skyline. Cream flavoured with almonds or oranges is set

with hartshorn or calves-foot jelly in tall glasses and the result, when turned out, looks like a

dish of steeples.

I7th century recipes show most clearly classicism's desire that man should impose him.self

on nature The art of cooks in that era ol ten consisted in doing up dishes to make them appear

as somet iiiu they were not. Hence we And recipes for mutton disguised as venison, beef

disguised as lamb. etc. As in architecture, the challenge to art by nature begins in the cookery

of the 18th century. William King writes ironically of the two approaches that were
Struggling 10 get the upper hand.

Tis a sage Question, if the Art of Cooks
Is lodg'd by Nature, or attaht'd by Books:

That Man will never frame a noMe Treat

Whose sole Dependence lies on some Receipt

Then by pure Nature ev'ry diing is spoiled.

She knows no more than stew'd bak'd rost andboyl'd.

When An and Naturejoin th'Elfect will be

Some nice Ragoust, or diarming Fricasy.

(King. 17"^)

The tenets of classicism, both in kitchen and on the country estate, did have some
exponents before the century began. In considering the satiric criticism of dassical

architecture, Allen sees three main sources of contention (Ch 5). First, the new style of

Italian' architecture was seen as forcing changes in English living habits. Second, classicism

was viewed scathingly as an importation from abroad. And finally, love of Classicism was
thought to lead lo a love of luxury which would be destructive to the country.

Ei^Ushmeii who had a strong sense of national habits deplored die faa dtat die revolution

in aichiiBcluie entailed a revtdtttion in thost social customs, particularly tfiose ooraiecied with
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eating, which were part of the English tradition. The leplaonnent of the old and spacious

manorial hall by a dining room, where the family ate in private, meant a decline in that noble

hospitality for which the English were famous. Before what has become known as the Gothic

Revival'—-tfiat is, between 1670 and 1740-4ilBratiiie was already threatening the stipfemacy

of classicism in its expression of loyalty tO Older architectural styles. One example of this is

fouiui in a speech given by Sir Edward Hartfoid in Lancashire Witches (1681). lie robustly

declares the fbllowii^:

For my part I think 'twas never good days but when great tables were kept in large halls,

the buttery-hatch always open; blackjacks, and a good smell of meat and March beer,

with dogs t-ds and manow bones as ornament in die hall. These were si^ ofgood

housekeeping. I hate to sec Italian fine buildings with no meat and drink in 'em.

The layout of the new lulianate houses, better suited to a sunny climate, seemed most

unoomfiutable to many^^hmeiu Pofie's critidnii ofBlenheiin was probably just:

"Thanks, sir," cried I, "'tis very fine,

But where d'ye sleq>, or where d'ye dine?

I find, by you have beea idGtaf,

That 'tis a house, but not a dwelliDg
"

(Allen, 104)

SifflOar fbllies are satirised by SmoUet in The Expedition of Humphrey Clinker. Mathew

Bramble's old friend Baynard. who has been staying for economy's sake in It;i!y, is almost

ruined by the effect of the stay on his extravagant wife. TTiinking herself a judge of art she

comes home to redesign the family house, once a Cistercian raonaMery of 'venerable

appearance'. When Bramble returns after a long absence he no longer recognises the old

monastery. 'All without is Grecian, and all within Gothic', he laments. Bramble is chilled

until his teeth chatter by the new marble floor and then served a dinner of 'kickshaws contrived

by a French cook, wiUiout one substantial article adapted to the satisfaction of an English

appetite' (Smollet, pp 346-61).

Perceived as an importation from abroad, classicism was despised on a second count.

Classicism was seen as a taste brought back by Englishmen after the grand tour, along with

French food and fashions. In the ISdi century, the French were as disliked for their influence

on English cookery as the Italians were for their influence on English architecture.

The virulent criticism of French cooking which appears in cookery books by English

authors shows die strengdi of anti-Prendi oirinion. If Gentlemen will have Frmcft Cooks,

they must pay for French Tricks', states Hannah Glasse flatly.

A Frenchman, in his own Country, would dress a fine Dinner of twenty Dishes...for the

Expence he will put an English Lord to for dressing one Dish. . .So much is die blind

Folly of this Age, that they would rather be impos'd 00 by a French Booby, than give

Encouragement to a good English C(X)k! (ii)

Doting the I8di century, English cooking began to take on a national identity which its

advocates protected fiercely—more fiercely perhaps than plain roastS and filling puddings

deserved. William King also finds harsh words for its opponents:

Oh how would Homer praise their Dancing Dogs,

Their stinking Cheese, and Fricasy of Froesl

King wrote The Art of Cookery, a satiric poem fn imitatioil of Horaoefs 'Aft ofPoetry*. In

it, he moddngly draws analogies between the two arts:

Poets and Pastry cooks will be the same.

Since both of them their images must f^ame.

Chimeras from the poet's Fancy flow,

The Cook contrives his Shapes in real Dough.

(pl31)

King dedicated his poem to Or Lister, editor of Apir-ius. ;md claimed in the 17(H) edition of

The Art of Cookery that the poem was wruten by the aullior of A Journey to London. This

was a play by Vanbrugh, who was both a playwright and an architect of the classical school.

The third objection by the English to Italian architecture was that it engendered a love of

luxury which, if not stopped, would impair the vitality of die race. People pretended interest

in architecture as an aesthetic pose and rained themselves by undertaking vastconsmictions
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wfudiran them into enonnoiis debt Li Ireland the economic effects of the 'building influenza'

were so disastrous that an angry man. wishing iU luck on an adversary, cried: 'May the spirit

of Building come upon you' (Allen p 112).

GOTHICISM
The first aesthetic movement to break away from classicism's ideals was Gothicism. Scholars

such as Anthony it Wood were already writing on Gothic architecture in the 1 650s. Horace

Walpole, therefore, was not solely responsible for giving the Gothic style a new lease of life

midway through the ISdi century aldiough his home, Strawberry Hill, has been die focus of

many studies of the rev iviil.

Besides Strawberry Hill there were two other Gothic constructions which established the

new wave of taste. They were the Vauxhall Gardens, which affected die medieval style to a

point of fanustic exaggeration, and Fonthill Abbey, a vast cathedral-like edifice which began

to collapse less dian two decades after its completion. This catastrophe really symbolised the

end of dte 18di century's interest in the Gothic. It was an inielleclual interest which the

Romantics did not share; their attachment to the Gothic was for the emotion it could inspire

radier than for its intrinsic stylistic worth.

Search as we may, it is difficult to find the batdements and pinnacles of Strawberry Hill on
the dining tables of Walpole's contemporaries. Not until the next century will the great

architect/cook Antoine CarSme construct Gothic ruins, perhaps modelled on Funthill Abbey,

out of sugar paste.

On the scholastic level, however, there is an interest in niediev;il food. In 1701 the Rev

Richard Warner wrote v4/i/i(7wVa/« cu/i«anae in which he includes The Forme of Cury. This

was a manuscript compiled by die master cooks to Richard II in about 1390. Wamei's book

also contains smaller collections of recipes from other medieval manuscripts (note 3).

Even without comparmg it to his damning assessment of the Roman diet, Warner's

enthusiasm for Richard II's taste and magnanimity is warm:

At this period, the magnificence and prodigality ofrayal entertainments, rose to dieir

greatest height; and when we read the accounts of the fnst years of Richard, we cannot

help fancying ourselves transported into the fabled regions of romance, or the inchanted

land of fairy revelry. . .That our young monarch was an egregious epicure, as well as a

sanq>tuous entertainer, appears from (he faiiradttcdon to die Torm of cury". . .wherein he

is called the "best and r)'allest viander of all christian kynp.es". (xxxi-xxxii)

Two thousand cooks and three hundred servants worked in Richard's kitchens to produce meals

for die ten thousand sadsfied visitors that left his table each day. Warner does say, however,

that he would gladly give up the grandeur of former a.ces for the blessings, conveniences and

refinement of his own times. He is not keen on the highly spiced dishes of the past which

would be relished only by those accustomed to the high-seasoned dishes of dte Eastmd West
Indies' (xxxiii).

ORIENTAUSM
The influence of India, along with that of China, was beginning to make itself felt in the trend

known as orientalism—the second style in opposition to classicism. Like odier moves in the

gameof ta8ie,CRWdl0m held it up for ridicule:

On every hill a spire-ciown'd temple swells,

Hung round with serpents, and a ftinge of bells:

Junks and halons along our waters sail.

With each a gilded cock-boat at his tail:

Our choice exotics 10 die breeK exhale
Within th'enclosure of a ^ic-zag rail;

In Tartar huts our cow.s and horses lie,

Our hogs are fattened in the Indians^
On ev'ry shelf a Joss divinely stares.

Nymphs laid on chintzes sprawl upon our chairs;

While o'er our cabinets Confucius nods.

Midst poicdain elephants, and China gods.
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The principle import from India was its chintz which was used for both furnishings and

clothing. The men who made their fortunes trading in fabrics became known as nabobs. When
Ihey came home to pat their newly-gained wealth Into cansmcdng country houses diey often

built in the Gothic style. One motive, as James Laver points out, was to make the houses on

their recently-bought estates look more nearly as if they had been built by the founder of their

line, or rather, the imaginary founder (Sieegman, xxiii).

The Indian dishes brough back by the nabobs were beginning to appear in cookery- books

Mrs Glasse gives recipes for making a curry and a pellow' (pilau) the Indian way' and an

imitation mango pickle, made from cucumbers and other vegetables, had been appearing since

the 17th century. Mulligatawny Ls another Indian dish, and word, which became anglicised at

this time. Perhaps because Englishmen were actually living in India, they learned to like the

local food and brought back recipes to naeet home. Conversely, they did not bring back d»
architecture until a later date. The reverse is the case for China, which influenced architecture,

and more especially the decorative arts, but from whose cuisine the Hnglish absorbed nothing.

The porcelain, lacquer, wallpapers and silks of China started a raging vogue for Chinoiserie.

Like the designs on Indian chintz, Chinese art startled the European because it embodied ideas

of beauty to which his eye was unaccustomed. Chinoiserie challenged classicism's ideals of
symmetry and proportion, undermining the ideas in design inherited from Western antiqtliQr.

Large houses would have one Chinese room, a display of porcelain, a dessert service or

perhaps a folly in the garden; whole houses were not built in the Chinese style. Some, like

Sir William Chambers, did go as far as having furniture made to Chinese designs and lived

amongst dragons and temple bells, wearing oriental gowns. Chambers, a distinguished

architect, had visited China at the age of 20 and filled many notebooks with Chinese designs.

These came to light late in his career when he redesigned Kew Gardens for the Dowager

Princess of Wales in 1758. Along with the temples and pavilions, worked in the most

restrained classical manner. Chambers constructed a pagoda, which was surprisingly ill

received considering the great success that imported goods fiom China were having.

As a design, die pagoda seems to have had more success in the kitchen. In the 1782 edition

of her book TAe Experienced English Hoiadteeper, Mrs Rafhld gives mstnictwns to make a

Chinese Temple or Obelisk' (p 189). .Apparently sets of tins in which to bake flie paStry

which formed pagodas and obelisks were being sold at the time she was writing.

The custom of drinkbig tea, bfooght back firom China, had the most fiur-mdiing effect of
any import from that region. The plant is first mentioned in writing in 1598 but still seems

to be a novelty to Pepys in I66U. On the 25th September he notes in his diary, 1 did send for

a cup of tee, (a China drink) of which I never had drank before' (97). A few decades later, tJie

habit has swept the country. In the year 1700, 20,0(X) lb was imported and by the end of the

century imports reached more than 20 million pounds, 2 lb per head of the population

(Druniniondp203).

THENATURALGARDEN
The diird phenomenon of the 1 8th century to be examined here is the taste for the natural

gaideo. The English landscape gaden', as U became known all over Eur^ was carefully

planned to took unplanned. It had winding paths and irregularly spaced clomps of trees, with

little lakes and streams instead of symmetrical basins and canals. Small temples were dotted

about its contours, and it was often bounded on one side by a ha-ha. Paries and gardens had to

be ^turesqae'. like die landscapes of Claude Loiram, Nicolas POussin and Salvator Rosa,

from whom the English landscape architect?; drew their inspiration.

Pope was an advocate of the natural garden in its early stages. He writes in Tfie Guardian

that,

There is certainly something in the amiable Simplicity of unadorned Nature, that spreads

over the Mmd a more noble sort of Tranquillity, and a loftier Sensation of Pleasure, than

can be raised from the nicer Scenes of Art. (29 Sept 17 1 3)

Pope writes of the beauty of Alcinous' garden, described by Honter in the Odyssey, and

laments that his age has strayed so far from a similar naturalness. He is particularly averse to
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topiary, or the tonsure of greens . One can buy anything sculpted from a tree, he says, and

includes the following in his list.

Adam and Eve in Yew ; .4 / a little sliatter'd by the fall of the Tree of Knowiedpe in the

great Storm; Eve and the Serpent very nourishing. A Pair of Giants, stunted, to be sold

cheap. Diven eminentModem Poets in Bays, somewhat blighted, to be disposed ofa
Pennyworth.

Many reasons have been cited for such artistry giving way to a more natural garden. Maren

Sofie Rostvig sees two reasons for the introduction of the picturesque garden, ethical and
cosmological. She believes the garden to be increasingly linked with morality. Essays such as

The Happy Ufa show how natural scener>' was regarded as the ideal retreat for the man w ho

wished to live a o i d life. At the satu - ;iitie only the 'irregularities and witdeinesses among
the more placid and regular parts' of a garden could truly reflect the 'haimonious confusion' of

the divine scheme of things (11 68 106-7).

The garden of Eden in Paradise Lost has frequently been suggested as the SOuroe of the

natural garden in the 18th century. This is a particularly interesting point for the food

historian, as die mydi ofthe ganten ofEden centres round the act of eating, not to mention the

loss of an inexhaustible food supply.

In her essay On the Iconography of the Dining Room, Sandra Parsons considers the two
ways in which postlapsarian man tries to regain Paradise. He either eats of his God (a tradition

which stretches heyond i.ommuniii:i :inii Christianity to cither religions), or he eats in the

realm of God. Paradise is recreated on earth as a garden, so in the case of the latter, man can
eidter eat literally out-of-doors, or he can bring the Paradisal garden into his dining room
(Parsons 27). This is one possible explanation for the large number of garden elements found
in the 18th century dining room, both in its decoration and in the food served in it

It may also be diat during this age of tHminished reKgioas conviction dnt Eden in itself, or

as described by Milton, had little to do with the vogue of the English garden, indoors or out.

Lake the vogues for medievalism and Chinoiserie, these gardens may simply have arisen out

of a dissatisfaction with the standards of classic design. If this be the case, (he pervasive

presence of the garden in the 18th century dinii^ room was probably a reflection of
contemporary fashion.

Pope, in the article quoted above, gives an early glimpse of the horticultural invasion of the

bouse. '1 know an eminent Cook', he says, 'who beautified his Country Seat with a

Coronation Dinner in Greens, where you see die Champion flourishing on Horseback at one
end of the Table, and the Queen in perpetual Youth at the other." M'tre often nature was

rendered in sugar or pastry. Walpole describes the hospitality offered at the home of Samuel
Simple, die unfortunate man who manried a woman of FINE TASTE. In his home 'gravel

walk s, rivers, groves and taapta' made dieir appearance at die dessert on grand occasions (The

World 21 Sepi 1753).

Kbs RafTald is the cookery w^er who shows most cleariy the passion for mskmg nature

and landscape part of the meal. In her chapter on making decorations for the table, she gives

instructions tor fabricating the following: fish pond, a hen's nest full of eggs, fish gilded w ith

gold leaf which swim in Lisbon wine, a hen with her chicks set in jelly, two types of floating

island decorated with china sheep and swans, and a rocky island (Ch 7). The 1789 edition of

her book also includes directions for making artificial flowers of coloured paste whicii are

shaped into tulips, roses, etc, by hand or in dnmoulds. The flowers are used as a garnish for

the tops of pyramids of dried ftuits, to make nosegays, or are laid in a basket as ifjust picked

ftom the gatden.

That tin moulds were available for forming such decorations iiuliL ates that they must have

been made with some frequency and that Mrs Raffald was not just writing about something

she had envisaged rartier dian observed. Mn Raffald only gives one "picturesque' recipe whkh
is not sweet—a pie formed like a cottage with a thatched rcxjf of vermicelli.

Thus the passion for building and landscaping does not seem to have been limited to young
aristocrats who had made the grand tour. Cooks in the kitchen also aspired to die arts of
William Chambers and Capability Brown.

Besides trying to imitate nature, cookery also began to demonstrate a naturalness in iLs

iqjproach and a desire ID woric in cooperatkm widi nature and die seasons. I%sicaUy, cooler
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and the kitchen were very close to natute, as we are reminded by the recipe, which goes back

to the 17th century, for syllabub made 'under the cow* (Glasse 146, RalFFald 208). Cows could

easily be brought up to the kitchen door and milked straight into the syllabub basin.

The roost conspicuous effect nature has on cookery books of the period is the increasing

number of lists of seasonal ingredients and suggestions for seasonal menus. Richard Bradley's

book The Country Housewife and Lady's Director is a particularly noticeable cx;!inplc. Bradley

was the first Profesor of Botany at Canibridge and wrote widely on both botany and
agriculture. As Caroline Davidson notei in her innodoctiOD to a ftcsimile of die woric, this

was the first time that the horticultural formatof moodily instructions had been applied to a

cookery book (p 16).

While discussing the natural garden, it should be pobMed out that die kitchen garden nudces

its first ;ippear;ince in the ciKikfry context iti 1699 with John Fvelyn's Acetaria. It next

appears in Bradley's work and then i^ain in 1744 with Adam's Luxury and Eve's Cookery.

Summing up tfien, one asks how much did all these changes in taste, from classicism

through to the Gothic, orientalism and the ta-te for the natural garden, actually affect what

people ale. The answer is, very little. English cuisine seems to have been extraordinarily

resistant to influences which were affectuig odier aits. These movements did, however, have a

strong impact on the context in which people ate.

As far as classicism is concerned, Lister's edition of Apicius is an exercise in scholarship

rather than a sign of a contemporary desire to try out Greek and Roman dishes. The sugar

paste figures depicting ancient myths and legends were purely decorative and only made a

difference to the appearance of the table, as did symmetrically arranged dishes. There was

nothing more than a scholarly interest in the Gothic during the 18th century. If medieval

dishc: appear in 18th century cookery book.s, they have survived the ages because of theirown
worth and not due to a renewed appreciation of the Gothic.

Orientalism certaiidy affected eating habiis but again had litde influence on food itself.

Some Indian dishes were adopted in England but there is not mention of Cliine'^e food hcinr,

prepared. Thus is curious when one considers how popular tea became and also tl. la. i tJiai

Chinese porcelain was used to eat off at meals, as wdl as in the tea ritual. Perhaps bcLause

Englishmen actually lived in India, they had time to grow accustomed to Indian food, whereas

Cliina was visited simply as a trading post. Tea and porcelain, like other merchandise, were

imported into England without nmcb attention being paid to the context fipom which they

or^inally came.
Nddier was the natural garden reflected on die table in terms of foodstuff, although it also

plays a part in changini; ideas aboUt table decoratioil. The sumninditii's and presentation of

food and scholarly literature on oookeiy, then, are influenced by cultural movements during the

18th century, but the actual taste of fbod, apart fiom the odd bidian didi or seasonal vegetable,

remains largely unaffected. Hence the dining room was introduced and decorated according to

current fashion, tables were ornamented with classical figures, laid with Chinese porcelain or

used to sqipoft minUuore landscapes, and tea became the most popular drink of the age. But
litde of die actual food on the plaies UMBd at the cbaqges going on atoond.
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REFERENCES
1. Not everyone was able to take the subject seriously. The passion for keeping up with

every last development in the world of taste was utten a cause tor ridicule. Walpole writes

of the horrors of being married to a woman of 'exceeding FINE TASTE' in The World (no

38, 1753) and James fav. thorn saw a poem in it:

Well—thougii tiur passions riot, tret, and rave,

Wild and capricious as the w ind and wave.

One common folly, say whate'er we can,

Has lix'd at last the mercury of man;

And rales, as sacred as his fatlief% creed.

O'erevMy native of the Thames and Tweed.

Ask ye what power it is that d:ires to claim

So vast an empire, so wide a fame?

What God ixnshrined in all the ages past?

ni tell you friend! in one short word—'TIS taste;

(Works, English Poeus, vol x)v. p 246)

2. B. Sprague Allen's book Tides in English Taste is the most comprehensive work on the

subject I have called on it regtilaily whilst writing this paper.

3. Like the critics of classical aa hitecturc. Warner has strong WOldS foT antiquity. Citing

two recipes from Apicius, he condemns the Roman diet:

From these receipts, we nay acquire some idea of the complicated and heierogenuous

messes, which formed theillOStexcquisite delicacies of a Roman table. At the present

day, nothing can be conceived more disgusting, than nuny of the dishes; since a variety

ofingredients, ftom whidi die modem would shrink with abhorrence, were cast into

them, by the cooks of Rome, with the most lavish hand. Assafoetida, rue. etc. were

used in almost every high-seasoned dish; and we meet repeatedly, with the extraordinary

mixtures of oil and wine, honey, pepper and the putrid distillation from stinking fish

He continues in the same vein, horrified by the consumption of dormice, polypi, hedgehogs

and cuttle-fish. Wisely, he notes, the Roman swallowed an emetic after gorging himself on

such fare (pp vii-viii).
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FASCISM^ THE NEO-RIGHTAND GASTRONOMY
A Case in die Theory ofthe Social Engineering ofTaste

Bertram M. Gordon

It is difficult to draw up an exact scheme of fascist theories on the issue of gastronomy

because of the protean nature of fascist theory itself, (he fact tfiat virtually all fascisms

thcrri'iclvcs were oriented toward action more th;in theory, that they changed through time and

that many of the fascists never had the chance to put their ideas into practice and those who did

never had much time to work out their theories anyway. The word fascism' was used as a

political epithet both before the second world war and has been since (1), and it has been a

topic of metaphysical speculation (2). In addition, the multiplicity of inierwar regimes and

political parties, often with differing characteristics, generally recognised as 'ftecist' has

precluded ncreement on one definition (3). One apparently exasperated student of the problem

wrote in 1980 that fascism is probably the vaguest of contemporary political terms' (4).

It is dear, however, that when we look at the hum-drum culinary world of most of Europe,

a continent suffering from wartime dislocation and economic depression iliroiis^h moM of the

1920s. '305 and '40s, there are specific aspects of fascist theory that do emerge and they shed

light on not only histofy of fascism itself, but also the way in which attitudes towards

gastronomy and taste in general have been formed, at least in the European world. Fascist

gastronomic theories conjure up authoritarian and anti-hedonic arguments of the past with a

somewhat twisted image of hygiene and what might be called "popular class full-bellyism' or

'chicken-in-every-pot-ism'. A recent study of the historical development of fascism in France

emphasised its rejection of materialism, 'the essence of the European heritage from the

seventeenth century onward' (5). As such, the theories of fascism often paid liitJe attention to

gastronomy and issues of taste, which ran counter to their philosophical Idealist and vitalist

approach.

There was, however, a cluster of ideas that characterised fascist theory with respect to

gastronomy. The occasional discussions of gastronomy by fascist theorists emphasised the

meal as a communitarian experience, an expression of social solidarity with the ethno-

community, such as symbolised by the Nazi celebration of the Eininfsnr.masi, or ??unday one-

pot stew, in which all German families were called upon to eat a stew of leftovers, their

savings going lo help the needy. Associated widi this m Nazi theory was the Siammtisch, a

restaurant table habitually reserved for the same group of friends, which, when combined with

the beer hall, from which the Nazis launched their first Putsch in 1923, implied a hearty

conununal fare of sausages, ix>iaicx:s. sauerkraut imd beer. Rustic life was oelebiated, in theory

if not in p<")licy, in both Fasc ist Italy and Nazi Germany, peasant meals were occasionally

commemorated by German painters supported by the Nazis, and Vichy France's National

revolution faicluded a theoretical renim to the soil. Food was also seen as power, by Marinetti

who proposed an aerial cuisine' (6) to make Italians stronger and more modon, and by

supporters of the Nazis, who sometimes suggested that a Wtamm-rich hearty cuisine would

make stronger Germans as well as a stronger and more self-sufficient Germany. In addition,

the theme of purificatioa by starvation, especially as material conditions worsened in the

dosing years ofWoddWar n, was inq^dt to fascist theory, especiaUy in is anti-materialisin

and Uk occasional denunciations of the stomach and die belly as the basis of political

decision-making.

In practice, tMngs varied by community, stale and period. In Italy, fascist theory generaDy

addressed food as an aspect of national power, whether in Mussolini's hatia-.^Ha del ^iranoot

Battle lor Grain, which began in July, 192.5, or in Filippo Marinetti's La cucina fuiunsta

which argued Ibr a Cut and efficient cuisine to improx e the race and as.serted that pasta was 'an

absurd Italian gastronomic religion', which needed to be abolished because it impeded the

action and dynamism of the Italians (7). The gastronomic theory behind the Batde for Grain at

its most developed might be said to be diat of grafai and bread. Mussolhii launched die
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programme with a tariff on imported wheat in July 1922, then, amid great publicity, went
into Che fields, operated a threshing machine and ran his hands through sacks of grain. He also

wrote a poem for die crusade:

Let vsalllove bread.

The heart of everv- home.

The perfume of the table.

The joy ofevery heardi.

I^t us respect our bread.

Let us honour bread.

Let as not waste the biead of Italy. (8)

Posters were put up throughout Italy promoting the campaign and festivities were held with

prizes given for the best grain produced daring celebrations staged as part of the Battle for

Grain (9). Winners in the competitions for grain production were given gold, silver and bronze

stars for the Harvest Infantry (10). By 1931, Italy was able to meet her needs in wheat,

aldKMigh at the cost oS making her more dependent upon it by sacrificing more profitable

crops, such as fruit and vegetables, especially in the South, for which there were export
maricets, and neglecting livestcKk breeding. In addition, the programme helped the more
affluent landholders, encouraged use of land of marginal quality «id therefore drove up the cost

of wheat to the consumer (!!». .Mthoiiph Italian dependence on foreign wheat declined,

imports of com rose steadily in die years 1926 through l')3!. making Italy more dependent
on foreign countries for her food than she was in pre-war and pre-Fascist yeitrs'. in the words
of a contemporary observer (12). The result of the Battle for Grain, the goal of which was to

make Italy independent of foreign grain, was to increase radier than decrease Italy 's dependence
on bread and possibly also on pasta. Marinetti s anti-pasta manifesto was lost in the hum-
drum reality of a cusine of bread. In 1944, the Italian writer Carlo Emilio Gadda, in his novel

Eros e priapo, substituted the cry of 'Ku-ce' for "Du-ce", to suggest enthusiasm for Mussolini

as the 'conk' wlm filled people's stomachs, stuffing them with brend. perhaps, hinting at a

party theory of the sute as provider of abundance, with little attention to the gastronomic
detafl(13).

In Germany ii veems that theory and practice were much more tightly bound together.

Mussolini's emphasis on bread m Italy was parallelled by Goebbels who, in 1926, called for

'freedom and bread* for every German (14). A kind of vdlkiseh cuisine of Stammtisch, a table

reserved for the same group of friends on a regular basis in a restaurant f and Eintopf. a

communal one-pot stew (16). was promoted by the .Nazis. We sec a kind of oom-pah-pah
cuisine of big plump sausages that squirt out hot juice when you poke them with a fork on

beds of mashed sauerkraut and £e<iam^(« Kartoffeln. along with Vnlksuppen in mosies such

as Lcnl Riefisnstahrs Triumph of the Will', and among the SS men {X)rtrayed in the recent

television dramatisation T.scape from Sobibor'. German cookery as the province of the

housewife, in contrast to French haute cuisine, was argued in a 1935 cookbtxik (17), which
also quoted a poem in honour of German saoerfcraut by the early 19th century poet Ludwig
Uhland exemplifying die heartiness and simplicily ofGerman fare:

Audi unser edfoj Sauerkraut,

Wir sollen'x nichi vrrpessen:

Ein Deutscher fun'i zucni gebaul.

Drum ist's ein deutsches Essen.

Wenn solch r.in Flrisrhcltfr:
.
^,vl•!^s undtuUd,

Im Uraule liegi. das ist em liiid

Wit Venus in dm Rosen. (18)

[Also our noble sauerkraut.

We should not forget it;

A German first created it,

Hienfore it's aGerman dish.
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If such a liute piece ofiMM» iriiite and mild,

Lies in kraut, that is a picture

As Venus in the roses.J(19)

Summarising the tendency of Nazi party doctrine, three quotations, from Hitler, Goehhcls,

and Rosenberg, lell almost the entire story. Hitler is quoted by liis biographer, Joachim Fest.

as, lice Marinetti, having condemned European socialism for mating a 'despicable fiiss over

the rights of the belly' (20). Goebbels similarly equated stomach with money, both material

qualities, by which one might be degraded. In 1930, he wrote in characteristic philosophical

Idealism: It was die sin of MARXISM to degrade SOCIALISM to a system of MONEY
AND STOMACH' (21). Rosenberg, in his Myth of the Twrniieih Century, published in the

same year, called the metropolis a danger to culture and specifically denounced the coffee-

houses of the asphalt men' for helping to 'mongrelise' German an (22). Radical party dworjr

offered racial food quotas, the Eintopf, or perhaps a simple potato diet, and, at its extreme,

mass purification by way of starvation. Abundance, scarcity, autarky, power, totalitarianism

and Volk are mixed together with the arguments that German women should not go K> lea

dances but there was plenty of food, so long as it was consumed in the Eintopf, or one-pot

stew (23). Anti-rellnement arguments, aimed at tea dances, appeared in 1937 when the

Frankfurter Zeitun^ published an article waning: Xitaoaoy does not need women who can

dance beautifully at five o'clock teas, but women who have given proof of their heaidi through

accomplishments in the field of sport' (24).

In an ultimate form of sumptuary restriction. Hitler Uglied against cooking at all! He
blamed cooked foods for cancer and argued that his government had introduced a health

'revoltuion' by feeding the peasants raw foods. 'Man', he said, 'is the only creature who
reverses the feeding process, in making his food sterile through cooking it' (25), and noted that

people on yogurt and polenu diet in Bulgaria lived longer than Germans (26). Hitler's anti-

Epicureanism included attacks on multfcourse meals as 1>ase anobbery*. invented by 'the

common clattering group' of stupid gluttonous cooks (27). He mined the 'sensible soup

[vernufifiige Suppe]' (28) he remembered from the Viennese restaurants of 1909 and 1910 (29).

It remabis for further research to determbie at what pofait hi his life Hider became a vegetarian,

but the occasional accounts of his meals after he came to power show a serious, if somewhat

erratic, concern with health. He argued diat Caesar's armies had preferred bread to meat and that

die Vitings would not have been able to undertake dieir long voyages had ihey eaten meat;

which, he said, they could not preserve (31). He believed carnivorous animals 10 be less

capable of performing (possess less Leistungsfdhigkeit) than herbivorous ones (32).

When we get dovm to the reality of daily life or if we look in cookery manuals we often get

an assortment of views, for example a claim that it was more healthful for Germans to eat

food produced on German tJian foreign soil (31). The other side of the autarky issue was the

gastronomic racism that found expression in the campaign by an office of the Nazi women^
organisation Frauenwerk to discourage German housewives from purchasing in Jewish shops

(34). The case for autarky often appeared in German cookbook.s of the mid-1930s and if these

books were not strictly speaking theoretical party tracts, nonetheless, they undoubtedly

iqwoented Nazi views. The autarky case was made in a 1933 republication of Henriette

Davidis-Schube's New Cookbookfor German Cookery \Das neue KoehbuchfUr die deutsche

Kuche] which stated that food represented not only physical hut moral power. The German
housewife was to purchase only German goods, thereby sparing Germany a repetition of the

post-Woild Warlfmbm and making her*c$pMe of life [lebeiuSM^gY (35). The Mary Hahn
c(K)kbook, following the Kimler-Kirehe^Qche line in 1934, advised the housewife to cook

well enough to keep her husband home from tlie pub (36). Perhaps ninety percent of the

cookery material, however, is so much a mixture of conunoa habit, scarcity and customs of

n;ifionail pride of the prc-Nazi period, it is fair to say that party only made a limited headway,

in her study of sex roles and society m Nazi Germany, Claudia Koonz points out that the

Nazis first encouraged women's cooking societies, dien tried to subvert dion at die b^gumhig

of die second World War (37).

The ooromunal pot, die bread shaied togeUier, was shown to operate in Leoi Reifenstahl's

Triumph of die Will', produced m 1934 and, in 1934 and 193S, in cartoons fiom die Nazi
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Racial Office's periodical hfeues Volk (38). Symbolising scarcity, abundance and community
was the Eintopf. Einlopf S-.inday svas one day set aside in Germany for a specifically

gastronomic communitarian celebration (39) but, as hinted at in a cartoon depicting an obese

bourgeois gentleman flourishing his non-observance of the Einiopfsonniag in Neues Volk in

1934, many Germans failed to follow the practice (40). Eintopf sections on occasion were

indttded in cookbooks, one of which in 1934 featured a special one pot dish, or

*BiiM^gerkhut, section, listing 69 variations, including meat dishes such as Iri^ Slew, beef

gulasch, Schla.sisches llimmelreich (using smoked hacnn) (41), soups such as Serbian rice

soup, 'Old German potato soup', a 'Greek soup using peas, rice and pork (42), a pilaf, several

cabbage dishes, vegetable dishes (43), a Himmel und Erde (Heaven and Earth ) with a potato

purSe base (44), and a macaroni, Milanese style (45). Another, published in 1935, entitled a

chapter The One Pot Meal, the Mealtime of the Folk Community' (46) and offered twenty

distes inlcuding a cbicken one pot, periiaps reminiscent of the A merican chicken in every pot,

potato gulasch, potato soup with sausage, a vegetable Emtnpf: alone with PichelHeiner

Fleisch, a common recipe using pork, bed, potatoes and vegetables in a stew; and sauerkraut

widllard and broadbeans, and a fish Eintopf (47). Ten pages of Eintopf dishes were listed in

yet another German cookbook of 1935 (48; and A'^ luniopf recipes were given in the 1935

edition of the Davidis-Schulzc cookbook, including a duck one pot, fichetsieiner Fleisf.fi,

three macaroni dishes, three rice dishes, and something called Spanish Fricco (49). A
cookbook in 1937 billed the Eintopf as inexpensive and convenient for the busy modern
housewifie (SO), an advertisement in 1939 called it 'the meal of sacrifice for the Reich' (SI),

and Hider was depicted as an Eintopf-caiet in an undated photo that Der Spiegel included in his

wartime Monologue in 1980 (52). Bearing in mind Goebbels' statement that all art in

Germany was to be political (S3), the art historical evidence produced in the occasional

paintings of food and dining scenes in Nazi Germany also show an exaltation of f(H>ds often of

an indigenous local character and an inordinate suspicion of the foreign, cosmopolitan and

urbane, at least in theory (54).

F-rance is an entirely different kind of problem in theory and practice ^--ith regard to fascism

and gastronomy. Prior to 1940, of course, the fascists were out of power and divided into

many groups and even afker the establishment of die Vichy regime, they never untied around a

formal doctrinaire Statement nor even a principal actor as in the case of Italy and Germany

(55). Nonetheless, fascist theorists in France produced the arguments for communal solidarity,

sacrifice and pot aufcu simple fare that we have seen in Italy and Germany (.^6). After 1940,

tiiey occasionally ir: ii I ti n the French had been too well fed before 1940 and that therefore

they had lost tJie wai again.st Germany.

Interwar French fascist theory offers an apparent air of German argumentation in some Of
the occasional references in which abundance, indulgence and anti-muerialism were mixed
together. Representative interwar stauments came firom die writers Pierre Drieu la Rochelle in

1934 and .Abel Bonnard two yean laler. In Sodalisme fasciste, in 1934,. Drieu wrote that the

collective goals of fascist socialism were of a spiritual order, adding that in Europe we are

saturated with matter, material, and materialism' (57). Bonnanfs picture of Paris was a capital

of "stories and gossip', Tickle curiosity', and 'frivolity', 'the last expressions (>f a dvmg scvieiy'

(58). He criticised a icind of 'factitious friendship' created at table where good dinners are served

10 disarm (he critics of die political moderates (59).

The view that France fell in 1940 because she had been living too well was argued by

Marcel D6at, the p<ililical editorialist for L'(Euvre, first in Vichy in July 194U, and, after

September 1940, in Paris. On July 13, 1940 he wrote that the future belongs to the lean

[maigre] peoples of Central Europe (60). In September of 1940, an article in the women's
magazine Pour Elle suggested that 'before this war, people, in the majority, ate too much,

llvcryitiiiig could be had and one deprived oneself of nothing' (61). A similar case was made by

Raymond Postal, who in 1941 wrote the introduction to an anthology detailing the

achievements of Pitaln's National Revolution. Sounding a little like Hans Schemm on

education. Postal wrote that the French army had t(X) much ('(mhI and tOO little spirit before the

campaign of 1940 and that because it was fed with too much meat before 1940, it had become
an army of listless souls widi no faidi (62). He called upon the Fiench to emulate die

Germans witii a moie latkmal diet and a more active sports spvogramme that would produce a
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slimmer and stronger youth, better able to perform in the stadium and on the battlefield (63).

Another writer in Postal's anthology wanted to deprive the French of piquant ciiistne,

suggesting that biead was better than ^mieoios, ifwe take the hint ofMadame Veri^ whose
support for the simple family and plain ctlisilie evokes Roussea and was reminiscent of Mary
Hahn's 1934 cookbook in Germany, which advised women to cook well enough to keep their

husbands at home and out of die pubs (64).

Anti-Epicurean Jirguments in wartime France ocasionally make the case, as did Verine, for a

diet that is simple, rooted in a domestic or regional tradition, and suificient to maintain health

and productivity, tfrnugh hardly gluttonous in quantities. If gastronomy, properly called, is

asleep today', according to a writer in the magazine Pour Elle in October 1940, 'the taste for

eating well has remained lively with all the mistresses of the home' (65). The culinary

traditions of 'humble' housewives were piaised in a hoddi and nutrition manual by Dr Paul

Lassabli^re. Less ostensibly political than the wcitng of D6at or Postal, LassAU^'s bocdc

also made a case for simple fare:

France during the centuries has been considered as the countiy where one eats best, as

the "paradise of good living'. She owes this uni\ ersa! renown to the professional

conscientiousness of her cordons bleu', to the variety and excellence of her exquisite

foods, which are transmitted from age to age. Our humble housewives, as weD as our

famed chefs, who discoursed in foreign courts, have worked to conserve culinary

traditions even in each of our provinces and, from this point of view, regional dishes

constitute the true masterpieces which defy tinw and aie characteristic of the soil

which has seen them horn f66)

The pot an ft'u as a communitarian experience was suggested in the early stages of the

occupation. Just as the Stammiisch ideal appeared in the early Nazi years. An article in Pour

Elle in 1940 described the pot aufeu as 'Ae good old dish typical of our cuisine', even though

in variations it might also be found in other countries (67) and a cookbook published in die

same year called it the Sunday tradition of many families in France (68).

The simple fare ideal also appeared in the Chantutrs de la Jeunesse, Vichy's governmental

youth servioe oq^sadon. Tn a description of (he Chancers in February 1942, Jean Delage

used a phrase that could almost serve as a subtitle for this paper, 'L'heurt: dc la soupe (69).

Delage's critique of pre-1940 urban life was similar to Bonnard's and Potal's and, like,

Rosenberg, he found cafiSs and bistros dangerous. The youdi of Rwice, according to Delage,

had had kh) much leisure, tw many temptations and too many cafes before the war. In the

Chaniier camps, however, they encountered die open air and the rigorous life (70). Delage also

described die organisation's Food School [Ecofe eTAlimentation], which was named after

Brillat-Savarin. hinting that not a!! reference to hamf gastronomic tradition was abandoned by

Vichy France. As for the cooking school, named Brillat-Savarin', he wrote, 'it is also

coordfaiated hiio the doctrine [of die Cfumders]. It attempts not only to produce good cooks,

but fgoodl men' (71). The reference to Brillat-Savarin shows a desire to evoke the image of

French culinary excellence as pm of the national symbology occasionally promoted by the

French fascists. It also highlights the fact that the haute cuisine that could be viewed as part of
the national patrimony might clash with the tendencies towards a simple compagnard fare.

As Uie war drew on, ano-hedonic theory blended wiili wartime necessity. Deal reiterated his

July 1940 critique of refinement in September 1942, when he noted that the Htench
complaioed most about dieir daily ratioa, diat diey loved good food, and that this was a sign

ofrefhied civilisation but not a preparation for warrior vinues. In a comment diat recalls die

statement he had made right after the 1940 defeat, he added that tlie future belonged to the lean

nations (72). In 1943, D^t used die occasion of die sesquicentennial of the Jacobin prise du

pottvolr to compare die Nazi system to the 1793 Jacobin food rationing poHcy: the Jacobin

state, D6at reminded his readers, possessed 'totalitarian tendencies', rationed bread, set

maximum prices and in general directed the economy on behalf of liie public good under

wartime pressure (73). Discussions generally osciUaied between the themes of scarcity and
abundance with no consideration of gastronomy as a sensual pleausre. The occasional writer,

such as Robert Brasillach, who detcndcd mduigence, did so on a modest scale, allowing to die

people 'simple pleasures' only. Brasillach in 1943 pointed out that Hider did not driidc cofliee
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but alldwed it to his people, so, after the war, perhaps the Firendi might be aTlowed some
coffee as well, if they were lucky! (74)

Wartime provisioning under tlie occupation was erratic and the sources show that food

shoitages were a dominant day-to-day source of irritation and it is at this point that the

argiunent becomes difficult to follow (75), The theoretical role of food beyond wartime

necessity is, as most would agree, quite a problem and it gets harder in the last years of the

war. Otto Abetz, Germany's ambassadw to occupied France, suggested diat the French were lo

eat less that the Germans (76). In Auciisf 1942, Gnrinr told the Rcirh commisMnners for the

occupied territories meeting in Berlin that two or three first class restaurants in Paris for

German officers and soldiers were fine, but there should be nothing for the French. The French

should deliver everything they had until they no longer could. If they did it voluntarily, it

could be called collaboration (77). Goring was ai.so quoted as saying that whoever suffered

from hunger during the war, it was not going to be Germany (78). Ultimately we are lost in

the inere horrors of 'Us prcnncnt tout', the saying that went around in occupied France. By
July 1940, shortages of meat and flour began to appear in Rouen and Lille and the South was

overburdened widi refugees who had fled die German advance in the North (79). In August

1940, Pour Elle% culinary writer supcesred vegetarian fare as a practical alternative in times of

shortage (80). Another suggestion made m August 1940 was for the government (81) to

enforce a conversion of some 20% of viticulture land to the prouction of grain, fodler and

vegetables (82). Nonetheless, one observer in Sq>tember 1940 said that in Niort there was no

longer a single peach in Ihe shop windows nor a cookie in the pastry shops (83). In addition

to German exactions (84), French agricultural production was hampered by shortages of

manpower—with more than a million French soldiers in German prison camps—farm
machinery and draught animals and fertiliser (85). Food supplied from the overseas empire was

also drastically cut by the wartime and occupation conditions. In 1941, wine, grain,

oleaginous products and fruits from North Africa were less than half the prewar norms and

tropical products such » rice, coffee and tea from Madagascar and Indochina no longer arrived

at all. By November 1947, deliverir's from Algeria had come to a halt. The sale of rice was

halted so that provisions could be reserved for soldiers and Indochinese workers in France (86).

A complex ration system, the faifamous 'System D*. put a premium on ingenuity and black

market purchasing (87). A government report in early 1942 noted that in the Loiret, only

about 309o of the potato harvest appeared on the otTicial market. The rest went mto undeclared

stoclcs, earmarkoi for future delivery to the black market (88), In addition, fraudulent

distribution and use of ration tickets themselves was estimated in January l'^41 to run into

milions (89). In June 1943, Deat wrote in an article he called 7/i nc prenncnt pas lout, that

die Germans were not taking everything, that there was certainly enough food to go around,

but that enemies of the New Order at Vichy and elsewhere in France were hoarding and

speculating (90). Other infractions included the consumption of alcoholic beverages,

sometimes served in teacups, ot meat in restaurants on days officiallv dcM^nated as days

'without' those items (91). Food and political savoir are so intermixed in France during the

Second World War it is difficult to sort things out: 71% of the average household budget went

to food (92). In 1943, when a bank employee made 3,5fX) Francs per monrh. .i I :Ii> of butter

cost 350 Francs, cooiung fat 300 Francs, coffee 1,000 to 2,000 Francs and eggs 100-120

Francs per dozen. Potatoes cost 7-10 Fnuics per kila beans 20-23 Francs (93). Parks were

nimed into vegetable wardens, an example the Luxembourg gardens where 'pnis fnatrurs or

'senators' peas' were raised, a juke on the fact that the Luxembourg Palace had housed the

French Senate prior to 1940 (94). A cookbook in 1941 advised its readers to draw inspiration

from 'that admirable Frcpch quality, the Sy.stem D (05), and an invitation to a wedding dinner

in i'ans in April 1943 asked tJiat guests bring 2DU grams worth of bread ration coupons per

person (96). In an odd way, of course, the doctrine of bad eating cones to be realised in the

nature of the war effort widi die 'rescos' or restaurants cooperutifs, established with

government help to offer inexpensive meals hi Paris (97), In October 1940, the proprietor of

LaTourelle, a re.staurant in Paris, complained thai it was becoming incre.isingly difficult for

small restaurants to get food, which was instead being bought up by iniermediaries. (98). In

addition to the 'reseo^^ there were euisuus iconomiques or 'economic kitchens' where

relatively inexpoisive fiood might be purchased and taken home to be reheated. Often,
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however, die lade ofAid metnt lltat die food was eaten cold at home (99). As we approach the

end of the wtt, however, things get much worse. By July 1944, Camille F6gy wanted to

organise an indostrial canteen in France, which suggests, of coarse, the obvious—^it was
getting hard to eat (100). The famme in die Netheilands hi the winter of 1944-1945 is

especially well known.

Ultimately, ii'- we might expect of a set of theories as peculiar as those we associate with

die haid-corc j
.ul si phlcal Idealism leisresented by the fascists, actual practice is veiy difflcult

to achieve. It is clear that no single country. Germ;iny included, had more than a passing

struggle with the consequences of Uiis sort of theory. The Nazis temporised, accqiting the

conversions of 'Beefstedc Nazis', Ibrmer Comniunisis who joined for opportuiistic reasons,

'brown outside, red within' (101), and supported die use of occupied Paris as a rest and

rehabilitation centre for German soldiers. The Einiopf, theory to the contrary, in the form of
bad potatoes in thin soup, may have been as much a fcxxl for prisoners, diose oatskte the

VolksKcmeinschaft, as a dish eaten by Nazis in Hitler's Ciermany '102"; In Germany and

France, exceptions to party theory allowed many to experience the regime of gastronomic

lestrictions widwut seeing the dieoietica] plan behind die kitchen door. Some, ofcourse, Hved
it up well, such as Marie Vassiltchikov, who recalled, in her recently publishe ! w nrtim-

Berlin Diaries, that the Nazis never evenly penetrated all branches of German society, tiial tiie

Foreign Office, where she worked during the war years, remained an aristocratic preserve and

diat some of its officials conspired in the plot of July 20. 1944 against Hitler (103).

Vassiltchikov, or Missie, as she was called, wrote of cosy dinners at Savarin s, the Adlon, and

Hoicher's in Berlin and recalled that the best restancants in town scorned die very idea of food

coupons (104). 'One nipht', in the words of a recent review, it is a piece of suspect schnitzel

and ersatz coftee. I he next evenmg it could be oysters and c hampagne at the spacious flat of a

baron or count' (105). Mi.ssie and liie Foreign Office people were not part^ tlie parQr, but

coring, the fat Teddy of Germany, was. In January 1945, as Germany was on the verge of

collapse, a sybaritic birthday party for 150 guests of GOring's at his palatial residence,

Karinhall, was reported to have consumed one hundred bottles of French Champagne, 180

bottles of vintage wines, eighty-five bottle of French Cognac, fifty bottles of imported

liqueurs, 500 imported cigars and 4,000 cigarettes, including American-made Camels and
Lucky Strikes (106). Goebbels complained about Goring's opulence but was unable to rein

him in (107) alUiough when even Hitler in die end refused to name his successor diey finally

got him (108). Goebbels, on the other hand, gave buffet dinners for actors and actresses

throughout the war. but, anxious to show that he was sharing the privation of the |>eople, had

liveried footmen in white gloves pass around die diners widi silver trays after a skimpy
dinner*. u> collect radon coupons for the (bod diat had been eaten, 'down to the last five

grammes of fat' (109).

Among die beneficiaries of Nazi party temporising was die army with its entrepots of clubs

and bars across Eorope, exemplified most nouAfy Iqr dieGerman use ofoccupied Paris during

World War II. Called 'Babylon' by Hitler (110), Paris was used as a recreation centre for

German soldiers and officials (111). Occupied Paris was the scene of opulent dining at

restaurants or bistros featuring oysters armoric nines (112), the high living of Jean Luchaire

(113) and the German embassy dinners where fascist writers such as Louis-Ferdinand Celine

and political leaders such as Marcel Ddat were hosted by Ambassador Abetz, without realising

that this made them black market profiteers, in February 1944 (1 14). Emst Jilqger, duiing at

die Tour d'Argent in 1942. wrote of suddenly powerfu I German officials,

eating soles and die famous dude, ... watching at their fieet widi diabolic satisftcdon,

like gargoyles. Ihe gray ocean of rooftops under which jostle the starving masses. In

times like Uiese, to eat well and to eat a lot gives a feeUng of power. (1 15)

The use of Paris for German recreation during die occupation was exemplified hi die

appropriation of the famous establishment in Paris known as Maxim's, which, as confiscated

English wartime property, was turned over to the Berlin restaurateur Otto Horcher and operated

as a WarataeArfecreation centre (1 16). Maxim's, Amo Brekker, die German sculptor, recalled,

'each right was a feast for the l-vl^ such as 1 have never seen before or after the occupation'

(117). Technically a German restaurant, Maxim's appears to have served exotica such as leeks

and jqiples, canfiflower and cheese, bread, wine. Old £ttty foods of an unqiecified nature
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The German military command in Paris operated under ihe famous slogan of Werner Best.

JEIP (Jeder Eimiud in Paris), also called Paris bei naeht , to emphasise the recreational use of

die occupied French capital (119). This \%:is all business arrangement rather than part> decision

and one can only speculate as to what Hitler and his associates had in mind as the ultimate fate

of die Parisians. In fact, just as die Otto List of censored bocks for occupied France banned

Mem Kampf (\2f)]. so the French were not to knOW what Hitler was planning. Official Nazi

party doctrine permitted Horcher's as a kind of shartHenn solution before the ideal state found

its utopic Aryan general will, somewhat the way a Stalinist gulag might be considered a

short-term step on the road to classless Communist society. Provisionally, Paris was
apparently to be the Luna Park of German Europe ( 121).

In theory, of course, die most profound and noticeable of all theories of philosophical

Idealism should be treated under the guise of systematic starvation

—

'ils prennent tnut'—and

reorganisation of Europe. General Georg Thomas, helping plan German policy towards

civilians in the occupied territories of the Soviet Union in 1941, rectmimeiuled systematic

starvation (122) and General Gerd von Rimdstedt is said to have suggested star\'ation for all the

enemies of Germany (123). Ernst August Konig, on uial in 1987, in Siegen, \N est Germany,

was accused of having clubbed to death a prisoner trying to warm himself near an oven at die

Auschwit^-Rirkenau concentration camp and having called him a 'useless eater' (124), similar

10 (he term superfluous eaters' used in 1941 by Hans Leykauf, the German Munitions

Inspector for the occupied Ukraine, in reference to Jews and all inhabitants of Kiev and the

other large Ukrainian cities (125). An American observer noted in 1942: 'The nazis [sic] rule

with less bread and more circuses than any other regime in history' (126). These types of

Statements, however, are occasional and 1 cannot presently decipher the many acts of genocidal

horror from practices not related to fascist theory itself. Starvation is an obvious problem in

die history of fascism and die Germans seemed to apply it in their attempts at border

realignment but as an historian I will not claim this as a theorv of gastronomy because even

the programme to starve the civilian population of the Soviet Union and GOnng s sutements

implying the starvadon of France ai« intertwined with the simple determination of the Nazis

to get rid of their enemies and the problems of w artime necessity. Starvation seems to be part

of the fascist theory, and tiie fa.scisLs indeed starv ed thousands to death, but i cannot presenUy

show the documents diat are only theoretical in nature.

There are other examples of outright wartime eidncniir \<M>d shortage which are specific to

propaganda. Edward L. Homze reports that racial status determined the rations of the workers

in Nazi labour camps. Western foreign workers icccived regular German rations, farm workers,

mainly Croats, Slovaks and Italians, received slightly less, and prisoners of war, Eastern

workers and Jews received substandally less dian the other two categories (127). In 1941,

rations were set by the military authorities in the occupied cities of the Soviet Union to

provide 1.2(X) per day for civilians peforming 'useful work' for die Germans, about 850

calories for civilians not worfdng direcdy for die Germans, and for children under the ^ge of

fourteen and Jews, 420 calories per day (12S). In a German prison, supplementary radons,

when available, were given to Germans before foreigners (129). A Jewish doctor in prison in

Gwtnany in 1940 had given apples to his eight year old son, in violation of an ordinance

forbidding fruit to Jewish children, the Gestapo had searched ail the Jewish children in school

and arrested those parents who had given them, quite literally, forbidden truit (130). In

oocu]Med Paris die CafU Dupont in die Ladn Quarter advertised diat entrance was 'forbidden to

dogs and Jews' (131).

As an addendum, in tlie years following World War II, the majority of European states m
the West have suffered a very differeni kind of gastronomic encumbrance: an oversupply of

grain, meat and butter, an abundance diat would have probably delighted the most rigid party

dieorists under Mussolini, Marinetti and Brasillach, and the oft regretted take-off of populist

culinary phenomena such as McDonalds. Wimpy's, Wicnerwalds and pizza chains of assorted

types (132). Without scarcity, the issue of Idealist vitalism has not been a critical one for

radical Right theory. Eastern Europe presents a difficult problem for, in practice, there does

seem to be a number of similarities between the anti materialist fascist theory we have

discussed and the doctrine ofpariUnost efficiency in Russia because shortage still exists there

(133). A recent example firom Cuba was the statement of a planning official, in explanation of
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the Castro government's emphasis on moral rather than material incentives to work harder,

that 'a revolutionary should think more with his heart and soul than with his stomach' (134).

It is beyond the scope of this paper, however, to treat that theme in which the clearest case is

undoubtedly the Pol Pot regime, estimated to have killed three million out of a population of

seven million in an effort of national purity (135). In Cambodia, according to one witness,

under Pol Pol the populace had to turn in their pots and pans and eat in communal kitchens'

( 1 36). Nicolae Ceancescu has also suggested mat Rumania develop a nationwide catering

system to eliminate the need for private kitchens (137). This is true Einiopftsm and, of

course, in the Cambodian system of communal kitchens, it might be said that some three

ndllion people were assumol to be useless eaters, in the putative words of Ernst August

KOnig, and were in fact clubbed to death, worked to exhaustion or slowly starved to death. In a

recent press conference, the Mexican novelist and former ambassador to France, Carlos

Puentes, denounced consumption and fts evils as well as philosophy since the 18di centtny

with its 'basic belief in happiness" in terms echoing the volkisch arguments of many of the

fascists (138). Suggesting titat the world is in trouble because of what he called the wreckage

of 'die philosophies that have guided the Western wadd at least since the ISth century*,

Fuentc"-. in language reminiscent of Goebbels and DiiM la Rochelle, criticised 'a great

addiction to maieriaii:>m' in favour of the politics of the ooaunon good of St Thomas Aquinas

(139).

I'ltimately, of course, in theoretical gastronomy, the Neo-Right dogmas of race, of

specialness of national culture and of the glory of the state and its extension ideally as an

^ntof v^AtxcA consciousness and voUdseh creative genius superior to all other seemingly

identical human genotypes, have to be taken wherever they are found. I cite with some

curiosity and perhaps regret as an historian of the Right and French collaboraieurs a conference

rep()itedindie//at'Kohfc71fNesonthereliMive vdoeofFi^^ 1987.

Larry Forgione, an American chef in New York, asserted that Trench cooking is best prepared

by a Frenchman' (140). To a comment that one could cook successfully the food of any

nationality. Roger Fessaguet, the co-owner of La Caravelle, a French restaurant also in New
York, replied: 'No, you have to be born to if Thi> is a question <if taste' (141). Jean Jacques

Rachou, chef and owner of La Cote Basque, another French restaurant in New York, agred.

Stating that you cannot really do Japanese cooking right widiout being Japanese (142). It is

evident that the volkisch problem in gastranomic dieory and die Neo-Right is not a mere
ancient page in European cultural history!

Because the cluster of anti-Epicurean philosophical arguments of Idealism is so large and

because the relationship of the gastronomic ideas and food practices tied to fascism and the

Neo-Right is so complex, especially during the war, this paper can do little more dian

introduce the problem and hint at some directions for future research. The relationships of

theory and practice of gastronomy in fascism and the Neo-Right and the study of the ethos of

fascist consumerism, however, are only now beginning to be explored by contemporary

historians. Consequently, I can only hint at the probability that this surface imace which I

have presented, especially with regard to policies of state starvation, or racial inequalities of

diet, or perhaps the Nazi party decision to ifisband its domestic scieiices programme, may be

much more serious than 1 have casually alluded to here. Future research on tlic theory and

practice of fascist consumerism might well reveal a pattern of fuud controls and a theory to

oMich, tnily as sinister and vicioos as die practice dwing die perrad sugge^^
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TASTE AND THETRAVELLER

Maiy Gostelow

I once went round the world on brown toast for breakfast. Asking, wherever I was. merely for

brown toast produced a variety of offerings, the most bizarre of which w as an entire loaf of

white sliced bread, still in its plastic wrapper, presented on a platter with great aplomb by a

waiter in Tehran.

I soon learned three vital things. First, if you want ordinary brown toast you have to ask for

tiiown bnead toasted* or you get white bread seared to ehanoal and, unless yott askfbr it*dry'

in tlie US it n»y airive as a dripping mess, having been liberally infused wldi chtdesteiol in

the kitchen.

Secondly, I learned that few countries know what tasty brown bread is anyway. And I

learned, too, to take my own supplies whenever possible: a loaf of supermarket granary-

enriched, packaged in two-slice sealed plastic bags, will last up to a week if put in bedroom

mintbars on arrival at each destination. An hwreasing nnmber of S-star hotels, especially hi

Europe, the Middle East and Australia, send toasting machines up with room ser\'ice breakfast

but if they do not, I simply eat my bread untoasted, with the Tiptree pot conveniently

iKNTOwed' from a previous breakfast buffet (actually I fwow apricotjon over marmalade, and

not just to show trans-Channel entente cordiale).

To succeed in travelling without losing one's professional cool, it is essential to use

initiative and be prepared. Balance is imperative when it comes to taste.

One requirement is to k^l^w w hat you want and ask for it firmly in order to avoid km) many

variations of diet that may cause internal, and tlius psychological, upset. I think it was Glyn

Christian who first told me how valuable it is always to carry carrots when travelling in

France. On a couple of occasions I have been on jiastronomic eating trips, once in the

Champagne area and one on the Rivicia, when meal after meal of maximum taste but

minimum fibre wrought havoc with the insides. Munching a carrot beforehand—in secret, of

course—overcomes this. 1 used to travel with a papaya for exacdy the same reason, undl one,

checked in my main case, burst—and papaya juice is the world's most difficult to remove. I

take grapefivit too—unless I am en route to Australia, Japan, Nicaragua or the US, all of

which countries forbid the import of fruit Eating a grapefruit before or after any meal is a

great way to clear the palate and get Vitamin C.

It is, on the oilier hand, an advantage to be flexible.

1 met a senior British executive on the West African circuit not long ago and his stress was

caused more by the lack of good eggs and bacon fior breakfastttm by the hoon ofhairassnient

he had had at Douala, Dakar. Kinshasa and other airports. If only he had been experienced

enough to cairy his own salt and pepper with him—or if he had adapted to tlie occasional

croissant—hemi^ have been belter disposed to the worid.

For those who think I am dwelling too much on breakfasts, let me say at this point that

tastes away from home seem to be most important first thing in the morning. By evening,

you can sometimes dull any gastronomic pafai widi a glass of wine (depending on where yoo

are of course).

The 'When in Rome...' maxim applies magnificently to today's successful traveller.

Although there is splendid Italian food in Addis .Ababa—some of the best in Africa, in

fact—those who eschew the unique taste of injera and wot are missing one of life's mysteries.

Unjera, for those who have not been to Efliiopia, looks like miniature Swiss rolls of grey

(oam rubber. A morsel of this is used to scoop up globs of different ^n/f, spiced sauces. It is

messy but memorable.) Similarly, 1 am forever delighted that 1 refused yet another grilled US
fillet in Kinshasa in favour of slewed crocodile tail (with consistency of dcaie, it tastes like a

cross between pork and chicken but the best way of having it is marinated and grilled, ii la

Carnivore in Nairobi).
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In some instances it is desirable to avoid foods foreign to a foreign land. Indians love to

show off their Chinese food, which invariably smacks of too mttch cornflour. I would

similarly avoid Japanese dishes offered in a land famous for heavy na\ours, say Colombia.

The cuisine of some countries instantly dulls the taste buds but in others taste is enhanced.

Anything the Japanese do—Italian, French, even English (St George's Pub at the Tokyo
Hilton, for instance) is imbued with an oriental delicacy that heightens the gastronomic

appreciation. Other areas where I have found superlative taste-levels, regardless of what food is

being cooked, are Califiwnia and Australia, especially Melbourne.

No discussion on traveling taste would be complete without concentration on getting there

(and back). Airline food is rather like school t(x)d: you tend to distrust someone who says it is

good. Airbound chefs have everything going against them. As Rudi Scherer, Executive Chef

of Qantas, an airline lenowned not only for its fine wines but ta.sty local di^he- like steaks and

pavlova, told me, 'if a passenger has had a bad journey to the airport and had to stand m line to

check in, only to find his favourite seat has already been taken, and then the plane is delayed

taking off, it doesn't matter what you ser%'e him, it will taste awl ul'.

And yet, apparently 80% of all passengers, in all classes, talk about the luod they are

served. First Class passengers invariably find dieir meals taste best, not only because of the

level uf ingredients used, but because courses are presented and served properly (die exception

to this is any American-based airline flying a domestic route, where First has deteriorated to

many carriers' economy levels). Surprisingly. Business Class passengers often have exactly

the same foods served as in First Class, but because the items are served, plated, all at once,

passengers do noi think the food has the same 'taste'.

I fly a lot—like weekend trips to Hong Kong and back via Los Angeles—and 1 can speak

with experience. Taste on board is getting better. Many airlines now serve fresh orange juice

(especially flying out of Bangkok) and computer technology means faster turnaround on meal

production, so fresher genuine flavours. After interviews with well over a dozen airline

corporate catering directors, I can remember only one who admitted use of MSG and

irradiation.

To get the best out of the air, choose your airline carefully. British Caledonian, under the

supervision of legendary airline caterer, George Banks, and Luftliansa are well thought of in

'the tracfe*. British Airways is particularly good on breakfasts, American Airlines for snacks. It

is also important to consider which airport, and which catering company, has done tlie

catering. All 49 airlines flying out ol Dubai, tor instance, lift tood Irom a catenng unit

managed by Albert Abela, who caters most of the world's oil rigs—and it is all superb (the

croissants, the best in the air, are made by Jo Irvine, a Scot who cycles around China in his

spare time). And, finally, consider the time of day. Flying across the Atlantic out of New
York late at night, it might make sense to fly Pan Am as tlieir 9pm departure offers

passengers, in First at least, a unique two-tiered lacquer-look picnic box with cold filet,

cheese, salads, wine and port, that can be nibbled at will or taken on as a souvenir.

And to get the best out of bt'i.ii: away, try to have your favourite home tastes the moment

you get back. Nothing tastes better than a shoulder of Dorset lamb when / get back to base,

and somdiow, in leiroapect, it makes die rancid onnge juice I had in Zanzibar and die Piekin

pigeon in Hong Kong fade into die scnpbook of travelling taste.
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PEKMEZ IN THE ANATOLIAN KITCHEN

Nevin Halici

Pekmez is obtained by boiling and oanoeiiinting grape juice. The otttritrional value of pekmez

is shown in the list below:

(In every lOOg of pelonez)

Cal. 293

Carbohydrate (gr.) 70.6

Protein (gr.) 0
Fat (gr.) 0.1

Calcium (mg.) 400

Iron (mg.) 10.0

Vit A 1 V. (1) 0
Vit Bl (mg.) 0.04

VuB2(nig.) 0.15

NiasinOng.) 1.4

VitCCmg.) 0

One of the first written books of die Ttorks, named Divani IMgai^ Turk (1 1th century),

mentions pekmez The s;ime hook mentions 'hulf^ama' (hulama) also, which is still used in

Anatolia. It is a kind ut concentrated pekmez. It is concentrated by egg white or solid pekmez.

In Anatolia, wherever the grape is produced, pekmez is also pfodoced. In Aeie places

pekmez prodoctioa gives rise to special celebrations and amnsemenis: tiiese art called

bagbo2umu.

In Anatolia pekmez signifies patience and tolerance. Mevlana and Sems-i Tebrizi (13di

century) tell us how to produce pel' mc? hclvasi, a kind of sweet made with pekmez fromsoor

grapes. Among nutritionists it is said that pekmez is good for shingles and anaemia.

Pekmez is produced both in private households and industrially. Generally, fresh grapes are

iis -d in hr me production and dried grapes in factories. Some factories collected home-made

pckiiicz and rcboil it for s;ile.

/. Home-Made Pekmez
(a) By boiling

25 kg grapes

SOOg pekmez earth (a specific soil acting as a fining mediiun)

Wash the grapes, press and filter. Heat Add pekmez eardi. Mix. Boil once and remove from

heat. Wait a day. (Earth seliles.) Remove froth from the top. Take the grape juice from the

first container and put it in a clean one. Heat it When the pekmez drops from the spoon's edge

drop by drop, remove from the heat Skim firoth fnm the lop. Keqp in a glass or ceramic

container.

(b) Pekmez reduced by the heat ofthe sun (Urfa)

Wash die white grapes. Add the pekmez earth. Press and filter. Leave in big deep bowls undl

the residue settles Take the clear juic e from the top and filter through a cloth. Collect in a

zinc or copper tray. Smear olive oil around the tray to keep the bees away. Leave in the sun

until its colour darkens. Then rehim to a pan and boil once (tfiis takes away its raw aroma).

Place in a glass container.

//. Factory Made Pekmez
(a) LiquidPekmez (Gazianiep)

Dried Gaziantep grapes are pu! throuj-.h a meat mincer. Then they are put in square boxes and

left for ten days until they harden. Three kilograms of hard grapes and one litre of water are put

in special pdanez bowls which have a sieve at die botioin. After waitbig 12 hom
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liquid IS bulled. When the mixture thickens, it is transferred to another bowl and left to cool.

After its concentration reaches 37C, you may use it

(b) Solid rrhrw: iBulama. Cazantirp)

Stir the solid ix.knicz while boiling. Wait unul it solidities again, then leave to fermenL Take
another pan and put liquid pekmez into it Heat it until it is warm to the touch. Take a little

liquid pekmez from this pan and add the fermented pekmez and stir it. Beat it with a stick until

the fermented pekmez becomes snKX)l)i. Fill wooden, glass or tin conuiners and wait until it

solidifies once more.

Bulama can be made by adding one egg white to 9 kg. of pekmez. In this case, it must be

beaten each day for about 10-15 minutes and then left for ten days.

The uses ofPekmez
1. As Pekmez only

with bread

2. Mixing with other foods

Pekmez and yoghurt

Pekmez and tahini

Pekmez and hashash

3. In soups

Pekmczli Lebeniye (Mardin)

Bulamac (Kooya)

4. In foods with meat

Gerdan Pisirmesi (Konya)

£rikli £t (Burdur)

Eima Dolmasi (Istanbul)

Ayva Dolmisi (Konya)

Ayva Bastisi (Konya)

Sari Erik Dolmasi (Konya)

Kayisi Yahnisi (Konya)

Elma Dizmcsi ( Di\arbakir)

5. In rice

Uzlemeli Pilav ($anli Uifa)

6. In sweets

(a) In desseits made from flour

Pdonez Helvasi (Konya)

Kara Topak Helva (Adiyaman)

Sillik (Adimayan)

Tene Tatlisi (Gazantiep)

Varakkak(Siiit)

(b) To sweeten vegetables, fruit and light desseits:

Kabak Tatlisi (Mugla)

BorDkwIi Kabak Tatlisi (Mu|la)

Ke.sme Bulamaci (SanliUlfa)

A§ure (Everywhere)

Zenfe (OQneydogu Anadolu BOigesi)

7. To make preserves

Sucuk (Cevizli, badomli, fisukli) (Gazantiep)

Tarhana (Gazantiep)

KOncaltt Akid (Sanli Uifa)

Pestil (Everywhere)

Patlican Retell (Konya)

Kabak Receii (Konya)

Alic Receii (Konya)

Ayva Receii (Konya)
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HALICI

Two new recipes which are not to befound in any printed cookery book

1 . Kara Topak Helva (Adiyaman)
2 glasses flour

Half a glass unsalted butler

1 glass pekmez
Half a glass water

Half a glass sesame

I glass hazelnuts

;
Melt half the butter, add flour and sesame when it is gcdden in colour (not pinkish)* put it in a

copper or zinc tray.

Combine and bring to the boil the pekmez, water and the other half of the butler. Add this

to the mixture in the copper tray, then stir at intervals with a large wooden spoon. Chop

hazdnnts. When the mixture is hand-hot, knead the hazehwts into it by hand then press the

mixture back into the tray with the back of a spcxjn and leave to cool.

This helva is delivered after a death. When it is cooked for this purpose it is not put in a

tray but rather it is made in a^ shape and ddivered widi biead (V/iUI^

Y
. 2. Kesnu '. Bulamaci (Sanli Urfa)

I glass jTckmez

3 glasses water

\ Half a glass bulghur

i 1 dessert spoon staich (cornflour)

1 dessert spoim flour

Quarter of a glass sesame

Quarter of a glass hazelnuts

1 bark of ciniuunon

5 cloves

^: Iddsptce
- Boil water and pekmez together. Add bulghur, cinnamon, cloves and old spice. Cook. Mix

^ starch and flour with a little water in a separate bowl. When the bulghur is soft, add this

mixture ic» the first Add graond hazelnuts and dried sesame to it When it thickens, pour into

bowls. Ser\'e when cool

If you w ish, you may add more starch and flour to the recipe and pour the mixture into

trays. When cool, you can dien cut it into squaies, again sprinkled with cornflour. Allow the

squares to dry by turning occasionally. If it Is too moist, dust widi more starch. This can be

used in a dried form in the winter.

A

h'

r

s

.
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THE 'POIGNANT FLAVOUR IN MEDIEVAL COOKING

Constance B. Hieatt

In the General Prologue to The Canicrhury Talcs, Chaucer describes a 14lhcentur>' hnn viumt

notable for his lavish hospitality and high culinary standards. We are told that the best food

and drink 'snowed' down to die Fraiydin's house, for

After the sandp.' sesons of the yeer,

So chaunged he his mete and his soper.

Full many afinpartrich hadde hein muwe,
And many a breem and many a luce in stuwe.

Wo was his cook but if his sauce were

Poynaunt and sharp, and redy al his geere.

But what went into the sauce which made it 'poynaunt'? And did 'sharp' mean hitingly spicv^

The Oj^orJ Eni^Hsh Dn nonary iist.s some instances of Middle English 'poynaunt' under the

entry for 'poi^nani , for which the culinary sense is defined as 'Sharp, pungent, piquant to the

taste or smell'. This would indicate that a poynaunt' sauce is one made 'hot' by spices, and

should fall into the category which Alan Davidson has told us is not actually one of tastes'

but of sensations, which, he says, 'do not depend on our sense of smell'. The editors of the

OEDseem to disagree in that they include the sense of smell in their discussion of what

constitutes a 'poignant', 'piquant', or pungent' f(X>d, but, like Alan Davidson, tliey include a

reference to capsicum pepper as an example in the citations under the culinar\ definition of

'pungent'. While hot chillis stimulate the nose in various ways, their primary mipaci is that

of qualities other than aroma. But medieval cooks did not have capsicum pepper at their

disposal, and many of the spices they used, such as cloves and cinnamon, are notably

aiomaiic. While we, having sampled Indian. Mexican, and Csyun foods (for example), might

not think of dishes spiced with cloves and the lite as 'hot', medieval people did. Aniong the

earliest English recipes we find such directions as one to make the Bruet de Almayne 'hot of

clouwes &i of quibibes' {Curye on Jngliysch 1.1.5*), and the same collection implies that

spices may be too 'sharp' unless balanced by sweetness: the directions for a sauce ofMed hazel

nuts calls for ginger and "sucre vort abaten e keneschype' (l.IO; keneschype' is a synonym for

sharpness'). Thus, if a 'poynaunt' medieval sauce was a piquant or pungent' one, it was still

one that might have its effect through aromas as well as the heat or the biting effect of the

spices, and certainly interacted with the sense of taste in diat it could be modified by the

addition of sweet ingredients. This is not an effiect which is easy to classify, and may remind

us of the rather \ aiuie definition w ith which the OTD ends its culinar\ entry on piquant':

'stimulating or whetting the appetite; appetizing'. This would seem to apply to quite a range

of tastes, aromas, and sensations.

None of the OED's citations for any of the senses it finds for 'piquant' (or 'pungent') i.>

earlier than die 17th century, however, and to look for a medieval denntiion we must turn

back 10 medieval sources. Chaucer uses dte word "poynaunt* to describe a tasty sauce in one
oUier passage: he cells us diat the poor widow of The Nun's Priest's Tale',

eet ful many a sklendre meel.

Of poynaimt sauce hir neded never a deel.

Nodeyntee morse! pas^fd ihuruh hirthrote;

Hir diete wa.s accoidant to hir cote.

That is, she was so hungry she did not need special sauces 10 be tempted to eat. This does not

tell us anything more about what kind of sauces were considered to be 'poynaunt', but it

certainly suggests the sense of 'stimulating or whetting tlic jppctite* rather more than 'sharp,

stinging, biting', to use ()TD\ term for the sense in which Alan Davidson understands

'piquant'. Of course, in looking for die medieval meaning of 'poynaunt' we cannot ignore the

coupled adjective 'sharp' in Chaucer^ description of the Fhuiklin's standards for a good sauce;

e^mologically ^haip* and 'poynaunt' fpointed') are much the same tiling. If it is indeed die
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heat, or 'biting', effect of spices which made a sauce poyiutunt, ibis might explain the use of
the term in relation to a 14th century recipe for mead.

In B.L. MS Royal 17.A.iii, we find the heading To make fyn meade & poynaiuit'

(C/.V.lO). People who have tasted modem mead will generally recall it as a distinctly sweet

drink, but not one with any detectable spicing, and it was not always spiced in the middle

ages: the immediately preceding recipe in the same manuscript for justp/ain mead contains no
spices. What makes this paiticular mead 'fyn' and 'poynaunt' is evidently the addition of pepper

and cloves. Bnt other medieval recipes using the word 'poynaunt' may give us a ratter diffisirent

impression of the sense of the word. 'Poynaunt' is a relatively rare word in the culinary

manuscripts of the period: all the instances 1 have found occur in the manuscripts printed, in

whole or in part, in Ansthi^ Two Fifteenth-Ceraury Cookery Books.

In MS. Harleian 279, a recipe for beef .stew, spiced with cinnamon, cloves, mace, grain of

paradise, and cubebs, ends, ' an take salt and venegre, and cast er-to» an loke at it be poynaunt

y-now' (Austin, p.6). One for slewed pears, which contains cinnamon, red wme, and sugar,

conclude^ 'take pmider of gyngere an ciLste er-to. an a lytil venegre, and a lylil safron; an loke

at it be poynaunt an dowcet' (poignant and sweet'; p.7); the parallel recipe in MS. Harleian

4016 contants the same du«ction (p.87). While the instruction to make the dish poynaunt'

immediately follows the addition of vinegar, these disties .ire ,";Ire;i:!\ visniflcantly spiced, and

the instruction could simply mean check the seasonmg'. But there are other uses which make
it clear the vinegar itself is what gives the *poynannt' quality. One is a recipe for 'Creme
Bastarde', made of milk, egg whites, honey, and sugar, which contains no spices, where we are

told to 'loke at it be poynant & doucet' (p.33). A recipe for oysters in onion sauce in Harl.

4016 does contain stmie spice (dnnamon, much as Ifce combination may surprise modem
cooks), but states specifically 'cast there-to a litul vinegre, at hit be poynant there-of

(pp. 100- 101). Clearly, then, it is Uie vmegar, not (he spice, which makes the dish 'poynant'.

We may similarly note that the verb 'to point', the process thiough which somediing is

made 'poynaunt', was also used in specific reference to vinegar: a recipe for a strawberry

pottage, notably seasoned with pepper, ginger, and cinnamon (among other things), tells us to

'poynte it with Vynegre' (p.29). Obviously Austin was amply justified in defining 'Poynant'

as "Poignant: piquant with vinegar'. But this is not 'piquant' as Alan Davidson has defined tiie

word, since vinegar is acid, rather than 'hot, fiery, peppery'. Nor does it satisfactorily cover all

medieval uses of 'poynaunt', since mead can scarcely be described as "pmnted' with an add
ingredient

That is. while wine and ale are sometimes called for in medieval redpes as alternatives to

vinegar (or verjuice) and vice versa, .md indeed were probably often on the acid side, it is

difficult to beUeve that mead was ever anything but sweeu even if not always as cloyingly so

as many modem versions lend to be. However, to determine whedier the IVaidclin darnanded

judicious spicing or a touch of acid in his sauces, we should also consider medieval recipes

specifically for sauces: in fact, while both spices and acids are to be found in most sauces, a

touch of vinegar or verfiriee is a significant ehanderistie of die great imjority. The earliest

collection of medieval Puropean recipes, found in early Hlh century Danish versions as well

as other Northern European sources, contains nine sauces, all of which contain vinegar except

for one which uses grapes—no doubt Jdicr grapes, the equivalent of verjuice. The early French
collections often call for verjuice as well as, or instead of, vinegar, and English sauce recipes

of the 14th and 15th centuries all call for vinegar, or occasionally verjuice, with only a few
exceptions: a garlic-flavoured white sauce (based on milk and flour, and similar to a modem
'cream sauce') which occurs in many collections is one such exception, and another is sociel

sauce, which was simply made of die ground-up bitter hah. A very few sauces Butetitute wine
or ale for vinegar or verjuice, but it is obvious that an acid touch was generally considered

indispensable for a properly seasoned sauce, including the ubiquitous mustard sauces, wtiich

were sometunes sweetened and sph:ed but idways compounded widi vinegar.

The kinds of sauces in which meat or other ingredients were coriked or re-heated, were also

frequently given a fmal touch of vinegar or verjuice, although this is not entirely clear in the

earliest English collections. By Chaucer's time, however, it was a rare sauce in either the

sense of one in which a f(Hid wa,s cooked or one to be .served with a food already cooked which

included no acidic content at all. The Franklin would certainly have expected his sauces to be
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'pointed' with a jadiciotis quantity of vinegar, or something like it. Poynaunt', then, could

only rarely have had the sense of 'hot wiih spices". Ii ni;iy be sipnificant that the collection

which idls iu to balance the sharpness ( keneschype ) of the ginger with sugar usually phrases

this instruction as 'abate the strength' of die spice, and sometimes uses die same phrase in

regard to 'abating' the strength' of wine, which can hardly apply to its alcoholic content,

which would have evaporated in the cooiung: sugar was obviously called for to counter Uie

acidity of the wine used.

It thus seems likely that the denrable quality of 'poignancy" in medieval cookin;: w.iv :^

much a flavour as a sensation—if not more, since most of the spices used were more aromatic

than hot and biting. In most cases, die quality of 'poignancy' must have meant a flavour

achieved by balancing judicious elements of one kind (aromatic or peppery) against others

(bland or savoury), but almost invariably given a sharp' edge with a touch of something

slightly acidic.

* Curye on Inglysch refers to the book. ed. Hieatt and Butler, published in 1985.
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WHOSETASTE IS FTANYWAY?

Sara Jayne

Taste is a phenomenon. It is highly emotive and very subjective. Here, it will be discussed as

objectively as possible and nut whether it is good or bad (which is personal preference), but

about whether we have any taste at all.

What^ happened to the taste of most of the very basic foods which have been witii us fbr

centuries? Perhaps more accurately; wImA happened to our own sense of tjste? Regardless of

whether or not food was better or worse until the early part of this century, at least it was the

food of man and soil and not of machine and syntfietics. And, like or dislike, taste was

important and distinctive.

The advent of spring meant the first silver flash of Scottish wild salmon, or the new

season's Welsh lamb; then summer promised die first English strawberry, an el^ant stalk of

asparagus or the Jersey Royal. Mouthfuls to remember.

The day's events used to revolve around mealtimes when theatres and concen halls used to

time their poformances around the gastronomic clodcs of didr patrons. Now die pattern of

life is woven around the 'soaps' and quiz shows of the television set. Working wives and

mothers, pushed for time and energy have allowed food muguls tu saturate our diets with

processed and convenience foods. Food, one fifdi ofour average hoasehold expenditure, takes

diiid or Iburtii place in die list of priorities, after such items as cars, television sets and

videos.

The traditions of a family sitting down together to eat and enjoying a round-die-table

conversation, which once contributed to the foundations of social stability and ability to

communicate, seems to be waning. Home is more like a Bed and Breakfast than the soul of

die family. Snacks are carelessly consumed instead of meals, such as toast for breakfast, crisps

for lunch and sweet chocolate biscuit fVr tea. Suppers are frequently eaten separately to fit in

with individual schedules. Social and gastronomic events are becoming rarer and are at the

mercy of hosts, who, all too often, send out for fast-food take-aways to save time and effort.

I suggest that this breakdown is as much to do with the quality of our food. The old system

of shopping at the countrywide network of small family-run retail outlets has been replaced by

giant supermarkets bursting with products endorsed by television, magazine and poster

advertising, whose usefulness has begun gradually and insidiously to erode our freedom of

chokie with mass marketed, standarilhed flavoured goods.

Attempts at chemically re-creating r.iirui.d flavours seldom reach more than clinical and

monotonous results, redolent of iitde else but salt, sugar and MSG, all added for longer shelf-

Ufe. WeVe been taste-washed!

Eating used to be considered (and still should be) as at least a pleasant, if not stimulating,

experience, enjoyed to satisfy the lasiebuds as well as appease the stomach and nourish the

body. Soon those taste-buds will become dormant, unused and unpractised. Baffled by the

mundane, they will have no place in the chemical and technical age, when television and

trivial pursuits take preference. They will become so untutored and unexciled into submission,

like virgin senses; and in the centuries to come will, like tails of die prehistoric past, be

redundant to the human animal.

Even meat has fallen victim to the demands of the competitive qualities of convenfence and

'quick to cook and easy to eat'. Once, meat would reflect the husbandry and diets of regional

pasturelands, and was die pride of thousands of individual farms. Stock, once slaughtered at

two to three years of age, and hung carefully for days, is now killed as young as nine mondis,

and optimum time spent hanging is considered wasteful. Gradually the British have conw to

accept, and prefer, bland meat for die sake of tender, softer flesh. Goodbye to the distinctive,

rich flavours of die post-war years.

Though freezing methods have been refined. 90 per cent of our fishmongers' produce has

been frozen to 'death', reposing in a stale of semi-defrost on the slab; and most varieties taste

more like soggy flannd tiian fhiits of the setf.

Cheese slices resemble the taste and consistency of their plastic wraps. Posturing as the

beloved mature Cheddars, Wensleydales and Cheshircs, they make die most self-respecting
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cheese lovers wince. But they still take precedence in (he delicatessen cabinet, precociously

presiding centre-stage over vivid preen coleslaws and fliKiresceni pink salads. Thank heaven for

the efforts of unHagging campaigners, who have encouraged the return of unpasteunsed

cheeses.

Fruits and vegetables, particularly strawberries and tomatoes, are prown from varieties

which must: crop well and long, be disease- and pesi-resistanl, wiitistand picking, packing,

storing and transpoiting, bottling, canning, freezing and look good. Taste doesn't come into it!

One of England's mo<:t popular berries, the Camhridpe Favourite, always competes well in

tastings. Apparently, acording \o the Royal Horiiculiural Society, the variety's success is due

to tiie fact that 'it's had to fmd blandness objectionable'.

For all our vibmnt, superbly flavoured apples, for which Britain is traditionally renowned,

tlie imported Golden Delicious
—

'not so much an apple, more a permitted sweetener'—outsells

till in all. The marketing men have been at work.

Real chcKoIate is virtually unknown. It has become an acquired taste to a small number of

connoisseurs. The increasing popularity of milky-flavoured bars may have Messrs Cadbury

and Rowntree laughing all the way to their bank, hut their founding forefathers must be

somersaulting in their graves with abject horror—for they are little more than sweetly

flavoured imposters.

An eminent food writer once wrote that 'not only is it impossible tO tel' the difference

between margarine and butter, but we are rapidly reaching the stage when it is almost

impossible to experience any taste at air.

"Tom Jaine accurately summed up the scenario receiiily, when he wrote, 'half the equation is

denied the consumer: pleasure'. We are so deluged by reports of whether or not food is good for

us, or how convenient it is. diat we fail to consider whedier or not we enjoy it. "Yet in the

enjoyment of tastes and flavours lies the roots of change'.

Because taste is such a personal sensation, it is impossible to quantify. But while we are

happy to employ fashion and interior designers, and musical directors to satisfy our other

senses, who can we trust in matters of food. Fortunately, we do have a few imaginative and
talented ftMxl writers who have agreeably mtluenced the direction ol our eating habits and, not

least, curbed the worst excesses of our times

One of Britain's most notable chefs. Nico Ladenis, considers that Elizabeth David was

responsible for influencing the palates of our nation in the 'SOs, Robert Canier in die '60s and

the Roux Brothers in the '70s. Who arc todayli aihitefs of iaste? By what criteria are diey in a

position tojudge, and in whose opinion?

Pan of the solution may lie with some of our leading chefs, dedicated lo improving and

maintaining standards and whose hallmark is quality. The experience of such men. who have

taken 10 to IS years to quality for the title, should be respected not only for their own taste,

but for being consciously and inquisidvely aware of the tastes ofodiers. They have die widom
and the skill to cater for their own clientele, some who demand a modern menu, while others,

justly choose to enjoy better cooked, more highly seasoned and conventional dishes. It takes

courage not to pander to food critics searching for sonMdilng new and fashionable to write

about
As Brillat-Savarin once said, animals feed, savages nourish, only the man of intellect

knows how to eat . . . judgement gives preference to Uiings which are agreeable to our tastes

over diose which are not'.
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THE AMERICAN HOT DOG; STANDARDISED TASTE AND
REGIONAL VARIATIONS

Bruce Kraig

I have something of a consuming interest in dogs. When luMrninu of the thenu- i f this

conference, I thought this would again be an opportune moment to <liscuss dogs as tood, What
better fonim to discuss unfinniliar flavour and taste for the exoiic? ButHmnh modier usage
of the word 'taste', that heing a sense of whai is seemly, or the least likely ID ^ve offence in

a social situation'. Taking this as a stricture, then, this paper is about another sort of food

<fog, something less alien in flavour, the American hot dog.

When asked what Ihey consider to be the one food that is more 'American' than any other,

most Americans are likely to reply, 'Hot dogs'. Ask that question at a baseball game and
probably 75^0 per cent of the respondents will give the same answer. That figure happens to

be based on statistical surveys done of foods purchased by people attending major league

ballparks. It is not just some accident that one advertising jingle for an American car is

"Baseball, hot dogs, apiHe pie and Chevrolet'. Because this humble sausage is so typically

'American' I believe that it is one of those cultural artefacts that tell us something about the

nature of American society. Specifically, this is a drive towards standardisation in American
cuhure and its connectioo lo regional tastes.

DEFINITION

First, whtt is an American hot dog? It is a sausage whose origins lie among die many
varieties of wurst that came to America with European immigration. Properly speaking, the

hot dog is a frankurter or wiener wursi. These two names, usually shortened to frank and
'wiener' (formerly weenie') are virtual synonyms in American usage. Though probably
originally made of pork and veal, the American hot dog is usually composed of various

mixtures of beef and pork, sometimes exclusively one or the other. A few prcxlucers still use

veal in their Vlog'. In its mass produced commercial form, the hot dug is made with finely

ground meat—emulsion is the term—either skinless or stuffed into a natural s'ut casing It is

by law a maximum of thirty per cent fat and normally seasoned with traces of nutmeg, mace,

coiiander, paprika (for colouring) or red (cayenne) pepper, .sometimes sugar but more often

com syrup, black pepper and something between 1.75 and 2.25 per cent salt. The hot dog is

permitted some percentage of filler, usually non-fat dried milk. The resultant product is then

smoked usually with hickory. All of these elements are subject to variations according to

manutaaurer and precise flavourings are closely guarded company secrets. Nonetheless, in

terms of tasie most would be hard pressed to tell die differences between the major brands of

hot dogs: the standard very likely is the largest manufacturer. O.scar Meyer. Clearly the main

sensory impression one gets from eating a hot dog plain is juiciness carried by the fat and

water (roughly SO per cent of the sausage), salt and perhaps some subde hints of the

seasonings. Here, flavour and tactile senses are inextricably combined.

Consumer organisations and writers interested in good food' regularly excoriate the

American hot dog, the latter if they even mention it. As examples, Michael Lasky in The
Complete Junk Food Book lambasts the humble frank as utterly without flavour and laden

with salt. Though not mentioned directly, the Hesses in their delightfully acidic book. The
Taste of America, seem to take this criticism further and accuse this and other commercial

products as acoially corroding the American palate. Quite right, but quite beside the point of

the hot dog.

A BIT OF HISTORY
Hoc dogs have two histories, one mythological, hence legendary, the other real. Hot dogs are

sausages and the origins of this great culinary creation are lost in the mists of [irue Standard

histories hold that the frankfurter was created in the late 17th century by Johann Georg Lehner

of Cobuis «4io took his creation to die old Imperial capital, Frankfurt Actually, the first
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mention of afratd^Urter wunx dates to 1487. though the city's leaders have refused to honour
the supposed anniversary under the reasonable assumption that the saiisiipc much older. The
name 'dachshund' sausage may have been applied in Germany, this coming Irum die sausage's

resemblance to that low-slung hunting dog. One detects perhaps some black humour in this

appellation, for butchers always have been suspected of sellinj: a wider variety nf meats than

advertised (1). (Lest anyone be disgusted by the thought of canine in their sausage, note that

analyses of hot dogs usually reveal certain amounts of insect parts and rodent hairs. Some
Japanese hot dogs contain all sorts of poodles, incliidinii fi'-h products). Certainly the

ancestors of the modem dachshund appear m iliustratiunb dating from the 15th century. YeU
these sausages are also named for Vienna. Since there seems to be a sausage of roughly
similar type from Strashurs. it is likely that the American hot dog comes from a widespread

common European sausage, small and cheap, brought by butchers of several nationalities.

That has much to say about the place of the hot dog in American culture—equally common
and cheap.

Sausages of this sort seem to have been sold from pushcarts in New York City in the

1 860s. Charles Feltman, also a German immigrant, opened a sausage stand at Coney Island in

1871 where they were served with milk rolls and sauerkraut. What the sausages were called in

New York of those days is open to question—frankfurters is my guess. 1 would like to ihmk
that Wieners might be a Chicago name coined by the pushc;ui purveyors and sausage makers
with Hapsbuig Imperial origins. In 1893 Emil Reichel and Samuel Ladanyi, the latter an

Hungarian, founded the kosher Vienna Sausage Company. In those days and among East

Europenn immigrants, the name Vienna meant high class food. One well-known Chicago
sausage maker of Bohemian extraction was explicit about this. Interestingly, the Vienna
Sausage Company, today—no longer kosher but in its fifth generation of family
ownership dominates the Chicago hot dog market It uses the label Yrankfiirter* on iis alN

beef hot dogs.

1893 was an important date in hot dog history. The Columbian Exposition m Chicago diat

year brought hordes of visitors who ate large quantities of sausages sold hy vendors. Among
these was Oscar Meyer whose sausage company was established in 1883. the popularity of a
food easy to eat, convenient and inexpensive ensconced it in the American diet by the First

World War. In tlie 192!"^. Oscar Meyer advertised their sausages as being both economical and
excellent food value. Legend has ii that another major public event, the St Louis Louisiana

Purchase Exptisition of 1904 was the place where w i en r on buns were invented. Feltman's

milk buns have been forgotten by this version of hot dog history. And, in like fashion, thi^

Fair is the locadon of origin myths for several 'American' foods, e.g. hamburgers and peanut

butler. Like Chicago, St Louis had a large German population which was well accustomed to

eating suasages. The fanciful tale goes Uiat Anton Feuchtwanger, a Bavarian, found it

expedient to use specially shaped buns rather than the white gloves he loaned his customers to

eat his sausages. By repute, Feuchtwanger called his sausai'cs Vl-cI hviw'. still .i term applied to

hot dogs. Incidentally, 1 suspect that the red ; refers to beef which by now replaced veal in

sausage formulae. Beef was and is an American preference. If that is so, then by die 1890s hot
dogs were being commercially made for a wider .American audience. Oh yes, it is said that

1893 is (he date when sausages became the standard fare at baseball parks, a tradition begun by
a St Louis bar owner, Chris Von de .Ahe, who also owned the St Louis Browns team.

As for the association of dogs with sausages, it is unlikely that (ia. lishund' was w idely

applied to frankfurters or wieners earlier tJiaii the 1890s. While German immigration to the

United States was heavy in the middle and later decades of the I9th cennny (25 1 ,000 in 1 882
alone), the dachshund was a morB occasional migrant. The breed was not established in the

United States undl 188S; the Dachshund Club of America formed in 1895. The breed only

regularly appeared in dog shows beginning in I9n-14. Dachshund sausage would have been a
phrase common to Germans, perhaps, but not to most Americans.

That dachshunds were not widely Imown in America casts a little doubt on the story of how
hot dogs were named. That one bears a little repeating. On an April day in 1901 the

concessionaire at the Polo Grounds, home of the New York Giants baseball team, decided to

sell 'dachshund' sausages from portable hot water tanks. The hawtos allegedly cried that die

dachshund sausages were red hot In those days newspapers empk>yed sports cartoonists. Tad
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Dorgan, siiung in ilie press box, drew u picture of barking dachshunds nesded in hot buns and

labelled them... 'hot dogs The cartoon was widely reprinted and the rest is history. The

importance of the story, whetlier true or not, is the association of baseball with hot dogs.

Indeed, all the stories mentioned previously tell us a good deal about the spread of the hot dog

and the people wtN) eat thent

CULTURE
First bioaght to pablic attention as a convenience food during major naiional events, the hot

dog embodied a good deal that Americans consider to be uniquely theirs. For one thing, this

was, according to Hugo Wistreich, the original portion controlled food. It was convenient, it

could be eaten while 'on the go; and it had inherent characteristics that appeal to tJie American

public, namely that it wa.s meaty, juicy and salty. Americans have always been 'diners on the

go'. Many will recall the comments of visiting Hurupeuns in the early and middle 19th century

at the appalling swiftness with which Americans gobbled their meals. European diplomatt

were stunned by the nile of Fell Mell' which ordered Thomas Jefferson's presidential dining

room, that is, first come, first seated and served. There, everyone was equal or at least had

equal access to the best spots at the dining table and to the best food. In fact, following

Russell Lynes' comments, Americans of that time thought they had 'equal opportunity to

exploit the wealth that was to be reaped by the persevering, the adventurous, die

unscrupulous, and the gulf between the rich and the poor was... a narrow one... to a

considerable extent the taste of the rich was only the taste of the poor on a more lavish scale'

(2).

Thomas Jefferson's dinners, even more Andrew Jackson's famous inauguration fete of 1829.

were models of American attitudes towards themselves. To a considerable degree, something

liTce this idea is still a powerful force m American thought. It is die Ideology of the petty

capitalist. And it is also an ideology derived from late 17th century and 18th century European

liberal thought. 1 need only invoke the names John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau in this

regard All humans are bom with natural rights, with equal access to life, liberty ind property.

Wherefore should lords be raised up? Who cares about E.scoffier! You see what I'm getting at:

the hot dog is democratic' food. It is pan of one of those myths that underly the American

identity.

The hot dog appeared at a time of heavy immigration, serious social turmoil, huge crowth

of cities and intense patriotism. New means of social integration and explanation were

developed during tihe period. Among these were the cinema, gramophone, sensational

newspapers, baseball and foods. The new populace was to become Americanised as soon as

possible. If the hot dog began as a kind of pan-huropean sausagei the consumption of w liich

cut across social lines, then its descendant had the same n>]e in America, only more so. Rich

and poor ate hot dogs, peanuts and crackcrjacks. The same cross section of society attended the

gieat world's fairs and expositions. Just now, baseball attendance rose dramatically, with

audiences drawn from all sections of society. In a real sense, going to a ball game and eating a

hot dog was reifying that great central national myth. Doing these things achieved mythic

propi^riions themselves and, over time, they received the sepia tints of nastalgia. It is no

accident that major sausage companies call up these images in their advertising. The theme is

baseball, hot dogs, apple pies, picnics, family and all the other familiar images. Nor has this

changed from die very beginning of die industry. There is a causal link between die rise of

major meat packing houses, in fact industrial f(X)d, and the hot doc as the archetypal American

food. That is why the hot dog has achieved mythic dimensions. It was sold under that banner

just as baseball was. Just as almost evoydiing is in America (3)*

The hot dog with its equally commercial counterpart, baseball, was a distinctly urban

phenomenon. From its origins as a pan-European food the hot dog rose on tiie city streets of

America among edmic communities. Othen saw its vvtucs and so did businessmen. Initially,

most hot docs and many other sausage products were by-products of meat packing houses.

Scraps and otTal went into them. All were made by local and regional producers. But, the

modem hot :3i v. :s i.'k- product of deliberate commercial policies carried out by hirge centralised

food producers. I would place Uiis in die era after die first World War and panicularly in die

193Us. It was in die 10s, for instance, diat die OscarMq«r company hired a midget to bring
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to life a cartoon character used in advertising called Little Oscar. This fellow drove a Wiener

Car' publicising the company's hot dogs ;ind tJie;. bepan seridusly marketins its trademark.

Here, graphically, is what 1 have been talkmg about: liie deliberate creation of a mythology to

go with the nati(Mial maiketiiig of a food pioducL These are keys to the nature of this all-

American food.

TASTE
Why am I izoins! (in ;ihoiil all ihis']' Because it gets (o two definitions of taste. One is social

taste', something that reinforces or illusuaics a group s identity. The other is the quality of

being able to distinguish that which is aesthetically excellent. In the hot dog these two

meanings come together. If the niixlem American hot dog was created by rea.son ofcommercial

processes then the result is bound lo be something homogenous, something that will be the

lowest common food denominator, something that will a()peal to everyone. That's the

Standard, bland, well salted hot dog. Think about all those immigrants to the United States

attending baseball games, going to fairs or amusement parks where, by munching hot dogs,

they were now re;d Americans' (4).

No wonder the hot dog is shunned by those writers who set our canons of good taste.

Examine the iccent and nnrfacait books devoted to 'good' American fare to see if the humble

hotdog talces its place on the roll of merit. The Slcmses in Square Meals are anumg the few

who use hot dogs and otheracomed common foods. But then we Americans are in the grip of

a political nostsdgia just now. And, rather akin to Stephen Mennell's thesis, Americans have

often practi.sed reverse snobber>'—French food is abjured as effete (.'>). The Standard American

hot dog is bland. That is the point. It permits all sorts of permutations and these are products

orr^ional culture, class difGoences and cultural attimdes.

America still has elements of regional culture left. Many are fast dis;ippearing, but some
remain. This occurs on a nucro level within cities—ethnic neighbourhoods—and between

larger geographical areas. In these different kinds of spacial and social regions the hot dog
serves as a neutral palate upon which local culture expresses itself through its food. This is as

much a matter of uebthetic considerations as flavour desires. What is beautiful food on the Rio

Grande may not be so in New York.

The reasons for local and r^onal variations in American culture as seen in their food

preferences are various and sometimes opaque. This cultural aspect of food likes is a topic

much discussed by food ethnologists. So are the reasons for changes in these tastes. When
applied to hot dogs, variations in taste preferences are seen in what goes on a hot dog and,

sometimes, by what goes in diem. A cursory list of categories might include the following:

1. ImmigrauonJEifmic paitems

New York has the largest Jewish population of any city in the worid. Combined with

other people of East European origin and what goes into and on hoi dogs heromes

obvious. 1-irst, all-beef franks and wieners generally more coarsely ground and laced with

garlic have their origins among Jewish saosage makers. These kinds arc of ten labelled

Kosher .Style', surely a breed of oxymoron. As for toppings, any good New York hot

dog, preferably Nathan s Coney Island, should be loaded with mustard and sauerkraut. The

kraut must be truly sour minus the sugar often added to Bohemian variants.

New Englanders traditionally serve their hot dqgs with Boston Baked Beans. The
latter are not Hdnz baked beans in tomato sauce but ideally heavily laced with molasses.

Use of this sweet substance dates from the colonial period when many recipies called for

it. How closely this conforms to English cooking of the 17th and 18th centuries is an

interesting topic.

In parts of the south, hot dogs are dipped in cornmeal batter and then deep fried. The
com dc^ mixes native American ingredients and European techniques. Pigs in blankets,

popular in Ohio, are similar in form if not in exact ingredients. Think of them as the

poor man's Beef Wellington

The chili dog is found in many parus ot tiie country, but is clearly native to the

soudiwest Chili dogs have local variations. Qncinatti, for instance, uses 5-way chili, a

in
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hot breed made with a touch of cinnamon. Chicago chili tends towards insipid, less spicy

varieties.

One interesting pocket occurs in south eastern North Carolina and particularly east of

Raleigh. Dwaine Pilkington of North Carolina State University tells me that very spicy

condiinents leign theie widi putimlar love for ajalopeno sauce called Texas Peie. lite

flavour is hot and sour Pilkinpton has no idea why this should be so.

There is a frankfurter on the Chicago market called Hillbilly' which contains pork

and mutton. I assume that this hmeam la iqdicaiete diet of A|iiwladiiaQfbDE»
number of wbom have emigiaied 10 ChfetgOb and whose orilgins lie in lowland Scotland

and Northern Ireland,

2, Class

I asked my old friend Charlie Robinson who hails from Quitman County,

Mississippii about hot dogs. He grew up in a veiy poor black family that regarded hot

does as something of a delicacy. They were never sen'ed on buns but as a main course

w ith beans and greens. That is, the hot dog replaced pork on poor tables. This, it seents

to me, resembles the dinners described by Johanna Edema in nml Noordbroek complete

with heavy salting of foods (6). About flavour, traditionally, a great deal of salt is used in

the American south. Ketchup and sweet-hot barbecue sauces were conventional, but

vinegar w as comnaaly used in die beans and gfeens. The vhimaie flavoufs were die

familiar sweet-sour.

I suspect that hot dogs served the same filnctian in many a poor family in the Great

Depression and even later than that. In fact, historically, the 1930$ is probably die era

when hot dogs niade dieir greatest impact on die Ameiican niaiket

3, UteraiMindedncss

IVw) stories here. In St Louis, parts of Alabama and the Carolinas, red dyed casings

are still used (they are not legal in most states, hence paprika in the hen dog fomitthe).

Why"^ Because a 'red hot' must be literally red. Dwaine Pilkington thinks the red

colouring stems from one major meat packer in the vicinity, Jordan Cokker, who (irst

began vacuum packing in visdne casfaigs. Beftxe World War n, refrigeration in that

formerly rural part of the country was spotty. Without cooling, the sausages lost their red

colouring, in addition, hot dogs were made mainly from cheap meat trimmings. Henoe die

red dye to malse diem resemble products with red beef.

I asked a northern Califomian in the wine industry what kind of hot dog she would

eat Her reply was that Califomians learned to cat them at the ballpark. Therefore, the hot

dog had to be the standard national brand, well wetted in a hot water tadl, laid on the

cheapest white bread roll available—the kind that turns to mush on contact with the

sausage—and then laced with the cheapest mustard and ketchup available. Enough said.

4,A adUtral palimpsest

The Chicago hot dog is justly famous. There, everytiiing is loaded onto the dog. In

so doing, I believe, the Chicagoan is replicating the history of immigration to the city.

PuUy laden, the Chicago dog will have mustard, onion and sour pickles (German and east

European), lelish and tomatoes (aoudieni), hot peppers and sometimes cheese

(MexicanAoudi westetnX and oAen cdeiy salt (middle Atlantic coast).

CHANGES IN TASTE
While there are distinct regional patterns in American food as seen in hot dogs, public tastes

have changed. Currently, American sausage makers have • good number of new sausage

products on the market, e.g. cheese filled hot dogs (this one a variation on cheese dogs, a

Kansas City specialty), mesquiu; flavoured sausges and everyone is making Cajun andouille

these days. Each niaker oies to fdl some niche in the marketplace and it would seem that hot

dog tastes have fluctuated. The reasons may never be clear, as several papers at the 1987

Oxford Symposium show, but several diemes have been suggested.
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J. The sociological model

One common belief is that the rising attlucivcc ol Americans since Wutld Wai il has

led to a greater desire for varieties in foods, this foUowed by a more sophisticated palate.

Tint's not unreasonable but it does not explain the cunentAmericaii mania for hot

seasoned toods.

2. Intrinsic taste models.

There are at least two mcxiels of reasons for changing tastes. One is sociat-biologicalt

Uie other biological-evolutionary, to put crude labels on them. The first, proposed by

Elizabeth and Paul Rozin (7) suggests two reasons for chancing new foods, in this

instance hot peppers. One is a theory of opposites in organisms (this akin to Levy-

Strauss' explanations of cultures). The other is the masochism of everyday life', a social

process that reminds us of diose dangers that give life its meaning. Or, only by knowing

deadi can we truly live.

Asecond model is proposed by Dr Esther Balo;;:h (S"i wl-.o says thai there is a natural human

desire for great variety in taste sensations, something which arose as pan of the human
evolutionary process, lliis is probably connected to hunting.

Both arguments can be used as reasons for rapidly changinf; American tastes. I might add yet

another cultural. When peoples of disparate cultures live side by side, some of their cultural

forms slide into one another at the edges. Students of languages take this as a given and so

should students of food. In Chicago, for example. Ukrainians live side hv side %^ ith Mexicins.

Walk into a hot dog stand on Chicago Avenue around Ashland or Western Avenues and glance

at die menu: Polish sausage, heavily garlicked and salted, laden with hoc peppers, tomatoes

and even cheese, all served in a mushy bun (made by Mary Ann Bakerv', founded by Greeks, of

course). That creation demonstrates m itself the real nature of the American hot dog.
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THE EXCITEMENT OF TASTE

Max Lake

This symposium fully realises tliat taste and smell comprise flavour. We aU Imow ihat in

everyday use, 'taste', the word, is used to mean flavour.

There are perhaps 10,000 odours. Less than a fifth are perceived as pleasant. Some are

excitii^ They keep the wheel of life turning, rewards of food and sex. Wine is die fbcus of

this dione.'^

The firagrances of flowers and fruit (which make so many of the top notes of perfumes) are

vital to dieirieiNoductive cycle, attracting insects and birds to complete fertilisation. The soent

of grape flowers, a month or so after bud burst, is so delicious, that to walk through the rows

of vines on still and warm days at this time, hints of ecstasy, it is so poignant and beautiful.

Even more surprising, is the fact diat, the perfume you smell at this phase of the life of the

grape, is seen once again in the fragrance of the fully developed wine in bottle, years later.

' Some years ago, still an mnocent m the excitement of wine, 1 read of the labonitory studies

of Masters & Johnson, particularly their observations of neck blushing, pupil dilatation, and

nipple erection, kno%vn to be some of the obvious s!;>ns of female sexual excitement.

Sometime past, it was astonishing to notice just tliose three signs in a lovely lady in a thin

silk shirt, durin;; the tasting of an excellent chardonnay, a 76 from memory. Scientists call

this an uncontrolled observation. It nearly was. Since that time the reaction has been

sufficiently frequent, in those capable of such responses, f<xit to be impressive.

Of course any wine could be exciting, merely because of the alcohol. Studies of this very

point have been undertaken, and a substantial body of work exists. Research involving

endoscopic cameras for the ladies, pneumatic plethysmographic cuffis for the gentlemen, and

some terminal pornography, confirms what most people suspect, that the sexual response to

alcohol in males is influenced by their belief thai they are drinking alcohol, but females aie

influenced directly by the amount of alcohol consumed. Of course we are talking only about

the very moderate use of alcohol.

Scientists and others make use of some of the principles involved; qieed the day when tliey

spend as much time ni tfieir research as they do at night. Teetotalers are certain <rf die evil

effects of alcohol, One, at a university college of Oxford, when offered port in the senior

common room alter dinner, claimed indignantly, 'Why I would rather commit adultery than

drink a glass of port*. The embarrasshig silence was brcdeen by die Master who saki, 'And who
wouldn't?'

One laughing volunteer told of an expenence of a frankly sexual smell in Champagne.

Severely censored it goes something like this,

'It smells like you darling'.

'No, darhng it smells like you'.

A fascinathig dispute, ending as lovers usually manage to do, with the compromise that

there was soowthing in it for both, which is not alwi^ dte rule widi odours that have
strongly sexual notes.

This of course is much of the lure of Champagne. Champagne starts as a still wine, from

the grapes of Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, one or both. Later a lltde sugar is added, plus some
active yeast, die wine corked tight, and the fierment diat resultt fai die botde makes die

bubbles in Champagne. The yeast then settles to the bottom of the bottle, as lees, which are

y removed before the sale of the wine one to ten years later. The time on yea,st lees gives

Champagne its characterisdc flavour and now it seems much of its charm.

Since undertaking the further development of my own olfactory skills 1 have been fortunate

enough to have access to a .sexual odour library, which believe it or not consists of smelling

little botdes in a laboratory. Theory now has a clearer definition. Consider the smell of bean

sprouts, that is acetaldehyde. One of die important human pheromones is isobutyraldehyde

which is die next relative in die carbon dtafai to die odour of bean sprouts. OreatChampagne

has inany aldehyde tones. Theie aie also definitB cheesy and swea^ notes. These middle range
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fyxty acid smells, characterise the pheromones of the female in mid«cycle, in higher apes and
humans, and also believe it or not, in several of the world's most delicious and expensive
cheeses. Will society ever get around to discussing the tornier as much as ihey do the latter?

Several other ph- r mones come to mind, iti other wines. Some great Rieslings, and the

while wines of the Semillon grape in particular arens, tend tf) smell 'sweaty'. Not a five day
unwaslied labourer, rather the freshly bathed underarm of aji cxciicd and nubile teniale. or male,

if you wish.

I started to lode for any similar response to Cabernet Sauvignon after the Chardonnay
adventure. There were wide and sparkling eyes alright, and neck blushing, but the wine was
usually served under conditions where a more complete observation was not possible. Great
Cabernet wines show development from the early blackcurrant fruit fragrance, into the

beautiful smell of cedar oil, and cigar box. Cedar and its odour cousin sandalwood, have been
part of man's religion, and widely used for the enhancement of physical attraction, for 7,000
years, at the least

Sometimes there might be a hint of truffles. Of course truffles have many odour
components, the principle one of which is androstcnonelike. This is the odour which causes
the lady pigs in season, observing it in the saliva of boars, to stand immobile in the mating
position, lliey find it irresistible, wtnch is why diey are such good 'truffle honnds', at least

till they fmd the truffles. Old Madeira has a similar note. It is cleveriy usel as a sauce flavour

note, with beef and veal

The wines of the Shim grape sometimes have a blackberry overtone. I first became aware
of a musk tone in ripe blackberry, smelling it after some ver>' musky Estee Lauder 'White

Linen' perfume on a certain lady. A blackberry wine, of the Rhdne Valley, and the smell of
her forearm, were strikingly similar. This was confirmed by ind^endent parties.

There is more ... this brief caialopue is now being expoilded in a new book.
Pheromones release brain pleasure hormones.

infiagrunUdtUdous.

*Adapted tnm "Exciting Wines' in Suart to Taste. Peoph.
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THE ENGLISH TASTE

Janet Laurence

Currently the Hnglish are explorins^ a wider range of tastes than ever before. Foreign cuisines

are in. Mexican, Chinese, Indonesian, Afghan, you name ic, the more remote from our own
experience the food, the more likely it seems to spawn books, restaurants and promotional

efforts At the same time, we are hailinj! a s:eneration of 'English' chefs producing 'English'

dishes. Is there an English taste' that is very different from that of other cuisines? If so, what

is it?

When English food is talked of, dishes such as Roast Beef and Yorkshire Pudding, Ste;ik and

Kidney Pie, Victoria Sponges, Shepherd's Pie, etc, come to mind. Do these add up to an

English taste? If not, what does?

I think we must look for an answer in the cooking of the 17th and 18th century.

Up to the end of the 16th century, English food belongs to the medieval period. Lots of

spices and dried fruits offer rich and complex flavours with a mingling of the sweet and

savoury. The cookery books, if we can call them that, of the time seldom specify quantities

and are written more as aides memoires for professional cooks than as recipes which can be

followed by different cooks to provide reasonably similar results. The dishes also cater almost

exclusively for large househo! and elaborate entertaining where food must reflect status, with

the liberal use of expensive ingicdicnis. The recipes cannot be held to reflect general tastes or

eating habits.

In tJie 17th and 18th centuries we find books written by professional cooks such as John

Nott, Charles Carter, Richard Bradley, etc, which cater for much the same strata of society.

Bat we also find household collections of recipes kept by private householders, some of

which, such as The Closet of Sir Keneim Digby Kt., came early into print Others, like those

of Elizabeth Raper or Rachel Price, had to wait some considerable time before seeing print

These books are interesting for revealing the cooking and eating habits of less pretentious

households than those catered for by leading professionals. These collections can, 1 think, be

held to reflect thee^g habits of the gentry strata and perhaps die wealthy yeoman farmer,

who ate well but not over i xtravar.anily. The squire and the lord of the manor were expected to

keep a good table but fashion had not yet penetrated the food of this solid backbone of

England. Their food was chosen for personal satisfaction, radier dian status entertahibig.

In the middle of the I8lh century comes the start of a new form of cookery book. Written

by trained females, used to working lor the less pretentious type of household, the authors

wrote lor aspiram coola and housewives rather than those already trained who wanted to

their repertoire and know how things were done in the highest circles. These collections are

necessarily more down to earth than those of the great chefs and, again, reflect the tastes of the

upptf middte dasses.

In the 19th century, the French influence, never completely absent from English food,

gained an upper hand. Many French chef.s arrived in England after the French revolution at the

end of the 1 8th century and the fashion, once started, took hold. At the same time, the

mushrmming middle classes with their upwardly mobile ambitioas, created an unfUlable

demand for trained cooks to provide food commensurate with their new status. 'In* food had

arrived, presentation took priority over taste in many households, starting the decline of

English cooking and food from which it has only just recovered. It was the English

farmhouse, witfi its tradition of cooking learned at mother's apron strings and use of prime

ingredients not messed abouf wbich provided a iqKMioxy for good English cooking. Did it

also preserve die 'Ei^Ush taste"?

The taste tfiat is reflected in the household leoeipt ootlecdons and cookery books of such

writers as Hannah Glasse and Elizabeth Raffald has lost the emphasis on spices and much of

the mingling of sweet and savoury flavours of the medieval period. Instead, wc find flavour

firom liberal use of herbs, mushrooms, artichokes, anchovies, etc. Meat is the mainstay.

Strong stocks made with generous quantities of meat are used even with many fish dishes.

Fish, with relaxation of the religious observances, becomes less and less important. Fish
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recipes that do appear call for a wealth offlavourings, including anchovies, shrimps, lobsters

and oysters, herbs, claret, vinegar, lemon, etc. The fish that remain most popular are those

with positive flavours, salmon, eel, carp, pike, red mullet. Roasted joints, poultry and game

are considered an essential element of the main meal, much attention is paid to the proper

method of roasting (long after closed ranges are introduced, spit roasting is still preferred in the

19th century to cooking in the largely unreliable and unevenly heated ovens. Not until the

20th century did baking' take the place of the .spit through most of the kind).

The more elaborate meat dishes, known as 'made dishes', flank the roasts on well laden

tables, offisTing more piquant moudifuls. These are highly flavoured, herbs, lemon, vinegar,

the juice of anchovies and mushrooms, capers, are ail called for. sometimes al! tivether. Pics

are a great favourite and use extreme ingenuity in the mixing of different meats and

flavourings, wfaidi are much as for 'made dishes'. But the recipes (Kf all these suggest that the

i1a% ( uirings, whilst robust or piquant, are not dominant, do not swamp the flavour of die main

ingredient

Sweet flavours are coming into dieir own and the great English pudding has made its

appearance. Eggs, sugar and cream form the basis of a wide range of sweets; CttStard and

almond tarts, syllabubs, shaking puddings, early versions of trifles. I hen there are Steamed

puddings of all descriptions, jellks. ice creams and blancmanges and a few finiit puddings.

Cakes and biscuits are much as we know diem today, sponges, fruit cakes, savoy biscuiu,

meringues, etc.

The picture of 17th and 18th century ru<xl, which lasted well inu) the 19th century in

country and more conservative hou.seholds and forms the backbone of Eliza Acton and even

Mrs Becion, those two popular cookery books of the mid-nineteenth century, is one of a

robust taste founded on strong, meaty flavours allied with piquant flavourings that

counterpoint ratlicr than take over. Alongside runs another taste, that for sweet goodies using a

wealth of eggs, cream and butter. It is epitomised, perhaps, by Crfeme Anglaise. the one

culinary invention of the Lnglish the French deign to recognise. (It is strange that the pudding

that sums up most of die English taste is one only the French use frequenUy, appearing in

most French restaurants not wholly given over to new cuUnary experiences, this is Floating

Islands, with its rocks of soft meringue floating in a sea of rich vanilla custard, counteipointed

by a dressing of lacy caramel).

From about the middle of the 190) century, diough die roasts, the poultry, die pies and die

puddings remain alive and well alongside favourite regional dishes in fannhmjses and country

homes throughout bngland, the taste is smipiified. The piquancy and stronger flavouring

ingredients vanish, the main ingredients are, by and large, altowed to speak for themselves.

Only odd remnants, such as mint sauce with lamb, gw^seberry sauce with mackerel, remain.

When the ingredients are superb, we may well say why do anythmg else?

The new generation of English chefs is doing something else. They are taking liie freshest

and best of ingredients, with a strong emphasis on those native to our land, and

counterpointing them in various ways. If press reports are to be relied on, unfortunately I have

only been able to sample a few of the new dishes, they use the full gamut of new taste

sensadons. Are we seeing the development of a new 'English taste'? Or are we just enjoying

exploring a range ofdifl^ent tasie sensations without worrying about what might be termed a

coherent taste style"'

The English are a notoriously mongrel race whilst managing to remain essentially English.

Equally, the English have a genius for absorbing foreign influences into every aspect of life,

metamorphosing them rhrnugh some sea change into an 'English' quality. The Chinese

porcelain of the 18th ceniury, the Indian chinu and paisleys of the 19th century are cases in

point. It would be difficult at present to find another country fostering so many foreign

cuisines, borrowing so many ideas. Are we, in fact, synthesising them into a new English

taste, even a development of the traditonai English taste? 1 think it is an interesting question

but I lack die information lo answer it Perhaps other symposiasis might be able to help.
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TASTE

Jenny Macarthur

Taste, I thought, when the theme of the 1987 Symposium was amioanced. Goodness! What
an enormous subject Acoocding tn mosi writers there are four basic t^a\ouI'^: sweet, sour,

salty and bitter. Hefe is a list of adjectives 1 have so far discovered. I decided that sourness

interested me roost but I append here a list of names so far discovered for all four flavours.

Symposiasts were land encH^ to add to the list and poim out errors but there are sti^^

Spiiin

Nisdieriands

Gcnnany
Norway
SvMcden

Finland

Russia

Poland
Yugoslavia
Hungary
Greece
Turkey
Israel

bsn
Hindi
Tamil

,

Indoocsn

lliailand

Pu umg hua
Cantonese
Japan

Swahili
Hausa
Xbosa
Afrikaans
Maori

Sweet
Doux(l)
Douce p)
Sucrt<c)

Doloe
Dmb
Duloe
Zoet
Stiss

S0t
Sfttt

Makca
Sladki

SkxUd
Sladak
Edcs

Ghlikos
Taili

Malok
Mijsakar
Holao
ShiriD
Maeda

Manh

Wan
Tien mi
Tim
Ama

Tamu mino
Mai 7^
Mnandi
Lekker
Rcka

Sour
Aigit
AiSe

Acido
Aaedo
Agrio
Zijur

jancr
Sor
Sur
Hacan
Kisli

Kwasny
Kiseo
Savanyii

Ksinos
Hksi

Khainuiz
I tft.iiiriinanuU

Tonlii
Khana

Masam

Brio

Suan
Suen

Niga
SupfMd

Mai i.s>iml

Muncu
Suur
Kiwi

Bitter
Amerd)
Amtet^

AnvDQ
Anaigo
Amanp
Bitter

Bitter

Bcsk
Bcskt
Kilkcra

riorclch

G()r/i:i

Kcvni
Pikros

Ad
Mar
Mar

XaDcM
Kafw«

PaMt

Poo

Kakasi
M.ii

Krakia

Biner
Kam

Salty
SaK^)

Salalo
Salgado
Salado

Zoutig

iff*
Salt

Snolainen
Solenyi
Sotny
Slan
Si^s

AlaUi
'lu/.la

Maluakh
Melib

Shuri

Serpeligaram
Ann

Haam

GisMri
Iiyuwa
Sout
Matailai

1. Masculine fomi.
2. Feminioefonn.

A DICTIONARY OF SOURING AGENTS

Sourness is essentially an acid flavour, whereas bitterness comes in many forms. Quinine is

notably bitter, so that gin and tonic widi lemon will combine both. Many bitter substances

are. of course, poisonous and must be eliminated in cooking. Souring agents* on the other

hand, have many culinary uses, for food preservation as well as for taste. There are. though,

surpn^ingly few sourers that are widely used.

Vinegar, whether it be made from fruit (wine, cider) or grain (malt, rice) has been used as

long as mankind has made alcohol since it is produced naturally from soured wines or ales.

Ve^os, the juice of unripe fruit, such as tart green apples, sour cherries or plums, grapes and

apricots, was used for centuries in colder countries before being mostly supplanted by citrus

juice. Today the only major cuisine which appears not to u.se citnis juices is the Chinese,

which uses tang^ne peel for flavouring but not for souring. China's sweet and sour or hot

and sour dishes use rke vinegar as the souring ^gent Temperate countries now rely on lenwn

Juice while colder coontiies use sour fituit and v^ietables or vinegtf and the tropical countries
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use lime juice or tamarind. Almost any tan or unripe fruit may be used to sour a dish but

some fruits and ve^ciabies are particularly noted as acidifiers, for example pomegranacet

mango and soncl. I h;ivc listed the most interesting below.

The use of fermented tniik products to sour seems to need a full paper of its own so is not

discussed here. But there is yothnrt, soaroeam, ciud^

VINEGAR
In fact, although a dash of vinegar is added to many dishes and the British sprinkle vinegar

liberally on their chips, lemon or lime juice is much more commonly used to sour the finer

dishes of die wortd'k best known cyistnes. widi die notable exception of China (see above).

Vinegar is, in most cuisines, most important for making pickles and 'keeping' sauces

Vinegars are traditionally produced from the most common local liquors. Thus France, Spain

and Italy make wine vinegars, we make malt vinegar and die Chinese and Japanese make rice

vinegar. The other most common vinegar produced is cider vinec;ir but vinegar may be

produced locally from any fruit 'wines' such as raspberries, pears and plums. The Japanese

make a vinegar, called ponza, from a type of orange, called dm dm. They also make a sweet

rice vinegar, ynmnbukusu principally used in the flavouring of the rice patties known as sushi.

The Chinese use light rice vinegar for sweet and sour dishes, red' i.e. chilli flavoured vinegar

for hot cinA sour dishes and dark rice vinegar, which is pungent and often salty, for braised

dishes. Distilled vinegar is used for preserving rather than flavouring. Many wine vinegars

have their flavour enhanced by the addition of herbs.

France

Ilaly

Portugal

-Spain

Netherlands

Germany
NooA'ay

Sweden
Finland

Russia
Pblaid

Yugodnria
Huqgay

Vinait^t

Vinagre
Vinagie
Azijn

E'isie

Eddik

AllKa
Etikkaa

Uksus
Ocet

Siic6,Ocit
Eoet
Xidhi,Ksidi,Oksos

Turkey
Israel

Egypt
Iran

Hindi

Malay
Indonesia

Vietnam
Thailand
Pu tong hua
CanloDcsc

Jioan
StrahiU

Sirkc

Hornet/

Khali, KhcLXaU

Siika

Chuka
Tjuka, Cuka
Dam
Nam .soni

T'su.Chu.Bai ts"ui(l)

Cho.TsoJShan kwang
Baaoor
Sb
SOd

l.Rioe vinegar

CITRUS FRurr
a) I^mon Citrus limon

b) Lime Citrus aunmtifoUa

c) Sevine or bitterorange CUnaaurmtbm

Too common to need much description, these fniits are grown in most warm countries,

although lime is more common in the tropics. As welt as the juioe (rf lemOflS die peel OTZest

is often used with fish and other dishes, both fresh and dried. Many countries use dried orange

or tangerine peel to flavour braised meats. Unique to the Middle East though, seems to be the

habit of drying whole limes as a flavouring. These must be pierced before adding to stews.

They are loomi aswand or iamoun aswad in the Gulf states, noani basra in Iraq and Htm
omant in Iran. They are also avallabie m powdered form. Seville or biuer onnges are mosdy
used in Europe for making a marmalade (orange jam) and for use in a UtOCe for duck. 1 am
uncertain about the uses of bitter oranges in other cuisines. The bitter lemon or citron {Citrus

m«(tca)b mosdy grown for its ped, which is candied. This is e^idratmFnnoe where cArm
means lemon!
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France

Italy

Putujt&l
Spain

Nethedadds
Oennany

Noiway
Sweden
Finland

Russia

Poland
Yugoslavia
Hungary
Groxc
Turicey

Israel

Egypt
Iran

Hindi

Tudl

Marathi
Kashmir
Bengali

Gujerati

Malay

Lemon
anon,
jaune citron,

dlroD limun

Lime
Liinon,limcue (2)

citron veit

Hitter orange
Bicaradc, urange

UmtoO)
Limte

Cilnxo
ZHrnr

Ginm
Sitcon

Silruuna

IJmnn
Cylnna
Limiin

Citrom
Lemoni
Linun
Limon
Lamoun, lim
Limu
Baranimbu,
bumnimboo^
Periaelumichai

Limbu
Nyomb
Patilebu
Motti limbu
Limau nipis (3),

limau kapos

limau kduuri (4)
g|eiruknipiig)

UnHi

Umoen

Ar;irx. :Li :imara,

antncia (one
Laranja amaiga
BIgande,

limotte

LiouL
viluS

<2X

sitnina

l^r:^)un hamid
Umu
Ninibu,neeiubu

ElumichaL
luimhikai

Portior.indza

Ncranizi

NarnH
NauauJI, DBIWgOC

Nyofub
Lfttt

Kadgilinbtt

Chanh
Ma now,
ma row

Indonesia

Viclnam
HiaOand

Ptt long hua
Cantonese

Japan
Swihili
Hausa
Xhosa
Afrikaans
Hawaii
1. Bui Uinao m
2. Snmi- books

Tclugu: G;ija

3. Limau napis

4. A varicly, C. rmi:r<x:aTpa wim orjngc iK-sn jus known as caiairuatnmWK Khillipincs.

5. Japan has the Evergreen Osiiag&.Curusjunus, often Iranstalcd by oaakeiy writers as a kind of
grapefiniit;.

Ning mcng
Ning nton,

ling mung
Remon Yu/^, hanayuzii (S)
Ndimu, limau Ndinw lamu
Lairaoo Lemomaitsai
Ilamuni
Suurlemoen
I-emi

Bray.il scorns Ui he lime.

list a swcci lemon or limc, f lirrwita: Hindi: Miltia nccbu; Tamil: Kolinchi ptzham;
nimma; Bengali: Mitha lebu; Gujorati: Milha limbll.
is Ihin skinnea; Imiau kapis, ihn.k .skinned.

m<:rrAMj'pi2^\\iih nrjn^c lli-sh U is known as Cil/timdWfiin Ihc Phillipincs.

PAPEDA
K affi r 1 i ine Citrus hyslrix

Papeda are a rather coarse citrus fruit and jdihough the juice may be used in c<Hiking they are
principally culuvaied for iheir leaves, a cominon flavouring ingredient in iiL Asian cooking.

The zest may also be used.

Puriiigal AsimanSo Spain Pmcda
Malay Limau purut InddiKiia E^crukpunit
Thailand MakniC ma-grut Buma Snank*nu
Kampuchea Kiauchsoeuot
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TAMARIND
Indian dale

Caesf^maceat

TamarimkauuBca Leguminosae, lub family

Our name for tamarind comes from the Ar;ibic uimr hindi meaning Indian date although it is

probably native to East Africa. The tamarind tree bears dark brown pods up to 20cm long

containing a darker flesh svirounding seeds. The flesh may be eaten fresh but it is usually

sold dried or refined into a liquid extract for making imli pani or tamarind water, much used to

sour curries, especially those made with tish. Tamarind is both sweet and sour. Its acids are

prindpaUy taitaric ami maUc. Tamarind leaves aie also iised in medfe

dbws. The fhiitjiiice may also be used to clean silver and brass.

France

Italy

Portugal
Spain
Netherlands

Germany
Poland

Egypt
Iran

Hindi

Tamil
Marathi

Kashmir
Kaooada
Tclugu
Bengali
Gujcrali

Oiusa
Assam
Sri Lanka
Malay
Indonesia

Vietnam
'ITiailand

Laos
Kampuclxa
Phillipines

Pu tong hua
Cantonese
Hausa
Ceribbean

Tunrin. daUe deabdes
Tamarindo
'ramarindoB
Tamarindo
Tamarmde
Tamiirindc, t;marine

TaniarvTidc

Sbar, lamar hindi

Tanibrv5 hcndi

Imli.imri.imali.amyli (l),aanili (l),imli paUa (2),

imli pani (3),imli-ka-biva ka gudda (4)

Ptttee^puli. puU illal (2), puhyaiT) koUai (4)

Qxiociii

Teabir
Hunise, hunoo
Cinthapandu
Teml
Ambli, tentttl

TcnUili, kooya
TuUi
Siyambala
Asam (jawa) (5). kayu usam, puli

Asam, asem ^djawa)(5), pulcc, Langkal asem, attjcm

Mcc
M:ik arm, som ma kham
Mul kham
Ampil
Sampakv

Asam knh
Tsamiya

Tamani,tanilinn

1. Dried fhiiL

2. Leaves.
3. Tamarind water made by soaking and squeezing wed fniiL

4. The kernels of the fruiL

5. These names may also be used fora species of GaidiiUiued far aourii^. See Cocum.

MYROBALAN
EmbKc myrobalan

Beleric myrobalan

GMbolic myrobalan

EwMica offidfiaUs

Phyllanlltus emhlica

Termirudia belerica

Tmninidiachebida

E^jhaibiaceae

Combretaceae

The fruit properly called myrobalan is the cherry plum of die middle east, Pmnus cerasifera,

but for reasons not immediately obvious these other frails have been called myrobalan by

European settlers. The gooseberry -like fhiits oftiiese trees are acid and astringent and are used

in Asia, particularly India, as souring agents both fresh and dried, when they are often ground

to a powder. The three varieties may be ground together to form a spice known as trifala, an

ingredient of some cunypowden. Iliqr are somedmes known as bdian gooseberries.
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EmbUe
Arabic

Iran

Sanskrit

India

Hong Kong
IndoDCiia

Malaya
Thailand

Beleric
Sanskrit

India

Chebulic
lodia

TASTE

Ainlaj

Albafu

AmalaJca

Amla, aoiala. anvalli, dhatri

Yui kam chi, yau gum ji

Mskhmpooi

Bibhitaka

Balied%beludi.balieni

l&dah.barre,hiritdd

MALAYGOOSEBERRY
Gccaadda Euphort>iaceae

Similar to the emblic myrobalans. these aie also iiaed as a sowing agent and for pickling.

MaL:y Ccmii
lri:l;)ncsia

Phillipines Km

CAMIAS
Averrhoa heUmlA

Related to the Chinese star apple {Averrhoa carambola), camias is very much sourer, indeed
inedible fresh. The fruits, native to SB Asia, are now powit in most lowland tropical areas
and are used in pickles and chutneys a.s well as being dried as a sour 'spice*. The unripe star

apple or carambola can be used in the same way.

Other names: Oicamber tree, tree sond, coolie tamarind.

ParbQal
Spain
iNethcrladds

Hindi
Tamil
Marathi
Malay
Indonesia

Sri Lanka
Thai
Phillipines

Kampuchea
Fiea^ W.Indies

Bflimbim
Arbol de

|

Blinibing

Kamrakn
Bilimbikai

Awala
Bclimbing asam
Bclimbine wuiuh
B;!ing

Ta-ling-pnng
Kamias

iralunuuing
OoniicilOB

SUMACH
Kfius coruirUi AnLU.arckikcae

It is the seeds of the Sicilian sumach that are used in middle eastern cooking, crushed or
ground and so;iked in water or sprmkled in stews or on kebabs. Sumach berries may also be
used for jams and jellies and to make a tangy tisane. American pioneers made 'Indian

lemonade' from sumach benies. Some species of sumach, especially those with white berries,

are poisonous.

France
Italy

Portugal

^pain

Sumac
Sommacco
Sumagre
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Netherlands Sumak
Gennany Sumach
Gmoe Soumaki
land Qb
Egypt Sttmnaaq,
ban Smuigl)

BADRANG
Zanthoxylum limonella Ruiaccae

A member <if the prickly ash family as are the toothache tree of North America and anise

pepper (see below), Badrang fnjits have a much stronger citrus flavour. They are used in India,

usuaOy dried and ground, in fish curries principally but also to flavour meat dishes and
desserts. The leaves, c;i!!ed iriha'a in India ure also used with fish. The name is sometimes

spelled vadrang. Mullilam oil was once distilled from the frulLs, according to Gerard. There is

another relative used in India, called r/mur which is Zanthoxylum alatum. Sanskrit names are

Tumburu, Tejonwa and Tejovaii, the latter two presumably refietrnig to the leaves.

ANISE PEPPER
Zanthoxylum pipenium syn.XaMho3^flum piperitum Rutaceae

Oiniese Pepper, Japan Pepper, Szechwan Pepper, Pepper Eyes, Pagan.

Anise pepper is related to Badrang (see above) and is faintly hot but more aromatic than

peppery. 1 also find the flavour more lemony than anise-like so the English name is

something of a mysteiy. Japan uses the leaves of these trees as a flavouring.

France
Italy

Spain

Germany
China
HoqgKoiig

Poivre anise, Fohne deCUne^ Polvie Clivalkr, Aniae paivi6
Peped'anioe
Pimienta anis, Pdo mulato (1)
Anijs pcpcr
AnispfefTer

Fajiao

Far joo^ ChUn tsin. T»-liao
Kdoa aanShOk Sannn p)b KinooK^

1. A Mexican spice fiomtieUledlnB.
2. The leaves.

3. Pawdeieddiyleavea

Punica granalum Pwikaceae

In both India and the Middle East dried pomegranate seeds, anardana, are used as a souring

agent, particularly for fesanjdn, a braised poultry dish. Many cooniries also HUke use of a

ground 'syrup" of the fruits called rhoh (in .V in Persian or nar eksisi in Tllllddl. The dried

seeds are usually soaked then pulverised. Both products are reasonably easy to find in Indian

grocers. Many coantries also use fi«sh pomegranate juice for its astringent qualities. The
Chinese used to give pomegranates to engaged COUples as a symbol Of fertilj^. Since the one

child per family rule they give persimmons.

Itance
Spain
Netherlands

Norway
Rus.sia

Arabic
Gnxcc
Yugoalavia
Hindi
M^y
Saoaioit

Grenade
Granada
Granaatappel
Criuiatcplc

Cninal

KunimahD,
Rcvli

N:i.

Amar, anar

Deliina

Oadiflia

Shiliu

Italy

Poriugal

Germany
Sweden
S.A^

Melagrano
Roma
Granalapfel
Granatiipple

Gianaal

Turkey
Iran

Nor
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Powdered dried unripe mango fruits (Mangifera indica) are used as a souring agent in India,

especially in vegetable curries. It is useful for food which needs lo be diyish, e.g. for food on

jooraeys, and has a uniqiie flavour.

Ilindi Khatai aaox kachdiaaa
Tamil Mangai
Gujcral Ken
Malayalam Manga podi

Cocum
Asam gelugur

Asamkandis

Gardma indica (SW India)

Garcinia lUroviridix (Indonesia)

Garcima globuiosa

Gardmaiiign^meaia

Gutt^erae

Related to mangosteen, the flesh of the cocum ls quite sweet and it is the skin which is used

for astringenQf. These ne salted and sun-dried and added wliole to cumes, especially ilsh

curries. They may also be soalced in water and the infusion used like tamarind water to add

sourness to dishes, although they are not as sour as tamarind. Kokum butter or mangosteen

oil, used mostty for skin aibnenis, comes from diese trees.

Hindi

Tamil
Maraihi

Koinin
Murgal, kudampuli
Amsol, kalambi
Asam gelugur, asam kandis

LALO, LALU.KUKA
Adanmnia4Sgiiata BonAauae

The fruits of liic Baobab tree, sometimes called Monkey Bread are reported to be dried and used

as a souring 4gent» particularlym West Africa.

SOURLEAVES

The best known of these in Europe is sorrel, aldwugh there are others such as wood sorrel

(which is thought by some to be the original shairu-ock) which are occasionally used. Rosella

or hibiscus flowers are used to make a refreshing tea. The leaves are eaten in some parts of

India and Africa, where they may be known as sour sour. I have yet to discover what the

Aftican leaf known as bitterleaf actually is. Many other leaves are mildly sour, especially the

various salad leaves, but I can think of few others strong enough in acid to be used as

flavourbig. Sonel has many nicknames. Sourock (Scotland), green sauce (general) and
soldiers (West Country). It is also known as soiir dock Cultivated sorrel is milder than that

which we can pick in hedgerow s in the spring. Trench sorrel (Rumex scuiatus. Polygonaceae )

is the one usually culdvated. Sheep sorrel (R. aceioselta), mountain sorrel {R. paucifolius),

and monk's rhubarb or mountain dock (R. alpinus ), are all sharper in taste and inclined to be

coarser. Indian and Jamaican sorrels (Hibiscus sabdariffa, Medvaceae) are not botanically

related. Wood sorrel (Oxalis aceiosella, Oxalidae ) may be poisonous in large quantities but a

few leaves added to a dish can lie invigorating.

Vauot a) Oseille

b) Surcitc

c) Rozcllc(l)

Italy a > Acctosa, saulO
bjAcetoselli .
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FtKttigd

Netherlands

Gennaoy

Finland

Russia
Pbland

Hungary
Gicooe

Tuikcy
Iran

Hindi
Tamil
Maraihi
Japan

tiCarcaded)
a) Azcda
b) A/jL'dinha

c) Malva rosii, ibisco (1)

a) Ai ci1cr:i, a. ciosa (2), agrilla, viingRn,iaaU8a
b) AccdcnUa, uxadilc blanca

c) Rosella (1)
a Zuring
b) Klaveratriqg

ai Saueianiplcr

biSauaktoe
c; brings hibiacutatf

Sddca

Kuzukulagi
Tonluk{4)
Khalta sag. khatti pdal^ laodaUnog (5)
Chuica kcCTai

Ambai chuka
Tadc(3)

1 . Most of ihcsc names refer to the flower, used to make tea. The leaves are not widely eaten.

2. This name sccni"; also lo be used for spinach beet,

3. A dock plant, Poiy^rmivn hydroptpt-ns, eaten witli fish.

4. A name given by a Svmpos'iasi whose daughtcr-in-law ih.m-^ki these sour leaves were sondbut
unable to positively identify them as such and 1 have nut been able lo find out for sure.

5. Rmmxvmeaniis.

LEMON GRASS
CynAopogoncUratus Crandiae (Syn. Andropogon schoenanthus)

>Usoknown u fever grass, camBTs hay.

Lemon gra.ss is widely used in SE Asia for fish cooking. It looks like a cross between a thin

spring onion and a thick blade of grass, It can be easily bought dried and powdered in London

and the fresh plants can often be found in speciality shops. They have an interestingly

different lemoay flavour, more reminiscent of children's lemonade powder than true lemon.

Sometimes lemon grass is translated as citronella but there are many members of the genus

Cymbopogon which may go under this name. Dried lemon grass is often sold under die name

Paeet HcrfoedeciliciiLdiiendent-citron

Italy Cimbopogonc (1). erba dilimone
Nemerlands Shcm;
Germany ZitioneUkraul aus Asien. zitrooengias

India Hefvachalw.ldwwi,aen^bbaaiiiBi^g|iand^
Sri Unka Sera

MaSaya'Indonesia .Serd, scrch, serai

Bumia Sabalin, Zabalin
Thailand Takrai

Vietnam Saa
Kampuctaea SekUo
Laos BaimaKnao
Pu tons hua Ching loqg
Hong Kong Heung niaau ta'o

L This could be any of the Cymbopogons and does not necessarily mean lemon grass.

2. There seem to be few pdnied Indian lecipes using lemon grass although I am lokl it is used in the

soulh and Id Sri Lanka.
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A CHRONICLEOF BAD TASTE IN AMERICAN FOOD

CarolyaMcCrum

A lot of rude things have been said about American taste in food by European tr:ivel!ers. Farly

visitors to the United States seem generally to have viewed its culinary ottenngs uith either

SCOmor alarm. English critics were not attempting to compare what they found with French

haute cuisine fwhiih Pi;r>t:iii Fn<:l;ind considered sinful anyway), but considered that raw

materials, which were certainly abundant, were ueated wiili insufficient respect in the kitchen.

Eating kabils were roundly condemned. In American Notes, Charles Dickens described with

venom the atmosphere encountered at dinner on an Ohio River steamboat; 'I really dreaded the

COniiqg of the hour that summoned us to table, and was as glad to escape from it again as if it

had been a penance or a punishment ..sitting down with so many fellow-animals to ward off

thirst and hunger as a business; to empty, each creature, his Yahoo's trough as quickJy as he

can. and then slink sullenly away...' Dickens drew Martin Chuzzlewit's journey from New
York to 'Eden' as a travelogue of ill-health.. His companions were 'spare men v'.ith lank and

rigid cheeks', dyspeptic individuals who 'bolted their food in wedges' and fed not themselves

but 'broods of nightmares'.

Observing that 'God sends meat, and the devil sends co'iks'. Captain Frederick M;irryal

reflected in his Diary in America, that such is and unfonunately must be the case for a long

while, in most of the houses of America, owing to the difficulty of obtaining or keeping

servants.'

In the Middle West of the 1830s, Mrs Troilope found thai corn was eaten in many
forms—green, as hominy, or in a dozen different rakes; to her taste, 'all bad'. Thomas Ashe
attributed the infirmities he observed to diet and climate, and wrote of Kentuckians that no
people on earth lived with 'less regard to regimen'.

BriUat-Savarin as a refugee from the Tenor from 1794 to 1797 had little to say about

American eating habits, perhaps because he was grateful for a.sylum in the United States, but

Coastantm Francois de Chasseboeuf, Count of Volney, was more outspoken. In his View of

the Soil and Climate ofthe United States ofAmerica ( 1 804), he expressed astomshment at the

lack of refincnwnt he encountered at American tables. He declared that die Americans deserved

die grand prix for a .scheme of living designed to injure the stomach, teeth, and health.

Spewing of the diet of New England f;irmers, Volney wrote. 'In the morning at breakfast they

deluge dieir stomach with a quart of hot water, impregnated with tea, or so slightly with

coffee that it is mere coloured water; and they swallow, almost widiout chewing, hot bread,

half baked, toast soaked in butter, cheese of the fattest kind, slices of salt or hung beef, ham,

etc., all of which is insoluble. At dinner they have boiled pastes under the name of puddings,

and dieir sauces, even fitr roast beef, are melted batter, tbek turnips and potatoes swim in

hog's lard, butter, or fat; under the name of pie or pumpkin, their pastry is nothing but a

greasy paste, never sufficendy baked'.

In Travels in North America, Francois Jean Kbrquis de Castellux was moved to say that 'the

whole day passes in heaping indigestions upon one another; and to give tone to the pwr
relaxed and wearied stomach, they drink .Madeira, rum. French brandy, gin, or mall spuiLs,

which complete the ruin of the nervous system.'

More recently, in their Gmde u> the VnUed States, Gauit and Millau were outspoken in their

assessment of American food, which they saw as 'placed under the double sign of mass
production and the sacrosanct fear of microbes. ...The fear of microbes . completes the

gastronomic ruin of American food. We French swallow an impressive number of microbes

and we even boast of having gotten along well with them for a score of centuries.

Pasteurization has not only debased butter and cream. It touches everything, from Camembert
and Brie to, in the state of New York at least, trout....Haunted by microbes, American
industry has not ceased to 'enrich' its products. It is impossible to pot anything into a can or a

bottle widiottt adcting to it vitamins and products widi ccunplicaied names, intended no doubt
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to impress the user, who, without Ihem, would think himself cheated... It is not for us to

judge if the digestive troubles whidi affect a great number of Americans, along with numerous

cases of gastro-duodenal ulcers, come partly from the chronic chemical irritation of their

intestines. More OKxlestly, we accuse the chemistry, if not of killing people, at any rate of

lolling taste.'

An article in France-Soir by Jacques Martin, attacked the ubiquitous use of colour in

American food. 'In the United States', he said, 'one eats. One eats all the time. One eats

everywhere. One stuffs oneself with food which diguises its extraordinaiy aniformity under a

skillful camouflage of artificial colouring which makes you think that a fainbow has fallen

into your plate. Ah! the bright carmine of that candied cherry balanced on a half slice of orange

which was served me this morning with my bacon and eggs!' One unhappy French chef in

Connecticut is reported to have given up the attempt to provide excellent food in favour of

cdoorful fbod. Wifli conspicuous success, lie listed as the sp£cialit6 de la maison jellied

pysiefS^^red, white and blue.

Then were American critics as well After some years in Europe, James Fenimore Cooper
wrote of American eating habits. The Americans are the grossest feeders of any civilized

nation known. As a niidon, their food is heavy, coarse and indigestible...The predominance of

grease in the American kitchen, coupled with the habits of hearty eating and of constant

expecioration, are the causes ofthe diseases of (he stomach which are so common hi America.*

Contemporary visitors to America are amazed at the size of the steaks that arrive on their

plates. Many restaurants tacitly admit that portions are too big by supplying 'doggy bags' to

diners. Surprise is expressed over the ubiquity ofsweet tfiings—sweet breads with everything,

panL iikc; and syriip w irh sausages, ice cream (not sorbet) served (lo refresh the palate?)

between courses. Jello appears with everything from salads to desserts; often (horror of

honors) mixed widi marshmallows.

How did these evidences of bad taste develop, and more importantly, why? It could be that

the American habit of heavy meat eating which so astonishes Europeans stemmed partly from

die colonists' reliance on game Ibrfood. For much of die 17di century, American cooking was
more a cuisine of survival than of choice, hence the large consumption of game. Later, when
pork became a staple uf the American diet, prodigious amounts of salt pork were consumed.

"Ilie huge consomption ofsakpoA may have conlriboted In the Anu^
briny taste of salt pork could be and often was subdued by the libeial USe of molasses. Some
have argued that the sweetness maple sugar imparted to dishes the Pilgrims cooked under the

inspiration of the Indians helped to make sweemess the dominant feature of American
cwjking. According to Waverley Root and Richard dc Rochement in Ealing in America, (his

argument is not persuasive. 'The inhabitants of the British Isles who supplied the first

0(jk)nists to Virginian and Massachusetts hardly required encouragement in this domain. They

were already given to oversweelening and overseasoning, and still are'. As Elizabeth David

wrote in Spices. Sail andAromatics in the English Kitchen, "The Liiiglishman still eats treacle

tart with heavily sugared tea, and piles salt on his plate before he tastes his chop; note that

these two seasoners, each at one extfeme of the gamut of seasoners, the sweet and the bitter,

are the two which most completely overwhelm all other tastes and drown out ddicate riiadings

of flavour; their overuse no doubt explahu why both EngUsh and American food are so
vulnerable to foreign criticism'.

In colonial days, when die only cooking utensil was die ketde, it was often used for scleral

piirpc^ses at once. Sometimes, brown bread would be cooked in the steam escaping from the

Slew m the kettle. A sweet pudding wrapped in cloth nught also be boiling in the stew at the

same time. It has been maintained that stew and pudding did not exchange flavours. Perhaps

not But could it have been that these mixed-food cooking habits had already begun to endow
Americans with that inability to recognize fine shadings of taste of which they have been

accused in our day?

Much of the American appetite for sweet roUs and cakes can be traced to the Pennsylvania

Dutch, (he Germans who settled in rich farming country west of Philadelphia. Dutch settlers

in New York, New Jersey and Delaware were influential as well, with their penchant for coffee

cakes and cookies—^and doughnuts, which some food historians maintain became popular

because of die dme the Mayflower colonials spent in Holland before re*embarkhig for
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Plymouth. The word cookie is an American distortion of the Dutch koekjc, which means
'little cake", but the concept of small Hat cakes (he British call biscuits has developed to such

an extent in America that cookies could be called a third feneration Amencan snack.

Nttt cakes and breads have always been t r > hl J \r, American cooking, bttt Yucy Clkes*

seem to have evolved from the first use of pearl a.sh as a leavener. Recipes for sponge cakes

appeared about the same time, and angel food cakes (which some say were the inspiration of

thrifty Pennsylvanian cooks, conceived as a way of using up the egg whites left over after

making noodles). In Pennsylvania Dutch homes, pie is customarily served with the meat, and

at least one caloe is set before the diner, along with a huge array of pickles and relishes. ASwr
this, one is expected to eat either a cooked dessert, a pudding, sugar dumplings or fruit

dumplings made of apples, peaches, prunes or rhubarb, and often served with an

accompaniment of vanilla sauce.

Scandinavian cooks al.so contributed tn the custom of eating sweet breads, cakes, rolls and

buns, not only with coffee, but often with dinner. The 'Danish' soon came to rival the

doughnut in the fast-food stakes.

English recipes for ketchup were adapted by early American cooks: spicy, tart and sugarless

orginally, catsup, as it was often referred to, seemingly was poured onto all sorts of

inqtrobable dishes. Referring to early recipes devised by the wives of Maine sea captains, the

historical novelist Kenneth Roheris wrote that tomato catsup came \(> be considered

indispensable with hash, fish cakes and baked beans'. He abliorred sweetened catsup, which he

claimed 'is r^aided as an offense against God and man, against nature and good taste*. Alas,

the American sweet tooth t<xik over, and by the time Mrs Rorer's cookbook began to

influence the public in 1886, sweetened red tomato catsup was the established American
condiment on American ubies.

Taste in food became subject to political controversy at some stages of .American history.

Thomas JetTerson was denounced by Patrick Henry for abjuring his native victuals', once

again demonstrating the peculiar American suspicion of discriminating or intellectual

politicians; the simpleton's distrust of anyone better educated or better mannered than himself.

This attitude was openly manifested in the presidential campaign of 1840. when Democrat

Martin Van Buren ran for re-election against Whig 'William Henry Harrison. Harrison was

touted by the anti-intellectuals as the '1^ cabin and hard cider' man of the people, and his

supporters attacked Van Buren for revelling in the bxuries of strawberries, raspberries, celery

and cauliflower. It was said that he ate pair dc fnii: f;ra.\ from a silver plaic, ar.d •..mpr .'i la

reine with a gold spoon. These calumnies persuaded the voters to oust Van Buren from the

White House. As Daniel Boorstin observed, 'Democratic endwsiasm made a virtue of crude
and tasteless food, and obsesston with the ddights of the palate was considered a symptom of
Old World decadence".

The ctunmon attitude ofcontempt for the refinements of cooking may also go back to the

pioneer period, wdien a predominantly male society in the struggle for survival had no time or

patience for the quality of their iood, simply gul()ing down what was readily available—often

salt pork and beans—without tfiought for taste. Fating was a neoessaiy evil, to be gotten over

as quickly as possible to get on with the work at hand.

Some monotonous eating habits in America could be attributed to the belief generally held

in the early 19th century that fresh fruit and vegetables caused cholera. During the cholera

qiidemic of 1849, one Chicago newspaper carried a story about two boys who partook freely'

oforanges and coconuts and dien went to the circus. 'In a short rime, one was a corpse and the

other was reduced to the last stage of cholera'. Root and de Riclicnmnt point out ih.it the

cholera of the day was not the deadly Asiatic cholera, but in fact gastroenteritis, and probaly

caused by the poor standards of hygiene previtoit at die dme.
Judging from old cookbooks, however, the first three-fifths of the 19th century— at least in

rural areas—were not so much characterized by monotony, but by solid honest grass-roots

cooking using a variety of ingredients. Such cooking was halted abruptly by the Civil War,

and smothered thereafter bv the urbanization and industrialization that followed The shift away

from good amateur cooking alter the Civil War seems to have been resisted only by such as

the Slukers and Pennsylvania Dutch, who took pride in raising and improving crops for their

own use, and generally shunned die industrial age.
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In the later years of the 19th oentuty, an abundant supply of household help anived in the

form of waves of immigranls, and many a dutiful and diligent wife was persuaded that it was
bencatli her dignity to be seen in the icitchen for reasons other ilian giving orders. What good
home cooking there was suffered. Also, the improvement of cooking stoves in tiie late I9tb

and early 20th centuries, which undouh>odly made life easier for the home O00lc» perluqw

removed some of the incentive.s for ingenuity in the kitchen.

Sateratus. later called baking soda, arrived to help the hone baker in 1840. but it needed an

acid to make it work its leavening. This acid wav often cream of tartar, and in 1856. cream of

tartar was mixed wiiii baking soda, the mixture being icnncd baking pxjwder. Commercial

yeast became available in 1868, when American boiaewives were still to a large extent bilking

their own bread. What really took home bakers away from bread and cake making was the

invenuon of ready mixes in tlic mid-lweniieth century, followed by frozen bread and pa.stry.

Early food reformers such as SylvesterCstkm and Catherine Beecher reflected an attitude

not uncommon in the United States, where many regarded eating as a regrettable necessity—an

attitude which may have had its roots in Puritanism. Mother Waite's Reform Institute was

founded in Battle Creek, Michigan. The precursor of Kellogg's, with the arrival of Dr Kellogg,

it became a sanitorium, and in due course, Kellogg's Corn Flakes emerged. One of Kellogg's

patients was Charles Post, who put the experience of his stay to good use by eating his own
dried breakfast cereal which he called Elijah's Manna, but soon realized that Elyaht Manna
was not eminently maiketable, and chaqged the name to Grape-Nuis.

In 1859, Messrs Hartford and Oilman of Augusta, Maine, opened The Great American Tea
Company in New York. Modem merchandizing methods and supermarkets can be traced to the

small store that revolutionized food selling (at first, it was only tea). They bought in huge

quantities, gaining favourable prices from sellers, and passed the savings on to their

customers. Al one stage, they were offering tea at thirty cents a pound when other merchants

were charging a dollar. Not surprisingly, customers flocked to what later became The Great

Atlantic A Pacific Tea Company; the A & P. According to Daniel J. Boorstin, by 1971.

4,358 A& P stores boasted annual sales of nearly $5.5 billion.

According to Evan Jones in American Food: The Gastronomic Story, most of what is bad

(and much of what is good) about American cookery has been governed by industrial

enterprise. America might never have evolved as a nation of steak -eaieiS had not refrigerated

railway cars become so important relatively early in the nation's devetopmenL Gustave W.
Swift pioneered refHgeraied cars in 1877. Half a century later, Clarence Bindseye applied a

method of food preservation he had learned from the Eskimos to food marimting. Both tliese

events led tt> a revolution in American attitudes towards food.

Commercial cannhig developed into a powerful arbiter of taste at roughly the same time as

the refrigerator cars arrived, and like the frozen food industry that followed, commercial

canning contributed to a decline in good home cooking. The food departments of women's

magazines talked of the culinary delights to be obtained by expeditious use of a can-Opener,

and of the leisure to he had through the adoption of manufactured meals. Instead of niaking

sauces by tried methods, American cooks were exhorted to mix several cans of soup, adding

perhaps a dash of Worcestershire sauce; a deception which appears to this day in some
American recipe books.

National advertising joined the bandwagon, and regional tastes became blurred in the

national scramble to try the highly-touted products of the food industry. For example, skillful

advertising created a nation-wide market for frozen concentrated orange juice. (I am almost old

enough to remember when an orange was precious enough to be tlvust into the toe of a

Christmas stocking.) Once the technical process of condensing and freezing orange juice had
been perfected, and the commercials took over, Americans in increasing numbers were
drinkhig reconstituied orange juice for breakfast. Many of the advertising approaches that

launched frozen orange juice had been used earlier in the promotion of a patented mixture of

powdered gelatine, sugar and fruit flavours that was packaged with recipe folders suggesting

scores of labour-savii^ desserts to be made from the stuff with the shnple additiond fresh

fruit or (ugh!) ice cream.

Television and advertising combined to make a near*tnstant success of TV-dinners, said by

James Beaid lobe aocoralely aimed at die six-year-oUpahne. Hams were said to be "tenderized*,
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a euphemism for putting them thioigli a sneammg process tfiat filled them with water to add

to the weight for which the consumer must pay.

Like the hot dog, the hamburger was accepted as a classic American sandwich aitcr being

introduced at world's fairs around the turn of the century, but it was the automobile and a

nation constantly in motion that made the hamburger an institution, and secured the success of

hamburger emporia, the most successful of these, McDonalds, reaciiin;^ the heights of

exploitation in promising the public that each of its licensees Is a graduate of 'Hamburger

University', and setting up an inspection system to ensure that its pradu;ite hamburger-makers

pursued corporate policies. Finger-lickin' good' Kentucky Fried Chicken was pushed into the

pop food bonanza by Colonel Sanders, who claimed ^t his product derived from an old

family recipe. The disappearance ofhelp' in the average middle-income family boosted sales of

preseasoned casserole nuxtures and 'homemade' desserts out of a packet

The consumption of soft drinks is colossal in the United States, and Americans are among

die top consumers in the world of ice cream and candy. The nuxlero American soft drink is a

descendant of home brews like sassafiras tea and cranberry juice. The first sodawaierpaient was

taken out in 1809. and by 1955. s. vj,, v. ..•er bottling plants employed allOttt lOO^OOO people,

and 1,200,000 tons of sugar was being consumed by the American people in soda. Early

flavours were root beer, birch beer, spruce beer, sarsaparilla, etc. Then at the semi-centenni^

of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. Robert M Green, concessionaire. v».ho usually made

his soda drinks with cream, ran out of cream and slipped in a dab of ice cream, and the ice

cream soda was bom. Coca Cola was devised in 1886 by a druggist in Adanta, Georgia, and

originally seen as a remedy for headaches and handovers. Soda water was added by another

druggist to the original concoction, and gradually marketing took over. Milk shakes, with

sweet sugar syrup, malted milk powder and often ice cream were added to die soda jerk"^

repertoire, piling calories on calories.

By the time Captain Marryai arrived in Ameiica in 1837, ice cream uas already familiar,

although described a.s a luxury. In 1890, the ice cream sundae appeared: assumed to be a

misspelling of Sunday, it was perhaps an invention which derived from the F*uritan attitude

against cooking on the sabbath, as both ice cream and its embellishments can be made ahead

of time. The ice cream cone is said to have been invented at the St Louis World Fair of 1904,

and was originally called the World's Fair Cornucopia. There are various claimants to the

distinction of die invention, but what is certain is that it too added more sugar to what was
already heavy in calories. The same can be said of Esldroo Pies, whwh added candy to ice

cream.

Americans chew nwre gum per capita dian any other country in the worM. Gum chewing is

traditionally concentrated in countries inhabited originally by tlie North American Indians. The

Indians ofNew England chew ed the rcsin of the black spruce, and tlie Pilgrim.s followed ilieir

example. Americans, claim Root and de Rochemont. have become gum chewers for the same

reason as the Indians were^ dietary deficiency. Chewing gum deceives the bi>dv into believing

that it is being nourished. Before chewing gum was widely used, twig chc^ving w,i.s h.ihiiual,

particularly in those parts of the counu'y which were poorly fed. Sassafras was the plant most

often chewed. On the unbalanced diet of the first half of the 19th century. Richard Osbom
Cummings wrote, 'Safeguards, now little thought of, served to protect against vitamin

deficiencies. A popular drink, spruce beer, made by brcv.ing the tips of young spruce, uas an

anti -scorbutic. Twig-chewing supplied vitamins. A combination of these two practices

appeared in spruce chewing gum, put up by a Maine firm and widely distfibuied in the fifties'.

"The dietary detlciencies described \\ere not produced by pnveriy. but by b.id eating habits.

To conclude, the cuisines most successful in infiltrating American taste seem to have been

diose most like Anglo-Saxon—^Duttdi and German. For example, even the exotic Polynesian

tradition in Hawaii failed to influence the cooking of the I'nited Stales, once Hawaii entered

the Union. The wildly exotic range of raw materials in Florida has resulted only in a general

lack of disdnguished cooking. According to Root and de Rochemont, this can be attributed to

the 'boosters', who exploited the climate to the detriment of eating standards. F'. en Dutch and

German fix>d lost some of their individuality in American ccx)king. Cornish pasties, however,

did retain their essential nature, however, in part.s of Michigan and Minnesota as a suitable

pacliage for miners' lunches. And diere are Scandinavian enclaves in die Middle and North
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West, where authentic Danish, Swedish and Norwegian dishes are still to be found, lialian

cooking, while nataralized to some extent, has retained some of its original character, perhaps

becau'-e it is essentially nistic nnd amateur as is American.

Throughout America, the Puritan ethos has been reflected in a taste for food that doesn't

taste—sole is tolerated by fish haters because it doesnt taste fi^y; the Delicious apple is

popular hcause it doesn't taste like an apple; South African lobster tails are liked because they

aren't lobstery. And vodka, with no colour, taste or smell, is popular for precisely these

reasons. If it doesn't have any characteristics, maybe it isn't rndly drink.

What hope is there? Happily, after America's taste for pop and crsat?. had reached its

revolting pinnacle, a gradual but marked revolution took place. Post World War 11 travellers

were persuaded by what they ate abfoad tfiat eating was more dian feeding, an faiteiest ni food

and wine caught on, and for increasing numbers gastronomy became a passion. There is now

an insatiable demand for cookbooks and magazines focussing on food. Americans are once

again baking dtetrown bread and growing and preserving thdrown vegetables and fruit And,

in parts of the country, such as the San Francisco Bay area, restaurant food has improved

beyond all recognition. Welcome signs. But it seems there is still some way to go before the

dispwale woridngs of the i^oneer, the Puritan and the explotier no longer exert significant

influence on American taste in food.
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OSMAZOME, THE MAILLARD REACTION 6c THE I RIUMPH
OFTHE COOKED

Harold McGee

My subject is the general effect of cooking on the flavours of foods, attempts to understand

the chemistry involved, and what the chemistry can tell us ahout the pleasure ue take in these

flavours. The first prominent success in culinary chemistry was the discovery of osmazome'.

the supposed essence of meat flavour, in ISdi century France. By the early 19th it was well

known to codkbonk writers and gastronomes. It was the subject of Brillat-Savarin's first

meditation on food itself. He wrote:

The greatest service rendered by chemistry to alimentary science is die discovery or rather

the precise knowledge of osma/.nme. 0<;ma7.(ime is that eminently savoury part of meat

that is soluble in cold water, and that is distinguishable from the exU'aciive part in that

the latter is sotoble only in boiSng water. It is osmazome Aat gives merit to good soups;

when caramelizM, it forms the brown sauce of meats; by it is formed tlw brown crustS of

roasts; finally, from it comes the special flavour of game.

Osmazome was the product of new techniques that brought chemistry back to its rooLs in the

kitchen after centuries of eft'ort based on medieval alchemy and distillation. Distillation, or the

heating of a substance unul it gives off vap<iiirs and the separation of tho.se vapours, was

successful at concentrating the 'essences' of ai 1 1 1 1
1 p 1 an is a nd wine, and so had great prestige

as a means of analysis. Gradually it was realised that the fumes given off as any organic

material carbonised were largely the same and no sure guide to the true original composition

of a substance. Around 1700, an alternative method arose: a relatively gentle extraction in

liquids, whether oil, water, or alcohol, and subsequent study of extract and residue.

The new chemists realised that their 'infusions' or 'decoctions' had everyday counterparts, and

meat bouillon soon bec ame a pripular object of study: the En< y< I •lu'd:,' even cliissines the

word as a term of medicine rather than cookery. Judging from cryptic references of the time,

HHalre-Mardn Rouelle and Pierre Thonvenel were the first to separate the flavouisome fraction

of meat by making a bouillon, concentrating it, and extracting it with alcohol. At this point it

went by the name of mucous extractive substance' because it was quite viscid. (I would

appreciate hearing from anyone who comes across a copy of Thouvenel's Mimoire sur Ics

corps muqueuxt Montpeilier 1770. Rouelle generalty published only brief summaries of his

research.)

The first to pay attention to this discovery of the flavour principle in meat were eminent

chemists. Jean Antoine Chapial included in a three-volume treatise (1797) 'the etiology of the

formation of soup'. Antoine de Fourcroy, a patron of Brillat-Savarin's physiologist friend Dr
Richerand, pointed out (1801) that 'this extractive matter is what forms on roasted meat the

glistening brown, highly-flavoured glaze that is called rissole'. Joseph Proust theorised (1821)

diat 'the movements of life confect and deposit' in the muscles 'this animal aroma, which one
can quality without exaggeration as the quintes.senceof the culinan.' an''

Suangeiy, in 1806 a protegd of Fourcroy's claimed to have discovered this substance for the

first time. Louis Thenvd did, however, give it a catchy name and thereby a new life outside

his professional world. 'Osmazome' is a compound of the Creek osm^, 'odour', and zomos,

'soup'. It is perhaps not coincidental that in llie same year i ouicroy had publicly admitted his

defint in a race to isolate a new metal whose oxide has a pungent smeU. On account of diat

characteristic, the victorious Fn^lish chemist Smithson Tennant named his discovery

'osmium'. Dime was in the air that year.

Three years later, the term 'osmazome' was mentioned by another student of Fourcroy's,

Qiarles-Louis Cadet de Gassicourt, in a footnote to his Cours Gastronomique. Frederick

Accum brought it to centre page in his popular account of Culinary Chemistry (1820), and

Brillat-Savarin gave it extended treatment (1825). Ttiereafter it was mentioned frequently in

cookbooks. The best measure of its currency is that both Car^e and Mrs Beeton use it to

explain various proradures. By then, however, it was already discredited among chonists. Two
findings tod to its demise: osmaztmie turned out lo be not a stngte substance, but a complex
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mixture of many; and it, or something very mvch Hke it, could be extracted from all leinds of

plant and animal tissues, especially if (hey had been browned by heat. Rather than being the

essence of meat flavour, it was the essential residue of prolonged or intense heating. l°here the

matter lay forsome decades, die next step far ftom obvious.

The key to the puzzle was provided accidentally in 1912 at the University of Nancy, where a

young physician named Louis-Camille Maillard was studying how living things string

together amino acids io malce proteins. When he tried die experiment of headng sin^ sugars

and amino a; ids together in a test tube, the solution turned brown at temperatures much lower

than would be required to caramelise the sugar. Maillard's lirst report to the French Academy

Sciences asserts that his discovery would have consequences for human physiology, (riant

chemistry, and the understanding of manures, humus, and coal. He mentions nothing about

aromas or food until his second report of the same year, when he adds to the list the sugar,

gingeibread and beer industries, shwe ihey 'are led to 1»ing together sugars and amino acids (or

the starches and proteinaceous substances capable of giving birth to them)'. A$ a defensive

footnote makes clear, Maillard had been educated on tliis point by an English uuUiority on

brewing, Arthur Robert Ling. Several years earlier. Ling had speculated that the brown colour

and characteristic aroma of malted barley resulted when the germinating grain converted its

starch to sugar and protein to amino acids, and these building blocks then reacted with each

other during the Icilning. He tried the experiment of heating amino acids and sugars in a test

tube, and noted the browning and generation of aromas. Ling never followed up this

observation, whereas Maillard spent some eight years at it; consequently the combination of

sugars and amino acids to produce pigments and aromatic substances is now known as the

Maillard reaction

The Maillard reaction received little attention until World War 11, when it was found to be

lesponsiblefor (he spoilage of dehydrated eggs in troop rations and many laboratories worked

on ways to thwart it In 1947, two chemists at General Foods Corporation noticed in their

studies wiih purified chemicals that 'die flavours and odors developed were apparently

characteri.stic ol the partii. ular amino acid being used'. For example, when serine or tiueonine

was combined wii!\ glucose, the mixture smelled like maple syrup. This led them to

speculate that many desirable food flavours were die result of such reactions. They were quite

right; the Maillard reaction is now recognised as the means by which the cliaracteristic brown

colour and flavour of roasted, baked, grilled and fried foods are generated. The chemists

concluded their reporton anodier piesdent note suggesung diat further research 'may provide a

means of chemically syndiesizhig some flavors which will nearly approximate die natural

flavors'.

Widiin a year, die first patent for an artificial flavour, maple synip, had been granted. And
artificial osmazome w as invented at Lever Brothers in 1960. The recipe: heat either cysteine or

cystine, two related sulphur-containing amino acids, with furan, a sugar derivative, and you

get a meaty flavour. Certain additional sugars will give a beefy aroma. The reaction may be

carried out by addinp. the reagents to a food product in which a meatlike flavor is desired, e.g.

deflavored codtlsh hydrolyzate'. The rest is histoiy.

Let's leave industrial hydrolyzates behind and consider the broad signiflcance of die Maillard

reacticHi 1 hope that my demonstration will in fact demonstrate Uiat by beginning with only

two species of molecule—a single sugar, glucose, and a single amino acid—one can end by

sketching an image suggestive of an actual food. One reason for this is that the Maillard

reaction is quite creative, and can produce literally hundreds of distinct aromatic progeny from

the initial inodorous pair (for diat matter, sugar alone is just as prolific when caramelised).

Now even the most unadorned of raw food-s— meat, a jxitato. wheat flour—contains a score of

amino acids and a handful of various sugars, as well as odier molecules that contribute in

otiwr ways to die aroma. The possible permutations are neatly endless, and the generalisation

obvious: the flavours produced by cooking are exceedingly complex. Its estimated that the

typical cooked food contains between 300 and SOU aroma compounds.

I think that diis may be an important clue as to why cooked ftK>ds triumphed over raw in

the caves of our distant ancestors. Anthropologists emphasise die hygienic and mechanical

advantages of cooking—it makes food safer and easier lo chew—but skin die influence of taste

and pteasure, whKh leave no fossil lemains. We now know tiiat cooked flavours are intricaie
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composites ofmiiny individual aromas, arc richer than the rau orirjnals and usually stronger.

However, there's one telling exception to thi& rule. Kaw but ripe fruiu also tend to have very

complex flavours. The strawberry's has better than 300 component aromas, the raspberry's 200
or more. I think it's rea.sonable to guess that fruits provided our omni\ore ancestors with

refreshing sensory interludes in an otherwise bland dieL So cooking with Are may have caught

on in part because it transformed the blandness of raw meat and roots and nuts into fniit>ltke

richness. The essayist Waller Pater said that 'All art constantly aspires lo the condition of

music'; perhaps there is some truth to the culinary paraphrase, 'AH cooked foods aspire to lite

condition of firuilf.
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MUSTARD, ITS TASTE AND ITS ROLE ASA FLAVOUR
ENHANCER*

Rosamond Man & Robin Weir

It tus so pungent a flavour that it bums like fire though at the same time it is lemadcably

wholesome for the body.'

(Pliny, Natural History, Book XIX, Chapter 54)

So (lungent a flavour... Pliny's choice of those two words is interesting (and most
translators—great and smaU—seem to agree that it is tfie r^ht translation), we are to start

with the classical definition that flavour equals Taste plus Arom;i. and we accqitlhescientisLs'

premise that 75-80% of flavour is contributed by aroma« then pungent is certainly an apt

description ofmustard^ flavour.

At least mustard as we know it, made either purely from black (orbfOWn) seeds, as is that

tnm Dijon, or from a mixture of black and while aeeds (English and American). For the white

seed alone will produce no aroma. Even the black or brown, m a dry powdered firnn, is quite

unaromatic— it needs liquid, be it wine, vinegar or saliva as when chewing raw seeds, to

produce the chemical reactions which give off the pungent aroma 'irritating' to the mucous
flwmbranes of the nose (and eyes).

What though of the other 20% of must;u-d's flavour—taste? Does mustard have a taste? (We
are at this stage ignoring the additions to mustard—wine, vinegar, herbs, garlic, etc., which
obviously add thdr flavours to die condiment—but still leaving pungency as tlie dominant
factor.)

It is a vexing question—and we put it to many. Ihe answers (bar one, to which we will

return later) were all the same: hot, biting, peppery, spicy, burning, pungent, piquant. Alan
Davidson quotes Pere Poncelet as adding 'piquant' to the four accepted tastes, but goes on to

suggest that in fact piquant 'belongs to a different category of sensations and should not be

counted as a taste'.

This statement would appear to be verified by one of our 'tasters' in particular. A mustard

lover for many years, he one day suddenly and dramatically lost his sense of smell overnight.

Medically, there seems no answer as to why this happened, nor have specialisLs been able to

restore it. He now cannot distinguish die taste of any individual food at all, (eats food he

loathed before with Impunity) but when he eats mustard he does get a slight prickling or

tingling sensation at the hack of the throat identical but not .so marked as when eating neat

chilli sauce. And when he ate one of our chocolate biscuits (made with mustard) he could taste

not chocolate (which was so intense that his six-year-old disliked die biscuits) bat again

experienced the slight prickle at the back of the nose/throat which lasted several hours.

For those of us with smell and taste senses unimpaired, if we chew raw mustard seed, it is

not so much a taste that is released as a hot sensation hi the moudi. V, however, instead of
chewing the raw seed alone, we chew it with food (or grind it and sprinkle over food, as did the

ancient Greeks and Koniaiis), ilic results are very different And the sole differing answer to our

question on nuistard's taste is suddenly very relevant: 'it depends what you eat it with'. For
now we have a very intense taste—of die food that the mustard is acconqsanying. There may
stll, of course, be a light pungency—depending on the amount of mustard taken in proportion

to the other food. But the predominant taste will be of that other food. The ancients realised

that mustard had certain beneficial effects, though tiiey may not have known quite why.
"Mustard mates an excellent sauce, good to be eaten widi gross meats, wfa^her fidi or fledi

because it doUl aid digestion, warmedi die stomach and provoketh appetite'. So wrote John
Gerard in his HerbiM, in 1S97.

What Oerard perhaps didnt know Is dial mustard increasn die rate of salivation up to eight

times, and encouraees the perivialtic action of the stomach to a marked degree. Obviously,

with one's appetite whetted, one's taste is also going to be more pronounced. What is

interesting though is not only the range of foods whose flavour is enhuiced by mustanl—iar
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wider than the sail pork, fish or beef traditionally asswiated with mustard but also that the

effect is maintained even when mustard is used in a cooked dish. With heating, as is well

known, rnvsuud loses its pungency. Hence it is always added at the end ofcooking if we want

a particular sauce or dish to have a mustardy flavour. If, however, it is put in at tlie beginning

of cocking, it will intensify the flavour, or flavours, of the ingredients being cooked. This

worics witli an extraordinaiy variety offoods.

Chocolate, for instance, is especially heightened—be il in biscuits, cakes, mousses or

sauces. Coffee, too—the old French tnck of putting a pinch of mustard powder into the cup

befoie pouring in the coffee was not just sheer bravado; in times of war or hardship, it made
the precious grounds go further (though Frederick the Great's ropured addition of Champagne

as well as mustard was perhaps dc irop...). It is well known that a touch of salt will aid

sweetness in a dish—so, too, does mustard. Particularly fruit—mangoes, bananas,

strawberries, peaches, dessert apples—puddings of any of these are not only more intense in

their truitiness but also need less sugar if mustard is added. And the effect i.s the same whether

the dish is cooked or uncooked (i.e. a pie or a fool).

Mustard is also favoured by some French and Spanish wine growers to enhance the flavour

of wines by acting as a purifier—removing unwanted flavours given to wine by certain

diseases, and also as an antiseptic, preventing secondary fermentation in finished wines. We
suspect this to be a different chemical reaction at play here, though we wouldn't be adamant

about it.

That other, better known flavour-enhancer. MSG. reacts on salt and bitter flavours by virtue

of its gUitamic acid content (as do funghi). We known that glutamic acid is also present in

large concentrations in the nervous tissue of the body. So does mustard act on diat? If so, why
does musuird leact with sweet as well as savdup. fiM.d.^, when MSG does not'.' Tliere may he

chemisis among symposiasts who can answer these questions. But what is interesting is that

whedwr mustard loses its flavour or not. it is certainly a very efficient flavour enhuicer of

other foods. And, it would seem, at least in our 'taster with no sense of smell', still to be able

to produce some sort of sensation even when it has 'lost' its pungency, and its presence was

not discernible to odiers.

Whilst we wouldn't necessarily paraphrase Platina, 'that nothing of what one eats is such

that it cannot be completed by the addition of mustard', there seems to be little that is not

benefited by such an addition. It still leaves unanswered, though, that vital question, Does
mustard have a taste?'

*Much of the text of this paper has been taken from The Con^AeM Mustard, Rosamond Man
and Robin Weir (Constable & Co.. October 1987).
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OLIVA SAPIENS

Lourdes March& Alicia Rios

Oliva sapidus: sapid and salient.

The dive is a small, oval, cultural treatise, an historical witness, a pioneer of the application

of technology to the foods of the future. The original inhabitants of dte Mediterranean basin

were Quick to appreciate its nutritional value and organoleptic qualities. It hcc ime a symbol of

magic, of religion. It was the basis upon which an empire of conunercial and cultural

exchange was buih. There are uiKtoubtedly myriad reasons to justify the name ob'va sapkfa.

In present times the olive is still prepared tor consunipiion u^ing Uadilional methods, though

the process also incorporates the latest u^chnoiogical and industrial developments.

Ilie kind of olive we are going to study here comes from one of die more than thirty species

of the oleaceac family; the European olea. This is a tree of medium height v^ ith a short tri;nk

q)routing thick, twisted branches which climb and intertwine with the yeani. Tlie olive tree

lives to a very old age, often several hundred years. The aniobed leaves are shaped like a

spearhead and on one side itre green with tiny lighter coloured spt^ts, while the underside is

totally covered with silvery scales. The leaves live tor about three years. When the wind blows

they shimmer as ifthey were made of silver.

The mots hore deep into the earth in search of the small amount of water required. These

trees grow in warm cUmaieji where the temperature does not fall loo low in winter and there is

only l^t rainfUl in spring which does not wash away the abundant white blosMm which is

difficult to fecundate.

The olive tree bears its fruit between June and October. The stone slowly hardens, the pulp

becomes fleshy, gradually changing colour in the course of ripening. All olives are green at

first, but later turn a bluish purple, violet, and finally, when fully ripe, black.

Picking the olives when still green is a purely organoleptic factor. Depending on the variety

of the tree, the drupes may be more pleasing to the palate when green, or may be deemed more

exquisite in the last stage when they have turned black, in all cases, however, the oil content

of all varieties which are to be eaten whole, rather than to be used to make oil, must be as low

as possible. The lipogcnesis process, which turns the organic acids and the sugars into oil. is

gradual. From the 'envero' phase onwards, the olives begin to chaiige colour until they turn

black and start to ooze oil

The characteristics of the fruit and tlie chemical composition of the pulp depend on many
different factors: the variety of the fruit, the geographic area where the tree is situated, the

qualify of the soil, the type of cultivation, the rainfall or irrigation circumstances and the

d^reeof ripenes'; when picked

The oliva sapiem is like a kaleidoscope: it changes according to how it is treated. It is a

plastic fruit in that it can be moulded to different circumstances. It responds to the u^atment it

is given. If it is pruned properly, all the branches can be exposed to die air and the sun when
the tree bears firuit, and die oHves are easier to pkk at harvest dme.

THE INCIPIENT HARVEST OF THE VERDEO OLIVE
Towards die end of August there is a sudden explosion of extremely sweet fruits on the

prodigal shores of the Mediterranean: golden muscat grapes, sweet figs, delicate almonds, ruby

fleshed pomegranates,juicy melons and ripe tomatoes. The developed meridional palate needs

something to counter this surfeit of sweetness and turns to the olive at the beginning of the

ripening process, when it is full of bitter ghicosides. The olive has a low sugar content in the

mesocarp, but on the other hand is rich in oleuropeina, the bitter substance found only in

olives, liw oil content varies from 17 to 30%.
Salt has ciystallised, pink coloured, in the saltern near the olive grove. It is the time of year

to start putting anchovies into olive oil. Bread, salted meat and fish, sausages, fruit,

vegetables, olive oil and salt are packed into baskets or leather saichds to make gazpachos in
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olive wood bowls, and begin the ritual of die olfve harvest to the soond of traditiond songs.

The inclement palates inspires us to set off early in the moming, scaring away the birds who
also like to pick at the first ripening olives. The women sweep the ground in a circle,

sometimes weed it if it has been raining, and check diat no fhrit whinch has already fidlen

from the tree goes unnoticed. The olive intended to be used for oil must be kept intact,

however, with no damage whatsoever, and for this reason olives have to bepicked by hand. Is

August only a small ntimber are picked, just enough to be going on vriHi, to he eaten as

appetisers or to accompany a glass of wine. They arc sliil very bitter, but are pleasant all tlie

same. The season is exuberant and the palate cannot wait. To speed up the curing

process—just two orHme days—the olives are crashed between two stones, Iheai left under a

jet of water from the well, or from the tap (although the chlorine in tap water does them no

good at all!) and then they are seasoned with salt, thyme, fennel, lemon and sometimes with

leaves Ihim lemon and carob trees. They are dien eaten alongside baked peppers with strips of

raw cod, fish cooked on the griddle, with a paella perhaps, or in a salad made with freshly

picked vegetables. They help the local wine slip down, drunk from the spout of a wineskin or

jug. The oHves which remmn on the tree enter the full 'envero*, or chan^ of cdour, phase,

which is the f.ivouritc stage in some regions, when they are picked and COated wifll an

appropriate seasoning. Finally the olives become fully ripe and turn black.

The main area ofproduction of green olives in Spain is Seville, where cultivttion was first

started and from w here this custom has spread to the bordering provinces of Cordoba, Malaga,

Jaen and the region of Estremadura. However, all the olive producing areas tend to harvest a

small proportion of the crop while still green.

There are around fifteen varieties of olive, the best known of which is the Manzanilla. This

varieQ' has a delicate, tender taste and comes from the tree known as manzamUo, w hich is,

> fiudiaiiiore, the most productive. In second place is Gordal, also know n as ciueen , which is

the largest and most fleshy, although its Stone is also big. Finally, we have Ht^iblaoca,

which IS more fibrous and less delicate.

AnuH% the favourites when the olives are in the 'colour-changing' phase are Blanguetas,

which are very popuhu- in the Valencia area, and Arbeguinas from 1 .erida. Both these varieties

are very small, and as they have a high oil content, are also used to obtain oil.

fr The ripe olives on the tree are usually picked while still alive', either green or black,

according to taste. If there is a frost, however, the olive dies. If the dead olive remains on the

' ' tree it stops drawing nutrition and starts to dry out. The sugar content becomes more

concentrated and all u-ace of bitterness disappears. The fruit becomes wrinUed andcan be eoln

stiaightawiy, directly from the tree. These olives are very popular.

In sborl, we can say that olives are eaten when green and idive from the early crop, widi die

,

* bitter taste slighdy removed with water and after being left for only a few days in a seasoning

of herbs and citrus fruit. They are also eaten later on in the season, while still green or

changing colour, using longer treatment processes and more complicated seasonings. Finally

h . ' there are the fully ripe black olives at the end of the harvest, which arc eaten either with plenty

f. of seasoning or simply as they are. The olives are very sweet at this stage. If they are still

alive they are very fleshy, but if diey have died as a result of a firost di^ are dry and wrinkled.

Of course, the time of har\'esting depends on the different tastes of the COnsumefS, and also the

climatic condiiidns whieh the harvester must take into consideration.

OLIVE CONSUMPTION P.\TI liRNS

The uniibrm climatCxS of the Mediterranean countries have geaciaied certain hedonkslic cultural

patterns which appear over a great range. These customs are similar as regards the various

harvesting stages, and also with respect to treatment and consumption. Another common
denominator, which comes before the geographic-climatic factor mentioned above, is derived

from the presence of aromatic medicinal flora which are used as seasonings and flavourings.

The active chemicals in diese plants, which are usually very volatile essences, are highly

esteemed because Of their intense organoleptic qualities. When these plants are used in food

and drink their aromas, tasies and colours are always pleasant to ta.ste, see and smell. This is a

case of sensorial synergy, the aaion of stimuli and responses on Uie chemical and non-

chemical senses. Among the moie common of these substances are anise, cumin, fennel,
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sweet nuujoruii. thyme, oi^ano and mint to name but a few. This elevated

concentration of aromatic pUmtS widCh it $0 characteristic of the meridional summer is

brought about b> iJie basic, cbaDcy soil logedier with the prolonged, intense exposure to the

son to wliich die fields are subjected. The marriage between diese plants and olives is perfect,

and the aroma unforgettable.

Over the centuries, travellers, warriors, tradesmen and farmers have left their mark on local

culinary customs by means of fruitful exchanges affecting the characteristics of these

processes. These influences came before the vernacular sapid connotations. The use of garlic,

salt and oil as seasonings ha^ Roman origins, while the Arabic influence is characterised by
the presence of citrus fniiis: die peel and/or flesh of oranges and lemons, the leaves of die

lemon tree ;ind 'he r:>rob tree, as wcl! as ihe use of cumin and mnnv other spices. The
traditional prepaiation lormulas are still used today in an almost canonical way, as if in

homage to ancient tin^s. The same ingiedienis are stilt used for the seasonings, respecting the

treatment times for each variety, or the necessary restinji period for the taste to chanee. They
are left to macerate in the same containers as have been used since ancient limes, usually some
kind ofearthenware vat wilh a wide opening. This kind of receptacle is especially good for the

preservation process because of the special characteristics with respect to porosity and
temperature maintenance. The most admirable and surprising thing, however, i.s that these

processes have developed on a largely intuitive basis, rather than because of technical leasons.

A complete material culture has developed as a result of experimenting, and the olive is now
completely integrated in the culinary aits.

PREPARATION PRIOR TO CONSUMPTION
The olive is made edible by means (tfa process which elhninates the bitter glucoside. This can
be achieved by two methods: either quickly, iiMnji an alkaline treatment, or slowly, be

repeatedly rinsing the olives in water, inuneistng them in brine, or if they are very ripe (black

olives), by putting dliecdy into dry salt

Although industry has reached a hi^.h level of technology, the procedures used are based on
traditional methods, using much more advanced equipment, of course.

The fast process to eliminate the bitter glucodde traditionally consists tif applying an
alkaline treatment using ash or bleach. TTiis first phase takes several hours (between 5 and 10),

depending on the size and ripeness of the fruit. This has more or less the same effect as a

cooking process. Afterwards tiie olives are rinsed several times in water.

On an indusb'ial basis, this process is carried out by immersing the fruit in soda solutions

wiflj a gravity of 1° to 5" on the Baum^ scale and then rinsing them thoroughly in pure water.

Green olives are protected from exposure to ihc air to prevent them turning black as a result of
oxidation. This problem naturally does not arise in the case of black olives which can be
exposed to die air with no adverse effiscis. The fruit is then put into a flavoured or mrflavoored
brine for preservation.

The action of the alkali on the olives is very complex and brings about substantial changes
Id die fiuit, affecting die microbtological process lo differing degrees. These changes inchide

die following:

The elimination, as we have already mentioned, of the bitter glucoside—oleuropeina

^and odier related components.

The transformation of sugars, cokMifing sttbstances, etc., and a substantial increase in

liie fruits permeability.

Another mediod of acoetoniing the elimination of the bitter glucoside. used in both domestic
and industrial processes, consists of splitting the olives and then striking them with a wooden
mallet or a stone. This should be done on a wooden surface or a brick to prevent the fruit from
slipping. The stone of the olive should not be broken. Sometimes the fruit is cut lengthwise

(in industrial procedures diis operation is logically carried out widi very fast machines) and
placed In a large receptacle with enough water to cover them. The water is then changed on a
daily basis for a period of 8 to 10 davv Thi^ ojieraiion to remove the bitter taste is

uraditionally known either as the sweetening process or as the removal to die alpechin, as the

liquid which see|» outof Ite ofives is called. Ivp water is usually used, but in dte villages

wen or rain water which cootitins no chlorine is piefened. FoUowing dw alkaline treatment, if
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the accelerated process is being effected, or directly if the traditional formula is followed, the

olives are put through a natural lactic fermentaticm process. This is

in ;i brine with the ;)ppropriate salt concentration, which traditionally is measured by

dissolving coarse salt in water and testing the concentration by placing an egg in the nuxture;

when it floats thin end up dieie is enough salt In industrial processes the brine usually

contains a 10° or 12° salt concentration.

The lactic fermentation consists of the breakdown of sugars, especially glucose, to produce

lactic add. This iransfonnation is brought about by means of the action of ladobacilli or

lactic bacteria. It should be pointed out that the fermentation process can only begin and keep

going at a leinpefature close to 27°C. In the case of natural black olives the lactobacilli are not

^ways present but other niicro-organisnis devdop such as yeasts.

During the fermentation an osmotic process takes place in which the olive yields

carbohydrates and absorbs sodium chloride. The brine exercises various functions in this

process. In die first phase, which lasts two or three days, part of the cellular liquid of the

olives is extracted and then transformed into a culture medium which is suitable for the

development of the micro-organisms of the fermentation. In the second phase, which lasLs 10

to IS days, the lactobacilli develop veiy quicUy and acidification is intensified. The third

phase continues until acid production stops and the medium is established, As a result of the

acid produced during fermentation, the pH changes from nikaline (higher than 7j to acid (pH4),

thereby achieving the necessary conditions to preserve the ol u es until they may be sold.

In some industrial preparations, but more especially in domestic formulas, tlic brine is

accompanied by aromatic herbs, lemon, vinegar, garlic and other ingredients. This liquid is

called the euiobo or alino—marinade or seasoning—and in every region of Spain there are

various ffaditional ways of preparine it. These local secrets are passed down from generation to

gencratjon, ilieieby mamtaining the individual customs of each region. The total duration of

the process tends to vaiy since some varieties of olive can be consum i a uhin a period of 10

days while others require a period vwying between 2 and 9 months before achieving the

acceptable organoleptic properties.

Black olives, which are picked when fully ripe, are washed and preserved straightaway in

brine or diy salt Olives are sometimes sun-dried and then macerated in oil. In domestic olive

preservation the Mt is • cpi m die containers wifb the brine used to prepare them and are

spooned out to be eaten as required with a peif ; ira'ed wooden ladle.

industrial usage is lo keep them immersed in brine m large tanks until the time comes for

UK olives to be packed when die brine is dianged fbr a lighter solution. Depending on variety,

die olives then go ttirough Sterilisation OT pasleurisatiain OT in some cases are sio^y vacoum
packed in cans or jars.

NUTRmONAL VALUE OFA MIXTURE OF ALL VARIETIES OF RII>E OLIVES

MtHSture

Ash
Ether extract (oil)

Protein (N x 6.2S)

Cnide fibre

Carbohydrate

Calories

Sodium
Potassium

Phosphorous

Calcium
Iron

Copper

Cobalt

Magnesium
Silicon

Strontium
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79.23%
2.19%

17.57%

1.16%
1.19%

0(1-1.34)

163per lOOg

760mg per lOOg

2.5mg per lOOg

18.6mg per lOOg

79.4mg per lOOg

0.89mg per lOOg

0.2Snig per lOOg

Tr.

23nigper100g
1 Img per lOOg

llmgper lOQg
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Manganese l.lmg per lOOg

Beta Carotene (pro vitamin A) 200 1.U. per lOOg

Ascobic add 2.97mg per lOOg

Niacin O.OSmg per lOOg

Riboflavin 0.18mg per lOOg

Folic acid 0.45-0.67 micrograms/IOOg

Vitamin B6 9.9-12.3 micrograms/lOOg

Vitamin Bi2 20 millimicrogranii/lOOg

Thiamine 0.01mg per lOOg

Caloric power (12-1^ calones/g)

THF. TRAVI-LS OF THE OLIVE

Olives travel in the guise of knowledgeable messengers, bearing soothing essences to quell the

giistative nostalgia of two groups of people: emigrants and travellers, today's tourists. These

two sectors of society retain in the memories the imape of sunny countries where they were

brought up, where the people eat the tasty, homemade products under the shade of the carob

tree, drinking wine from a porron. These images of wdlbeing are intrinsically linked to life in

the so-called underdeveloped nations, precisely because of the prodigal attitude towards

everyday life in these countries. The emigrants set up small bazaars to sell their exotic wares,

thereby sowing the seeds of new eating habits. The multi-national companies then incorporate

these new products and adapt them to meet the needs of their streamlined, large scale market.s,

often changing the basic nature of the the original product in the process. The industries set up

on the basis of this potential new consumer market produce almost neutral varieties of these

foreign foods, eliminating insofar as possible any individual local vmations which are

considered too extreme fbr die inspid tastes of the mass marlcet-^ioo much salt innovatory

flavours, bothersome stones, etc. and produce pitted olives which are bcticr suited ti^ the

light' tastes of the new practical consumer who has only to open a can and up the contents

onto a salad made up ofequally artificia], adulteiBted ingredients.

These adaptations to the aseptic dietary customs of fast moving societies reinforce the

olive's symbolic value by adding a connotation of luxury, economic potential and refmement

The people who buy olives are obviously travelled, educated citizens with considerable

economic means, people who are in the know about where to get hold of these impoverished

products. Whatever happened to die archaic essences and the sapid, sapient dimensions of this

precious fruit? The emigrants continue to demand the real thing as for them it is a symbol of

their roots. Their most deep seated feelings of identic aie demonstrated in the things they like,

in their culinary and dietary patterns.

The assimilation of an archaic product into a new society sometimes becomes and

unforgettable landmark in diat culture's history. Unfortunately, this cannot be said in the case

of the olive, which thanks to the cinema industry, has instead become famous for bcmg
speared on a cocktail sliik and swimming arctind in a Dry Martini, a symbol of seduction and

conquest! These connotations have also taken firm root in the collective subconscious.

Nowadays, the Mediterranean diet coukl be considered to be an kleal way ofcounteracting the

pernicious effects of stress on the human body. Stress is a virtually inevitable element of

contemporary life and can lead to coronary and circulatory illnesses and metabolic disorders.

The advanuges of a diet rich in unsaturated fats have been recognised by the medical

profession, which recommends the consumption of foods such as olive oil and fresh

vegetables, as well as foods such as olive oil and fresh vegetables, as well as foods with a

fibre conttot This has led to a situation where foods having a super-cultural nature in

certain regions, e.g. rice, com, wheat and olives, are gradually becoming incotporated into the

diets of lots of different countries. The level of consciousness of society in general has been

raised, bringing a rejection of adulterated. substKute ItKuls wliieh are offered as a kind of

placdK). Instead the people are once again demanding top quality foods. This phenomenon is

the source <tf die concept ofDenominations of Origifi. Occasionally, however, advertising and

mariceting are mote powerfiil that die demand for quali^, or Ihe capadiy ofdiscrimination of
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the average consumer, and in these cases the collective taste inexorably becomes coofonnis^

and even reactionary at times.

When a food which was once considered exotic becomes an aocefMed element in a diet and

the consumers become aware of it.s potential, they begin to have confidence in it and to use it

more often. It becomes a source of culinary inspiration and interpretation. The use of olives to

decorate cocktails is regaided as chic and tofrfdsticaied; it is a demonstration of social and
economic aspirations. Nowadays, however, the olive is beginning to he recognised as a

delicious food in its own right, as a representative of our new dietetic discoveries.

Bat even among die olive growing countries with a geographic and climatic common
denominator, olives are consumed in many different ways. Tn the Middle East the dry, black

variety is prefened and they are eaten at breakfast time, while in North Africa and the Latin

countries both black and green olives are consumed primarily as an appetiser, althoogh they

are also a basic ingredient of many traditional dishes, especially the green varieties: meat

cooked with lard, stews, in all sorts of doughs, in omelettes, and of course, as the perfect

accompaniment to salads, cheeses and all sorts of raw vegetables.

We cannot resist the temptation of affering a basic» primitive recipe which ilhistrttes one of

the forms of consumption in Spain.

We are going to give the recipe for thrush stuffed with olives. The dvush feeds almost

exclusively on this particular drupe and therefore one of our greatest competitors in this

respect, beating us to it on many occasions. The thrush likei to peck at the peripheral fruit

that are juicier and riper than the rest, the olives which are green but in season, just the same

as the taste of their human compatrioLs. In the villages in Aaragon and Catalonia, on the edge

of the olive growing territory where the fruit often dies while still on the tree, the farmers

hunts die voracious bird whose flesh is full of olives, to the extent of even tasting the same,

vnthout even stuffmg them. This dish can therefore be prepared by simply plucking the birds

and putting them into a pot or casserole dish containing a couple of finely chopped onions.

The birds are put on top with some salt, perhaps a little thyme, a small glass of olive oil

final die previous harvest on the same land* and a handful of olives seasonedjust with salt and

thyme—the variety known as thymus pipereUa which is quite dtric. This Is all teft to stew

slowly over a low heat with a iii.hily fitting lid. When it is ready tliis cJi>li is eaten with a

robust red wine and a hunk of homemade bread and makes an altogether exquisite meal. Could

there possibly be a more ecological dish? It is a canonic meal which satisfies nutritional,

epicurean and hygienic demands. Furthermore, it could easily he taken to be the latest

innovation in the revolutionary' field of aroma cuisine. Background and form fuse together in

a complete, sapid gestalt

Of course, this psychological turn of phrase brings us back to the matter in hand, which as

yet remains unsolved. Can the gustative experience be reduced to the scientific model of

analysis which is based on an analytical structuralism of an introspective nature? Can this

complex reply be quantified from a discrimination of the basic gustative qualities?

Psychophysics certainly approves this, but we must ask ourselves the followmg questions:

What is being measured, controUed and forecast: On what bases are the hedonistic outlines

designed? Wh;it kind of experiences, especially those associated with the oral-affective

environment, are left out? Are there any elements of the sense of taste which cannot be reduced

to scientific ijuantitative methods? The specific stimuli of the chemical senses smell and

taste—form part of the aesthetic categories of the plastic am. Since time immemorial these

fKVm have been mvolved hi theatric^ and aesdietic envuonments in the ibrm of omamental

borders, trimmings, still life paintings and decorative elements of the highest stylistic value.

Of course, cuUnary art has since elevated diem to the most sublime artistic heights. However

for the scientists, who are determined to consider them as stimuli and primary organs, they

have remained a secondan,' interest. Even today, in contrast to their wealth and COOipiexi^ as a
source of culture, they still remain mute in the scientific language.

The chemical senaea lost the battle for literary and scientific leadecsh^ precisely because of

their immediate nature, direct contact and instant reply from the receiving organ. Accused of

being seducers, of sparking off deep, archaic, remote, subcortical answers, tfiey are still mute

today and we are deprived of a language which would be rich enough for us to express

ourselves if there were no recourse to metaphor and poetic circumlocution, nor to any eloquent
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emissions of the guttural sounds which always accompany the experience of gustative

saiisfacdoa as a kind ofexclamation.

Conceptual rusticity which contrasts with the exuberance of the applied material culture

right across the oral-culinary alimentary spectram, not excluding the per^mes and camouflage

of the smell-taste area.

N^lecied senses: taste, smell, touch—primary senses which function on the basis of a

oomUMdon of simple elements. How come die senses of sight and sound can function well

without them? Of course, the measurement of a stimulus and its response is based on the

organ. The areas of irradiation in the brain and the corticalisation were very difficult to specify

with the applied techniques available to physiologists undl well into the 20di century.

Physiology coold have bem better lemtttd episiemolQgy befne then.

TOE INDUSTRIALFLAVOURS
Along with the devcloiinient of culina;;. arts, there vi-as also an increa'-e in travelling and

expeditions; trade and commerce became more actiuve and industries developed to cater for the

needs of an ever increasing population. It became necessary to find out about the basic

motivations of the people and how the alimentary habits were developing. The SCnseSOfsmell

and taste suddenly became &educiive for the economic experts loo, who recognised in them the

possibility of substantial profits.

This is not to say that the enrichment of the study of taste as a sense came ahnut because of

economic interests, but it can be said that to a large extent the study of sapidity has developed

as a discifdine as a result of the demands eieaied by die industrialisation of Ibod pfoducUon, to

guarantee standard formulas which could be used over and over again, as well as meeting the

basic common needs of large sectors of the population. Nowadays the multinationals

homogenise tastes and prefiBKnoes on a worldwide scale.

THE LNSTRUMENTALISATION OF THE CHEMICAL SENSES
The relegation of the chemical senses in the scientific world und the lack of attention paid to

this field from the experimental point of view was due to the fact that these senseS are less

informational and more ditticult to reduce to a .system of rational codes, to the terms in which

both philosophical and scientific trends are defined. The lineal process, sensation, perception,

memory. Intellection, did not need the intensive dynamic* connotative and emotional

elements which seemed to be the appropriate attributes of diese stimuli and the archaic organs,

tlie most archaic in the development of the organism.

These features which were characteristic of sensorial experiences of taste and smell were

taken up by the psychoanalysts who associated the oral gustative idea to the onset of
experiences of pleasure and displea.sune. Pleasure can be defined as the satisfaction of die needs

of the organism: the imprint of tastes by means of mother's milk, the pleasant feel of the

nipple tmd dw emotional contact widi die nutrient object. Displeasure arises from deprivation,

from the absence of basic satisfactions. The whole development of psychism is based on these

early experiences. The oral gustative sense arouses emotions, provokes desires and transmits

feelings. The sense of smell spades off extremely intense responses. It behaves enigmatically,

like a messenger between the v-orld and the individual. Its fantastic power of reminiscence

enables it to evoke memories and provoke associations with a much stronger effect than

sounds and colours. These senses allow us to gain aocess to a more irrational, profound and

passionate form of knowledge which affords us immediate contact widi what is happening here

and now—diis olive, the mere presence of which Ls enough to whet the appetite and release

organic fluids—and also with w hat has gone before and is retained in the memoiy, associated

widi intimate connotations laden widi semantic values.

This lack of attention on the part of die various scientific disciplines widi respect to the

.sense of taste is perhaps the reason why the wealth of plea.surc derived from food has remained

largely free of feelings of guilt or sin. This stronghold of innocence, as yet unburdened by the

prizes and punishmoits ofour nistitutionalised world, has been adcqMBd by the supptvters of

aesthetic fashion and puritan morality as a basis from which to sanction and apply canons of

beauty, virtue and formal education. The sense of taste is therefore becoming institutionalised

by die infloenoe ofscenoe, lechntdogy, morality and aesthetics.
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In accordance with the tnierpfetatioin oFROIand Banhes, commercialised alimentaiy pnxfucts

contain falst- iiddcd values, which along with false images of pleasure offered as a kind of

social motivation, are used for manipulation purposes. The false image of a false flavour,

piesented as a social motivation, wliich is intrinsically also ftUse, contaminates and distorts

the vision of ihc individual. When the consumer purchases one of these products, believing it

to be tlic real tiling with all the symbolic connotatioas attributed to it by the manufacturer, he

h strengthening the commefdalist contamination ofhis own cnltme; the eternal subject of the

manipulation of products and images, the trapped consumer. Food becomes a kind of symbol,

and die associated taiites become a means of evoking nostalgic memories. At the same time it

also becomes a false dement of satisfaction of these sapid fallacies. From being a symbol it

goes on to actually brine about changes in both society and the individual. When, as a result

of this food manipulation process, the consumers' needs have been technically introduced and

structured, food itselfbecomes divided into two sections—fiinctiomd and synrt»oUc.

Foods, techniques and customs merge and new techniques of a transformational nature are

developed. These techniques function in a mechanistic manner by means of positive and

negative reinforcements—prestige, solvency and degance, orm a n^ttive case, tiie scorn and

rejection of the people who are unaware of these invented values. Assimilation puidelines

which are learned during childhood are modified by the advertising world in the course of the

rest of our lives. Advertising influences our conception of taste to the extent of raising it to

the category of a symbol of commemoration, lending it an historic, socialising quality with a

message—we should consume foods which are designed; presented as icons intended to satisfy

our soisorial nostalgia for the natural ways of life and families of long lineage. This kind of

consumption then becomes associated with free, liberaiinp rtdea'-es of emotion and the scarcely

aired sense of taste is thereby given free rein wiili absolute fidelity. !n a picnic in the open air,

forexample, the act ofopo^ a dudcen-up can of beer and a little tin of olives represents the

perfect synthesis of the necessary outlet of aggression derived from the act of opening and

serving diem, and the relaxation guaranteed by (heir subsequent consumption.

Sometinies, the factor of being a health source can also be added to the taste factor, which

converts it into a sort of conquest instrument, as occurs in afiiective relationships. Nutritional

awareness allows us to recognise the fleshy, proteinic olive as the epitome of health-giving

food; fbod wliich makes us feel more expansive and invigorated. All tl^s is very much in line

with die mydiical image of renewed vigour in our hectic modem way of life.

In summary, in all sorts of cultures die functions and attrihutes of die ^olty of taste and

the forms of behaviour undergo a gradual evolution which starts from the initial, simple

function of survival. Survival, however, raised to the category of nutrients, and from there to

die concept of healA and hygiene. Hygiene in turn gives way to the vital and mental plane.

The key to all these motives in this process still stems from the sensory functions whicli

activate mental mechanisms. Once on the mental plane, the plane of intentions and meanings,

die wealdi of symbtds and informational keys is unlimited. This is why tastes are such

powerful behaviour intensifiers. The olive is such an important intensifying agent because the

person who eats this fruit in the shade of the olive tree with a jug of wine in his other hand

recognises the taste of his own land. This is also true for die emigrant or the bourgeois dandy.

Since time immemorial the olive, like other magical, meaningful supercultural fowls, has

been fully anthropomorphized, not tu say rendered divine and sacred. Survival was tlie material

basis and culture the idetdogical basis of its consumption.

TASTES GET UP TO DATE
Supply always falls back on dennand, and foods fall back on the increased value of cultural

symbols. The personality of the typical olive consumer could be identified witii a

philosophical being, if we consuler the toactiviiy of die penon lost in ooniemplation of tins

tiny, pofiect food, a small scale model ofnatuie: sweet, add. bitter, sal^, just like life itself.
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TASTE AND ETIQUETTE IN THE VICTORIAN HOUSEHOLD

Valerie Mars & Gerald Mars

TASTE, CULTURE AND \'irrORI.\N SOCIHTY
Though the physical bases of human taste in food are universal and undeijun all cuisines, they

are eveiywhere subordinate to a culturally set aesthetic. It is culture that prioritises one taste

over another, dial approves one kind of presentation over another, dial valuer I'.iuhly Lcrtain

foods, aromas, textures, flavours and combinations while simultaneously stigmatising others.

Here we have two meanings of the word 'taste—the physical and the aesthetic. It is ^is

latter use—taste in the social sense- that we discuss. 'Good taste' is that approved as

epitomizing the appropriate, whilst bad taste—stigmatised as vulgarity—describes its

opposite. These cultural choices—the classifying of people, events and things as showing
good or bad taste are not random. They follow from how people ihfm>clves are graded and

classified within a culture and how tightly its members draw boundaries around their

gnrapings. These two dimensions of a caltiire, classification and boundary (1). together give

rise to an appropriate and justifying set of values, attitudes and views of their world, in short,

to an appropriate cosmology (2). In this paper, we look at how members of a particular

culture, that of the British Victorian middle classes, used food and its accoutrements to

maintain and to justify their graded divisions and affirm their boundaries.

This is the world of hierarchies and strongly maintained boundaries with a marked us.'them

definition. Here we find not only the hierarchic Victorian family but much of Victorian

society at large. People respect both hierarchy and the principles on which hierarchy is

established and they know not only their own place in the world, but the place of others aJso.

When we iwk at the cosmolouy appropriate to this type of culture we find a justifying

ideology that supports the idea of graded compartments, of finite divisions. Many of these

justifications are maintained through the use of ritual and symbolism and through perceptions

of regularity, order and gradings in ^pa:::. nme and in nature.

This environment is one where the principle of grading can sometimes be carried to

extremes. These cultures have a bias towards grading everythfaig and everybody, both within

themselvc'- and beyond: they classify and value not only their and olhen' social worlds hut the

natural and supernatural worlds as well. Not surprisingly, food does not escape these

classifications. Food indeed is ideal both as as the basis and the reflector of gradings since its

ser\'ing i'^ r< punitive. In Victorian England* die middle classes were served fourmeais a day
everyday—and s; iriictirnes five.

The use of fo id as a basis of classification permits almost infinite variation and each

variation can be valued. These gradings and valuations can be extended as we shall show,

beyond eating, to food preparation, to the whole panoply of food accoutrenwnts; to questions

of etiquette and the 'correct'; equipment; to the appropriateness both of the place and the time
for eating as well as to controls over who can and who cannot be eaten with.

All of these applications of food were practised to a marked degree by dte Victorian middle
classes The IQlh century saw massive changes in English cuisine. Taste was re-ordered and

this reflected the re-ordering of society itself. New jobs emerged and new classes arose. With
them came new relativities, gradings md hierarchies that had to be developed to accommodate
them. Enhanced competition allowed for new mobilities both up and down and this, in its

turn, meant that the successful continually attempted to exert control over their subordinates

in order to maintain their positions. The 19th century therefore showed a p:u-adox—on the one
hand there was increasing fluidity and on the other incre;!sinc ricidity. Nowhere was this

newly emcigmg order better reflected tJiaii in lire cmcrrcn. c mi i hanging definitions of taste.

As the century develi.^ped hierarchy and exclu*iOBbecan;c . inciple.s—the building blocks

ofsocial life. Together they fused to produce a new multi-faceted and binding etiquette.
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THE PLACE OF CIIILDHBK AND SERVANTS
Hierarchy and exclusion were particularly well represented and developed in the middle class

Victorian household. As the century developed, the size of households increased as more
children survived their early yeais and uioeaMdfbither with the addition of servants into those

classes of families where no servants had been employed before. Hierarchically biased cultures

have everywhere developed a recognisably distinct way of defining tlieir boundaries; they

invariably process and socialise new entrants with rigour. Victorian children, for instanoe,

were subject to firm training and a strict philosophy of educative discipline and they were not

incorporated into the adult world until considered suitably trained. As we shall later show, this

rigour also qjpliedtothettaining of servants.

In the Victorian nursery, as children were physically excluded at mealtimes from the rest of

the household, so their food was different too. This poem, which is just pre- Victorian, gives

an idea of Ifaende offiood in cbildicaring:

What is bestfor children

"^anuna, why mayn't I, when we dine.

Eat ham and goose and drink white

wine?

And pray, why may not I, like you.

Have soup and fish and mutton too?"

Because, my dear, it is not right

To spoil a yOQlhflil appetite.

By thiqgs unwholesome tho' enjoyed

The inftnt appetite is cloy'd."

"A slice of mutton roast or boiled

Or good roast beef best suiLs a child,

A bread or ground rice pudding too

Is food adapted well for you."

"From eating highly flavoured things

Illness and inconvenience springs:

You lose die love ofcommon food.

Nor rellsb what will do yott good.'

(Amxi)

Food did not just have its benign side; t>pical Victorian punishments for c hildren involved

eating at the next meal what they had faii^ to fmish at the last and meals of bread and water.

It was only when children reached an appropriate age and undefsianding of table manners and
behaviour, that they were allowed to join their parents in the main d&iiflg room, where diet

and accoutrements were those of the adult world.

The use of separate food for separate statuses applied as much to servants as to children.

There was debate whether servants should be allowed to eat leftovers from the master's table or

whether this would give them ideas of taste above their station. It was felt that servants

should, in fact, eat plainer food than their masters (in reality, of coone, diey weie likely to get

both plain food and dieir master's food!) In the grander houses, servants would eat in a

servants' hall, sometimes with a separate dining room for die housekeeper and butler who, in

their turn, would be served their especial foods by lower servants.

The s^le and quality of furniture in servants' quarters copied or aped diat of their masters,

with pine replacing mahogany, bi the same way, crockery and cudery oflesser quality diat the

master's bone china, crystal and silver were considered appropriate to servants. There weie, Of

course, graded accommodations both up and down the social ladder.

Hierarchies are noted fiv the exercise ofcontrol over their lesoiw^^
mobilise this as a way of traifting andconindling sttbofduiaies. There is a common dieme hi
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pofHilar books on household management in diis period showing how domestic staff must be

rigotottsly trained to economise.

"WASTE NOT. Cook most be told, die moment yoa have the first private

conversation with her af'cr entering your service, that tfiere is to be NO WASTE.
And she, smoothing her apron complacently, will tell you very likely she "never

wastes nothing". This, however, is not sufRcient—all sufficient duHigh it sounds.

Ynu will not allow an uneatable crusi even to be throwTi away, \nu will not hear of

rancid dripping, pieces of fat, and things edible of that kind, tu find their way into

your waste-tub. And, lo tell the whole tratfi (damply, never minding cook's can't-be-

helped-snlffofamazement, and very wide open eyes at such an avtywal—you will not

toleraie a wasie-bib upon your premises at alir

(Ward and Lode's Home Book, c.l89-, p.3S2)

LEAGUES, ACCOUTREMENTS AND TASTE
As well as the rigidities of Victorian society, it must not be forgotten that for some this was
also one of the most mobile periods in British history: jx-ople both came up and went down in

the world; there was aspiration but there was also insecurity. One means by which both can be

accommodated is dirough the restriction of social life to those assessed as peers. What we find

is tliat the middle class subdivided istelf into leagues which allowed people tn carr\- on their

social lives among people of approximately their own level and which allowed them to avoid

being exposed to excesses of competitive display they could not match and that would
otherwise cause them humiliation. There was thus an appropriate— that is, tasteful—level of

consumption for each level of the league. This applied not only to the type of food served but

also to the way it wti prepared, who it could be eaten with, and most importantly to the

accoutrements that went with it.

Social controls were strong: ostracism, humiliation and ridicule were always latent and were

focused on the appropriateness of one's presenutions relative to one's league. The pages of

Ptindi, as die century progressed, are fuU ofjokes diat point to inappropriate dining habits.

The working class are laughed at for their igitorance and parvenus for their inappropriate

asi^rationv Bad taste clearly emerjies as a non-recognition of inappropriate choice. Oickens'

Veneerings in Our Mutual Friend provide a classic example of aspirants who, in their

entertaining, get everydifaig wrong; th^ ignore all die restrictive rules appnqiriate to dieir

league.

League membership was not fixed. It was possible to jump or sink a league. Books of the

period emphasised that household management was not just concerned with controlling

servants but through their control and the judicious u.se of resources, the middle classes could

retain and even improve their demonstrated social standing. Amongst the horrors that arc

revealed are recipes for scrap pie (3) for the poor and instruction for the use of old crusLs:

"UNEATABLE CRUSTS. The uneatable crusts! What are we to do with ihem? So;ik

them in two or three waters, which will be very little trouble—beat them into a pap

with a few pennyv-onhs (if sugar—sugar is so cheap nf)w—a few currancs or not. as

you choose; put this with a little dripping into a pan, bake it, and gladden the hearts

of some body's hungry litde ones with die timely, inexpensive, dioughiful gift.

•STALE DRIPPING. It must be ver>' bad indeed, if it cannot be clarified and

made fit for something. If once pouring boiling water upon it does not have the

desired effect, do it two or duee times. Otfier pieces of bread, diose coUecied fom die

dinner table, and those that come from the nursery (hut the latter should not be

allowed to supply many, tor children wil not leave "pieces", if from their earliest

recollection they have been taught that it is wicked to do so) should have a pan to

therriM^!', ,'s in order that the little ones of the family may have a bread-pudding also.

Servants aie fond of these too; what they are strenuously averse to is eaung what

they term "leavings" especially children's leavings.

(Ward and Ux k's Home Book, <:.189-, p.353)

In diese ways, dirough the processing of items such as scrap pic, uneatable crusts and stale

diinnqg, food diat might be considered quite unsuitable for die middle class Victorian family,
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or even for its servants, cottid nonetheless be put to good use tfinnigh chari^, md could

thereby grant Uic family some social credit

The Victorian age was not just the age of a new enlarged and extremely uncertain middle

class; it was a middle class where housewives were, for the first time, removed from direct

food preparation. Dress, for instance, such as crinolines, which reached their peak in the

1850s, demonstrably precluded middle class housewives from direct involvement in the

kitchen. These new books were concerned, therefore, not only with economic efficiency (diere

was one book published in 1863 solely devoted, for instance, to the theme What To Do With

Cold Mutton) but also with the minudae of how instnicdons should be given to servants.

Since this was a society concerned to classify and order itself into graded compartments two

major cooks of the day, Soyer and Francaielli, didn'tjust write a single cookbook: both wrote

co^books representing their versions of diflimnt food that was appropriate to the main social

classes. In Soyer's book for the poor, he gives an admonition that they should not he fed

spices, since this would excite their appetites and lead to desires inappropriate to their station:

It will be perceived fliat I have omitted all kinds of spice except in those dishes

which iue intended expressly for them, as I consider tJicy only flatter the appetite and

irritate the stomach and make it crave for more food; my object being not to create an

appetite but to satisfy it'

The ri.se of mass production techniques permitted further and even mone minute divisions of

class, league and aspiration to be catered for. Cutlery and crockery became highly diverse with

spedalist items ftar almoateveiy iroaemable Qrpeof fbod. Cutlery, for instance^ was produced
in a wideiangeof maleiialsftomBriiamiiaiiietallliroa^

gill.

In die nineleendi century came standaidizadon of usage and a prolifiEradon ofetfing

instruments . . . different sizes of knife, fork and spcx)n were used for meat and dessert

courses. From the 1850s onwards tiah knives and forks, ice cream spoons, asparagus

tongs, cake forks and odier more or less usohd inqderoents woe invented, while

canteens of cudery reached their greatest size at the begiiming of dlis oentuiy.'

{Ifie An ofEaling. A. Somers Cocks)

Crockery too ranged from earthenware to harKl painted and crested bone china. Even napkins

in the grander households came in different sizes for breakfast, lunch and dinner and manuals

were published devoted solely to instruction in the many ways to fold a napkin. In this way,

food and its accoutrements as well as how and where it was served contribttled to the

mainteDance of die finite social divisions diat fflarked diis period.

NATURE DENATURED
Anthropologists have observed that the members of cultures organised on hierarchic lines

attempt to iinp<).se hierarchy and order not only on their own culture, but also on nature in

Older tojustify their perceptions of society (4). This is clear, for instance.in the way Victorian

gardens were laid out wiUi flower beds cut into regular patterns and filled wiUi regimented

planus. Society and Nature are seen as essentially opposed with a clear boundary between the

two. Food is particularly interesting in this respect since it is at the midpoint of uansition

between society and nature. Ingredients, originally nauiral items, are prepared and cooked in

diese cultures in ways wMdi ensure that they are denatured: food becomes elaborate,

complicated and essentially divorced from its natural form. A typically grand recipe is Urbain

Dubois' Aspic, Normandy Fashion (5) from his Cosmopolitan Cookery published in 1870.

"Widi kalf a wMtecalfs Uver, get ready a preparation for 'pain of pouiuy-livers;

poach it in a 'charlotte'-mould, let it cook; then trim, and cut it in slices; which

stamp widi a plain round cutter. Mask these rounds with a brown chaufroix'-sauce,

set diem evenly on a baking-sheet, letdiig Ibe sauce oool; and cut an equal quntiQr

(of dw same form) of rounds of ox-tongue.

Take two or three scalded and cooled sweetbreads, divide them in slices, which fry

very white; let them cool under press, to stamp them round, as the 'pain' of liver,

dien mask them with a white 'chaufroix'-sauce, and range them on a baking-sheet, to

letd)esanosco(^
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'Choose some nice button-iniahfooms, cm them iransveisally in slices, which mask
with the white chaufiroix'-sauce, and range beside the sweetbreads.

'Place a cylindrical mould in an earthen vessel, surround it with pounded ice, and

settle at the bottom a this layer of aspic^jelly; over which form a circle with

alternated rounds of tongue and of liver. Cover it, by degrees, with aspic; and this

being firm, place over it a circle of rounds of sweetbread; pour over it some iispk.

and begin again another circle, uf ox-tongue and 'pain' of liver alternated Hicn till

the mould with aspic. Half an hour after, dip it into warm water, wipe it, and turn ilte

aspic out onto a cold dish. Garnish the top with a circle of rounds of miishiooins, and

fill the hollow with a salad of vegetables, thickened with mayonnaise-sauce.'

It will be appreciated that, here, the origin of every ingredient is disguised and then

subjugated to a new nd essentially artificial form. The commercial manufacture of gelatine

meant that imitations of this culinary s^le were then made easily available to the hoiueholds

of lesser leagues.

Not all recipes, however, necessarily involved such a radical transformation of their

ingredicnls; a boiled egg. after all, remained a boiled e«:t',. in such a case, however,

uansformation tiom the wildness of nature to the straufted confines of society could still be

effected by the use of elaborate accoutrements. Thos Mrs Beeion (6) advises that, 'Silver or

plated egg dishes, like that shown in our engravinp., are now very much used.' The illustration

shows an elaborate silver (or plated) sund which holds four egg cups and their matching egg

spoons.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have concentrated mainly on the use of one form of cultural analysis to

examine some aspects of the role and u<c of fnoA uiihin the Victorian household and to sh 'v.

how liiese were used to deflne good and bad taste. Our scope has, therefore, been limited and

we have not been able to discuss such topics as die clumge from service & la frengaise to

service h la russe, the use of rcstauranLs and the role of public banv^ueLs in this period, or the

interesting dcvelopincnis in conimercia! and mstilutJonal catering. We feel it would be

interesting to fiirther apply l imr ii n !> i these topics.

We hope to have shown how gcKxl and bad taste in Victorian middle class society was a

product of that culture's values and views of their world. But values and world

views—cosmology—do not arise in a vacuum—they are always products of the social

situation in which people find themselves. We have used a method of cultural dialysis diat

peimits us to tie social situation to cosmology and have then applied this to show how
Victorians used t\H>d toju.stify and sustain their world view.

The Victorian world was one of hierarchy and exclusions as a new and enlarged middle class

coped with insecurity and accommodated to die myriad new occupational levels diat derived

from the industrial revolution. One of the ways they accommodated was to make an extreme

use of food—both to mark hierarchy and to define exclusivity. Since hierarchy reached

unprecedented levels ofeomfieiAtf at this ttme, so too was (bod used to justify, maintain and

reflect this complexity. And since us and them divisions were so marked, food and die

etiquette associated with it was used 10 identify and distinguish insiders Irom ouLsidcrs.

"These uses were manifest not only in the way food defined class—and leagues within

classes—but also how food was prepared, who it could be eaten with, where it could be eaten

and the correct and incorrect implements that should or should not be used to eat it with.

Food, dwn, was used to educate, to define taste, to mark social rank, to exchide and to control.
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INDIGESTION IN THE 19TH CENTURY, ASPECTS OF
ENGLISH TASTE & ANXIETY

Stephen Mennell

For a long time I hiivc been intrigued by certain popular beliefs about food, still encountered

among older generauons of English people despite the major transformation of eating that

became apparent from aroand 1960. 1 refer particularly to beliefs about which foods cause

indigestion and other discomforts physical and social—and the anxieties associated with

them. 1 explored some of these issues in Chapter 1 1 ('Food Dislikes') of my book. All

Manners ofFood (198S), especially under the sub-heacfings of lYained Incapacity to Enjoy

Food' (including the 'Nursery Food Syndrome") ;)nd 'Fear of After F-frc tv' (including

'Indigestion and Bad Breath, Etc.'). 1 have recently taken the opportunity ot i(K)king tor more

evidence on diese saljects to the Bodleian library and in die Fuller Collection at Oxford

Polytechnic. What follows is no more than a preliminary report with relatively liule

interpretation. I shall be grateful to anyone who can supply further references ur would like tu

venture fiurdier explanations.

THE PROBLEM
In its broadest terms the problem is the assumption, apparently widespread in I9di and early

20th century England, that eating was seldom an unalloyed pleasure, and the equally

widespread anxiety a.ss()ciated witii many son.s of f(xxi. In particular, certain foods were linked

through anxiety with indigestion, bad breath, flatulence and farting. It is wofth quoting again

Jane Grigson's remarks on leeks and onions 'tainting the breath':

It seems to have been a major nightmare at the time, not just a silly refinement. I

remember my grandmother's obsession w iih her digestive system, her purges iind

pqjpennint tablets; I remember too, how constipation hung over some families like a

mushroom cloud. If digestions were as bad as all this suggests, and they probably were

when diet-s were stfxlgy without fruit or mans vegetables, the breath must often have been

bad. Anything that could have added to the social fear—^ieek, onion, above ail garlic—was
prudently avoided, or subdued by strong-arm water treatment (Origson, 1978:291)

In my recent rcseearch. I have !f>r>ked mainly at what members of the medical profession

wrote about diet and indigestion, in book.s addressed mainly to the general pubhc rather than to

their medical bredven. But I must emphasise diat I do not regard medical opbiioii as the one-

sided cause of popular attitudes. Medical opinion appears to me to reflect popular opinion as

well as helping to shape it in turn.

The main points which seem 10 emerge fnm the books I have studied are as follows. First,

food and faulty eating habits were seen as a principal cause of many illnesses—sometime as

the principal cause—and in particular the acquisition of defective eating habits in childhood ted

to digestive problems, debilitation and early demise in adults. Second, 'correct' eating habits

were seen as part of a wider struggle for temperance, bodily self-control, and nraral self-

discipline. Third, as lane Grigson guessed, fears of indigestion, constipation, bad breath,

burping and farting were boili irierlinl. and intense. Fourth, although medical opinion was

never unanimous, there emerged a durable central orthodoxy about the digestibiUty of specific

foods—an ordKxtoxy which I suspect was influenced by. as much as it influenced, popular

an?;ieties. (I also suspect that— as so often—the cheaper and abundant foods of the common
people were considered indigestible by social superiors, including medical men.) Fifth, acute

anxiety centred on children's eating habits, and it is easy to see how this anxiety was
transmitted from generation to generation with great continuity from the eaily 19th century

until at least the 1930s, so that its legacy is still with us among some members of the older

generation today.
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THE FELL CONSEQUENCE OPEATING
In the pre-P;isre(irian age, medical opinion often ran to hyperbole in cl.Timin<! that food was

the source ot all illness. Sir John Sinclair, President of the Board of Agriculture, who in his

fcm-volime Code cfHedih andLaigeviiy (181Q sonunarised all previous medical opinion,

said:

Many are the causes of ill health, but the principal one is the variety and excess of food.

No man, says Oalen, wovid ever be seized wid) a disease, who takes sufficient care to

avoid crudities or indigestion; that is, wtio eats no more than he can digest: and Cheyne
remarks [in The English Malady, 1733] that what is eaten and drunk, and taken into the

liabit, is die original cause of almost all die dbeases wMch afflict manldnd. (1816:201)

Towards the end of the century, the distinguished physician Sir Henn,' Thompson described fllC

effects of introducing children to the sophusticated food of their parents' table as follows:

And soon afteiwards commence in consequence—and entirely in consequence, as fact it is

impossible too much to emphasise—the 'sick headaches' and 'bilious attacks' which

pursue their victim through half a lifetime, to be exchanged for gout or worse at or before

die great climacteric. (1880:4)

And in 1930, Dorothy Morton, a dietician and lecturer in domestic science, was writing:

At no Stage in the life of the j^tctwing boy or girl should signs of indigestion he passed by

and disregarded. The poisons formed in the stoniach pass into circulation; it l^ a ihysical

impossibility for the youthful one to do justice to himself or his teacheis» and the effect

on his future life may be very serious. ( 1 930: 1 2)

LUXURY, TliMFHRANCH, .SELJ-'-DLSCIPLINE

The general opinion of the doctors was that 'frugal fare is the foundation of health and ilie

greatest preventative of disease' (Abemethy c. 1820:15). In one of the most widely reprintedi

pirated and influential pamphlets on the subject written in the 19tb century, John Abemethy,
FRS and Surgeon at St Bartholemew's Hospital, argued that

Indigestion is tiie disease of a luxurious people, and always presupposes a high stale of
civilisation; in a state of barbaric, or in one little removed horn men eat to support

life only, and the art ofcookery advances into a science.. . . The ntdbKrimmate appetite for

every species of stimulative food—the constant accompaniment of an advanced state of

civilisation—is highly prejudicial to a healthy action of the digestive organs. The disease

occurs hut seldom among the peasantry, whose fbod is of die simplest Idnd, and die

simpler the food is, provided always that there is sufficient quanti^, the moie conducive
is it to robust healdi and longevity. (182S: 15,14)

Sinclair dwells more on die need for restraint in quantitative over-eating:

It would, no doubt, be advisable, occasionally to abstain from fmd, or at least to reduce

tlic usual quantity, as a means of preserving health, when persons, living in the usual

state of European society, must often indulge more than is necessary. But it must not be
imagined that abstinence is attended with no risk or danger to those who have been

accustomed to regular supplies of food... .A Temperate diet... is the only infallible

nostrum for the prevention of disease. (1816:199)

But if overindulgence was a common cause of poor digestion and health problems, for some
people excessive self-denial, an unevenness in self-control, was already a greater problem.

Sinclair in fact regarded it as medically easier to rectify the troublesome fulness which is

caused by over-eating' than the effects of excessive abstinence. 'How many youi^ women,
with a view to reducing their corpulency, stint their appetites and rum their heahh fbr ever*

(1816:20).

A century later, Dr Cecil Webb-Johnson, writing on Diet for Women (1923), still regarded

it as 'one of die curses of modem civilisation diat we eat too much', and did his none-too-

subtle best to make women conscious of the connection between self-denial and sex-appeal:

The woman who indulges in over-eating and over-drinking risks a muddy, shiny or spotty

complexion, and powders, creams and rouge, diough diey help to hide these defecis,

seldom decdve anyone.
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Any woman who takes a pride in her personal appearance and wishes to retain youth

and beauty, must, of necessity, study the question of diet. No man adnures thick and ugly

ankles or a spotty face any nuxe dum he adimies a woman v/ho is always complaining of
aches and pains, real or imaginary. (1923:I¥eface)

FEAR OF BAD SMELLS AND CONSTIPATION
Discussions of indigestion intertwine with the suhjeci of constipation, or costiveness as ii

was often more delicately termed, and in both contexts there are al^sions to the social fears of

making bad smells. Sometimes the allusions are rather discreet Sindair recommends caraway
seeds as 'the mildest carminative wc have', making clear that by Aat he means combating
'flatulence of theprimae viae' (1816: 182). Paris is more explicit:

Flatulence is often a very distressing disease; it sometimes is associated with acidity, but
frequently is the only symptom which indicates an im{xtfect digestion. ...In some cases it

appeani to contain sulfuretted hydrogen gas, and eructations take place which are

characterised by the smeU ofrotten eggs. Where this occurs, we may infier the existence of
great alimentary disturbance. . . Ordinary ca.ses of flatus, however, are of a different nature;

the air appears to be the product ot fermentation, and, by avoiding such vegetables as are

known lo he susceptible of it, the disease has been removed. (!S26:267)
Alain Corhin (1986) has recently documented the rising social sensitivity to bad smells in

19th century France, but the French do not seem to have focussed on vegetables or other foods

as a particular menace.

The surgeon Edward Jukes in 1831 wrote a whole book On [ndii;eslion and Co.siivrnes:!.

'Costiveness', he claimed, may be considered, from whatever cause it an.ses. to be tlie

forerunner and the foundation of most disordns that render our lives wretched or terminate

fatally' (1831:35). Jukes advocated eating more vegetables (a.s well as brown bread and certain

other foods) to alleviate the problem, which shows that there could be some contlict of

medical recommendation if the patient suffered both from costiveness and tlatus'! In other

respects, Jukes conformed pretty much to medical orthodoxy on indigestible foods (to be
described in a moment). But his principal concern was to advocate the r^ular use of enemas,
for the self-administration of which he had himself invented a new apparatus (euphemistically

and inaccurately called a stomach pump'). French ladies, he claimed (1831:84), used a
lavemenf daily, as habitually as cleaning dieir teedi. The English, on the odier hand, felt

acute embarassment at the procedure (especially as earlier apparatuses had required the

assistance of another person), and relied instead on excessive and harmful use of laxatives.

Jukes is especially revealing on the subject of die emtwassment fislt—especially it would
seem among females, at the 'bodily functions'. He describes the case of a younr, lady patient

who eventually died of internal disorders—despite the best efforts of Jukes and his stomach
pump*. He mentions that remarkable delicacy had characterised diis lady from her earliest

years, and that she would not allow it to be known, even to her own sex, that her bowels
required relief, and not even her own mother was ever permitted to be acquainted with those

faci>' 1 1 83 1 .56). At ilie posi moriem, her rectum was found to be almost completely blocked

by a huge mass of calcified matter which must have prevented evacuation for months before

decease. No doubt that was an extreme case, but Juices speatks more generally of.

that false notidn of delicacy which so much prevails in boarding schools... and the dislike

of its being known that the calls of nature require to be relieved. Owing to this, restraint

is fteqoendy imposed on the regular functions of diese organs, which, in consequence of
it, .soon become the seat of malady. (1831:35-6)

His remarks seem well justified in view of tlie suess placed upon the disciplining and
regulation of defecation and urination in schools during the period (1).

Overall, these cumulative anxieties seem to have resulted in many people simply
eliminating one suspected item after anotlier from ihcu diet. Paris remarked that the effect of
conflicting medical opinion might be to lead 'die valetudinarian incapable of healthy

reflection, and ever seeking for causes of fear and anxiety.. .to suspect the seeds of disease in

every dish, and poison in every cup' (1826:2). Again, right down to the inter-w ar years, it was
quite common to be advised to 'Avoid everything that disagrees with you, no matter hOW
pleasing it may be to the palate' (Jack, 1921:431). There seems to have been little awareness
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of how self-defeadng that could be, although in 1928 Dr J. Browning Alexander spoke in a

lecture of 'the dyspepsia of starvation', which was

due to the fact that the sufferer eliminates article after article from his diet until a diet of

almost complete starvation is established. A vicioos circle is thus produced, by which the

patient is dyspeptic because he is starved, and st;in. es because he is dyspeptic. The only

way to prevent such a calami^ is to pay no heed to the dyspepsia, but to stimulate the

appetite so that (he vicioas cbde naj be brolcen.

INDIGESTIBLE hOODS: THh MEDICAL ORTHODOXY
Paiis's fears about the confficting advice profffeied by the plethora ofbooks dmit diet earlym
the 19th century were partly misplaced. There gradually emerged a quite soUdconiensus about

items of food which wese to be avoided on grounds of indigestibility. The orthodoxy was set

out most fully by Dr John Abemethy, whose Code eftteatth and Long Life, with the Cause
arJ Ciirc ofIndigestion was conslandy reprinted under various titles fmm (he 1 82ns until late

in the century (2). Abemethy's tables of relative digestibiiiQ' and indigestibility are excerpted

in the Appendix (0 M% paper. Perhaps because he set tfiem out in tabular form his views

acquired the greater impact which stems from definiteness and even dogmatism. Much the

same ideas had been set out before by Sinclair among others, but at greater length and in more

tolerant and tentative fsshion. Some andMis made more allowance than odiers fbr what they

termed 'idiosyncracies'—the peculiar reaction of a particttlar person's digestive organs to a

particular item of food. But the central orthodoxy was quite otmsistent among pretty well all

the doctors, domesdc science teachers and cookery writers who discussed the subject over the

period of more than a century under consideration.

Among meats, mutton was considered by far the most digestible, followed by beef. Lamb
and veal were considered problematic for many stomachs, especially for the young. And poik

was considered extremely difficult to dipest. Among fish, oily species like herring and sprats

were regarded as very difficulL As for farinaceous foods, wheat—always socially the most

prestigious flour—was conskleied more easily digestible, and the scale descended through rice,

rye, oatmeal and barley to pease-meal—all this coinciding with the social hierarchy of prestige

established at least since the Middle Ages. Abernediy mentioned, however, that oats were very

digestible when made aplMO gruel a view quite endorsed by Jane Austen's Mr Woodbowe.
The seal of Woodhousean approval would also have been granted to Abemethy's opinion on

eggs: "The yott...very generally suits the dyspeptic stomach; if lightly boiled, its digestion is

hardly ever /e//' (Abemethy, 1 . 1820:51). Opinions about vegetables varied somewhat more,

but as will be seen from the table, Abemethy was enthusiastic (like many of his successors)

about asparagus, and regarded carrots, parsnips and peas as 'generally unsuited to the

dyspeptic', with even cabbage ranking only just above this. Again, it is striking that the

staple foods of the common people are considered by medical opinion to be most prone to

cause dyspqwia.

Views very close to Abemethy's continued to be endorsed by many successors, including

Jukes (1831:65fO; Chavasse (1839); Barker (1850:49-50); Pereira (1843:529); Bennett

(1883:113)

.AiHother aspect of Abemethy's advice frequently repeated by successors was that all

fruit - apples, pears, grapes, whatever—ought to be peeled, on the grounds that tlie skins were

indigestible. This helps to draw attention to something which to late 20th century eyes is

radier obvious: diat the concern widi eliminating everydiing 'indigestible' must have served to

constipation stilt more prevalent. Bat the dilemma posed by popular pceferences was

rarely stated forcefully until food reformcts—regarded as at least mildly eccentric—like Dr

Josiah Oldfield made the point crystal clear. Writing from the Lady Margaret Fruitarian

Hoqrital. Doddington, Kent, DrOMfidd argued as fbltows:

Now the popular cry is for foods that are 'digestible', and advertisements pnisetiiefoods

diey boom [sic] on the ground that (hey are completely digestible.

STwe Uve on these foods, we are bound to be constipated, because dieie is not

sufficient work provided for the excreting muscles to work upon.

We must noi avoid foods because they are partly indigestible....
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Concentrated digestible foods cause indigestion, and should be avoided. Indigestible

foods do not cause indigestion, but they do prevent oonsiipatioii, and should be r^uiariy

used. (1929:32)

Oldfield mentions preci.sely grape skins—so often peeled off at the behest of orthcxlox medical

opinion—as beneficial in this respect. More orthodox writers like Webb-Johnson
(1923a:20,38-40) weie also then demanding a greater proportion of vegetables and 'roughage'

in the diet

TO DRINKOR NOTTO DRINK WITH MEALS
Another way in which medical opinion—whether influencing or influenced by popular

belief—contributed to the prevalence of constipation was in discouraging the drinking of any

liquids with meals. Here it is fair to say that medical opinion was far from unanimous.

Sinclair wrote:

Some advise those persons whose stomachs are weak, and digestion imperfect, to take

flieirfbod as dry as possible, or to drink as little as they can of any liquid with their meat
But where this restriction is attempted, it is apt to produce, or ID increase, a costive habit»

the source of many disorders. (18 16: 1 16)

Abemeihy, however, to whom the anti-liquid view was most frequently attributed later, argued

forcibly that any fluid taken with meals served only lo dilute the digestive juices and thus to

diminish their effectiveness (c.l820:30-31). Jukes, whose central interest was constipation,

took absolutely die contrary view (1831:<S9), bat the Abetnelhian opinion was endorsed by
Barker (1850:51) and many others down to Webb-Johnson (1923a:79: 192'^b:46). The same

view is expressed with eccentric force by the gastronome Scotson-Clark (1924), and my
personal experience is that the same hydrophobic prejudice still persists among a

minority^Hnainly of thedder generalioa—today.

THE INTEROENERATIONALTRANSMISSION OP ANXIETY: THE NURSERY FOOD
SYNDRO.ME REVISITED
The dominant opinions about foods to be avoided were transmitted to a wide public via books

on child-ffearing. Of diese, the best-seller throughout Queen Victorialt rei|pi and well into die

20th century was Advice to Mothers on the Manai^i'mrnt of their Offsprini^ by the

Brimingham GP Pye Henry Chavas&e (1810-79). First publishL-d in 1839. it passed through

thirteen editions before the authof^ death, and wu.s then revised by (jtlicr h:mds in a further nine

editions, the last of which appeared as recently as 1948. The b<x)k sold on a prodigious scale:

in the 11th edition of 1873, Chavasse mentions that it was then selling about 5,000 copies a

year, with French and American editions in addition; the 1898 edition is claimed 10 be the

'240th thousand' and diat of 1913 the '340di thousand'. This unbroken ran is an unrivalled

source of evidence for the slowly changing advice offered by medical authorities on the rearing

of children. Here there is space only for a brief outline of ihc more constant elements.

Chavasse made no claim to originality (1839:iv), but faithfully uansmitied received opinion

on such matters as the indlgestibilHy ofpork:

Q. Have you any objection to pork for a change?

A. I have ilie greatest objection to iL It is a rich, gross, and therefore unwholesome food

for the delicate stomachs of children. 1 have known it, in several instances, ivoduce

violent pain, sickness, purging and convulsions. It being a gross meat, if a child be fed

much upon it, it will be likely to produce eruptions of the skin. (18,V):76, repeated in

subsequent editions) [31

Cbavasse was a great advocate of floury potatoes (not waxy), but had little enthusiasm for

most Mher vegetables.

Q. Do you approve of any other vegetables for a child?

A. I do not, except it be occasionally a few asparagus heads...Greens and trash should not

be given. Meat, potatoes and hunger for their sauce. . .is the best, and, indeed, should be

the only dinner they should have. (1839:77,122)

In later editions, he somewhat widened the range of desirable vegetables and Iruit—though

ahvays witii the skins and pips lemoved. Bread was a staple, yet it had to be stale—two or
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tlnee days old—before it was digestible. Chavasse was in no way eccentric. Here is a

contemporary, T.H. Barker, on the same tack:

Ripe fruits, such a.s orcinge, strawberriiis, currents, a few grapes—the skins being

rejected—and roasted apples may be allowed, but Stone fruits and nuts must be avoided,

also dried fruits, with the exception of figs. Whatever variations may be made, let the

whole course of diet be simple, bland and nulntious. Avoid pastry, pork, veal, salt-beef,

new or heavy bread, tea-cakies. stroi^ tea, sweetmeats and eqiecially. . .all alcoholic

beverages. (1850:51-2)

The unanimous condemnation of pork, incidentally, cannot to my mind be unconnected

with the fact that it was the staple meat of the poor in the countryside. One recalls AndrS L.

Simon's assertion that the only part of the pig which is introduced into polite gastronomic

society is the Ham' (1929: 102).

Contrary to modem medical opinion, Chavasse in later editions urged that the child,

ought always to be accustomed to eat salt with his dinner. Let a mother see that this

advice is followed, or evil consequences will ensue. (1873 ed.:104, and subsequent

editfans).

The concern widi constipation and 'wind' began early in life:

Q. Do you approve of carraway seeds or currants in bread or cakes; the former to disperse

wind, the latter to open bowels:

A. There is nothing better than plain bread: the carraway seeds generally pass through the

bowels undigested; and thus may irritate and produce, instead of disperse, wmd. Some

mothers put currents in cakes, with a view to opening the bowels; but they only open

them by disordering them. (Chavasse. 1839:81-2, repeated down at least to the 1898

edition)

Chavasse and many other autliors pepper their advice with ;inxions references to "tlie child's

delicate stomach'. Only the plainest food should be given, and if children were allowed to eat

with die parents^—which Chavasse himself favoured on the grounds diat it helped make them

ladies and gentlemen—only food acc epiable to both adults and children should be set on the

tables. In the 1898 revision the editor, Dr G. Carpenter, thought it necessary to qualify

Chavasse's own rdadvely liberal answer with die warning:

Only the plaine*;! sho-jld be on the table, and he must not be allowed all ;ind sundry to

taste. If the latter be permitted, his satisfaction with his own simple food will be a thing

of the past, and itwooM be far belter, raiher duui diis shookl occur, to allow him to take

his meals in the nnrBoy under die supervisison ofa competent person. (Chavasse, 1898

ed.: 159-60)14]

We have already quoted Sir Henry Thompson in similar vein. Bland food was the order—well,

not of the day, but of the century. As late as 1930. Dorothy Morton could write:

Foods with a distinctive fiavour are not desirable untii the sense of taste is more fully

developed, and highly-seasoned, pungent and spicy foods are best left id stimulaie the

jaded palates of the elders. (1930:1 1)

Hardly a way to create a nation of gastronomes! Only in the 1950s did opinion b^in to swing

round. Then, in a book sold on both sides of the Adantic, Dr Benjamin Spock and Dr Miriam

Loewenberg felt able to report diat lists of foods 'labelled taboo' for children were growing

shorter. *We have attained a more healthy respect for the digestive systems of young children

than we had twenty or even ten years ago' ( 1 55: 157).

With so much anxiety abroad among adults concerning indigestible foods, it is scarcely

surprising diat fiiddiness was frequently mentioned as a problem among children. It would take

us too far afield todiscuss currents of opinion on whether a child sboold be made to eat food

placed before him—most medical opinion seems to have been agdnst it, though evidence of

popular opinion miming in its favour is abundant. Only at a very late stage does it seem to

have occurred to anyone that adult anxieties were being unconsciously and unintentionally

ttansmitted to the next generation. In 1929, Dr Isie Younger Ross—a sensible-sounding

lady—advised parents:
Children are very imitadve, so never discuss personal dislikes of food at the table. If the

father says he does not like a cenaln food, you will find that die child sooner or later says

he, too, does not like it, and will begin lo find some fault widi it (1929:63)
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Dorothy Morton echoed this a year later:

Those responsible for a child's uphringing should be able to distinguish between the

genuine aversion and the adopted fad. The parent or guardian who discu<»sc^ the child's

whims in his presence is often (o blame in the latter case. Anyone at all cognisant of the

nature of a child will agree with Shakespeare that. 'They'll take suggestion a*; a cat laps

milk'. It would be well if lliis fact were remembered by elders who are in the habit of

discussing their own likes and ^iikes in the child's presence. As a rule. ^food isput

before the cfiild without any comment hr:'\[' m i le, then is no difficulty experieitcid in

getting ifte cluld to eat it. (1930:10. my italics i

This is no doubt a sensible note on which to end—sensible, but depressing. For if some
Fnplish people were becoming aware of how the widespread anxiety surrounding eating was

bcmg transmitted from generation to generation, ilic proposed solulion^say nothing about

the food, treat it as unmentionable—was scarcely calculated to create a nation of

discriminating gourmets taking an intelligent and enjoyable interest in their food. Once again,

comparable research in France seems to be called for.

CONCLUSIONS
At this stage, I am reluctant to draw many conclusions. As I have hinted several times, I am
highly sceptical about the merits of seeing medical opinion as an 'independent variable',

unfolding according to iLs own internal scientific logic, uninfluenced by pre-existing attitudes

in society at large. In Ali Manners ofFood I expressed equal scepticism about religion being

the independent causal influence people often assume it to be. In due course I hope to be able

to relate these aspects of attitudes towards food to a wider pattern of self-denial and self-

discipline. Tn the immediate future, however, I hope simply to be able to connect this

historical research with the investigatii n nf mnrempiiiaiN (nod likes and dislikes being

conducted in Exeter in collaboration with Katherine Simons and Professor Denis Cray: it will

be interesdng at the very least to find out to what extent the Victorian legacy is still with us,

and to what extent the Ust three decades have seen a dramadc breach with older attimdes.

APPENDIX
ABERNETHY'S TABLES OF DIGESTIBLE AND INDIGESTIBLE FOODS
Each class of food is listed in order of digestibility, the easiest first Ahernethy notes

'individual exceptions must of course occur, but they will be found only sufficient to confirm

the rule'.

* m 'generally unsuited to thedysp^Nic'

- 'very indigestible'

Meats

1. Mutton 3. Veal

2. Beef 4, ,rk

llie^e are, generally speaking, more digestible if broiled on a gridiron, still less so if roasted,

still less so if boiled, still less so if baked, still less so if fHed.

Poultry

I.

2.

Fowl
Tuilccy

3.

4.

n>uck
'*Goose (and all water fowl)

Gone
1.

2.

3.

4.

Partridge

Pheasant

Venison

Hare, hunted 5.

6.

7.

8.

Grouse

Ptarmigan. Black

Hare

Snipe, Woodcock, etc.
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Animal Princ^iks

I. Gravy 3. Fibrin

2. Oelatn 4. •Ftliy Matters

FiA
1. Whhiqg 7. FiTBshwaiBfRsh in gencnl^Hioiiti Ac
2. HaddodE 8. Turbot

3. Cod 9. Salmoo

4. Flonidcimd Sdlfls 10. **OysMn,ooolced
LnhsfetRml fVflhs IL **Hemfip lod Spots

MUk
1. ^^'hey 5. Curd

2. Milk, skimmed 6. Butter

3. Milk, oiudciinined 7. Cheese

4. Oeam 8. Oteam cheese (but Uiie cheese good)

(kdn
1. Wheat-Ploor 4. Oatmea!

2. Rice 5. Bariey-Meal

3. Rye 6. Peu^Meal

Pot Herbs, Roots, etc.

1. Asparagus 7. Bioad, orWindsor Beans

2. Cauliflower, the heart 8. Cabbage or Greens

3. French beans 0

4. Potatoes, if dry.

or as it is called, mealy 10. *Parsnips

5. Spinach 11. Peas (Dry)

6. T(inu|i6

Vegetables, Eaten Uncooked

I. WaierOiess 5. Celery

2. Mustard 6. Radish, if the acrid rind is removed

3. Cress 7. «ODion

4. LeUnoe 8. **Qicuinber

Fndt andSeeds

I. Orange 8. Peach. Nectarine, Apricot

2. Strawbeny 9. Apple, Pear

3. Raspberry 10. Cherry
4. Pine-apple 11. Plum
5. Grape 12. Walnut, Chestnut

6. Currant 13. Hazel-nut, Filbert

7. Gooseberry 14. Melon
Thejuice alone ought to be swallowed; the skin or other matters ought in most cases to be

r^ecied. Feifectly ripe fiuH, eiiBD in modeiatioD, and at proper
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INDIGESTIDN IN THE 191H CENTURY

NOTES
1. According to Roger Charder. et al., L'Educalion en France du XVle au XVIlIe siecle (1976)

this process ofdiscipiiniqg of defecation and urination also took place in French schools

in the 18th century.

2. The first edition of Abemethy 's book is a mystery to me. The earliest version listed in the

catalogoes of the British Ulnafy, the BodleianUbmy aiid die libraiy of
pla^iar\ dated 1829, Apart from that, the oldest version of Abemethy I was actually able

to examine myself was from 1856. Yet Paris, writing in 1826, quotes from Abemethy a

passage coinciding with the 1856 version; this proves that the Rist edition was prior to

1826. Abemethy's biographer, J.L. Thornton (19.S3), sheds no light on the matter—he
refers to the 1829 plagiarism, but not to any earlier version, and indeed makes no allusion

to the mystery.

3. Chavasse's literary style, it may be observed, is most Tcm'mKCQnidSlMtUArthiur's History

ofEngland, which may account for his book's popularity.

4. In dlis literatme, tiiTQiighoat the period, childtan are 'he' ineqiectiv
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THE DrVERSrrV OF FLAVOURS OFTHE APPLE*

Joan Morgan

Apples are the most familiar of all the fruits, yet there are an enormous number of different

varieties, showing a wide range of flavours. In its hey day, in the 1890s, the apple was the

oonnoisseui's choice for the dessert and received as much critical reverence as the wine. Even
urban epicures were able to sample a large number of different sorts with market gardeners

growing collections rather than selections and rationalisation only just beginning to set in

amongst the fruit farmers, while at the country house, gardens and orcha^s of 50 to 100

varieties could ensure diversity almost all year round. This was the time when the foundations

of the modern fruit industry were being laid, but it was in the face of stiff competition from

(he imports of American apples. Commercial interest combined with die long hdd belief diat

the finest apples grew in England made them the focus of attention, from agricultural and

gardening circles to the sdection of fruits forming the array for the evening's dessert Wine and

food writer Morton Shand remembered the possionale discussions tfiat went on between his

father and friends in Kensington as the enthusiasts debated the finer pi ;int:s of Rihstons and

Blenheim^i. After dinner they reminisced over vintage years and anticipated the further delights

that could follow a long, sunny atitumn. Edward Bunyard, who bnyught the descriptions of

apple flavours to a fine art in his little book. The Anatomy of Desscn, was a young man in

the 1890s. He was the eldest son of nuseryman George Bunyard, who had a business at

Maidstone in Kent, where they claimed to grow 800 varieties of fruit true to name. Now,
although we have only a handful of readily available apples, the varieties have not disappeared.

Nearly 2,000 are conserved in the Fruit Collections at the Ministry of Agriculture's National

Fruit Trials in Kent and there are over 600 varieties growing in tfie orchards of the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens at Wisley in Surrey. Through the generosity of the RHS and

particularly the kindness and help of their Fruit Officer, Harry Baker, 1 have been especially

fortunate in t L n^i' allowed to use the apples in the Wisley Collection, which contains most of
the varieties liiai have at one time been prized and grown all over the country.

An apple's taste depends upon its blend of sugars and acids. In addition, apples develop

many volatile, aroma chemicals, which are released when < j bite into the flesh; some two
hundred have been identified. The balance of the sugars and acids and the mix of aromas gives

each variety its distinctive flavour, although of course the appreciation of any apple is

influenced by, for instance, its colour and the texture of the flesh. Brightly coloured apples

have always been sought, both for the dessert and for oiarlcet; but, whereas nowadays crispness

and juiciness are considered essential in an apple, diere are valued varieties with drier more
crumbling flesh and others that have a melting sorbet-like texture. Tlie quality of tlie skin was

also deemed important. Suit and tender, rather than thin and tough skins were prefened and a

medium-sized, not a large apple, was felt to be appropriate for the dessert

To give some idea of the riini^e of flavours that can be found in apples I have attempted to

gather them into groups. A number of these flavours have their origins in the distinguished

and popular varieties of the past The deep maroon Devonshire Quarrenden, for example,

wllich was first described in 1678 and grown for market up until the end of the last century is

aoXMigst the ancestors of many summer varieties. Golden Pippin and Nonpareil, the most
esteemed varieties of the 18th century, also gave rise to numerous seedUngs, wtule the

appearance of Ribsion Pippin and Margil by the 1750s introduced finer, more conqilex

flavours, that are found in our best loved apple—Cox's Orange Pippin. Perhaps a dozen

categories can be paDed out widi die following general properties or dominant flavours:

Refieshrog; Strawbenry; Pear-tike; Savoury; Aniseed; Aromatic: Nutty; Densely frui^r;

Pfaieapple; Itusset^; Sweet, sharp firuit drops; Vinous.

Refieshfaig, aisp and juicy with plenty of acidity is the main foatoee of the early sommer
apples, such as the Jenetting, which is ripe at the end of July and has been known since the
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THE DIVERSITY OF FLAVOURS OF THE APPLE

16th century. Beauty of Bath, that up to quite recently was the first apple to appear in the

markets, has much more acidity, although good ripe specimens have plenty of .sweetness. Irish

Peach, on the other hand, can reach the greater heights claimed by the foremost Victorian

authority Dr Robert Hogg and show ail the rich flavour of some of the winter varieties with

the abundant and lefiesbtqg juice of the summer fruits'. But their season is very brief, and the

August varieties do not keep at all and are at their best eaten ripe straight fiom the tree.

A strawberry or raspberry flavour is hardly detectable in Devonshire Ou;irrenden but it is

apparent in a number of early red apples, that are said to be its seedlings and particularly in

Worcester Pearmain. Properly ripe, sunbaked and bright red, at the end of Septemb^, a
Worcester is very sweet with definite Strawberry flavour, which it has passed on to its modem
offsprings, Discovery and Katy.

Pear-like is an impression associated with a number of varieties includings Cox's Orange
Pippin, but t(i my mind St Edmund's Pippins (also called St F'ciniimd's Russet), ripe at the end

of September, tastes and smells of pears. The later maturing Koundway Magnum Bonum can

also approach Bunyard^ descriptkm of 'very sweet and pear-like'.

The most savoury apples are, possibly. James Crieve and the old German variety

Gravenstein, which was grown in gardens and used tu be imported from Canada. They are both

juicy and crisp, widi plenty of acidity like die early apples, but have a more interesting

flavour. James Grieve, which can be very sharp early in its season, mellows and softens but

the savoury taste remains; some people eat it up to Christmas.

Aniseed is one of the components that flavour chemists have identified in several varieties

and found in high concentrations in the October apple FlIiM^'s Or;in(:e. This has crisp,

though melting flesh, and the aniseed flavour develops alter the apple has been picked. Its

descendant, Merton Beauty, is even more strongly aniseed flavoured and also firmer fleiAed.

sweeter and richer, but they both can become rather medicinal towards the end of their season.

Aromatic is the term usually given to those varieties that are intensely flavoured with a

large range and concentratioa of aroma compounds. The notable examples Of the past, Margil

and Ribstoo Pippiii, wen amongst the most highly regarded Victorian apples and ft is thought

that Mr Cox raised Cox^s Orange Pippin from a pip of tfie Rtbston fn about 1825 or *30. By
the late 1 9th century Cox was beginning to oust Ribston from its position of supremacy,

although Morton Shand remembered his father still held that it could not match the

'aristocratic refinement* of its parent A Cox. he considered, was too sweet and not snfficiemly

well balanced. Nevertheless to most people it was perfection, sweeter and softer than a

Ribston, yet with the same intensity of flavour. The beauty of a pcrtcctly ripe Cox lies,

perhaps, in the fact that it hints at many ingredients but no one component dominates its

flavour. As a result of its fiune, many new varieties weie and continue to be raised with Cox
as one of their parents.

Many of those produced by nursery tiien Edward and Willam Laxton at Bedford and introduced

in the 1920s and 1930s—Laxton's Advance. Epicure, and Superb—have a delicate aromatic

quality, not as intense as in a Cox but recalling its flavour. A more interesting offspring is

die New Zealand variety, ICidd's Orange, which, when kept to December, develops an almost

ediereal flavour, sweet and evocative of rose petals; some say Parma violets. The much older

and unrelated Cornish Gtltiflower also has flowery elements and took its name from their

resemblance to the Clove Giiliflower'— so it was said. Other Co\ seedlings lean niMie

towards the stronger, sharper flavour of a Ribston: in October and November, for example,

Sunset and Holsiefai; and, after storing to the new year, Tydeman's Late Orange and die more
recently introduced .Suntan are robustly aromatic.

Nutty is the word that comes to mind when eating a Blenheim Orange in .November and

December. The flesh is quite dry and crumbly and, in comparison widi a Cox or Ribston.

plain and austere but even -^o addictive and has never ceased to be much sought after. Other

popular Victorian varieties, Adam s Pearmain and Claygaie Pearmain, taste nutty but they also

have some of the aromatieqaalfty ofa Ribston. The European variety Orleans Reinette, which

Bunyard favoured as an accompaniment to old port, manages to be strongly flavoured with

nuts and richly aromatic in a good year.

Densely fruity is how one might describe the descendants of the Ciolden Pijijim. They are

quite sharp and intensely flavoured, but not aromatic in the sense of Cox or Ribston. rhe
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Ootden Pippin may have disappeared but Down ton Pippin was said to closely resemUe its

parent with, perhaps, the same 'tang'. Tiny, Yellow Ingestrie, which Kent orchardist"? once

sent up to London under the name of 'Summers' is very similar, while Pitmaston Pineapple is

more honeyed and scented than its name suggests.

A taste of pineapple was also found by Dr Hogg in Pine Golden Pippin and the highly

valued Newtown Pippins that were shipped from Boston and New York. Pineapple Russet,

whose scent Bunyard said 'could be detected even in a crowded fioit room', certainly has a taste

ofiMneaq)ple and, sometimes, so does AUington Pippin. This was popularised by the Bunyards

and nanwd after their nursery. Although AUington Pippin is very sharp in November, by
Ou-istmas the sugars and acids can have resolved into a pineapple-like flavour.

The word russet refers to the appearance of the skin but for many people it also describes a

flavour. Hiis is associated particularly with Ggremont Russet, the russet of today's markets. It

is by no Oieans a flavour common to all russetted apples and no variety, in my experience,

devdpps it as intensely as an Egremont. Often described as nutQr, the strange, drying, almo&t

tannic taste, to my mind conjures up thoughts of smdky, antumn leaves. Morton Shand felt

there wii'v 'a slight suggestion of the scent of crushed ferns'.

A sweet yet sharp taste, spiked with atomas like those of old fashioned fruit or acid drops, is

a characteristic of tfie NonpiareQ family. The best known of these are A^mead*! Kernel and
Sturmcr Pippin; the latter, at least in southern England, kept the Vict<!ri:ui cuimtry house

dessert supplied with good apples up to May if not June. Now, we get Sturmers mainly from

New Zealuid. althoagh it was rais«l fai the village of Stunner in Suffolk and is still grown
nearby for sale. Ashme.id's Kernel, Rosemary Russet, Duke of Devonshire and Sturmers are

all late keepers for eating in the new year and spring and they taste more sugary than the old

Nonpaieil but with die same iniensiQr of flavour and strong aridity.

Vinous was often used to describe flavours and nowadays the deep red North American

varieties Mcintosh and Spartan are said to be Vinous'. In their background lies, probably, the

very <M Fameuse or Snow Apple, which was claimed to have been taken to Dmada by the

first French settlers. A Mcintosh has the same white, ice-like flesh and at its best can be juicy

and sweet; but its flavour and that ol Spartan seems, perhaps, more like a cross between a

strawberry and a melon than a grape.

There are, of course, after hundreds of years of continual development, many varieties that

cannot be slotted into any group. American Mother, for instance, which originated in

Massachusetts but has been grown and highly valued in England since about the 1870s, is

sweet, perfumed and quite exotic, although in a sunless year it can fall to the depUis of

metallic cotton wool. The result of its marriage with Cox's Pomona, Mrs Phillimore, has a

hint of vanilla and perhaps this is what gives Americ.in Mother its unique flavour. D'.A.rcy

Spice, which has been grown in Essex for more than two centuries, is a more curious apple.

Knobbly and drab in appeitraoce, it can taste tannic and needs a warm, dry climate to devdop
its tnie flavour liien D'Arcy Spioe is brisk, hinting at pcrtiaps a taste of nutmeg, and can live

up to its name until May.

*The es.sence of this text will appear in my book on the apple, (WOVisiooally OHlMMPint
Fruits, to be published by Collins in autumn 1988.
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THE HEDONISTIC USE OF SALT

Douglas Nelson

Uncc hours of careful preparation in the kitchen and the guest of honour sprays his plate with

salt before tasting the food. There is a temptation to refer to this as Pica but that is defined as

'an idinormal craviqg for a substance utfit ffx food' and so dcpendi on which definition of food

is accepted. The consumer of above average quantities of salt is using it as a condiment in the

sense of a spice or relish rather than as a necessary adjunct to eating.

Once man became a cereal eater he needed salt to survive— the carnivore had adequate

supplies in raw or roast meat Salt was highly valued in early civilisations and this persists in

its ritual donation to guests in many coiinbles. In early Roman history there was a daily

allocation of salt to the officers and soldiers of the Army which, with die development of their

Empire, became a money allowance—hence the word salaiy.

"nie value of salt to a nation is shown by the imposition on it of a tax in almost all

civilisations—in Britain such a le\y existed from 1643-1*<?5 A major move ;i):ainst British

India was heralded by Gandhi leading the Salt March in protest against taxation which put it

beyond dw reach of die average citizen.

Because life originally emerged from the oceans salt is an essentia! constituent of all living

tilings. In humans after starvation, dehydration or anaemia the replacement of sodium chloride

in its comet proportion is a vital raquirement. Small alterations in the blood level can have

immense effects In ;i hot climate or during heavy work salt is lost in sweat and the first

symptom of depletion can be severe cramps. In the past this was replaced in mining districts

by the brewer adding salt to the beer. In .some hot climates die urinals have a salt monitor aid

low values give early warning of impending heat stroll.

Apart from the basic human need for sodium in some form salt has always been an

important preserving agent. It is demonstrable that the Pre-Roman Celts in Britain were

salting butter and salt porlc was even earlier. The preservation of salt cod was spread ail over

Europe by Scandinavian ships.

Medical interest was aroused in suit intake when '~;aiistics sHdwocI that the percentage of a

nation with High Blood Pressure bore a direct relationship to the national salt intalre. The
individual relationship remains unproven. Because of diis a vast amount of work has been

done including studies on ta.stc appreciation of salt.

In an effort to reduce raised Blood Pressure salt restriction has only u minor effect. Total salt

deprivation is better but more difficult to enforce. High salt diet has never been shown to

produce permanent raised Blood Pressure in a normal individual.

Taste for salt can be shown to exist in infancy but the salt intake between i and S months

tif age does not correlate with salt preference at the age of eight yean. A surprising result of a

large survey of adolescents is that the majority preferred salt to sugar.

A percentage of salt in the diet is excreted in the saliva which the taste buds then assess as

the zero level. Thus a person on a high salt intake with resulting high concentration in the

saliva needs a lot in a mouUiful to appreciate its taste. This is the basic fact which varies

individual hedonistic intake of salt but it can be altered by other factors. Drugs, bodi medical

and illicit, can markedly alter the appreciation of sa!t tastt' neficiency diseases as well as salt

deficiency may give an increased need. Part of liie treatment for High Blood Pressure may be

die use of diure&s which cause a much increased flow of urine and diis has die adverse side

effect of giving an increased desire for salt.

The test results are different for the taste requirement af ter a period of salt reduced diets. A
large American survey suggested there was a biphasic reduction in that after some weeks or

months here wa.s first an increased need for salt later followed by reduced demand

A more recent survey in Australia on fewer volunteers finds that a short period of salt

reduction (2 or 3 wedcs) results in lowered salt requirement and an even shorter period of high

salt diet causes increased taste demand. If die salt on offer was changed to a proprietary
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Sodiiiin/Potassium mixture the hedonistic intake of Sodium Chloride was reduced. Ifmoderate

quantities of Monosodium Giutamaie weie added to the food the salt demand was madndly
lower.

It is of interest that in almost all the surveys the majority of participants volunteered that

they felt better in general health when on reduced salt diets.

A great deal of nonsense is published by so-called diet experts and this is well summed up

by Professor J.D. Swales in the publication A Diet ofReason when leferring to salt and High

Blood Pressure he states 'dubious speculation is bcinp, presented as established fact'. In the

world of public health what is being condemned as dajigerous today may well be given by

transfusion as treatment tomorrow!

Thus when your guest reaches for the salt cellar it is untrue to warn him of the risk of

hypertension unless he already is a sufferer and the only way to increase liis appreciation of

food is to put him on a low salt diet for about a forbiighL It would be worth Idliiiig him that

he will pn^ahly feel a lot better at the end of it
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THE BLACK TRUFFLE: TASTE OR AROMA?

Pierre-Jean Pebeyre, Thieny Talou, Michel Delmas & Antoine
Gaset

In 1826, Blillat-Savarin, the author of The Physinlo'^y of Taste, referred to the hlat'k truffle

(Tifter Metanosporum) a:* the black diamond of French cuisine'. Indeed, used in the cuhnary

field, it in^Mrts to dishes lo wiiich it is added a flavour dnt Iws always been very rouch

appreciated and very sought after. It contributes hiphly to the fame of French cuisine. Botif

gourmets use and appreciate the black tniftle, scieniisLs also are interested in it, especially

flavour chemists who want to discover the secret of the black truffle taste.

Bat what we call taste is in fact flavour. It is a combination of sensory expressions such as

taste and aroma, and uf physical and psychological factors such as temperature, texture, colour,

etc.

Amonp, these contributors of flavour, aroma and taste are greatly dependent on chemicals and

iheir structural variations. Taste is usually thought to be perceived m the mouth and mainly

due to the nonvolatile constituents, while aroma is usually thought to be perceived by the

nose and mainly due to volatile constituents of the truffle.

These two constituents fonn the scope of the present study.

THE TRUFFLE TASTE
The analyses carried out (1) showed that the truffle, apart from its high water content (S0%)

contains a high level of nitrogenous products especially proteins, and of mineral salts,

particuiariy those of potassium and phosphorous. It is relatively poor in sugars and fats. We
have here essentially a proteinic food with good nutritive power but with relatively neutral

taste.

Taste tests oo fresh truftles confirmed that they had no particularly dominant ta^te (neither

sweet, bitter, acid nor salt).

However it should be mentioned that the truffle enhances the salty ta^te of food to which it

is added as condiment, e.g. truffled sausage. One may hypothesize tiiat the relatively high level

of glutamic acid ( 10% of the amino acids present) is responsible for this phenomenon.

In the case of tinned truffles, the salty taste is more noticeable, but it is undoubtedly due to

die salt addition carried out before sterilisation.

THE TRUFFLE AROMA
An analysis of the volatile compounds was carried out on freshly matured tniftles (January-

March) and which release their characteristic aroma.

The use of the dynamic headspace technique made it possible to carry out a direct analysis

on the fresh product (2) without prior extraction of volatile compounds by organic solvents.

Combining gas phase chromatography and mass spectometry. an aromagram of the truffle was

obuined and the 14 main constituents of the aroma were identitled (3.4). Only two of them are

in fact die major coniributors to die final impression.

It was possible in the same way to identify two constituents respon'-ihle for an off-flavour.

On certain truffles and towards the end of their maturity, the concentration of these compounds

increases and the aroma released is qualitadvely modified (5).

A similar study was carried out on t <Kiked tinned irufnes which also made it possible to

identify the main consiituents of tins aroma which was in fact different from the previous one.

The itifierence results from the appearance of a large number of volatile constituents coming

from the degradation of Uie vegetable matter or from transformations of existing volatile

compounds imputable to the dienmid treatment applied (S).

THE TRUFFLE FLAVOUR
According lo sensory technologists, die aroma contributes 75*80% of the impression of the

flavour in food.
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The flavour ofAe fresh black mflle is the most appreciated. Bat fresh trnflles can only be

used during their production period (A months).

Fiuther, an industrial application of the fundamental study carried out on the aroma was the

elaboration of a black truffle flavouring product (iS). It is a product perfiuned with a natwe-

identical aroma (same volatile constituents as the natural fresh truffle aroma).

Tests carried out among well-known cooks confirm the good organoleptic quality of the

product, its stabittty widi time, and its ability lo flavour niuneious dishes all thnmsh the

year.
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Charles Perry

Kamakh, murri and buim were highly regarded in medieval Arab cookery—verses were written

in praise of Icamaich—but Aeir description vakn us marvel and shiver with horror

simultaneously. They were emphatically decayed sabstanoes. Most were made from tSdhqj,

which was thoroughly rotted barley dough.

BUDffAJ

This is the Old Persian word pudag, rotten', also Arabized in the recipes asJ'udhaj andJudhanj.

Unfoftunately die last is a variant spettbig of the wordfiuihinaft 'pennyro]^'. and diis misled

A.J .Arherry, in his well-loiown translation 'A Baghdad Cookery Book", to call forpennyroyal

when budhaj is meant.

We have explicit recipes In two cookbooks, the 10th century Kitab al'ToMkh and die 13th

century KitcJ^ Ww^f. In addition, a virtual budhaj recipe i"; incorporated into one of the murri

recipes in Kitah Vi'oi/and the mum recipe app<^ndcd to A Bagiidad Cookery Btxik' (also 13th

century) seems tocontain garbled instructions tor making budhaj.

All thf r-'( ipt'*; concur thai budhaj was made f rom barley Hour (or a mixture of barley and

wheat) kneaded witJioui leaven or salt. Loaves of iliis dough were rotted, generally in closed

containers for 40 days, and dien dried and ground into flour for furdier rotting into the

condiments.

Kitab al-Tabikh also gives instructions for rotting wheaten bread that parallel those for the

rotting of barley dough. The passage declares that the result is used where flour is called fix.

but only one recipe in any of the books specifically calls for this rotted bread.

MURRI
Murri was a liquid seasoning added to dishes as thqr cooked. Two basic recipes are known to

us. "Matri of the Iraqis' given in Kitdb Weuf is virtually identical to the muni recipe appended
to 'A Baghdad Co<ikery Book': three pans flour (ground from unleavened bread i<; added to three

parts budhaj flour and two parts salt. The mixture is moistened and stored in a vessel in the

summer sun fbr40 days. When it is blade» matt water is added and it is altowed to ferment for

two weeks 'until it bubbles and settles'. The liquid is strained off and flavoured with spices and

herbs, and you have your murri. A second or even third infusion can be extracted from llie

lees.

The other version, the 'infused mum of the North .MVic ans', is exh.iustively described in

Kiiab Wasf. This recipe uses no wheat, only budhaj, and a smaller profxjrtion of salt.

Flavoured with brok i ; h. fennel stems, citron leaves, pine nuts and pith of bitter orange

wood along with a number of spices, it is wetted to the consistency of treacle and stored in the

sun. After 40 days die mixture is stnuned, Iresh bread is added to the liquid obtained and this

new mixture is left in the sun 10 niori.' da\ s and then strained A second, ihird or even fourth

batch of murri may also be made the same way, by making an infusion from the lees, adding

bread, rotting it and then strafaiing the new mixture.

The Arab lexicographers suspected murri of being a foreijzn word and rep<ined that the

common people pronounced it with a single 'r': al-muri. This encourages us to derive the word
fiom the Oredc halmyris, 'a salty tiling', and to suspect some connection to the Greek sauce

garos(the Roman f^arum), which was the brine from pickled fish

Indeed, the Arabic version of Artemidorus' Oneirocriucon translates garos as murri'. This

has an air of a translator's 'bright idea', but although there was no fish in murri. it did have

several similarities to garos. Both were salty liquid seasonings made by long rotting, or

apparent rotting. (Actually, the salty environment prevents microbial rot. The fuh in garos is

not rotted but auioiyzed by enzymes. Murii is also made in a salty environment, though

whatever happens there, rot has already taken place.)
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Whether an actual Oied: sauce or techniqiie is die origin of nmiri te

however. For one thing, most of the vocabulary of these rotted condiments is Persian

(although there is no evidence ot them trom pre-lslamic Iran). Conceivably muni represents

die Greek idea of a salty liquid seasoning as interpreted in die basically Penianlaed—«nd fish

poor Near Fastem environment. The picture is clouded by the fact that Kiiah Wasfdescribes

a i3yzantine murri' made without rotted bread, based on toasted bread and caramelised honey.

ApiNvently the same ujuotied 'muiri' was also lax)wn among the conunon people of S^ain,

because the 13th centup.' Mor.uscriio Anonimo notes its use disapprovingly.

The Iraqi recipe in Kuab U'«s/ offers a remedy if the murri turns out too salty; add jujubes.

It also mentions that some people add a mixture of hon^ and treacle. Perhaps here we see

how rotted murri might resemble die noiMOtted hon^- or grap^uice-based Byzantine and
Spanish murris.

This rather rare condiment is mentioned in a very few dictionaries, which say no more about it

than to connect it vaguely with Icamakh and murrL It is vktually the same as the rotted

material from which murri is infused, and its name must be the Persian \v<ird l^nn,

'foundation'. A recipe for 'hasty bowl bunn' is given in Kiiub al-labikh: one pail budhaj Hour

and nine parts flour of rotted bread are mixed and put in a vessel widi water to cover. Nigella

and fennel are thrown in. The next day salt, no more than one tenth the total amoon^ is added.

It is eaten after a week, doubtless as a condiment for bread.

A rather similar product, made with the same spices but a higher proportion of salt and

stored for 40 days rather than a week, is called barhuma of murri in Kitab Wasf. Indeed, it may
be more than similar; it may actually be bunn—though not the hasty" sort. The word
barhuma is not found in Arabic, Persian or Aramaic dictionaries, and I propose that the phrase

widi which the recipe begins, barimma al-murn minhu , "barhuma of murri is from it Ii.e. of

the same sort as die preceding recipe]', is a scribal error fior bum huwa mStd-mum minhu,

HwuL It is what mnni is from.'

KAMAKH
This is the obsolete Persian word kameh. There were several kinds, mostly involving long

fermentation of milk. Th^ all served as condiments, specifically as spreads i^idam) for bread.

The most impoitant was red Icamakh. We have recipes in Kitab al-Ted^ and Kitab Wasf:

Budhaj, or budhaj mixed with fresh bread is mixed with milk and ripened in the sun, with

moie milk being added daily until it turns red. From this foundation are made a variety of

karoakhs: dove, cinnamon, caraway and rose p^. If flavoured with hertn it was known as

green kamakh. and kamakhs flavoured with butter, cheese, onioos OT garlic were made
according to the same recipe, possibly including some white kamakh.

lids white kmuridi wasmade acoovding to a SfGnent recipe: aged yoghurt mixed wMi white

bread was stored in the sun for 50 days, new milk being added daily There were other kamakhs

as well. Spice kamakh was spices mixed with milk, honey and mum. Kamakh rljal (from the

Persian rlcHar, 'confectionary, elecmary'—because of its smooth texture, no grain product

being present?) was yoghurt and spices, ripened in a hollow gr^urd until red. Caper kamakh
was merely the salt brine from pickled capers, slu^ed in Uie .sun until it blackened.

ANEXPERIMENT INROTTING
(Note: it is strongly advised not to eat any of these preparations. They are
highly carcinogenic.)

On Febniaiy 28, 1987, 1 began rotting barley and bread with the aim of making bunn. I used

raw loaves, each about a quarter of a cup^ of bailey dough and barley/wheat dough for die

budhaj, and also roitnl some preservadve-ftee wholewheat flatbread fitmi a health-fbod store. Tn

the absence of fig leaves. I wrapped the barley loaves in bottled grape leaves, soaked to leach

out the benzoate of soda, i also rolled some loaves in bran as the recipes permit, and wrapped

odiess 01 plastic fihn as an eqwriment. AD were Stored in lidded phtttic oontahien.
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There are always mysteries in oM cookbooks, becasse even the most unpoedcal and

apparently technical depend on the existence of a livinp traditioo fw the cook to know when
the result is conect. With a totally unfamiliar prcKCSS such as Ais, wc are on very uncertain

ground. How should die result toek and feel and smell? How much is dependent on Near
Eastern microbes? How much on microbes that might conceivably be extinct'' 1 found that

balls uf duugh uf different degrees of moistness rotted differently, as did those wrapped in grape

leaves vs. those merely rolled in bran. Some did not develop external signs of rot, but only
turned a reddish tan. At the end of 40 days, each batch seemed to have rotted—and come to

smell—differently.

I decided that the most likely candidate was the barley dough wrapped in leaves in a loosely

lidded container. These loaves were surprisingly white throughout most of their volume, and

smelled faintly but not unpleasantly of rot. The bread had rotted vigorously and in the end
looked like a furry black kitten widi phdc patches. I ground and sifted both budhaj and rotted

bread, mixed them and made bunn.

1 tasted all three products, in a very gingerly fashion (see the warning at the head of this

section). The rotted barley had a faint barley flavour. The rotted bread had a slight saltiness but

was neutral in taste. Surprisingly, though, it had an extremely plush feel in the mouth, I

supposed because the gluten had been consumed. The bunn, which at first smelled strongly of
the spices, developed a curious richness of aroma, like that of a ripe salami, after a week. It

had a loathsome an>earance, but was agreeable to taste, if not a delicacy by my siandanb.

The bunn also developed some sourness, and I concluded diat the '^arpness' mentioned in

Manuscrito Anommo and the 'piinpenL y' referred to Ibn al-Mu'ta/z's famous poem iijirm a tray

of condiments must have been a combination of the spice flavours and the acetic fermentation

that bnnn and mnrri undergo, being moist enough for die vin^ar bacteria to flourish—to say
nothing of ilie concentrated lactic acid of the long-aged milk ofKd kamakh (which must have

smelled like high cheese as well)—rather than a flavour due to the original rotted bread or

dough.

I had also made bunn with some of the reddish-tan loaves that had been rolled in bran: this

batch quickly produced a foul-smelling layer of mould and scum not mentioned in the bunn
recipe. From this I concluded that the reddish barley dough had rotted incompletely and that

petliaps, at least for this product, the rotting of the budhaj was a process intended to reduce the

nutritive content of the barley so that the later rotting of the condiment would be slower and
more controlled.

Still, it will not do to say that the flavour of, say, muni was essentially sour. Kiiab Wa^
remarks, after the recipe for "Byzantine murri*. X>ttr only aim was tfie amusing sorts of food
found in hook-, like iinvjlef^- made without eggs and milk without milk'. In other words, this

recipe was felt to mimic the tlavour of genuine murri to some degree; yet it contained nothing

that could make it sour. (Some peofde^ apparendy sweeten rotted muiri, however, to judge

from tlie Iraqi recipe in Kiiab Wasf.) It wOuWtalcB Considerably more cxivrimentation, and the

courage to taste these strange and defioiiely unhealthlul substances, to get a clearer idea what
die medievd condiments were like.

WHY DID THESE CONDIMEM S DISAPPEAR?
The rotted preparations enjoyed varying popularity. About 30 per cent of the recipes in

Manuscrito Anonimo call for murri, but fe-.'. ct thaii per cen' of those in 'A Raphdad Cookery
Book'. At various period.^ the elegant disdauied ihem lor their dark and unpleasant colours.

They are completely extinct now, and there is no certain evidence of them after the 14th

century. By the time of the 18th century dictionary Tajal-Arus, kamakh—the only one of the

words to have survived at all—is being given its modem definition, 'vinegar pickles', in utter

ignorance that anything else was ever meant.

All these products being based on rotted grain, are rich in the compounds called aflatoxins

which are considered among the most virulent carcinogens known. There is no evidence diat

these condiments fell outof fSwour because it was discovered that they were laihealthful,

however. We have no record ofphysicians turning against them. Medieval lite expectancy was
so short that the carckiogenic effects would often not have time to express themselves, and in

any case if the use of dioe condiments was wUespiead physicians would have had no way of
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implicating them. The 'soybean cheese' called tofii, also produced by microbiil action, is

currently suspected as the cause of the unusu^illy high rate of stomach canoerftNiod in the Par

East, but the people who eat it have never noted the connection.

On the odier hand, rotted grain is dsewhere dislmsled in tfie vmMfs cuisines, and there may
be evidence that the rotting process was a source of worry in the fact that nearly all the recipes

for the grain products—budhaj, bunn and nuuii—specify 40 days as die pehod of rotdng. This

number is associated widi ordead and purificatian: the 40 days ofthe nood, (he40 yean in die

wilderness, the 40 days permitted for Nineveh's repentance, the 40 days during which Christ

was tempted, die 40 days of I^ent, die 40-day period of Muslim mourning rites, etc. Ordeal,

die rotted products visibly ondeiwent; porificadon also, one surety hoped.

The new Ottoman cuisine emanating from Istanbul as of the late 15th century had no place

for these condiments, but this in itself is not enough to explain dieir disappearance. They are

abeady missing m dw sole ISth cenduy AnAcooUKwk,Ki& ed-TU)Sdidt, which dates from

before the Ottoman conquest of Syria, and they are extinct today even fa) formedy muii-
loving areas like Morocco, which was never under Ottoman control.

My guess is that it was a combhiation of factors: die economic depression that setded over

most of the Arab world at the end of the middle ages and helped to erode various aristocratic

traditions, the example of the new Ottoman cuisine that disdained the use of spices, and

posdbly the influence of die new ingredients from the New Worid, which perhaps went 01

with the old condiments.

Or perhaps the perennial critics of these products had simply won out at last. There is an

anecdote in al-Shabushd's KUab ct-DiySrSt about a cooking contest which Uie Caliph al-

Mamun organised among his boon companions, at which the best dish was ruined by the

addition of kamakh ('the pot began to emit putrid odours') and the Caliph commented, Did

yoa DOC know that if you put a corpse with a livii^ body, you will corrupt it?' Disdam for

these products may be shown in the tale repeated in many dictionaries and books of curious

and entertaining lore about a bedouin who was shown kamakh for die first time. He asked,

"What is diisT and they told him. It is kamakh.'

'I know it is kamakh', he said. "Which you kamakhed it?'

At any rate, one thing is sure: of all medieval foods, diese are the least likely to experience

anvivaL
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REOFES ANDTRANSLATIONS

Budhaj and rotted bread
Kitab al-Tabikh , p.56b

—
'As much barley flour, or wheat and barley in equal (luantities, is

taken as is wanted. It is kneaded well, vigorously, firm, dry and without leaven. Then it is

fanned imo fine thick loaves and wrapped in fig leaves or bran, and you cover [the dou^]
with the bran. It is buried under ashes or straw for 40 days, then it is taken out and dried.

The sign diat it is good is what has rotted green {karraja) and turned red. And when it is

completely dried, let it be used after diat'

Kitab Wasf, Sina'ah 52, p.213—Tudhaj. It means wheat flour and barley flour kneaded dry

widi hot water and without leaven or salt, and it is made into loaves pierced in the middle.
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It is the loaves of rotted bariey which iire the material of murri. They are pierced and

wrapped in fig leaves and preserved in a clay vessel until they roL and they are baked and

driedu' [The recipe is not found in the other MS of Kiiah Wasf , Sina ah 5 1 .]

^A BaghdadCookery Book', p.36—TUGe pennyroyal [viz. budhaj] and wheaten or barley flour,

make into a dry dou-'h with hot water, using no leaven or salt, and bake \sic] into a loaf

with a hole in Uie nuddie. Wrap in fig leaves, stuff into a preserving jar and leave in the

shade until fetid. Then remove, and dry.'

This recipe is incorporated at the end of the murri recipe appended to A Baghdad

Cookery Book' (for the murri recipe itself, see below). It clearly does not belong there,

leading Arberry to suggest that it was another murri recipe. In fact, it looks rather like a

lecqw for budhaj, if the text's fudhanj and' is a scribal error for 'barley or*. I have not been

able to examine the Arabic text and cannot say whether the apparent step of baking the

loaves, which makes this quite unlike the usujil budhaj recipe, is the literal sense of the

text It is possible that Aibeny, who was unaware of the existence of budhaj, freely

leadered a word which sinq)ly means to "male' (raw) loaves.

KUabWasf, Sina' ah 52, p.205. Sinaali '^1, p.242—This is the opening passage of a recipe

for murri which does not call for budhaj by name, but it will be seen that these are

instnictions for nuddng bu dhaj . They are odd on two counts: no vessds are specifically

mendoned for the rotting, and the period of time IS 60-70 dqrs rather dian 40. Nor are the

'red roots' mentioned in other recipes.

The making of infused morri of the Maghribis. Barley, without leaven or salt, is

kneaded extremely well and made into loaves, each weighing an Egyptian rati. Then they

are wrapped in leaves of the male fig and the twigs of die fig [Sina ah 51: olive ] u-ee are

inserted into thmi as fir as the leaves will permit They are spread out on bari^ bran and
arranged adjacent in a house the sun does not enter, or enter much. Then they are left for

20 days and turned upside down and left another 20 days. Then |the loaves] and their

leaves are covered with rot, and you pile them up and leave them for 20 days. Then you

break off a piece of it, and if you find red roots inside, it is fully ripe; if not, leave it 10

more days. Then take it in any case and clean off the decay with a knife. Gather i( and

pound it in the mortar or grind it in the mill.'

IThe 'infused murri' recipe proper will be found in die muni secdon below.]

KUab ot-TtAU^ , pL56b—The lOttnig ofbread. Unleavened bread is taken for burni and

leavened for kanuldl. It is split with the finger if it is thick and the surface of it is wiped

with water when it is fresh. Then you put some of it on top of the rest in a washtub

riiiiSmiA] oreardienwarejarand ftbe vcssell is turned on iis head and covered for some
days, a period of 40 days, until, when its rotting is complete, it is taken out. And if you

want [more bread] rotted, take some unleavened bread when it is hot and break it and leave

it among the first bread, a piece between every two loaves. It rots and spoils such that it

"prry.lucc; vepetation". When it is taken out. it is dried and what is like spiders [doubtless

spider webs are meantj is thrown away, and ii pounded and used, God willing.'

Murri

Kitab Wasf, Sina ah 52, p.204, Sina ah 51, p.
.''41 'Murri as made by the Iraqis. Fudhanj

andfliogrof fine wheat, of each one thirts rml.s: it is kneaded well w ith the flour without

leaven or salt, and it is baked and dried and pounded, it and the fudhanj. and it is put in a

green washtub with twenty rads of salt, and with it are put two nd>^s of fennel and a rab*

of nigella. It is left in the sun for forty days in the heat of the summer, pounded [fushan:

perhaps the sense is 'kneaded fine'J Uiree times a day: at the beginning of the day, the

middle and the end.

'Water to cover is sprinkled on it and it is left for two weeks (the fragmentan.' Sina~ah

S 1 recipe begins at this point] and it is stirred morning and evening. Then when it starts

to bubble, it is left undl it settles. Then it is strainedmd the dr^ are returned to die

vessel and another water is overturned on them and left for two weeks. Then when it

bubbles, [the second water] is stained and put [51: 'joined'] with die fksi. Then a third

water is extracted fiom thedr^ ifyou want, and added to the first and the second.
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'And if it is very salty, jujubes aie dvown into it Some people put tieacle and honey

with it after straining so that is becomes sweet, such that the treacle hubbies until it

becomes black. And on every rati of it is thrown ten rails of the murri and it bubbles.

Saffiton, cinnamon and some more good spices are put with it, and it comes out good.

God the Most High willing,"

'A Baghdad Cookery Book', p.36—This is the recipe which in the original is followed by

whM I lukve suggested above is die badhaj recipe. The "pennyioyar called for by Aitierry is

ofcourse budhaj.

Take 5 ratis each of penny royal and flour. Make the flour into a good dough without

leaven or salt, baloe, and leave nntil dry. Then grind up fine widi die penoyroyal, Imead

into a green trough with a diird the quantity of salt, and put out into the sun for 40 days

in die heat of the summer, kneading every day at dawn and evening, and sprinkling with

water. When Mack, put nito conserving jars, coverwldi an equd qaamhy ofwater, and
leave for two weeks, stirring morning and evening. When it begins to bubble, leave it to

settle, then strain, and put the lees back into the trough. Leave in the sun another two

wedES, covered widi an eqnilqmdty ofwater, sdirfaig mondng an^

into the first murri. Add cinnamon, saffron and some aromatic herbs.'

Kiiab Wasf, Sina ah 52, p.205, Sina^ah 51, p.242—This is the recipe for "the infused murri

oftheKoidiAfHcans' from whidi a description of maldngbiHttuij was excerpted in die

previous section. The budhaj made, the recipe continues:

'then it is measured and to it is added five measures 1 Ikhamsah bil-kail] of flavoured

salt, and as much ofdry thyme, and as much milled dry coriander, and as much of these

flavourings: caraway, nigella, fenugreek, anise and fennel, all these as much as five, and

the fennel is more. Then you put it in a container, new or with a coating ['aihar. 'a trace']

of dl, and it will be wide-moathed. And you pot it on the roof so that the sun faJh on it

most of the day, and you put water on it until its consistency becomes like flowing

treacle, and you tJirow into it broken carob and roots of fennel and leaves of citron and

liearts of branches of [bitter] orange, each one as much as is abundant, and two or three

pine nuts as much as is done. Its seed will have come out of it, and you stir it wtdi a

stick of figwood with branches, you put its end to the bottom and its roots on top and sdr

it with the strength of violent heat. And you cover it with a sieve won en of bast and

esparto and put on it a cbth to prevent hornets and flies from falling in, And often you

pour [water] to it, and it is left in the sun 40 days.

Then you clarify it witli a filter and it is reared \yun:hhalr 'brought up as a child';

possibly this is another verb meaning arranged' or made into treacle'] in the sun, shielded

widi oil. Then you throw into it fior every ten Egyptian rads a dind a rad of groats,

kneaded leavened and baked in the oven and removed undone. Then it is broken into

crumbs while hot in this raised spot and it is left in the sun for ten days and strained and

taken up fai ^ss vessels sealed widi <ril, and this is die first extraction Ifim: literally,

'mouth' I and it is excellent. And if you want to extract from it another, then take that

which you left first and add to it water and leave it another forty days, then throw into it

after straining it hot bread as you did first, and you leave it ten days and strain it, and it is

the second water. And if you want a diird and a fourth, do so. Then it is kept with the

dregs and you dry it in the shade as hiaves. and it enters into some dishes.'

Unrotted "nmrri' of tfie Greeks and Spaniards

Kitab Wasf, Sina' ah 52, p. 56, Sina' ah 51. p. 65 -'Description of Byzantine murri [made]

hght away: There is taken, upon the name of God the Most High, of honey scorched in a

Ri^A [p^aps diis wordmans 'a siNer vessdl, dwee nMls; ptm
bread, ten loaves; staich,ludf aratl; roasted anise, fennel and nigella, two uqiyahs of each;

Byzantine saffron, an nq^ah; celery seed, an uqiyah; Syrian carob, half a rati; fifty peeled

wahuls, as much as half a rati; split quinces, five; salt, half a meickuk dissolved in

honey; thirty ratJs water; and the rest of the ingredients are thrown on it, and it is boiled

on a slow flanie until a third of the water is absorbed. Then it is Strained well in a clean

iKxebag of hair, ft is taken up hi a greased glass or pouery vessd widi a narrow top. A
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little lemon from Taknmjiya ((?) Sina ah 51 has Bakr Fahr| is thrown on it, and if il suits

that a liiile water is thrown on the dough and il is boiled upon il and -.rKin-.t-d ii v.i uld be

a second [uitusion]. The weights and measurements given are AnLtuchiaii .•jvi Zalm i [as]

inMayyafariqin.'

Manuscriio Anonimo, p.88
—

'Al-Murri: It is not desirable to use any but the infused alone,

because of its sharpness and benefit; after it, the murri made of grape juice with spices

without scorched bread. As for the muni which the common people make of scorched

honey and scorched bread and so forth, it is not desirable to use it at alL With its tendency

to produce black bile, it has neither benefit nor sharp taste.'

Bunn
Kitab al-Tabikh

, p.57a—The making of hasty bowl bunn: one part budhaj flour sifted in a
close-textured sieve is taken and nine parts flour of rotted bread, and they are mixed
together and put in a vessel and enough water to cover is poured over diem. NigeHa and
fennel seeds are thrown in, half pounded flne and the odier half left whole. Then an uqiyah

of oil is poured into it and it is left undl the next day, and early in the morning it is

macerated well by hand until it becomes like an ointment. As much sweet salt as you
want is thrown in, but not above one tenth, llic head of the vessel is sealed and it is left

in the shade. It is eaten after a week widi oil, and it is extremely £00d. If you like to

cleanse [Itunaqqi] a while, drrow in it sweet bread and spices and healthy f?i!Nin'aRl aid

salt or water. It keeps as long as you need and does nt'lt change.

Kitab Was/, Sina'ah 52, p250— Barhuma of muiri is of the same sort [or: Bunn. It is what

morri is ftoro*]. To make it, a part of fiidhanj and the like of it of flour or fine wheat are

taken and kneaded well without !ea\ en or salt. It is baked and dried and pounded, it and the

fudhanj, and kneaded in a greased green washing-tub with one part of nulled salL And a

rub' of fennel and a rab* of nigella are put into it and it is left in die sun for foity days in

the heat of the summer, kneaded once or twice a day at the beginning of the day and the

end. and water is sprinkled on it. When it is red, it is put m a green clay vessel, from

which it might be taken when it is eaien. Us pofuine increases if it is fried in sesame oil,

so understand diat.'

Red Kamakh
Kitab al-Tahikh

, p.57a—The making of red kamakh, from which are made the | various]

kinds of kamakh: one part pounded, sieved budhaj and four parts sieved crumb of

unleavened bread are taken and all aie mixed. A handful of salt is Uirown on them and it is

kneaded with fresh sweet mUk and put in a veael and placed in die sun in the prime of

summer until it reddens. And whenever it dries GUI, more mUk is added and it is sdired

twice a day until it is dioroughly red.

The making of clove kamakh: an uqiyah ofcbve is taken and pounded and sieved and
thrown on a Syrian rati of this red kamakh, and it is put in a vessel and exposed to the

sun. The making of cinnamon kamakh: it is made the same way and using the same
weight, Ood willing. The making ofcaraway kamakh: an uqiyah of caraway is taken and

pounded coarsely and thrown on a .Syrian rati of this kamakh, Ro*;e k;im;ikh- ns much of

roses [probably the leaves, but possibly petals] as you wish are taken and then dried and

you clean them from their lower parts (and put] widi the kamakh.'

Kiiab al-Tabikh , p.58a—Thyme kamakh: fresh thyme is taken and its top leaves are cut off

and used. And it bears red and white kamakh. Basil kamakh: leaves are taken and put when
fresh in what it will bear ol this kamakh. Nankw'ah [nigella, or possibly caraway!

kamakh: two uqiyahs, and it is pounded and strained and thrown in what it tolerates of red

kamakh, and thus for anise. Know diat whatever you want to pot in this green kamdch of

kinds of greens and herbs [rayafjln] and spices and perfume, put on the model of tlie

aforementioned equally. If it tolerates pounding, then let it be pounded. Let die sides of

die leaves in it be talnn and put in enough fed and white kamildi 10 cover. And
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clarified butter kamakh and cheese Icamakh and onion kamakh and garlic kamakh and other

kinds of edibles, so understand.'

Kitah Wasf. Sin.Vah 52. p.2l 2, Sina ah 51. p.251 'Red knmakh: a rati of fudhaj and a nitl

of sail aic taken and tiiey are pounded fine and kneaded with fresh milk. Then you put on

tbem five latls offnsh milk and di^ are pat in dw sun until chey tnm red.'

Kamakh Rijal

'A Baghdad Cookery Book', p.207—'Kamakh rijal—there are several variedes of thi<., bii( nil

follow the same recipe, only differing in ingredients. First take a large, dry pumpkin-shell

fix)m which all the pith and seeds have been removed: soak in water for two hours, then

dry thoroughly Put in 5 ratls of sour milk, 10 ratis of fresh milk, and 1^^ rails of fine-

brayed salt, and stir. Cover, and leave for some days in tlie hot sun. This is first made in

June, at the beginning of the mid-summer. Each morning add 3 ratls of fesh milk, and stir

mominp and evening. Add milk as the liquid lessens, until the beginning of .'August. Now
take mint-leaves, sHiuuz [nigella], and quarters of peeled g;irlic, throw in. and stir, adding

fresh milk to mikt up as usual, until the middle of September. Cover until the beginniQg

of October then remove from the sun until set, and serve. There is also the simple

variety, in which no laromaticj ingredients are used; another, in which shuniz and garlic

are used; and anodwr, in widch ire used the driedleim Ofthe redniK cut off

stalk.'

Kitab Wasf, Sina'ah 52, p.208, Sina'ah 51, p.246—"Rijal, and it is kamakh [51: 'the white

kamakhl. You take first the body of a big dry gourd and its interior is cleaned and its pith

and seeds are lemoved. It is stripped moderately, such that its body is not thinned out.

Then it is dried wefl. You begin by doing it on Ae &st ofJune [Heairan]. Five nits of

Persian yoghurt are tatien and twenty five ratls of fresh milk, and all are mixed and put in

that vessel. And you throw on it a rati of clarified white salt, ground fine. Then it is put

on somethmg that Iceeps it off the earth and covered with a clean, shndy linen. Four rads

of sweet milk are added everv' day, two ratls thrown on at the beginning of the day and

another two ratis at the end. And you stir an iron of carved palm, and its submeiging is

contimied on tfiis pattern till the end ofdw three months of summer, of wliich die last is

August [Ab]. Its place should receive the rising of the sun. When the vessel is full, it is

left And whenever it decreases, milk is added [Sina ah 5 1 : fresh milk from Hulwan', a

ciQT hi weMem Fenhi] until die middle of September ['AfAij]. And it is left until die end

of September, and sent down from the sun.

This is the recipe, and he who wishes it plain leaves it as it is, and he who wishes it

some other way, we shall mention its kinds. Of them is mint [Sina' ah 52 has "die

infused ]. When the vessel is ripe, fresh mint is taken, five bunches, and its leaves are cut

off. And peeled whole garlic as much as a rad and half a rub' uf nigella are thrown into

the vessel and stirred such that it mingles well. And likewise is that in which there is as

much garlic as is needed, likewise that in which nigella and garlic go and that into which

go
I
Sina'ah 52: 'leaves of] red roses plucked from their stems. And when the vessel of

gourd is pierced, it is put in a fine-bodicd coarse pottery jar."

Kitab al-Wuslah, p.l92—The 24tb [recipej, Baghdadi. kamakh ryal. You lake a gourd

weighing five rads, and Persian— mean sour—milk is taken, a rad and a half, and il is

bc'.iien until its parts mix. And half an uqiyah of salt is thrown into it. and it is put into

the gourd, and it is put in the sun for three days. After that, you fill it with fresh goat's

mil£ and yoo sdr itwldi a palm-stalk for two days. And after dial, mint is taken and it is

washed and left unu'l it wilts, ;!nd if is cleaned ftom its stems. And you remove its stems

and It is ilirown into it, and you stir and do not leave it. It thickens. Raitier, every day

you stir it and when it overflows, its fkt comes out, and its flavour. And an uqiyah of

garlic is taken, it is peeled and thrown into it as whole cloves, and it is stirred sifter that

twice a day, morning and evening. And whenever it decreases, you add fiesh milk, for

forty days. It is eaten and milk is added in replacement And if the gourd is larger or

smaller, alter die measure and the ingredients, in proportion to its weight. And it is good.'
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Other Kamakhs
Kitab al-Tabikh . p^7b—The making of white kamakh. You take milk and you make

kamakh of it as you wish and nothing is thrown in it of leaves or sticks. And v. hen it is

done and good, and it takes the tongue, put it in a new while earthenware jar and throw on
it for every ten ratis a rati of white [AutvorT] bread. Then beat it with a stick and throw on
it every day half a rail of fresh milk or less. You do this with it for 50 days. And you
wa,sh the jar from outside and put it in a cold spot in the shade until it becomes as thick

as you wish. Then you overturn it into a green jar and throw in it rue and cut-up green
citron skins and nigeUa if you wish, and if not. leave it'

KUab al-Tabikh , p.57b 'Spice kamakh. Take spikenard, ginj^cr and cumin, of each halfan
uqiyrii and an uqiyah of cinnamon, and the weight of a dirham of pepper and four

mithquals ofdove. They are poondKl and smined. Then you take juniper [rTLsan] cleaned

of its seeds, pounded like brains Then you mix al! and knead with tresh milk as much Bl

will hold it as a good dough. Then it is ail sweetened with honey and a little murri.'

KUab ta-TabiUi , p.S7a—Ihe mddng ofcaper kamakh. As modi ofcapers aie taken as you
wish, and let them be new and dry. Put them in a green jar and pour on them water to

cover. Then put them in the sun for a day and a half. Then pour the water off and pour on
more water to cover. Then throw on it a sufficiency ofsweet salt Then yon stir it every
day two or three times by hand. You do this to it for si.x days, then it is strained on the

seventh day. The water ls put in green washtubs and put in the sun and sealed with what
softens it. And it is strained every day from tub lo tub. Its lees are thrown awqr, and
when it is strained and iis blackness is sbonti put it in a vessd. God willing.'
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SCffiNCE AND THE EXPERIENCE OF EATING

E.G. Richards

The expci iences encountered whilst eaiing and drinking are mediated by nerve endings in our

mouths and noses and modulated by our knowledge, our beliefs, owpiediUctioiis and what the

morsel looked and felt like before we popped it in our maw.

A full account of the matter remains a philosophical phantasy which would lequiie

expensive research projects by neurobiologistys, physiologists, molecular biologists, organic

chemists, material scientists at one end and experimental psychologists, linguists,

sociologists and historians at the other—to mention just a few of the disciplines involved and

to say nothing of the philosophical wasteland between subjective impressions and the firing of

neurones in the brain.

Here I make a few commcnLs and a.sk a few questions (mainly of a chemical nature) about

taste and smell which have struck my fancy as a professional bic^ysicist and amateur cook.

A basic distinction made by Alan Davidson is that between what we experience in the

nuse -smell, aroma, cxioiir (reach for your T1iesaiifua)-Hud what we experience fai the

mouth—taste, temperature, texture and so on.

A good "nose' in the perfume industry is said to be able to distinguish hundreds if not

thousands of different (xlours: how this is done is largely mysterirais In s^me way molecules

of odiferous substances ineract with special cells in the olfactory epiUielia and signal their

presence. We nuy ask how many different sorts ofcdl there are; whether a poiticnltf

cell interacts with a particular class of substance, what is the nature of the interaction and so

on. The results of countless experiments designed to answer such questions are not easily

sununarised and speculations abound. One theocy has it that just as cohwr vision is mediated

by three sorts of cell in the retina (red, green and blue receptors) so odour is mediated by seven

types ol ollactory receptor. Innumerable objections have been raised to this and similar

theories. To some, seven seems too small a number and it remains obscure as to what sorts of
chemical substances the seven receptors are tuned to (small chemical differences can wreak

profound changes in perceived odour). It also has the unnerving impUcauon iliai all the cook

needs to simulate the aroma of any dish ftom the world's cuisines is seven botdes containing

seven magic substances. In any case, the three-colour theory of vision, though basically

correct, is turning out to be much more complicated than once diought

Are we all capable of distinguishing the same odours? Just as some ajc colour blind, SO

some suffer from anosmias. Can you smell the perfume of freesias? Some of us can but to

some (tnyself included) they are perfumetess (though I would say they smell peppery!). The
reason lies in our genes because tJie ability is inherited according to Mendel's laws.

Turning to what goes on in the mouth, physiologists have identified specific receptors that

respond to the four classical tastes: salt, sour, sweet and bitter. Alan Davidson h right to

insist that tills list needs expanding (whatever the physiologists may say) to include metallic

(is this an electrolytic effect like the 'taste' experienced by putting your tongue across the

terminals of a torch batteiy?), allcalifle {Hie taste ofaoap)^ aatAigent (unripe persfanmons), hot

or piquant (mustard, red pepper—are tlieae the SaOM? or Is this like asking how many colours

there are in the rainbow? we usually say seven bat odier tribes disagree; is this a linguistic

question or something very much more complicated?). To these tastes we must add other

experiences which depend on 'mechanical' properties of the food: my list includes rubbery

(whelks), jelly-like (hard and soft), viscous (treacle), slimy (lichees), crunchy (nuts), softness

(bananas), fibrous (meat), chewy (tough meat), dry, wet; the list goes on and on but the point

is that aU these qualities, as any cook knows, are crucial to die experience of eating (purveyors

ofsweet potted gunges take note).

The only ta.sie that comes near being well understood is that of sourness (even here there is

a linguistic muddle since some of us call sour Uiings bitter, and what, exactly, does tart'

mean?). Sowoess is a pioper^ of acids, or to be more precise, a low pH. If the pH of a

solution is below 7, it tastes sour; the lower the pH, the sourer it tastes. Some acids are
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sourer than others (cream of tartar is less sour than citric acid); we can explain this their

differing tendency to liberate hydrogen ions and hence lower the pH. It is the pH ( a measure of

the concentration of hydrogen ions) that matters, not the amount of acid. Maybe a pi i meter
would be valuable in Ae Idichen, but then, the cook's tongue serves the same puipose

adequately.

SaHmess is almost imiquely a property of common salt, sodium chloride. In solution this

consists of sodium ions and separaiL- .lilcriclc ions. Other salts of sodium (ir othtT chlorides are

not usually, or at any rate not predominantly, salty. What is going on from the cbenucal

Sttndpoint is none too clear.

l^iniing to sweetness and bitterness, confusion reigns; there are theories why salts of the

highly poisonous metals, beryllium (once called glucinium!) and lead, nutritious sucrose,

aspartame (a mini-protein) and saccharin should all taste sweet, but the real test of such

theories has to be their ability to predict tJie sweetness of new Chemical compounds.

Just as there are genetic anosmias, so there are taste-blindnesses. Some people have a much
impaired ability to taste substances like phenylthiourea (PTC). Others cannot taste any sweet
things. This raises one of my favourite hobbyhorses: How does ordinary watercress taste to

you? To me and about 70% of the persons I have asked it tastes hot and pq>peiy; the rest say

it tastes bitter (leminisoent of quinine), ft may be that there is some linguistic muddle here; on
the other hand it may be another example irfvte blindness.

As far ;ls mechanism is concerned, sweet or bitter molecules ore supposed to interact (lock

and key mechanism) with proteins in the taste buds, but to the best of my knowledge, no such
protein has yet been isolated. .'\n interesting point arises here from experiments on mice;

usually they avoid substances (often poisonous) such as quinine which to us taste bitter; but

some strains have been found to be oblivious to dieir presence. It turns out that the dit tenence

is closely associated with genetic differences in certain proteins in their saliva and it may be

that the bitter substances alter the ability of the saliva proteins to interact witii the taste buds;

there are even some experiments which suggest that this is true for us as well.

Taste and flavour modificatioa is another interesting thing. Sugar is widely supposed to

make add (or lan) things less so. Does the sugar merely mask the tartness of die damsons? or

is the response to the tart substances modified by it .' I omon juice will give ii> hydro5;en ions

to amines responsible for strong aromas in fish and render them odourless. Then there is MSG
(nxmosodhun glutamaleX to eriiance the flavour ofsavomy dishes. The active principle

here is glutamic acid. obk|uitoos in every cell of the body. How this works is quite

mysterious.

I once had die opportunity to experience the effect of mlraculin, mentioned by Alan
Davidson. Profesor Kalmus of University College pave me a small amount of a ^niuri.in of

this protein. 1 swilled it around in my mouth and noted that it was iLsell tasieless. .*\iter that

sour things tasted not only sour but also, and at the same time, sweet Solutions of
hydrochloric acid strong enough to taste even slighdy sour, also tasted sweet; the sourer they

were, die sweeter they were as well. Sipping hydrochloric acid was like sipping cheap
lemonade. What \vas extraordinary was that a new ta.ste, sweetness, appeared that was present

neither in the mintculin nor die acid alone. Over several hours the effect gradually wore off and
things letumed to normaL Not much good to the cook, diough, since die ^ect lasts far too

long.
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REPLICATING THE TASTE OFHOME MADE SOUP IN A
CANNED PRODUCT

Evelyn Rose, FIHEc

Is there such things as a liome made' flavour, or is it merely a combination of sentiment and
prejudice? And if it does exist, can it survive when subjected to commercial methods of

production and the processing necessary to keep it safe and stable, and capaMe of a
commercially acceptable shelf life?

Early in 1986 I received an approach from Rakusen's Ltd of Leeds, the major British

manufacturers and distributors of kosher food products. Would I be interested in developing a

raqge of my own recipes for marketing under their label, but carrying the byeline 'by Evelyn

Rose"?

I had already had some contact with the company and its present ni;uiaging director, Leslie

Fox, when the company was (briefly) owned by United fiiscuits. But my involvement had
ceased when there was a management buyout and the new directors had to consolidate tfwir

position in the kosher food market with the products they were already m;irketing—although

on their packets of matzos the company was still ofl^ering copies of a booklet which 1 had
written for dwm some time before. However, my association widi them lud been a i^easant

one and T had confidence in l^slie Fox'stnadcetingjndgenientan^niaR important, foond him
pleasant and heipful in business relations.

For Ms part, Leslie Fox desired my involvement because as cookery editor of die natfanal

Jewish Chrcnicle and author of the definitive Complete Internminnal Jewish Cookbook,!

already had a wide folk>wing amongst Jewish women both in thi^ country and abroad.

However, aldiougb I was excited by die project, I was also waiy of itaving ny name
associated with any food product that might not be a fUthfol reproduction of tbe land of
recipes on which my reputation had been built.

Eventually, I decided to accept the challenge but under the terms of a contract which gave

me the right of approval of everything from the design of the labels to the method of

promotion of tJie product iLself—the first product was ready for marketing before tlie lawyers

had sorted out this unusual contract to everyone's satisfaction! Most iniporian^ tiiepioductto

be marketed had to be indistinguishable in taste, texture and appeaiaiice fsom my own
domestic version.

After much discussion it was decided to initiate the venture with a range of canned soups as

these seemed to present the least problems from both the devekjpment and the processing

pobit of view, hi additkm, soup is an hit^ral part of die Jewish coisbie and as such might be
easily acceptable in a 'convenience' pack, ITiose soups already on the market w ere either dried

(from Israel) or canned (which proved on tasting to be pale copies of oraditional recipes).

I Initially prepared nine soups (taken iiom recipes already published in my various cookery

btXlks) and included several based on chicken and meat stocks. However, it proved impractical

lopvoceeed with meat and chicken based soups as without the use of flavour enhancers (which

I had totally rejected) it was also impossible to achieve a depth of acceptable flavour at an
acceptable price. Jewish housewives pay a high premium on all meat and poultry products

because they have to be supervised at every stage to ensure their 'kashruth' (defined as 'fitness

in ardigioos sense'). It was dierefore decided to undertake a survey of all the vegetable-bd^.ed

soups on llie market to assess dieir quali^ and in particular their relationship lo a 'home made'

soup.

But first it was necessary to define llic icm home made flavour'. The definition of the first

two words
—

'home made'—could be strictly factual and objective: any food (in this case soup)

that is prepared widi traditkmal ingredients and without addidvea—be they preservatives,

stabilisers, emulsifiers, colourings or flavour enhancen—that would be used in the different

circumstances of a commercial food operation, for whalBverieason, but would not be used in

die domestic Ulcben. When it caine 10 ddining a liome niadeyfaMoiir, it proved i^
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be su ubjective. Taste is by deflnition subjective to tbe (aster, and eich "home made' flavour

would have to relate to the lioiiie' where it had been developed.

However, after tasting about 40 oommercially produced canned soups it was obvious that

whatever our personal preferences, it was the intrusion of additives, whether a,s aids to texture,

colour or flavour, that immediately put these soups into a different cat^oiy from home made
ones of any kind. Thus "modified stanch' used as a thickener gave a glutinous texture and

diluted the flavour; colourings gave an unnatural hue, the use of flavour enhancers such as

monosodium glutamate, whether alone or in a stock powder, gave a synthetic flavour quite

absent from dmnestkally produced soup. This is not to say that judged as canned soup certain

brands were not quite acceptable (e.g. Heinz tomato, Campbell's cream of mushroom) but they

could not be said to satisfy the description 'with a home made flavour'. In fact, of the soups

tasted after a trawl through Marks ft Spencer, Sainsbur/s, Harrods and superior speciality

food shops in different parts of the country, only three cnulf! he said ti> possess a 'home made

flavour'. Even when following the same recipe, each domestic cook somehow manages to

produce a soap with a different home made flavour.

It was finally decided that for the purpose of this particular ranpe, the 'home' should be my
home, and the 'flavour' the one which I created there. It was argued that ilie soups m the range

would all be developed from my recipes that had alreay been published in several of my
cookbooks, and thatWOOien who had enjoyed creating this 'home made' flavour for diemsdves

and their families would also find it acceptable in a soup created in a factory.

After trying a number ofsoups based on Evdyn Rose recipes it was decided to cieaie a range

of five: Thick 'Winter Soup (based on a cereal known as hobene gropen or hubersrits in

traditional Jewish cookery); Spanish Lentil Soup (red lentils and red peppers), Tuscan Bean

(with cannelini beans); Dutch Pea (with split peas) and Tomato and Rice.

In developing the original recipes for these five soups I had based them on chicicen or meat

stocks, so the first problem was to achieve a similar depth of flavour with purely vegetarian

(actually vegan) products. This difficulty was overcomem two ways: by using saut^ onion

as a basis for all the soups, and by thickening them without any added staich which might

dilute die flavour. For each soap die tbkrkening process had to be solved In a different way.

For inst;mce with the Tuscan BeUi half the solids were purged and the remainder left whole to

provide textural interest. With die tomato and rice, the correct texture was achieved partly by

the kind oftomauxs used and partly by the starch leaching ontof die rice.

The first -and major—problem however, was to find the right person, w ith a deep reflect

for the quality of the product, to produce them. Here we were immensely fortunate to find a

factory dedicated to producmg totally vegetarian foods, with a food technologist who was
hiphh- eyperienoedin all aspects of commercial food preparation and, equally important, was

the turiunate possessor fo an extremely sensitive palate combined with a superb tlavuur

memory. He was atoo fliUy awire of the problems that might arise fiom the effett oo the

ingredients of the necessary processes involved in producing an canning soups—an area where

I was totally ignorant. For instance, it's quite one thing to simmer a soup to develop flavour,

quite another to subject it to 30 minutes processhig under pressure which is necessary to

ensure dwsafiey of a canned product
The next step, however, was to establish a standard "taste*. The following metfiodology was

therefore adopted.

1 prepared a large pan of each variety of soup. One third was kept as a control, one third

given tt> Rakusenis and one dihd to die food teduiologist. In additran he received a copy of the

domestic lectpe, giving the exact ingredients and method used to produce it. In its turn, the

factory developed a recipe modified to meet factory technirjues and tlien produced and canned

one sanqde of each smip i.n the range. This was tasted ;igainst the control by a panel of

five—one person from the factory, two from Rakusen's and me and my husband, who has a

very sensitive palate well trained over more than three decades of marriage to a food writer.

In the course of these comparative tastings, many varied—and usually

unforeseen—problems arose:

1 . The Dutch soup became the colour ofmud in thecm and in some samples had a

'bitty' te.xture. 1 refused to use artificial colourin|;s and eventually this problem was solved

partly by the use of new technology and partly by locating a source of top quality split
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peas whose colour not only resisted the actual processing but wliich also became a
completely smooih puree when sufficiently cooked.

2. The Tuscan Bean soup proved mure expensive than expected because ot its vegetable

and bean-based thickening (rather than starch). However, the result was so successful it

was felt the extra cost wis well justified.

3. One soup developed a strange metallic flavouring and aroma which was very evident

when the can was opened. This Anltwas conecied by lemoving any noes ofcdety ftom
the vepetahie sicx k base.

4. Dried basil in the soup became bitter in the can. There was no option but to omit it

from the recipe.

5. A certain amount of detective work was necessary to fmd a British equivalent for the

groats, normally grow n m eastern Europe, on which the Thick Winter Soup w as based.

Eventually, it was established that they weie similar to kibbled oats or pinhead

oatmeal—a wholegrain cereal which thickens creamily when cooked for a long lime.

(Interestingly tliis non- traditional soup proved the most popular on the general, as

opposed to the Jewish, maiket).

6. It was difficult to achieve the correct intensity of colour and flavour and the most

appealing level of sweefsour flavour in the tomato soup. This was eventually achieved

by juggling the proportions of tomato purfe, tomato solids and juice that were used.

7. Much of the appeal of a home made soup lies in the feel' of it—the chonkiness and the

degree <^ firamess of vegetables fotinstmoe. So I had lo specify the exact dimenrions of

the vegetable cubes—too big and di^ were unsighdy, too small andtb^ melted into die

liquid content

When we bad achieved what we believed was a soup diat oiactly replicated my own home
made versioa in every dimension, the moment of trodi arrived: the consumer acceptability

test.

A group ofwomen, roughly equivalent to the target consumer group, were invited to taste

the soup. At this stage the soups were completely anonymous and there was no indication as

to who had devdoped diem. The test group had to answer a questionnaire. The result sent the

maricet research team faiio raptures, dttnogh die comments in some cases seemed lukewarm 10

me. The main criticism was that the tomato soup was 'too spicy', and it was decided to tone

doum the sweet/sour balance. The odwr soaps were not modified in any way.

Labels were dien designed to promote the 'up-maffcef fanage of die soups. They carried a
picture of EveivTi Rose with a sutement authenticating the home provenance of die soups, hi

particular the fact tliat lliey contained no additives of any kind,

THE END OF THIS PARTICULAR CHAPTER
V\e home made flavour of the soups has been universally acknowledged. The fact that they are

indeed based on a home made recipe would seem lo have dissipated the 'guilt' of many
purchasers who would normally not consider serving soup from a can Thf soups have been

taken up by the vegetanan market with so much enthusiasm that in addition to the original

label Rakusen'k Kosher Cuisine', they are now betag mariceted as 'Rakusen's Vegettrian

Cuisine'.

The authenticity of the "home made' label has not been achieved without cost—to the

consumer. The soups have lo be sold at a price equivalent to such 'luxur>'' varieties presently

on the general market as Game Soup, Lobster Bisque and Soupe de Poisson. So far the

consumer seems to have fiwnd die benefits wortfi die piemiam.

Time alone will write die end of the story and show whether this same methodology can

be used to produce other foods with an equally authentic 'home made flavour'.
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BROADENING THE PALATE: CONSIDERATIONS OFTASTE

Barbara Santich

What is taste, and where does it reside? The responses cover a whole spectrum of possibilities,

and demonstrate as much diversity as would be found in the sensitivity lo sweetness of a

group of symposiasts.

At the narrow end is the scientific view, that 'taste' is what is perceived by taste buds, which

aie sensitive to four (or possibly five) tastes'. Precise and objective as this interpretation is,

its pracdcal relevance is Hinited. We are more likely to resort to concrete terms when we want

to describe what we call the 'taste' of food; we might say that it 'tastes' fislis . or oily, or

creamy. Which is not to say that we are 'tasting' ftsh, or oil, or cream, but that the sensation

is linked to a memory tnvolving fish, or oil, or cream. We are describing a more complex

sensation, of flavour f 'taste' plus aroma), of texture, and even of colour and ternjvrature. We
tiy to fit the perception into a 'memory bank' and, at the same time, read of its position in

terms of its neighboois: this reminds me of what I ate at diat little restaurant by the river,

where we sat outside and watched the children feeding the ducks.

Some individuals have larger memory banks' and more efficient retrieval systems' than

Others. Anyone whose business is food, and particularly a restaurant critic, needs a well*

functioning system, a comprehensive data base. Even more advantageous is the ability to

translate words directly mto tastes , like the musician who hears the piano as he reads the

score, or Uke Jean-Paul Sartre who, by merely reading the script, was able to conceive the

whole mise-en-sc^ne and imagine the action of the play. Some people can 'taste' a dish while

perusing the recipe, or vicariously enjoy a whole dinner through another s description:

language itself can stimulate the taste', sometimes even substitute for it. Jean-Paul Aron

suggested that, as a result of the excess verbiage on restaurant eating, 'one would end up by no
longer going to a restaurant to eat, but to verify the judgements of critics one had read, ... the

discussion about eating taking the place of eating ... Signs, diat is all Ih^ would be, signs

that were going to be eaten and drunk*'

Likening the "taste* of a oertrin food to an experience stored in the 'memory bank* conveys

tOOUiers a more understandable, more easily imagined impression than does the use of the

scientifically accurate adjectives. How sweet is sweet? As sweet as a 20% solution? That is

precise but almost meaningless. But if we qualify the tasie', through recourse to eariler (and

stored) experience, we have more chance of being undcr^t(xxi: as sweet as young green peas,

fresh from the garden; as sweet as (he juice of autumn grapes; as sweet as sticky toffee.

Explanations in these terms assume that die audience has assimilated die same experiences.

Alan Davidson has pointed out the linguistic problems associated with the use of scientific

adjectives, which can be confusing to those who have not been tramed in their use. Equally,

there are problems with the use of non-scientific descripiois, which will have a common and

accepted significance only within a limited cultural, or even sub-cultural, milieu. The Chinese

term yu-er-pu-ni, which means to taste of fat without being oily, does not have an exact

equivalent in the English language. Likewise, linguistic limitations often iiuiki- it difficult for

us to describe foods which are outside our cultural sphere. Vaa lexicon simply does not extend

beyond the known, and unfamiliar foods pose problems to die vocabularies of our palates.

Europeans sometimes find it difficult to describe the 'taste' of tropical fruits, like the Kchee,

rambutan and mangosteen, and consequently to discrimmate amongst these, to isolate the

taste' ofeach separately.

Taste' thus becomes distanced from its source, moving away from the perception and
auaching itself to the perceivers. By a further extension, taste' develops into system of taste*,

an expiession of preferences widiin die ensemble of 'tastes' common to a particular ethnic or

social group, and becomes a characteristic of that group. (Do Messmates, Epicures, Isolates

and Cultists have different 'systems of taste'?) 'Systems of taste' are often fundamental to

systems of philosophy. Pythagoreans refused to eat meat because they rejected a system of

values of which sacrificial slaughter of animals was part, and esteemed die primiuve qualities
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of cemtn wild plants. Rousseau's philosophy similarly ioeluded s 'system of tasie'» a

preference for simple and natural foods. For the foUowen of sncb ptuloaophies, the motto

might be, I eat, therefore I believe'.

hi this guise, 'taste* enters into all studies of cuisine and of diet, whether historical.

iuithropological or sfK'iolop.ical. It is impwrtant to know which fixxls were preferred, why these

seasonings were used and not others, why these two ingredients were so frequently combined.

One tries to understand the hierarchy of preferences. wMch tutes' were sought after, which

were disdained. Insofar as 'taste' preferences are typical of a particular society, they can define

it, and by extension be applied to a geographic region, thus further abstracting the notion of

itasle*. One nught sat diat a taste' for sweet foods was diaracteristic ofNfadilB^^

in the medieval era.

A 'system of taste' can be seen as an unwritten code, analogous to Roland Barthes' systime

de \a Mode, in diat it is not die 'taste' itself that is important, but what it signifies. Wealthy

medieval merchants may have appreciated the 'taste' of a multitude of spices in a single dish,

but more likely their appreciation had more to do with the symbolic value of spices, as signs

ofwedili, power and prestige.

Tlie individual 'system of taste', or hierarchy of preferences, is not immutahle. Iik( .is one

can learn to speak with a different accent, so one can learn to taste accordmg to a ditierent

sytem of values, as when one is introduced to, and gradually comes to appreciate, an

unfamiliar fruit, a foreign cuisine. There is iM ctungiB inHOW one tastes, only to die values

assigned to the tastes'.

Also, the 'systems of uste' of a wliole society can change, and be changed. Here a mofd
implication enten;: is it right to so manipulate the public that they prefer the 'taste' of firozen

peas to tJiat of fresh peas, the taste' of chicken-cube stock to diat of stock made with chicken

pieces, vegetables and herbs? We who are food-con.scious deplore the clandestine immorality of

the food industrialists, and yet we see our efforts—the same means for an opposite end—as
surrounded by an aura of saintliness.

This is a long way from the precise and liniitL-d scientific interpretation of 'taste'. So where

is the relevance of the scientific view? It can perhaps be seen as representing an objective

actuality, at the opposite (x)le to the purely imaginary. Our perception of taste', the "leali^,

lies somewhere between the two extremes; it approaches but never coincides with actuality.

Taste', thus unanchored, is able to mean different things to different people, in different

contexts, in difienm wofds. The paiadoK is, diat in qrite of to

is rarely any conAisioa as to what taste' is.

REFERENCE
Jean-Paul Anxi, in Cuisine et Vins de France, number 369, October 1981, p.44.
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TASTE: LIKE FTOR LUMP FT? The Role of Taste in the

Acquisition of Likes and Dislikes in Food

Katherine Simons

The aim of this paper is to consider the extent tc^ which focxl likes and dislikes are determined

by taste. Social psychology provides the framework f ur the following discussion. The existing

literature on determinants of food preferences clearly demonstrates that food habits are the

result of interaction<: between a variety of factors. The first pari of this p.ip.T examines the

contribution to the acquisition of fotxl habits made by biological, cultural and psychological

factors.

In the first section we discuss the biological variables that influence food habits: innate taste

biases, taste sensitivity, and taste thresholds. In the following section we introduce the idea of

cultural variables aid consider the interaction between cultural and biological factors. The third

section provides a more detailed assessment of the role of cultural variables in the

determination of food preferences; in particular, the parts played by cuisine and family

structure. The fourth section takes a look at the contributiim nt siKial psychology to the

acquisition of food likes and dislikes: the effects of exposure and the impact of social

influence. Tn the final section we emphasise die importance of identifying the origins of food

likes and dislikes in the context of the prevention of disease and the promotion of heaUh.

The second part of the paper introduces the research into acquisition of food likes and

dislikes which we aie conducting at die Univenity ofExeter. The background to our tesaeaxch

is discussed in section one, In the second and third sections, we outline the aims and

objectives of this research and the methods we have used. Some preliminary fmdings of the

research are presented in die final section.

I. IHEDETERNONANTS OFFOODUKES AND DISLIKES

1 . THE INFLUENCE OF BIOLOGY
Pood habits are defined as the way in which individuals select, consume,, and utilise portions

of the a\ ailahle fcxxi supply in response to social and cultural pressures. The eating habits of

an individual are therefore the result of interactions of a variety of factors. Availability and

economic factors obviously play an important part in determining what food is selected to be

eaten. However. wh;i? determines whether a food is liked or disliked, involves a conihination

of biological, cultural and psychological factors. While biological factors have been offered as

likely explanations for universal features of food choice, it is unlltely that diey play a

significant role in the acquisition of likes and dislikes in individuals.

/ / The Role ofTaste
Of the five senses, taste is the overriding deierminant (tf whether a food placed in the mouth

will be swallowed or not. Numerous studies have fbund taste to be not only of paramount

significances in the choice of food consumed, but also the means by which an individual

classifies, describes, and expresses likes and dislikes for food (Bell et ai., 1981; Krondl &
Law, 1982; Rozhi ft Fallon. 1981).

The concept of 'liking' denotes a series of hedonic (affcclivcl reactions to a food. The

sensory sensation of a food, its taste, is closely associated with af fective quality (i.e. whether

the taste experienced is i^easurable or not). It is widely accepted diat foods are liked or disliked

primarily because of the degree of pleasantness of the sensory effects in the mouth, whether

ihey taste nice' or not. It is these likes and dislikes which probably account for most

variation^ tood preferences withbi • culture. However, the precise reasons why a taste is

considered pleasant or uiq>leasant remain obscure.
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1.2 Taste Biases

Innate taste biases have been identified as genetically based, behavioural predispositions in

humans to interact with food in certain ways: aversion to bitter tastes; preference for sweet
tastes; aversion to strong but preference for weak, sour and salQr tastes. As snch, (hey have
been implicated in the acquisition of likes and dislikes.

Much research has focused on the famaie piefeience and likmg for sweet tastes. It is known
to be present at birth: a newborn baby prefers sweetened water to plain water even before its

first feed (Desor et ai, 1973), and babies clearly show positive facial expressions in leqxuise

to sweet tastes (Steiner, 1977). It is suggested that this piefofence for sweetness has an
adaptive basis since in the natural environment sweet foods tend tO have a lligh concentration

of sugar, and therefore constitute excellent sources of energy.

There also appeals to be good evidence for an innate diilikB of bitter tastes (Cbwart, 198 1).

again there may be an adaptive basis for this in that there is a strong association between

bitter taste and the presence of poison in the natural environment. Further suppon for the

adJ9>tation hypodiesis is die findfa^ by Steiner (1977) that the facial expressions of neonates
elicited in response to bitter tastes incUide nuvements of die foce and moodi diat expd diese

tastes from the mouth.

/ Taste Sensiiivify

While both these innate taste biases are a feature of virtually all cultures and are experienced

by the majoriQr of people widthi cultines, there exists considerable variation across cultures

and between individuals in response to sweet and bitter tastes.

Biological factors can explain some individual differences in food choice. There is evidence

of genedcally based diffSsrences between people in sensitivity to substances, and there also

appears to be evidence of a relationship between taste thresholds and food dislikes. For
example, the ability to taste phenyltJiiocarbamide (a bitter tasting substance) may be either

present or absent m people. Whether someone is a taste or a non-taster appears to have a

genetic basis, and the genes for being a taster or a non-taster vary amonp different ethnic

groups. About one third of Northern Europeans are non-tasters. The proportion of non-tasters

in other groups is considerably less (Bartochuk, L.M. 1979). Sensitivi^ to PTC appears to be

related to sensitivity to other substances. For example, caffeine tastes more bitter to PTC
tasters than to non-tasters, and as such tends to be disliked more often by tasters (Kaplan a
ai., 1976).

2. THE INTERACTION OFBIOLOGY ANDCULTURE
The influence of biological factors alone fails to account for the enormous variety of different

likes and dislikes within any one culture. Rozin (1976) suggests that it is indirect

manifestations of biological determinants that ftifln«)ce acquisition of preferences. For
example, lactose intolerance is caused by an inherited (icfii iency of lactase, which gives rise to

the inability to digest milk. Cultures in which the majority of people are lactose intolerant

will not incorporate milk in dieir diet. In this way, a biological factor establishes dte

conditions under which acceptance or ngection of foods occur and determines what is eaten by
the cultural group.

Further evidence of hiteraetion of biology and culture in die determinadon of food habits is

demonstrated in the way biological behaviour biases are transmitted through culture to the

individual. For example. Rozin (1982) proposes that the innate sweet preference leads

individuals to seek and discover sweet foods, this results in the incorporation of sweet foods in

the diet of their cultures. The availability of sweet foods, including the manufacture of

artificial sweeteners, is extended and increased though agriculture and technology. Individuals

are then faced with increased exposure to sweet foods which produces liking. Thus, a

biological tendency is exacerbated by culture.

In contrast, compelling evidence for the limited influence of genetic factors and the

importance of cultural factors in the acquisition of food preferences is provided by an

interesting phenomenon that occurs in all cultures; the popularity of initially unpleasant

tasting substances. The widespread liking for bitter tasdng substances such as coffee and
alcobid would appear K) contra^ die innate aversion 10 bitter tastes described above.
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In a number ofcultures hot spicy foods such as chili pepper which are innately unacxeptable

in that they are typically rejected on first experience, come to be acvcpied and liked hv

individuals. The positive pharmacological effects of, and social connotations associated with,

dfiiddi^ both coflte and alcohol may be adequMe explanations for iheir frequent consumption.
Aspiration to adult status by consuming what adults consume can also act as a powerful
motive to overcome initial aversion to unpleasant tastes in children. Similarly, in adults, tlie

desire for higher social status can lead roemben of lower social status gnmps to emulate the

food habits of those of higher status groups, even when consumption of initially disliked fcx)d

is involved. Acquiring a liking for innately unpleasant tasting subsunces takes time to

develop and invariably involves mediation by culture (Rozin mi Schiller. 1980).

2.7 Accepted or Rejected?

The mechanisms undeilyfaig the acquisition of likes and dislikes for palatable foods have been
the subject of much research. As described above, the taste of food is a fundamental
determinant of whether a food is accepted or not, but it is by no means exclusively responsible

for the acceptance or rejection ofa food.

22 Feared Food
Foods can be disliked or avoided because of a fear of tiie after effects of eating diem. Eitfier

through a fear of irrmiediate after effects such as indigestion or bad breath, or through more
delayed after effects such as weight gain. Of course, the reverse is also possible, anticipated

consequences of eating a food can entail the selection of that food For example, a dieter might
select cotiape cheese in preference to chips for lunch in order to lose weight. Expected
outcome has a powerful effect on food choice, and can exert a stronger influence on food
prefierence than taste. So, for our dieter, who may well prefer the taste of chips, the
unwdcoine after effects ofeatii^ diem underlie the choice of die lower calorie cottage cheese

2.3 Once Tasted, Never Forgotten

It is not uncommon for food that was once liked to become disliked. This often happens when
nausea or vomiting follows the consumption of the food, even if the sickness is known not to

have been directly caused by the food. The a.ssociation of the food with the physical suffering

that followed ingestion is sufficient to cause that food to become distasteful (Garcia et at.,

1974).

There is no such compelling force to account for the acquisition of individual likes in the

way tliat nausea produces dislikes. However, a number of factors have been implicated in their

appropriation. The variables that have die most influence on die acquisition of food likes are

cultural; they are listed below.

3. THE SIGNIHCANCE OF CULTURE
Food plays many roles in all human societies: creating and sustaining! social relationships;

signalling social status, occupation and gender roles; marking rites of passage . anniversaries

and festivals; and reasserting religious, ethnic and regkmal identities. All of these are deeply
embedded in the social, religious and economic structures of everyday life. Therefore, it is

apparent that eating is not a purely physiological prtxess and that food has symbolic meaning
and psychological signficaiice beyond its nutritive value. It follows that the food we eat, what
we like and dislike, is heavily influenced by cultural, social and psychological pressures
(Rozm, 1982).

3.1 Constraints ofCuisine
The culture of a society has been defined as "the way of life of its members; the collection of
ideas and habits which they learn, share and transmit from generation to generation' (Linrnn.

1945). Within the constraints of food availability and economic resources to acquire food the

cuisine of a cuhiire furtiier limiis die choice <tf food availabte to an individuaL The cuisine of
a culture has been defined as "the result of a complex interaction of food-related and social

factors' {Rozin, 1982).
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Cuisine denotes the combination of basic foods, added flavouis, methods of preparation,

plus the special constraints imposed by the tiiboos specific to any particular cultural group. As
such It defines what food is appropriate, for whom it is appropriate, and where and when to eat

is approfMtate. The notion that certain f(x>ds are inappropriate for children is a common
ocurrence and accounts for young children being fed special kinds of diet (Mennell (1985)

describes this as The Nursery Food Syndrome ). In most cultures children are provided with

plain foods in preference to highly spiced or strongly flavoured fiiods. Even where hot spicy

foods play a central role in the diet such fo<xls are not fed to very' young children, the chili in

Mexico for example (Rozin and Schiller, 1980). In this way, culture, as mediated by parents

and caregivers, restricts the exposure ofcMIdien to food.

Birch (1986) emphasises the importance of recognising that the child is exposed to a

limited, socially deiernuned, cuisine-appropriate collection of foods, before it is possible to

identify the salient features OToiltiBe upon which the acquisitiop offood halwts is ooniingeoL

3.2 Imporiance of tiie Family

Given the importance of culture in determiiiing food preference and the fact that the

socialisation of an individual mo':t often occurs within the family (or nurturant group) it

would appear reasonable to assume that the family, as the chief conveyer of culture from

i^eneration to geoeration, would have prime responsibiliQr for the transmission of attitudes and
habits concerning food and eating behaviour. Within any one culture each individual possesses

his or her own set of food experiences and food idiosyncracies that are unique. Rozin (19S2)

suggests that this uniqueness is likely to have its origins in the fact that the individual's

exposure to the culture is further filtered through the family's interpretation of that culture. It

is proposed diat this interpretation is passed on from one gen^tion to anodier and reflected in

the habits and behaviour of individuals.

To determine the extent to which food preferences of children were related to those of their

parents, Birch (1980) correlated the preferences ofcMldieo wifli those oftheirown parents, and

with those of parents of other children. If parental modelling was the crucial factor in the

transmission of eating habits from one generation to another, stronger relationships between

parenc-duld than benveen stnmger-chfld pairs would be expected. However, mXy a small

propoillop of significant correlations (8%) was found between the preferences of the children

and dieir parents. Furthermore, no difference in the proportion of significant correlations was
fiwnd between die preferences of die children and die sttaiigers and preferences of the children

and their parents.

It would be reasonable to assume that contact with a parent, particularly during feeding,

would be the obvious means of communicathig and passing on preferences. However, mother-

child preference correlations have not been found to be consistently higher than father-child

preference correlaliuons (Burt and Herlzler, 1978; Pliner, 19S3). The result is suq)rising when
it is taken into account that in the nuyoiity of fiunUies sole reqNmsibiUty for die feeing (rf

the children lies with the mother.

On further examination of the data concerning the distribution of correlations between

mother and child, father and child and stranger and child. Birch found that all three distribotiOQS

contained predominantly low but positive correlations. Biicb presents these findings as
evidence for similarity of preflerence across genentloM.TMs would appearto be ooEiaboratad

by the work of Pliner and Pelchat (1986) who found higherresertManoesamoqgprefeiqices Of
siblings, than those between child and parent.

It is otmcluded tiiat the tiansnaission ofeating hdrits from one generation to ano

through the limitation of exposure to food at various levels within a particular culture group,

rather than by direct social interaction or leaching. It is suggested that rules concerning food

appropriateness are not taught Oiildren infer what is correct behaviour from exposure to^ and
repeated experience widi foods widiin die culttiral context at one level, and die familial context

at another.

Other research findings appear to offer support for the significance of exposure in the

acquisition of food likes. Correlations between modier-father likes have been found to be equal

or higher than parent-child conelaiions (Rozin et at, 1984) wd lend to increase witii the

nuinber ofyean mairied (Price and Vandenbeig, 1980). This findiitg can be accounted for by
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the effect of inutiMl exponue and influence that is su^ested talces place between parent and

child.

4, THE CONTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Mere exposure has been shown to increase liking for food In both adults (Pllner, 1982) and

children (Birch and Marlin. 1982). Zajonc (1968) has claimed that 'mere exposure' is a

sufficient condition for Ukiiig. However, Rozin (1982) points out that whether mere exposure

is a sttffidau c(mditioin for increased liking, exposure is a crucial precondition for the

operation odier processes that may toflvence liking.

4.1 Effects of Exposure

Exposure to, or experience with f:M<l nuiv have effect in a nomber of ways. Exposure may

allow fear of a new food to disappear and time to learn that the food is safe (Rozin, 1979). For

example. Torrance (1958) found that Anwrican soldiers who were offered bafPalo meat as a

food source showed a niiirked increLLse in liking on second and subsequent exposures. TbiS

effect was shown even in soldiers who found it distinctly unpleasant on first exposure.

However, whether removal of fear by exposure and experience would produce a liking fior the

taste rather than merely a lack of negative response to it is unclear.

As described above exposure is forced by, among other things, the social pressure of

custom, behaviour of atfailts, and fbod made available to the child. Thb accounts directly or

indirectly for food preferences. Given the limited influence of family interaction on the likes

and dislikes of individual family members, it is assumed that social encounters outside the

fiunily environment account for much of the unexplained intra^altutal variance of preference.

42 Inipact ofSocial Influence

In 1938, Dundcer carried oitt a study which investigated the effects of social influence on the

adoptin of food likes and dislikes in children His results dearlv drmcnstrate the stninp impact

the influence of class-mates has on choices made by individual chiidrcn. Dunckcr discovered

that in addition to peers, children increase their preferences for foods that are believed to be

preferred by fictional heroes (Duncker, 1938). In an elaboration of Duncker's original study.

Birch et al. (1982) have shown that the acceptability of familiar foods can be altered by social

learning through exposure to peer models'.

A number of studies have concentrated on the effectiveness of adult models in inducing

children to eatunftmiliar fbod. For example. Marinho (1942) demonstrated diat the perception

by a child that a food is valued by someone he or she respects (a parent dr teacher for

example), not only persuades a child to eat novel food, but actually enhances liking for that

food.

Birdi (1980) attributes the increased liking to the effect of social influence and provides

filftfierevidence of this. In a study of nursery school children it wa>. shown how food given in

a positive social context, when die food is given by a teacher as a reward, increased lildng for

that food. This effect was not demonstrated if the same food is given in a non ^'X'ial context,

when the f(X)d is merely left in a locker. This powerf ul effect of social mlluence. in this case

the teacher's indication that she values the food, is further borne out by the studies of Birch et

al. ( 1982, 1984). Their studies show the reversal of this effect: liking for a food declines when
a child perceives that those he or she respects do not value that food. Nursery school children

who were rewarded for eating a particular food demonstraied a marked reductkm in preference

for that food when die reward was wididrawn.

43 Prized Food
The use of food as a means of reward has serious implications. Reward fotxls almost

exclusively taste nice and in oar culture nice tasting foods are synoymous widi sweet tasting

fo<xh. 'I hc use of such foods as reward serves to f-irrher enhance liking for these f(x>ds. The

common practice of rewarding children for eating up unpalatable but nuuitious vegetables

with a bribe of kse cream is Ufcely to create Ae opposite tS the desired effect Liking for ice

cream will increase, because in addltkw to the pleasant taste which is sufficient reason akme
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for the liking, the ice cream becomes imbued with a social quality of value to the child.

AldKNigh the use of the reward may well increase the acceptability of the vegetables, ft is only

a temporary effect likely to last as long as the reward is continued. If from an early age

children are rewarded with, and therefore come to value, nutritious foods iniitead ot the sweets

and chocolaiet die bendidal effect on the diet ofdi^^

4.4 Causal Atiribudon

The results presented above can be explained in terras of self-perception theory, which states

that people infer their attitude towards an object (liking the food) from their own behaviour

concerning that object (choosing a food). In other words, eating a food is indicative of liking

that food. Further, if a food is eaten without clear external motivatUM, people lend to justify

their behaviour by increasing the food's value. This is clearly demonstrated in a study carried

out to compare a variety if techniques designed to increase adults' liking for grasshoppers

(Smith, 1961). The most eftective technique, the one which most increased lildng, used the

smallest financial reward. W\< resisii implies that individuals account for their consumption of

grasshoppers in terms of internal motivation, enjoyment of taste for example, since the

exteraal cause, the financial reward, was minimal.

However, when behaviour is attributed to an external cause the relation does not hold, being

told what, or what not to eat by a doctor for example. The reason for eating a food is attributed

to the advice of the doctor and this inference of external causality gives rise to a decline in

value of the food. These flndings have obvious implications for doctors, dieticians,

nutritionists and otfiers whose primary concern is wMi dietary analysis and modficatian.

5. TlIE IMPLICATION OF FOOD HABITS FOR HEALTH
Considering that food habits are acquired during the formative years of life and appear to be

reflected in adulthood, the food selected by children has significant implications for nutritional

Status and health throughout their lifespans. The food habits and personal life style of an

individual have been implicated in the aetiology, incidence and course of the m^or chronic

degenerative diseases, including coronary heart disease, stroke and cancer. Furtlier. a healthy

diet is recognised as inipoitant in disease prevention. Therefore, it would be highly desirable if

people coold be induced to like what was good for them and dislike what was bad for ttem.

Acceptance of a food bated on liking, that is on internal motivation, is particularly stable

because the food is tfien eaten for itself, rather than due to external force. This explains the

importance of an understanding of die social psychokigical fa^m affiecting food likes and
dislikes by dcx tors, dieticians and other health workers concerned with changing foodlubilS.

This provides the impetus for my research at Exeter University described below.

U. RESEARCH AT EXETER UNIVERSITY INTO FOOD LIKES AND
DISLIKES: SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIGINS AND
IMPLICATIONSFORHEALIU CARE.

1 . THE BACKGROUND TOTHE RESEARCH
The research outlined above clearly demon.strates that while food likes and dislikes iu^e muld-

determined, culture has the overriding influence on their acquisition and maintenance. Research

is cnrrently in progress at Bxeier University with the purpose of gaining further understanding

of the sfx ial and psychological origins of food likes and dislikes. The research arises out of

Stephen Mennell's investigation of the development of attitudes towards food and eating, in

England and France (Memell, 198S). The study is being carried out in collaboration with a

general medical practice which has taken a keen interest in preventive medicine. It is the first

general practice in Exeter to have a dietician attached and is concerned particularly with the

implicadons (tf fiood habits for the pievcntion ofdisease and pntnodon ofh

2. Tl IE AIMS AND OBJECnVES OF OUR RESEARCH
The objectives of die research are as follows: (i) to examine die eating habits of people

leigisteied at die pncdoe fai an attempt to identify die social and psychokigical origins of their
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habits: (ii) to show that attitudes towards food and social and psychological meanings

attributed to ffxxi phsy a significant role in the adoption of eatinp h : 'lii) to demonstrate

the importjnct: ot dctermininjj these meanings for the successlul mudilKauon ol behaviour in

terms of changing eating habits; and (iv) to determine the existence of differing social and
psychological meanings of foods for different people.

Further, using information extracted from the medical lecords of respondents, the efficacy of

dietary advice given in the attempt to change eating habits will be evaluated, and factors which
affect compliance with dietary advice identifted. Finally, the apfiropriateness of attempts by
general practitioners to alter eating habits will be evaluated.

3. THE Mf-THODOLOGY
The first objective of the research is currently being considered. A questionn;iire has been

administered to investigate the origins of food likes and dislikes of 8(K) txeier residents

registered with the general practice. Designed to map out the main types of liked, disliked and

avoided food, the questionnaire is in three sections. The first section is concerned with

ascertaining basic food habits. Questions are asked about what food is eaten, what food is

liked, what food is disliked and what food is liked but avoided. Respondents are asked to state

Aeir reasons in eMh case.

The second section of the ciuestionnaire evaluates the efficacy of dietary advioe and is

concerned with respondents' attitudes towards and compliance with dietaiy advice.

The third and final section of the questionnaire consists of general questions concerning the

respondent.s' sex. age, education and socio-economic Status. Answers !i / 1 1 .ese questions will be

correlated with the questionnaire dau to see the extent to which these variables predict food

habits.

4. THE FIRST IMPRESSONS
Unfortunately. I have been unable id analyse the data of the returned questionnaires in time to

present them here. However, to conclude this paper some of the preliminary finding's will he

presented. It is emphasised that what follows is an impressionisuc overview gained suiiply by

reading the replies given to questions in section one of the questicmnaire.

Readinp their rircounts of food habits, it is obvious that people are aware of what

constitutes a heaiUiy diet; they know \\hat foods they should avoid if they are to prevent

disease and promote health. Equally apparent is the tttong influence of social and
psychological factors which operate as strong bairien preventing people from implementing

their knowledge.

The fo<xls highest in popularity are also tho^e highest in fat, cholesterol and sugar content

It is the over-consumption of these components of the British diet to which ill-health and

disease are commonly attributed. An undersumding of how these (bods come to be Uleed is

essential before peopte can be persuaded to change dieir eating habits in order to protect tfieir

health.

4.1 Consnmt'd with Pleasure or Filled with Disgust?

Most apparent from the answers is the universal liking for sweet lasting foods among the

respondents. The wide variation ofother food described as liked is also shown. There is no one
food or food type that is universally disliked in the way that sweet foods are liked. The variety

of foods disliked is wide: offal, brains and faggots are perhaps considered the most repulsive.

Taste appears to play a significant role in whether a food is liked or not The close link

between the taste and the hedonic quality of food is demonstrated by the two reasons most

often cited for liking a food: 'it tastes nice' and 'it tastes pleasant . Tliis is further borne out by
the reasons given for disliking a food: the awful taste' and the taste is unpleasant'.

The experience of taste is highly subjective and as such is difficult to articulate. The
comments made by people about why particular tastes are considered pleasant or unpleasant

imply ilial taste is experienced within a variety of contexts. It can he experienced in terms of

sensory sensations, defined by the flavour and described as, for example, spicy, bland, or

shaip. It may be referred to as a desire: satisfying a sweet tooth is oflen given as a reason for

liking. Taste is also associated with emotions and feelings, a number of respondents talk of
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Ukiiig a focxl becaoK it remmds them of 'a happy oocasHM^

association with an unpleasant experience or illness. One respondent describes liking

Strawberries because, they make me think of summer'. Another recalls being forced to eat fish

every Friday as a child, aid describes the way he ftda about fish hi adnlthood n, Ve¥oitbig

any day of the week!'. This type of experience is common; the popular practice of forcing

people to eat 'greens' at school is held largely responsible for the intense dislike of vegetables

felt by many adults.

42 Health food
Taste is not the exdvidve reasan given Ibr lilthig or didikiiig a food: the mabitenance ofgood
health is firequently given. Foods that are: 'full of vitamins'; 'additive free"; and 'full of

goodness', are liked for this reason. Certain foods are not Uked because of their adverse effects

on health. More often they are disUkeddue to tbeafler efleds of consuinption. Indigestioa and
bad breath weie fiequently given as leasons for dislildflg foods, partiadariy onions, cvcumber
and garlic.

4J0ldfiabits

Habit is often referred to as a reason for likiqg a food: food 1 was biought up on'; food I am
used to'; and "die sort offood I had thnNigh ray life', are conunents fiequendy nuMle. Smilady
wtdi didilcas, Kqwudents stated diat ih^ didn't iiks a food sinqilybec^

44 Hungry Heart
The majority of reasons given for food preferences indlLatc that feelings and attitudes

associated with foods are important determinants of whether a food is disliked or not.

Reference to the social and psydiological significance offood is fiequendy made. Loneliness,

boredom and stress are given as reasons for eating food of a particular type. This is apparent in

the following replies given to the question 'why do you like these foods?' 'They [biscuits and

cakes] cheer me up'; It fchocolaie] comforts mewhm I am down'.

4-5 Eaien up with Guilt

Particnlariy striking are the feelings of anxiety surrounding the consumption of foods that

respondents say they like. They talk about these foods as being 'forbidden' or "not allowed;;

and describe liking these foods as a weakness'; my worst lauit'; 'wicked indulgence'. The
anxiety appears to arise out of a conflict between internal needs and external constraints.

People appear to deal with feelings of guilt associated with eating by attributing their motives

to external constraints. They describe the experience of 'an insatiable appetite Ifor chips]';

"uncontrollable cravings [for chodaie]'; and beiqg "unable to resist the foods I know I shouldn't

eat (foods high in caloriesj'.

4.6 Forbidden Fruits

Foods most often liked but avoided can be categorised into two groups: those that cause

uncomfortable or embarrassing after-effects and those that cause weight gain. The reasons

given for avoidance fall into two di^ri^'. t types: fear of ai'icr etTect,s and a desire to lose weight.

Complaints of foods 'remaining, repeating and recurring' arc made. Bad breath is considered

Vevoltingandiepenen^, and to be avoided 'at all costs'.

4.7 Restraint and Denial
Men and women give veiy different responses to the question: 'are diere any food you like but

avoid?' Women almost exclusively speak of avoiding 'ever>'thing I like' and particularly

'anything fattening'. Men, on the other hand, often reply that there is nothing' they avoid, and

that they 'eateverydiing I like'. One reqxxident asked inciedalooSly, 'why shoukl I avoid what

I like?'

The desire for weight loss is a major concern, particularly for women. 1 don i warn to get

(even) fatter'; '1 am fat eooogli alieai^y': I eat it I will be fat and miserable, it is nut worth

it', are typical of the response of women to the questitm 'why do yon avoid the food yon
like?'. For women, restraint and denial are charKietistic fealnres of tbdr eating habits. The
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reasons given by women for not eadng the foods they like iiKficate that many women have a

inoUematic relatioitth^ with food.

4.8 Ideohgicai Influence

Food is often avoided on ideological grounds by respondent-s. The knowledge of 'uhat it i';' and

'where it comes from' are reason<i given by two respondents to account for their avoidance of

lamb. Not all avoidances are as rational; one woman reports not eating rabbit 'for fear of
contracting myxomatosis'.

The underlying motives for avoidance on ideological grounds are learned; a vegetarian

respondent remaits that as a child he was given and '<fetighted in' tripe.

4.9 financial Constraints

Not being able to afford the foods diey would like to eat is another factor which accounts for

liked foods being avoided. The reasons' '»nn expensive'; 'costs too much': 'limited amount of
money to spend on food', are given by respondents from all socio-economic status groups.

The undeilying caose may be the same, bet the type of food deemed onaitainable by each

group is entirely different. Some respondents spoke <if being restricted in their consumption of

'fresh salmon and crabmeat' and 'joints of beef, others were more concerned with being unable

to afford meat 'more than once a week' and 'anything other than the bare minimom to keep

body and soul logietber'.

S. CX)NCLUSIONS
The preliminary findings presented in the second part of this paper appear to be consistent

with the conclusion reached in part one. The culture of an individual and the biological biases,

provide the foundations on whicii (by means of a process of learning experiences) altitudes and

beliefs about food are formed. These in turn determine what is selected to be eaten and further,

what is liked and disliked. The success of attempts to change food habits will ultimately

depawl 00 the identificatioii and consideration of these origiMcrf food likes and disl^
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or CURDS AND WHEY: Do Some Cheeses Taste Better if They
Start out as Raw Milk?*

Raymond Sokolov

In the b^inning, all cheese was made from raw milk fresh from the cow or goat or sheep,

then came paneuriialioin and then t ct>: Lieration, and a primoidial human activity lost both its

purity ofconception and its reason for being.

As recently as the settlement of coastal Oregon in the 19ih century, the chief encouragement
fanners had for making cheese was to preserve perishable milk and to reduce its bulk, so that

the ou^t of dairy herds ideally suited to the seaside meadows could be shipped conveniently

to distant urban markets. Today, a major road connecu the coast with Portland and the settled

interior, but the Tillamook cheddar is still produced, even though the same milk could easily

be trucked to town before it spoiled. Consumers want it. They like its taste, and most of them
have never consiitered die practical and historical necessities that left Oregon with an
established cheese industry-

Even cheese connoisseurs who knowingly probe a Camemben hoping to fuid the edge softer

than die txnter (Camembens ripen finom die outside in), dont spend much time pondering die

romantic dawn of cheese technitli i^'v Turophiles, as cheese snobs deserve to be called, dci,

however, snuffle into their weeping Brie about US legal restrictions on the use of raw milk in

cheesetradong.

By raw, they mean unpasteurized milk, which to all intents and purposes is not approved fior

cheesemaking unless the cheese is aged at least sixty days. So the ban does not affect cheddar
or nvmesan. Onfy flresh and soft-ripened dieeses come under the raw milk interdict, but diis

health regulation outrages turophiles. who point heatedly to Mother Ettn)pe, observing with
Laurence Sterne that things are ordered differently in France.

Some of the roost sensible people you could wish to encounter believe that fresh goat
cheeses and Brie and Camembot taste better inside M. Mitterand's hexagonal coontiy because
they start out as raw milk.

There I was, reading along in the second number of Edward Behi's fine new newsletter, The
Art ofEating , when I caught this aerioua-minded Vermonter expounding this view, 'No one
will seriously argue diat these cheeses have as good flavor as the unpasteurized ones, though
they can be very good. Not every subtle change wrought by pasiBttiization can be compensated
for by the cheesemaking that folk>ws.'

Well, Laurie Chenel, die pioneer goat cheese maker in Santa Rosa, Califbmia, argued very
seriously when I visited her a few years ago that the raw milk nivsiique was myth. She said

she had prepared batches of pasteurized and unpasteurized goat cheese under otherwise identical

conditions in Santa Rosa. And she saw no difference. I head the same claim advanced recendy
hv Marie-Claude Chaleix, Ms Chanel's teacher. Ms Chaleix has emigrated fiXMn France and
settled in Pine Plains, New York, in the Hudson Valley, where she is overseeing tJie goat
cheese operation at Miles and Lillian Cahn's Coach Farm.

The Cahns recently sold a handbag business and went into goat cheese hammer and tongs,

with a mechanized, modem dairy and an ever-expanding herd of Alpine milch goaLs. Coach
Farm even has a milking parlor with a revolving citfousel and other modern conveniences

usually seen only in the Uu^t cow dairy farms and virtually unheard of in dte funkier world
ofgoat dieese.

So you would expect the Cahns aiifl Ms Chaleix to insist that their delicately eranular,

moist, and mildly tangy cheeses are as toothsome as they could be—even if the milk they

Started out as hid never been pasieaitzed. And diey do. But they are not just countering knee-
jerk turophilia with self-serving rhetoric. Ms Chaleix not only has her cheeses to back her up

but she asserts that slow pasteurization at a relatively moderate temperature does not vitiate

the resultant cheese, while the high-speed, high-temperatuie pasteurization practised in some
places to save tune and monqr could mar flavor. She also argues diat the crucial difference in
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cheeses comes from the way tbey aie made, frmn the refinement or lade of it in die

cheesemaking process.

All this makes sense, but so does the nm milk mystique, I thought. Clearly, what was
needed was an impartial test. But this was not easy to effect The most obvious way to decide

the question would be to hold a blind tasting of raw and pasteurized cheeses produced under

identical conditions. This was inheiendy pioblematic. The only way to get the cheeses was to

impose on a dairy, but only an expert fly on the wall could determine if the two batches of

cheese had really been equally handled. Under no circumstances would such an experiment

qualify as scientific.

As far as 1 know, none of the raw milk mystagogues has attempted a truly ohjective

comparison of truly comparable cheeses. Mostly, the antipasteurization crowd are relying un

memories of cheese tasted at ditierent times in different places. This is not a reliable method.

Here is a self-refuting passage from £dwaid £delman and Susan Grodnick's useful The Ideal

Cheese Book (Harper & Row):

The finest, most flavorful Bries are those made from unpasteurized milk.

Unfortunately, United States Customs r^ulations prohibit the importation of any

unaged cheeses made from unpasteurized milk. Once in a while, however, an importer

quietly sneaks a few unpasteurized Bries past Customs. They are thinner than the

pasteurized varieties and their flavor is more distinctive and a bit saltier, since salt is

rabbed htto the rind. Pasteurized dweses are just dipped into a salt-water brine. The
rinds ofunpaateurizcd Bries arc slightly brown and the cheese oozes a little more.

Shipped out younger, these cheeses still have cores. They are brought in by air

because they are more fragile and wouldn't stand up to the typical sea voyage.

No specific claim made by Edelman and Gnxini^ k for the sufx-rionty of raw-milk Brie is the

result of raw milk. Every one (with one possible exception) is the result of different treatment

by the dieese maiker thfamess, saltiness, browmiess of rinik, earlier shipping and resultant

cores (the not fully ripened center found in Furope). spec ial, luxurious air freight. Isn't it

obvious that all these differences should affea flavor? Is it surprising that clandestine raw-milk

cheeses exporied in small quantities for an ^(e clientele paying a premium rate should be
superior U> the general run of export Bries, pasteurized or not? 1 haven't been able to find out

why die nw-milk Bries ooze more than the others, but 1 strongly suspect that thinness of die

wheel or some odier aspect of Brie technology is behind Ais heavier weepuig—not the

rawness of the milk.

I can't prove a, of course, bui I did manage to try one modest experiment. Ms Chaleix gave
me roughly a gallon of raw goat milk, all from the same tank. 1 returned home and pasteurized

half of it by heating it to 1 35 F and then letting it sit for thirty minutes (the original Pasteur

procedure), after which I plunged the pot into cold water [see note, below]. Then I made cheese

with both the raw and pasteurized goat milk, by a process similar to the one below.

Bodi batches were smooth and palatable. There was a bardy noticeable taste difference

between them—a faintly stronger goaty tang in the raw-milk batch—^which lasted only a day

or so. By then, both batches had matured somewhat and had indistinguishable flavors, botii

very bland compared wiUi commercial goat cheese. The pasteurized milk yielded more cheese,

about 2S percent more.

What did this experiment prove? Basically only one thing: an amateur can make mediocre

cheese at home. 1 would not dream of drawing sweeping conclusions from any test this

mfonnal. But ray failure lo produce distinguished goat cheese does nudw me thhdc that Ms
Chaleix's argument about the crucial importance of the cheesemaker is a strong one. Perh.ips

the trace of a flavor difference 1 detected for a brief period in my cheese was significant, but 1

doubt it I am more interested in the yield differential. Could it be diat pasteurization increases

yield generally? And isn't that a good diing, all odwr fiictein being equal? Which, of oomseb
they aren't.

1 would be interested to hear from readers who have aocess lo raw milk, goat or COW, and
wish to take what might be called die pepsin challenge.
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OFCURDS AND WH£Y

RECiPES

FRESH CHEESE
(Based on a recipe in Fdward Behr's The Art ifEating. Qotfterty LetterNo 2, HCR 30, Box
3, Peacham. VT 05862. USA)

Half a gallon of whole milk

One eighth tablet ofleonet, dissolved in a couple oi spoonfuls of water

1. Set the milk in a laree pan and then set that pan in a larger pan half-filled with water.

Waint over medium heat until the milk reaches 8(rF. Use a rapid-response thennometer

orjud^ in relatian to body temperatiue.

2. Remove warmed milk from heat, stir in rennet and cover pOL

3. In 2 to 3 hours, the milk will have set into a soft curd.

4. Rinse and wring oot an 18-aicb square ofdieeseclotfi.Iiiie a colander wiA
5. Gently stir the curd to break it into quarter-inch pieces and fine the whey.

6. Ladle curds into cheesecloth and let drain for an hour.

7. Oadier up tlic edges ofcbeesedodi to make a bag and tie to sink faucet orio a hook over

an empty bowl, (L'nles^ you plan tn use if, discard the whev).

8. Let curds drain for another hour. I hen dump mio a bowl and stu". 1 lii,s ha.stcns the

draining of the whey and produces a smoother consistency. Return to cheesecloth or lo a
perforated mold and let drain another hour.

9. Cheese is now ready to eat. It will keep, covered, in the refrigerator for two to three days,

longer if salted.

Yiel± About three quarters of a pound of cheese.

FROMAGE BLANC
(After a redpe ofJacques Fepint in The Ideal Cheese Book, by EdwanlEddman andSusan

Orodnidk, Haiper& Row.)

Three quarters of a poond finesh cheese (see above)

Half a cup heavy cream

Half a cup sour cream

2 scallions, trimmed and finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced

I bunch parsley, finely chopped

Salt

Freshly ground white pepper

1. Put the ftesh cheese in a serving bowl.

2. Mix together the heavy cream and sour cream (or substitute 1 cup of crimefraiche).

3. In a separate bowl, mix together the scalUons, gallic and parsley. Pour die cream mixhire

over the cheese. Then sprinkle with .scallion mixture and salt and while pepper.

Yield: Four servii\gs, as a fust course or snack.

NOTE: The temperature for pasteurisation is below that legally admitted in the US and the

UK. I do not believe diat die extra ten or fifteen degrees would make an appreciable

difference in the gastronomic quality of the cheese but 1 faave not been able 10 repeat die

expermient at these higher temperatures.

*This haa appeared substandaiiy in the Americanjournal Natural History.
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TRIDE AND PREJUDICE', or

FAMILIARTTY BREEDS CONTENT: A Western Taste of Middle
Eastern Food

JillTilsley-Benham

To the inexperienced infant, the finest taste is that of mother's milk. But once the breast—so

soon and nddy snatched away—is iqilaoed by a choice of solid foods, we become, to quote

Charles Lamb, 'a bundle of prejudioes-Hnade up of likings and dislikings'. (1)

Little children, in general, piefer die bland and sweet, only acquiring a taste for stronger and

more pungent flawnn with die maturing of dieir tasle buds. Come adnldiood it is hard to

be!ieve dutt die cAbag^ one so i^ulady qwt acRMS die table, is die pleasant food one knows

today.

Reaction to any flavour is, to a large degree, dictated by expectation. I loadied my first

avocado pear heciuse I had assumed that it would taste like any otlicr pear, and my sweet-

toodied young nephew burst into tears when he first ate mousse—^shocked that the moose he

knew from Ms ^ctnre-book shonld taste so strongly of chocolate! No one coiild have

convinced me that I would ever enjoy eating a beetle, yet I did—very much—when T mistook

one for a peppercorn in a pktS. Such caries of mistaken identity have provided excellent grist

for die writet's miU. Remember Thackeray's Becky Sharpe attempting to cool her cony-

boned mouth with a large helping of chilli? And Alexander Dumas—practised gourmet

though he was—tells of a similar mishap in his book of Syrian travels ...

"We were presented to the elders of the tribe, who led us into the best-looking tent, which

was that of Taleb. Our chief gracefully did the honours, makini? us sit down, and then

taking his place near us with the most considerable of his companions. Some moments

pass^ in enjoyment of the coohiess and shade, when they brought a wooden bow I full of

cream of such dazzling whiteness, that the very sight of it was refireshing. I turned to

Abdallah, and pointed out this wondrous bowl; but he replied to my glance with disdain,

which I attributed to die disdain that the culinary science he had studied in the capital

inspired for the rustic preparations of the tribe of Waleb Said. After some ceremonies,

which appeared very tedious, so anxious was I to taste the cream, Baron Taylor plunged

bis hand into the bowl, took a portion of the cream, and raised it to his mouth. To my
gnat soipnse, I did not see him, after he had tasted it, manifest any signs of satisfaction;

neverdieless, he finished die portion of fluid he held in his hand, widi a physiognomy

calm in appearance, but in which I seemed to recognise rather the power of a man able to

control his feelings, than the happiness of an exhausted guest who at last obtains

refreshment nofiting by the sage slowness of the Andis, which on solemn occasions

places an interval of several seconds between each phrase, motion, or action, I asked

Baron Taylor how he Uked the pastoral beverage that had just been brought in. "Oh! " said

he, wtdi philosophic coolness, "it resembles nodifaig to whidi you are acqvafaued; taste

it; you will find it a novelty". This reply occasioned some distrust; but encouraged by the

charming appearance of this unlucky cream, I plunged in my hand, raised it to my mouth,

and swallowed, in one sup, all that it contained. The surprise was horrible, and being a
worse diplomatist than my friend, I could not conceal it I betrayed it, not only by my
looks, but by words. I shouted lustily for water a full goblet was brought, which I

SwaUowed, but could not get rid of the taste left by the abominable mixture. 1 made a

sign for a second, half of which i drank, and rinced my mouUi widi die remainder. During

this operation, I chanced to lock at Abddlah; he was waiehntg me with dw air of a person

who has clearly foreseen what would happen, but did not wish to deprive himself of the

agreeable spectacle. This dish, I subsequenUy learned, was composed of cheese made from

die nuak ofcamds. oH, and chopped onions; the whole is dien pounded; other ftigredienis

of tJie same nature are added, and tlic filthy mixture forms the poison with which we were

treated. Our repugnance, to all appearance, was European; for scarcely had Mayer repeated
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my expaiment with the same result, when the Arabs seized the bowl, and swallowed with

ecstasy a compound whic h p;ive me a dislike to milk for the rest of the journey. '(2)

Other visitors to the Hast were seldom so disappomied - for they expected trouble in the

first place. It was not that Western standanls were particularly high, but that everything alien

wa<; siispfct. As Lord Edward Cecil was to remark after a sojourn in niiypL An Englishman

will eat anyllimg if it is served hot, iliere is plenty of it, and he is sure he knows what it is.

The fear that a designing foreigner may one day make him eat a cat is still present in one form

or another in most British minds'. (3)

So it was that saddlebags became repositories of trustworthy British fare
—

'with a tin of

sardines you are master of your fate', as one practical archaeologist declaied (4). Most
Europeans also hated eating with their fingers, and having to squat cross-legged upon the

ground, especially when clad in unsuitable clothes, did nothing to encourage a proper study of

Oriental food ...

Theyre lodginge and sittinge in theyre houses, with iheyre mannor of feedinge, is liker

dogges dian men, for they use neyther table, stoole, nor bed ... & they teare theyre meaie

and breade with ih.e> re handes ^md teethe, neyther using kniffe nor trencher; l*c all tiieyre

spoone meate (whiche is theyre cheyfte foode) they eate with wodden spoones, even the

verye best of diem, die Great Tvrke himself.' (S)

In fact it wa.'s neither poverty nc-r brutish custom that made Moslems use spoons of wood,

but a humbling religious embargo on supping from precious metal. Gold and silver spoons

did exist, but these were mostly pierced or filigreed so that liquids would drop straight

dlTDUgh!

And if the European despised those who ate with their hands, the Oriental was equally

shocked by die fork-flaunting Westerner . .

.

'"Poor things!" say the Moors, "they don't even know how to eat; look at their awkward
manoeuvre; and that disgusting implement they put in their mouth! Ugh! Yesterday was

it not in somebody else's mouth? Bah! Wc use onityowawnftarourownfluniths!" When
it is remembered that the fingers of the eater do not actually enter even his own mouth,

and are scrupulously washed before and after the meal, the objections to the fingers of

another in our pie disappear, especially as our frnxl is so much handled in the kitchen

before we see it Moreover, the exceeding gracetulne&s with which the well-bred Oriental

conveys die food lo his moudi is not to be approached widi spoon and fade, and a Utde

experience in a well-ordered native house soon dispds dw piqadioe in which we have

been brought up.' (6)

The American, Budgett Meakin, who wrote die above around 1902. lived kmg enoogh in

iviorocco to appreciate both its culinary customs and cuisine. His open>minded transatlantic

altitude was seldom shared by the British and Continentals though . .

.

The food that other nations eat is always an attractive subject to the curious, and one
which often well repays investigation, hut it is strange how frv, European travellers give

fair trial to the cooking of Orientals. This arises generally from inherent prejudice and

misconception, yet in almost every country the staple dishes are die outcome of

experience handed down for generations, as the most suitable provision for its race and

climate. Morocco has unfortunately shaed die effects of this neglect, its people being

popularly supposed to exist on all sorts of unpalatable, if not disgusting, viands, w hich is

SO far from the case that English cooks, if not too ignorant to profit by example, might

glean many wrinkles from die Moors. "To begin with, it is quite a common fvscdse with

prejudiced travellers who do sec ure the opp<irtunity of trying a Mcxirish dinner to "make

sure of a good meal before they start," as they feel sure that they will not relish the few

tidngs that they may date to eat, with the inevitable result that dieir experience bears out

their foreb<xlini;s. How many English dinners would stand such a test?

The average inexperienced Englishman has only to be told that most of the cooking

is done hi oil, for the whole thing to be steadfastly tabooed, but the few who have had die

good fortune to experiment in first-class Moorish houses with a healthy appetite, will

bear me out in the assurance that the oil exiilams half tlie success ... (7)

"Gieasy', ofcourse, has long been a standard epiiriti tor both foreigners and their food— any

form of fat odier than pure English butter, lard, and dripping bebi^ die epitome of 'greasy
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fbreign made*. The author Thacteny, fai describing a visit to the Sultan^ idtcbens in 19di

century Constantinople, employs 'grease' and 'greasy' no less than five times in the following

short extract In fact, good Moldavian butter was freely used by the royal chefs — but

Thadceniylcnewfiinwd] how to play on his feaden^ emotions ...

they were mnking piistry for the sultanas; and the chief pastrycfink, whd knew my
guide, invited us courteously to see the process, and partake of the delicacies prepared for

flKMe charming lips. How those sweet lips must shine after eatfaig those pofis! First,

huge sheets of dough are rolled out till the paste is about as thin as silver paper: then an

artist forms the dough muslin into a sort of drapery, curling it round in many fancilul and

pretty shapes, until it is well got into the cbcamfinnoe of a round metal ttiy in which it

is baked. Then the cake is drenched in grease most profusely*
;
and, finally, a quantity of

synip is poured over il, when the delectable mixture is complete. The moon-faced ones are

said to devour hnmense qaantilies ofdiis wholesome food; and, fat ttet, aieeatfaig giease

and sweetmeats from morning till night. 1 don't like to think what the consequences may
be, or allude to the agonies which the delicate creatures must inevitably suffer.

The good-natured pastrycook fiUed a copper basin with greasy pufRt; and, dipphig a

dubious ladle into a large cauldron, containing several gallons of syrup, poured a liberal

portion over the cakes, and invited us to eat. One of the tarts was quite enough for me:

and I excused n^sdfon the plea ofiU health fhm iinbibing any more gre«w a^
But my companion, the dragoman [interpreter], finished some forty puffs in a twinkling.

They slipped down his open jaws as sausages do down Clowns' throats in a pantomime.

His moostachios shone with grease, and dripped down his beard andfmgers. We thanlced

the smiling chief pastr% cooV, and rewarded him handsomely for the tarts. It is something

to have eaten of the dainties prepared for the ladies of the harem; but 1 think Mr Cockle

ought to get die names ofdie chief soltanas amoqg die exahed patrons of his Antibilious

Pills.' (8)

Whilst besotted to a large degree by contemporary images of 'The Romantic East", 18di and

19th century travellers seldom rhapsodised over ftiod. One notable exception was Julia Pardoe,

who wished—for the sake of veracity—that her pen 'be tipped with diamond-dust' and her

paper 'powdered with seed pearl'. Here she is dining near the Turidsh Sultan's palace, fai die

mansion ofa gracious old Effendi'. .

.

'...nine slaves, forming a line from the table to the door, waited upon us: and we pamck
ofan endless variety of boiled, stewed, roasted, and baked—defldous cinnamon

soup—chickens, farcied with fine herhs and olives—anchovy cakes—lemon-tinted

pillauf—chopped meat and spiced rice, rolled in preserved vine-leaves—the most delicate

ofpastry, and the most cosdy ofconserves. Many-coloured sheffwts, and lemonade,

completed the repast; and when 1 laid aside my gold-embroidered napkin, and wiped die

rose-water from my hands. 1 could but marvel at the hyper-fastidiousness of those

tuvdkis whohaw alliected to quaird widi die Toricish kitchen. .
.' (9)

But, as we have noticed already, those who complained the most had usually sated their

appetites in advance, or tasted only peasant or working-class food. The American writer Mark

Twain, for instance, professed tfiat he would "never want anodier Turidsh lunch' after a siiigte

experience with the latter . .

.

The cooking apparatus was in the litde lunch room, near the bazaar, and it was all open

to the street. The cook was slovenly, and so was the table, and it had no cloth on it. The

fieUow took a mass ofsausage-meat and coaled it round a wire and laid it on a charcoal fire

to cook. When it was done, he bid it aside and a dog walked sadly in and nipped it He
smelt il first, and probably recognised the remains of a friend. The cook took it away

from him and laid it before us. Jack said, "I pass"—he plays euchre [an American card

game] sometimes—4nd we an passed in torn. 'Ihen dw cook laid a broad, flat, wheaten

cake, greased it well with the sausage, and started towards us with it. It dropped in the

dirt, and he picked it up and polished it on his breeches, and laid it before us. Jack said "I

pass". We all passed. He put some eggs in a frying pan, and stood peosivety piying slabs

of meat firom between his leedi widi a fodc Then he used die fork to turn die eggs

* Thackeray fails to mention Uiat the excess butter is scrupulously dramcd alter baking!
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wiUi—md brought them along. Jack said "Pass again". Ail fbUowed suit. We did not

know \\ !i;!t to do. and so we ordered a new radon of sausnge. TTie ctxik pnt <iiit his wire,

apportioned a proper amount of sausage-meal, spat on his hands and fell to work! This

time, with one ao^xtl, we aO passed out.We paid and left That is all Ite^^
Turkish lunches. A Turkish lunch is good, no doubt, but it has its little drawbacks.' (10)

Despite (he acceptance of Saracen tlavouis during the Crusades, 19lh century travellers often

baulked at flower-peiftwed foods. Echnoodo de Amicis, who alieady hartKWied 'a vague «d
sinister remembmoce' <rfTuridsh cooking, was nonetheless iOiiiepaied for what he found in

Morocco ...

"We began partddog one after another of the famous Arab dishes, objects of otff aident

CUliosity. I attacked the first with great confidence. Merciful heaven! My first impulse

was to fall upon the cook. Every shade of expression w hich n>ight cross the face of a man
suddenly attacked by colic, or on hearing of the unexpected fafluie of his brnlcer, must

have appeared on mine. In an instanr I nnritTstood perfectly how a race who ate such food

must necessarily believe in another God and hold essentially dittcrcnt views of human life

fiom our own. I can give no idea of the taste left in my mouth except by comparing

myself to some unfortunate condemned to swallow the contents of all the botdes and

boxes in a hairdresser's esublishmenL There was a suggestion of soap, w ax. pomatum, of

unguents, dyes, cosmetics: of everything, in short, most unsuiied to enter a human

mouth. At each new dish we exchanged glances of terror and dismay. The materials must

have been good, too, in themselves, for there was poultry, mutton, game and fish; huge

dishes of inviting appearance, but everything swimming in the most horrible sauces,

giea^, anoittted, pofuined, piepaied in such a manner that a comb seemed a more fittii^

instrument to dip into them than a fork...' (11)

Above all, it was the response evoked by perftmi. v. Inch most divided East from West. To

Europeans the scent of flowers was agreeable only in puddings— and in moderation— but

the Oriental scented even his savouritt with a fine free hand. Whilst it took a whifF of onion

to rouse the Western appetite. Eastern mouths positively watered at the passing odour of a

rose. Which calls to mind an adventure ...

'. . .said 10 have befallen a member of the British Persian Mission, on his way fam
Trebizonde to Tehran in 1841. Having neglected rhe precaution of taking an escort over

border country in the pachalik. of Ezeroum, he and hi> coinpujiion, an English gentleman,

fell into an ambuscade of Kurdish horsemen. . Among various lot their] articles that

attracted die freebooter attendon, were some half-dozen pots of sweet-scented pomaiunv

the treasured nourishment of our diplomat's jet black curls and beard. These the robbers

first applied to their noses with evident enjoyment, and then to their mouths with

increased satisfaction. A short discussion then arose among them, as to the nature of the

substance. This terminated hi itbdng FVank (foreign] butter. Thereupon die rogues drew
from their saddles some black barley cakes, picked out the supposed Frank butter with

their d^er points and commenced a most savoury breakfasLThe young attach^ hoping

10 save both his life and his pomatum—for what was dw use ofone without die

other—implored them to desist.

"Slop! Stop, brothers! In Allah's name, take care, or your tongues and insides will

become like camds* badcs ... Look" added he, pointing to his moustache and long beard.

"Look! Six days past my face was that of a new-bom child. This beard is the quick work

of that unguent" ... The whole party stared for a while at each other and then exclaiming

"Allah! Allah! These kaffir Ferenjys are worse than devils", began to saape their tongues

widi dieir daggers. Seeing this Uw atiacb6 renewed die conversadon, saying
—

"Scrape

away! Scrape away* Nothing will avail you wtdiout an antidotB. You may kill us, if you

be so disposed, but your tongue will betray you; go where you Will, yOll will beat die

inevitable mark, and perhaps sufter death from suffocation
".'

The robbers, desperate to avoid such a hair-raishig punishment, promptly escorted our

enterprising hero to the shelter of a neighbouring convent, where an 'antidote' was soon

produced. Their fears allayed, the recreants galloped off—complete with the bowel-blasting

hone physic diey had promised to consume! (12)
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Of all the flowers with whkh the Moslem soenlB Ms fbod and driid:, die rose is {Mramooi^
for it grows abundantly in the East and, it would seem, is blessed with the odour of sanctity...

'
. .

.
it is affuTned that on a time Mahomet, being in prayer, was conveyed into Paradise,

where, eamesdy beholding its varieties, at lengdi he cast his eyes apon a glorkms
Throne, and, fearing he, would he punished for his presumption, blushed for shame and
sweated for fear; but, loth U) have it discovered, wipes from off his brow the sweat with
his first finger and threw it out of Paradise: it w» not lost, it seetns by Stoiy; far
forthwith dividing itself into six drops, the first was metamorphosed into a fragrant red

rose (and tlience it is rose-water is so much used); the second was converted into a grain of
rice (a holy grain); the other four became four Doclofs, Acment, Hamet, Melec-aed, and
V'affvn, who assisted Mahomet to publish, if not to compose, his Alcoran.' (13)

Tradiuon dies hard, and when 1 rang a Persian friend for some culinary talk of roses, he
exdaiined, 'Ah, lovely, lovely ! Gul-e-MuhammeA - it is MuhammetfB flower. Oned^ I take
you toGhamsar. near my hoiiieinMahan,ithasiiiaiiy,iiiaiiyioselbriiialdiigd)e^4ifr,aii^

the smell it us like Heaven!'

Jusfly oddMWBd as 'the land of roses'. Pessia at one time supplied "half the civilised world'

fiom the area of Kerman alone, whilst the poets of Shira? sang of their wine and roses with

voices dulcet as that city's countless nightingales. In Iraq the blossoms of Naslbin were
distilled for rose essence said to be without an equal, but Turkish vramen swore by Adrianople
blooms, and set up inunense bronze cauldrons of gul-ab, or gaiap, (literally 'rose-water'"), for

sale in Constantinople. Europeans began to call their own aromatic cordials gulap , and from
these were bom the 'juleps' of American renown. After the Ottomans had begun to cultivate

the Damask rose in their subject province of Bulgaria, the Kazanluk basin was transformed

into tfie famous 'Valley of Roses' — which now produces nwre attar than any single area,

attar whose scent pervades the ^ hoi; est Oriental sweeLs and sherbets to this day.

The Song of the Rose', a bittersweet lament from A Thousand uid One Nights, describes

fiDom die flower^ pofatt ofview, die cred oideal ofdistniatittt ...

I am the glory.

But the glory is hardest pressed of all the flowers.

I am die ever wonnded.
Thorns spring out on myyoiltb,

Steel arrows splashing my silks with my blood.

Staining my silks vemdlioin.

Yet I remain the elegant ofpassing things*

The pride of morning.

I wearmy oystal bean^ IftB a shift

Men hurry me from my green to another crystal.

My body turns to wMer,
My heart is burned.

My tears are collected

And my flesh is tom.

I feel the passion of file,

My soul is fbmed off,

My spirit goes in vapour;

My sweet sweat is a record of my pain.

The passionate

Breathe the musk of my cast garments widi delight;

My body goes from you, but my soul remains;

The wistdo not ncietmy little time in die ginden,

But lovers would have me,
Silly pretty lovers,

Have me there forever.' (14)

The rape oS the rase was compJeie dmnighout die Middle East, but only in north Africa did

dw rose genniomfSril victim ID die stilL Whilst III perfumed leaves^ dropped into
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Lebanese synip and Iraqi tea, vast quantities of essence are distilled by Tunisian housewives—atrochia ennuph to scent all their haklavas. halnu:a^. and samsas for the coming year.

But tfie diowsy (xlours of Oriental sweets did not emanate entirely from the rose and her

geranium alter ego. Violets, orange-blossom, hyacinths, jasmine, water-lilies and willow-

flowers were all used upon occasion . .

.

Then she brought him a vase of sherbet of sugar, mingled with rosc-waier and willow-

waier, and he took it and drank it off and left not a single drop. Moreover, he ran his

finger round the inside of the vessel and would have licked it, but she forbade him,

saying, "That is foul. " Quoth he, "Silence: this is naught but good honey" (IS)

A heavy 'oriental' fragrance, yet oddly reminiscent of the English countryside, willow-flower

water, or ma al-khal^, is distUled ftom both the Egyptian willow, Salix Aegyptica, and our

own familiar 'pussy' willow, die SoKx eaprea which we use in lieu of palm fronds at Easter

time, A delicate, fortifying diet of willow, rose, or violet sherbet, together with poached

chicken and its broth, was frequently prescribed by doctors, and became standard fare for

invalids ...

' ... they use abundance of the Water of the brown Willow-Tree, made of buds, which the

Tree produces in Spring-time, which they give of to Sick People as much as they will,

especially to those who are tioubled with Agues, and other Waters agreeable to dwir taste,

than which, nothing is more refreshing.' (16)

Known as beed-e-meshk to the Persians, willow-flower water is even now given to 'Sick

Vvafiii in Iran, altboagh its use as a sheriiet has become rare. Truly a physician's dream, die

violet was euphoric beverage and soothing medicine combined . .

.

'
... in the morning the wise lift me from my pale drought of death, and balm disease

with me. The scent ofmy small life delighted die lad. uidmy body dies for him. ... A
little army in purple shields, with emerald helmets, riding to victory. ...

' (17)

From Tavernier's 17th century account of the Turkish Sultan's kitchens, we learn that violet

sherbet was the royal favourite. But held in almost equal estimation was 'the water dlsdll'd

from the flower of a Plant, which grows in Pools and Rivers, and has the figure of a Horse-
Shoe. These flowers are ydlow, and called nuloufer, ..." (18) Better known to us as the yellow
water-lily, Nuphar lutea, its blossoms make but a modest show — yet lis fitui^, alcoholic

odour attracted nectar-seeking beetles and sherbet connoisseurs alike.

Nowhere did perfume's hectic love aff^ with fbod oondnoe longer, or with more passion,

than it did in the Maghreb. Visiting Fez. in the latter half of the 19th century. Edmondo de
Amicis found the atmosphere, even of the open streets, heavy with the penetrating odour of
aloes, spices, incense, kiff. We seemed to be promenading through a huge druggist's

establishment'.(19) It was here, in this ancient and scarce-changed city of Muhamnied's great-

great-grandson, that he encountered sweetmeats, 'one mouthful of which ought to atone for the

commission of a bloody crime and it was hoe, fMlowing an fatvitaiion to the palace of
the Grand Vizier, that he wrote. 'I will not describe the dinner, it seems useless to re-awaken

distressing n»emories; suffice it to say that there were thirty courses, and that each of the thirty

was a nusfiortdne in itself, without counting the minor offences of the sweetmeats.'

Taste is, above all, subjective, and where an individual's taste in f(x>d is concerned,

familiarity would seem to breed more of content, than contempt. George Beniai d Shaw did not

have Oriental cooks in mind when he said "Do not do unto others as you would they should do
unto you. Their tastes may not be the same.' (20) But for the nuyority of travellers to die

Middle Eas^ hecould hardly have put it better.
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DUTCH TASTE: A CASE HISTORY

Johannes van Dam

The food of the middle-class Dutch consists to a great extent of vegetables. Vegetable

soups, salads, vegetable dishes and much fancy bread and butler and cheese, pastiy,

gingerbread, honey cakes, and sweets for the principal dishes of a typical Dutch meal. The
cookery of the restaurants is purely French, a I rci.. htnan being generally the chef. A
feature of the cookeiy in the houses of lich merchants are the dishes of the Far East

Miday conies ax! ttie fritils ofJava and SnnuM are ofteii ofSsi^

not at all uncommon for a merchant returning from the Dutch colonies to bring hi.s

Malay or Madras ot Chinese cooli home with him. The favourite dish of the lower classes

is a stm of kedgeree, in which dried stock fish, ike^ potatoes* biiiM^

play their part. Sauerkraut and sausages, MUSedbeninBSnidinilkplldidingsalsO have

claims to be considered national dishes.

The Gourmet's Guide lo Europe, by Lieut.-Coi. Newnham Davis (2nd ed., London 1908)

describes thus the food of the Netherlands. A more recent publication, The Official Foodie

Hemdbook, st«es that a foodfe» travelling in Holland, should bring a well-niled picnic hamper.

Is Dutch food really that bad? From my own experience as a hookseller ! have to admit that

the only tourists interested in Dutch cmikery are Americans and Australians from Dutch stock.

That may speak for itself. But as the i in ! cr ; f people enjoying Dutch food I encounter is not

negligible, it seemed worth while to do a little research into Dutch taste.

The fat used in cooking seemed one possible approach. The main product is margarine, used

both in cooking and as spread on sandwiches, as butter is considered not for eating, rather for

exporting. Margarine is usually called butter and, to distinguish it from the real thing, butter

is called 'real' butter or 'creambulter' (roMnbofer). On the wrapping of most (real) butler sold

in Holland the words Export Quali^' tells a Dutchman tfiat the contents are good, actndly

too good for (hero.

It has not always been like tfiat. The E>ulch learned diis die hard way. They used to sell a lot

of butter to England, but as their production methods stayed very primitive, through

unwillingness to invest in new machines, they had difficulty in competing with Danish

protfacers. So d)^ adulterated die buoer with anydibtg fiKHn water to Chalk so as to maintain

price advantage. Dutch butter export to England never recovered. The result was that the Dutch

modernised their production and these days Dutch butter is very pure, apart from a little

colouring. And it has abaolntely no taste. So the only mountain in this flat country stays the

Boierberg, the Butter-mountain, at die shoies of the Milk-lake—the Dutch cootributkm to die

problems ot tJie HLC CAF.

As Newnham-Davis stated, the Dutch do eat a lot of v^etables. So many, indeed, diat die

category does not include poutoes and salads in official analyses. They have their own
categories. An average Dutch meal consists of soup, a main course of meat (with gravy),

potatoes, a cooked vegetxible, ;i salad, and a sweet dessert. No Cheese'

The most constant component of Uiis meal is the salad. Its composition may be compared

to diat of odier, neighbouring, countries, aldiough it is especially the preparation of the salad

dressing—the oil-vinegar ratio—that Ls revealing.

I compared die recipes for a simple salad dressing in practically all Dutch household

cookbooks published from die year 1891—hi as many editions as I could obtain. Oat of

approximately 30 titles, some had gone through as many as sixty printings in eighty years.

Most of the books had been written by teachers in various ctx)kery schools. 1 took into

account the geographical location of these schcx)ls and the social class th^ servecL I compared
them with Dutch cookbooks for professional ctwks published in the same period as well as

with clas.sical professional works (like Escoffier) and Belgian, German and English domestic

cookbooks.
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Almost all these non-Dutch books used the ratio three parts oil to one part vinegar, without

much variation through the years. The Dutch cookbooks for professional audiences used the

same ratio but, outside the trade which was laigely based on French practice, things were

diffierent. Round the turn of the century, most schools, especially those located in rural areas

and serving the lower classes, used three parts oil to four parts vinegar or even 2 oil - 3

vinegar. Only the schools for hcfaer girls and the ones serving the cleigy used a less acid

ratio—1:1 or 2:1.

It took some books forty years and fifty-eight printings to change from 2:3 (± 1900) to 3:2

(1942). It was indeed in the 1940s that the ratio began to change, but even today Uie usual

ratio in domestic cookbooks is three parts oil to two parts vinegar.

Whoever studies these changes in books without checking actual practice will miss the

observation that most Dutch housewives make their dressing even more acid than

contemporary books advocate; with, what is more, iht same geographical and social

differentiation that we have observed for the instructions given out by cookery school.--. I !e or

she will also miss that observation that most Dutch households have a secret concerning the

making of the dressing that is handed down through the ages, as I have only come across it in

a 19th century LXK)kb<:M:)k: tliey put some sugar in the dieninglocoinpensaiBfiDrihe vinegar.

No school tatight this yet almost everybody does it

So Dutch sslad was, add still is, a salad of Utap leunoe leaves, wet, sweet and veiy soor

with the oil, if any, floatii« In drops on die wafer, reminding one of the piesent Dutch

landscape.

It seems that both in die use of nungarine or butler and In die ratio of oil » vinegar the

price of products plays a crucial role. The Dutch seem to prefer the cheaper product: margarine

and vinegar. This is especially the case with vinegar for, even at a time when most people

could well afford to use more oil, diey stick to using more vinegar. It Is hitler lo have to

OOOClnde that the Dutch choose rather with their wallets than with their tongues.

My imqposition is that we should reserve a place in English idiom among expressions like

Diilchcoance'Ccoursseofadfunk), Dutch concert' (where everybody pliys a dUSoenttuneX

13uach gold* (a cheq> Imitation) and die Uke fiv Dutch taste'.
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FLAVOUR PAIRS, or Mutually Enhanced Contact
Chemoreception

Dov Yassky

Culinary arts (almost by definition) have little to do with preparing single foodstuffs for

eatiog. Many complicated substances and processes are involved, such as deiennining optimal

temperatures and cooking media, finding appropriate mixtufes of foodstuff^ with condiments,

trying for compatihiliiv nf apices and much more. Even this seemingly easy division into

media, foods, condiments and spices is not always clear cut in real life either in the kitchen or

at die table.

Manipulation of temperatures, humidities and complicated substances for the beriefit of

consumers is a set of highly professional and creative (perhaps even artistic) activities that are

abnost exclusivdy subjects for experts. Eidwr experts in <hnng it or experts in writing about

it

A non-expert eater on the other hand, in other words almost anyone, knows from personal

experience diat. quite apan fitom cuisine, dieie are fbods that tend to be eaten toother widi

others. Some of these affinities are quite general (at least within a given culture) while others

are more particular and seem to be personal discoveries which may or may not reflect personal

biochemical peculiarities or upbringing.

In order to shorten my peisonal list to manageable proportions I will arhiL'aiilv confine it to

pairs of toods that tend to be EATEN together and exclude flavouring substiuices and pairs that

lend to be CCXDKED together. Hence the non-appearance of classical dishes \iktB<mfGros Set

or Coeur Braisi aux Caroites. 1 will also gladly avoid more or less synthetic creatians sudi as

Avocadoes stuffed widi Ptawns.

The following list contains a few subjective and some genefally acknowiedged pain:

1. Tomatoes Black olives

2. Watermelon Goat cheese

3. Figs Ham
4. Melon Ham
5. Cheese Red wine

6. Bitter chocolate Red wine

7. Radishes Butter

8. Anchovies Butter

9. Roquefort cheese Butler

10. Bread Butter

11. Cucumbers Butter

12. Cucumbers Yoghurt

13. Fish Chips

14. Sausage Sauericraut

15. Eggs Bacon

16. Strawberries Cream

17. Almonds Raisins

^ I camot resist adding:

18. Milk Hooey

We do seem then to observe a real phenomenon which manifests itsdf in French and Italian

restaurant menus (3,7), in various local traditions of home food presentation (2.17) and in the

outcome of direct and personal mixed gustatory and olfactory adventures and experience.

We may of course leave this pairing phenomenon alone as a subject for analytical study and

just go on enjoying bodi publicly known and privately invented food pairs. But that is not our

way. Not only do we all suffer torn that general (and sonetiraes unfbrtimate) human
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ovefwhelming desiie ftir understandii^ Ibiiigs but we might perhaps find such fists to be
useful in helping us to under';?and the enormously complex sense of flavour.

Having read Alan Davidson's discussion paper, one is faced with a difficulty: tastes have

been classified into four (perhaps seven) categories with at least some experimental

verification of this classification by direct measurements of nerve impulses. There also seems

to be a general agreement about a similar number of aromas (with, perhaps, only semantic

differences between the different classification schemes). Physiological psychologists tell us

that we find it easy to distinguish 20%-30% diflferences in concentration of pure substances by

means of both their taste and their aroma. All this is not very outstanding compared to our

other senses' abilities. Why is it then so difficult to 'dissect' a given natural flavour into its

list of components? Even that enormous and unadmired Food Industr>' Complex which spends

such stupendous amounts of energy and ingenuity in order to do just that, has not had, it

seems, much success. Even the simplest synthetic flavouring of patdcaged foods is quite easily

discernible The aroma of more complicated substances, such as coffee for instance, is

supposed to contain about one hundred and fifty identified chemical components. In spite of

this identification Nescaf6 (although some people prefer it) is definitely and admittedly

different from brewed coffee and this is probably not for lack of trying. Very powerful and

relatively easy techniques such as gas and liquid chromatography can easily be used in order to

achieve similar feats of identification for simpler substances than coffee. Whjr then is ii so

difficult to show how any single real fiavour is constructed from the ba.sic four tastes and six

aromas? There is then not much point in trying chemically to identify the components that are

instrumental in bringing food pairs together. Similar mediods have been tried in human pair

formation studies with only a mediocre degree of success. Moreover, given the financial

status of pure research these days such projects have little chance of reasonable funding.

Perhaps an inverse process could be considered and the study ot pairs could be made instead

to contribute to a more fundamental understanding of Alan Davidson's TASTE -i^ AROMA =

FLAVOUR? Some insight could perhaps be gain^ into olfactory and gustatcM^ cross-fatigue

or conversely into synergistic (or sensilisation) effects that are so well known both in chemo-
therapy and in cooking (a little salt to aid the sweetness ... ). Extreme examples are

gymnemic acid which is supposed to block some tastes and, of course, mono-sodium
glutamate, the great enhancer, which is unfortunately much hetter known.

We may try for instance to find out ii' such pairing preferences are inborn or learned. If th^
are mboro dils might provide hints in aidofundenmndbig some oeuiiophysiol<^ical aspects cf
flavour. Such studies can he supplemented by looking at the attitude of different cultures to

different series of pairs. This may help in differentiating between neurophysiological facts and
economical needs. One of the main markers of science and its phenomenal success is that

whenever scientists cannot yet explain a set of phenomena they classify them instead.

Presumably scientists have learned to hope that later techniques would make use of these

classifications.

Sophisticated chemistrv' and advanced neurophysiology do not seem to be able to make
much sense of taste and uroma. None of their techniques seems at present to be promising.

Perhaps the best way then is to start coUectiqg data and classifying Item with some hope that

a pattern will eventiMlly emefge.
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